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ABSTRACT
In Australia, environmental debates around carrying capacity and food security are
increasingly tinged with hostility toward ethnic minority migrants. Geographers have
recently argued that ethnic minority migrants’ culturally specific knowledge may
represent a “circuit-breaker” for Western groupthink concerning notions of
sustainability (Head et al., 2018, p. 14). Small-scale agriculture has been recognised as
one of the most effective ways of promoting biodiversity while feeding a growing urban
population.
This thesis aims to reveal what forms of ecological knowledge ethnic minority migrants
draw on from their countries of origin and how they adapt their small-scale agriculture
and wild food foraging practices to the local socio-ecological conditions of Wollongong,
Australia. It seeks alternate ways of conceptualising ecological knowledge and placebased practices of ethnic minority migrants by combining two concepts: ecological
knowledge and translocality. The thesis therefore develops nuanced understandings of
ecological knowledge that simultaneously account for movement and situatedness. It
investigates how Portuguese and Karenni participants (n=35) grow and gather food
across a variety of sites. The study used a mixed methods approach of semi-structured
interviews, walking tours, participant observation and collaborating with community coresearchers to derive its findings.
The findings from this study show how Karenni and Portuguese participants use
techniques and concepts from their former homes and adapt them to suit distinct
biogeographic and cultural contexts. In doing so, they produce ‘translocal ecological
knowledge’. This knowledge is at once tuned to the intimate characteristics and
relationships of plural spatial, temporal, climatic, and bio-regional contexts. Ecological
knowledge, therefore, travels when people do, and responds creatively to mobility. This
thesis makes conceptual and empirical contributions regarding ecological knowledge
and place-based practice. It does so by centralising how people’s cultures shape their
food gathering and growing practices.
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Portuguese participants demonstrate a fluency in industrial skills including welding,
formwork, and carpentry. Their home food gardens draw on these skills and are
‘manufactured hortas’ which are cultural, spatial, technical, material and biological
compositions that reflect a unique translocal ecological knowledge. Key practices of
water and soil management exemplify participants’ resourcefulness and proximity with
a diversity of living and non-living materiality. The Karenni case study shows how
recently arrived humanitarian migrants overcome structural barriers that constrain their
farming and food foraging. Barriers such as the mainstream Australian love affair with
lawns, and the precarity of renting homes while being poor, frustrate and motivate
Karenni people to find novel work-around solutions such as portable and marginal food
gardens. Local NGOs facilitate their farming practices and therefore act as key enablers.
Karenni wild plant foraging sheds light on how they encounter urban spaces and ‘weed’
species via a culturally distinct ontology. Karenni and Portuguese palates value specific
flavours that are only found in home food gardens and ecologically liminal spaces.
Findings from this thesis disclose the corporeal and innovative nature of ecological
knowledge. Data from non-domestic Karenni farming activities in particular
demonstrate the economic and cultural benefits of respecting ethnic minority groups’
ecological knowledge for the broader community.
Portuguese and Karenni participants show how marginalised ethnic minority migrants
grow and gather food in marginal places. They reveal the latent biodiverse and
agriculturally productive possibilities of urban spaces. Participants in this study
challenge narratives about who belongs in Australia and what a skilled migrant is.
Karenni and Portuguese migrants offer an expanded definition of what it means to be
ecologically knowledgeable.
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1. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
…whosoever could make two ears of corn or two blades of grass to grow upon a spot of
ground where only one grew before, would deserve better of mankind, and do more
essential service to his country…
Jonathan Swift, Voyage to Brobdingnag
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Back home in Burma we used to plant the rice where the mountain slope
becomes flat, before the river. That’s where all the leaves collect, the soil is
dark, it’s very good…here I look out the train window and think, ‘why is nobody
growing vegetables, growing nothing here?’
(Jonah, Karenni research participant, former refugee)
Ecological knowledge is mobile. Knowledge, practices and values regarding food
growing and gathering move across international boundaries. They adapt and take root
in new socio-ecological contexts. Ecological knowledge held by skilled practitioners does
not vanish or corrode after intercontinental migration. Instead, people like Jonah,
deemed ‘unskilled’ migrants by the Australian government, arrive with sophisticated
ecological knowledge and creatively deploy them. It enables them to sustain productive
terraced farms, home food gardens and gather wild plants to diversify their diet. This
helps reframe ethnic minority migrants as capable contributors to Australian
agriculture. Crucially, it encourages geographers to reconsider how people change and
adapt their place-based practices across different socio-ecological contexts. This thesis
explores how geographers can better conceptualise the ecological knowledge and
place-based practices of ethnic minority migrants. I deploy human cultural diversity as a
key variable to investigate ethnic minority migrants’ small-scale farming and wild food
foraging practices.
Australia is a culturally and ethnically diverse nation. Despite this, human-environment
and place-based questions have revolved almost exclusively around Anglo-European or
Indigenous Australian cultural contexts (Head et al., 2018). Environmental debates to do
with sustainability, land management and material resource use in Australia have
largely been framed in 'black and white' terms (Klocker and Head, 2013), ignoring the
spectrum of colours and cultures living in this country. This has limited understandings
of what constitutes ecologically responsible behaviour and excludes ethnic minority
migrants’ contributions to environmental debates, praxis and policy. After all, 21 per
cent of Australians speak a language other than English at home (ABS, 2016a) and
nearly half of all Australians were born overseas or have at least one parent who was
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(ABS, 2016a). In recent years India, China and Vietnam have replaced the United
Kingdom and New Zealand as chief sources of immigrants to Australia (ABS, 2016a). It is
therefore imperative to find new ways of articulating human-environment relations and
place-based practices that make the most of Australia’s cultural diversity, particularly its
fast-growing ethnic minority communities. Doing so might enable different and perhaps
more sustainably productive ways of growing food and interacting with our fragile
biosphere. It might also support efforts at addressing ever-present concerns of racism
and xenophobia, particularly within environmental debates (Head et al., 2018; Hugo,
2010; Neumayer, 2006).
Jonah’s statement above contains a speculative disposition toward marginal spaces. It
hints at how knowledge—often associated with place-attachment—can and does move
across diverse geographies and socio-cultural contexts. Human cognition is subject to
our cultural presuppositions; particular values, assumptions and beliefs about our place
in the world shape our behaviours (Abram, 1997; Ingold, 2000). Taking culture seriously
calls for a ‘more than materialist’ approach to analysing human-environment
interactions (Lent, 2017). It needs to account for how human cognition and culture coproduce each other in collaboration with historical, geographical and material forces.
Leaving out culturally mediated engagements would impoverish understandings of
human-environment relations (Christakis, 2019; Richerson and Boyd, 2008). This thesis
therefore explores how ethnic minority migrants (in this thesis, those from non-AngloEuropean cultural backgrounds) engage with urban and peri-urban environments via
small-scale farming and food foraging. It does so via in-depth qualitative methods that
focus on two place-based practices, growing and gathering food. To be clear, ethnic
minority migrants to Australia are people who come from countries outside of the
United Kingdom, Ireland and New Zealand. These countries have been the source of
most of Australia’s migration, but as mentioned earlier, they no longer are. Opening the
doors of cultural environmental research to people outside of the dominant AngloEuropean cultural paradigm is overdue (Goodall, 2008; Klocker and Head, 2013).
Paying attention to ethnic minority migrant farming and foraging has the potential to
produce innovative practices and disrupt profligate norms to do with agriculture and
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land use in Western countries (Head et al., 2018). There may be many benefits of
having culturally diverse migrants, particularly those who arrive as skilled agriculturalists
(Carter et al., 2013; Dun et al., 2018; Klocker et al., 2019). A handful of studies have
shown that first generation migrants from rural areas enact cultural environmental
values, knowledge and behaviours (Head et al. 2018) that are sympathetic to
sustainability goals (Carter et al., 2013; Head et al., 2018; Minkoff-Zern, 2012; Shava et
al., 2010). In some cases, migrants from peasant farming backgrounds to rich postindustrial nations appear more willing to make material sacrifices for the sake of
environmental concern (Macias, 2016). Ethnic minority migrants’ techniques, skills and
knowledge systems might be an untapped source of innovation and even introspection
for challenging the excesses of hyper-consumerist societies (Carter et al., 2013). I heed
the call to shed colonial legacies and “open up cultural constraints of western
philosophies” (Goodall, 2008, p. 16) and “gather all the cultural insights we can muster”
(Klocker and Head, 2013, p. 47) to more fully engage in the theoretical and pragmatic
task of practising new ways of growing and gathering food (Head, 2015, p. 318). I now
propose an overarching thesis objective and a set of research questions to build on this
scholarship to better understand the ecological knowledge and place-based practices of
Karenni and Portuguese ethnic minority migrants.
1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES & QUESTIONS
The overarching research objective of this thesis is to explore how geographers might
better conceptualise the ecological knowledge and place-based practices of ethnic
minority migrants. I respond to this objective by investigating the small-scale farming
and wild food gathering practices of Portuguese and Karenni participants living in
Wollongong, Australia. I pose three interlocking research questions to help answer the
overall research objective:
1. In what ways do ethnic minority migrants’ cultures inform their practices of growing
food in Australia?
2. In what ways do ethnic minority migrants’ cultures inform their practices of
gathering food in Australia?
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3. What barriers do ethnic minority migrants face when trying to grow and gather food
in Wollongong and what enables them to overcome these?
The insights found in this thesis emanate from farmers, foragers and gardeners like
Jonah who migrated to Australia in search of a better life. They might offer Australia
better ways of feeding its growing population and honouring the ecological legacy of its
First Peoples.
1.3 BACKGROUND & IMPETUS
Broader social and political imperatives underpin this thesis. Migration has produced
socio-political earthquakes across the economically rich and poor world (Datta, 2011;
Greiner and Sakdapolrak, 2013a; Neumayer, 2006; Robertson, 2013; Rogaly, 2015;
Salam, 2018). Migrants from poor backgrounds seeking new lives in economically rich
countries1 are framed as villains or victims of environmental degradation (Flannery,
2003; Smith, 2011; Yosufzai, 2017) and harbingers of cultural collapse (Murray, 2017).
This thesis offers a counterpoint to these depictions in the form of closely observed
ethnographies and their cultures of growing and gathering food. Expanding what it
means to be ‘environmental’ and who gets to make those decisions are prerequisite
steps in decolonising environmentalism (Goodall, 2008; Klocker and Head, 2013;
Robertson, 2013). This in turn helps challenge the fear of the ‘migrant other’ and reveal
culturally diverse solutions (Klocker et al., 2018) to the ecological crisis of climate
change (Toole et al., 2016) and the radical loss of biodiversity in an agricultural context
(Zimmerer, 2017; Zimmerer and de Haan, 2017). Below, I draw these motives into
productive conversation with each other and provide a wide-angle view of challenges
this thesis addresses.

1

While there are a number of ways to frame and categorise countries (developed/developing, First/Third World,
Global North/South) I most often use blunt economic terms like rich and poor or terms from agroecology like peasant
and industrial. I do so as wealth disparity is probably the salient feature that separates ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’. It is a
simple and intuitive way of grouping countries of origin. Minority and Majority World (Punch 2000) is another useful
way of delineating country of origin, but as Portugal is the country of origin for 50% of the participants in this case
study the term becomes untenable. Portuguese participants came from objectively poor backgrounds, but one would
not table Portugal as a poor country today.
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1.3.1 GROWING & GATHERING SUSTAINABLE FOOD IN A (CLIMATICALLY UNSTABLE)
URBANISING WORLD

Agriculture is the principal source of our food (Pimentel, 2011). Agricultural lands
(croplands, managed agroforestry, and animal pasture) occupy between thirty-five and
fifty per cent of global land area (Foley et al., 2011; Smith, 2007). Industrial agriculture
relies on high inputs, especially from fossil fuels (Knorr and Watkins, 1984) and
comprises large-scale monocultures (Hathaway, 2016). The case against large-scale
monocultures and input intensive industrial agriculture has been made by a wide
selection of studies (Altieri, 1999; Foley et al., 2011; Hodgson, 2011; Koohafkan and
Altieri, 2016). Two facets of industrial agriculture stand out, the lack of agrobiodiversity
and high input needs (Zimmerer and de Haan, 2017). These inherent features have led
authors to question the ability of industrial agriculture to feed people sustainably on a
warming planet without accelerating ecological degradation (Altieri, 2004; Hodgson,
2011). Foley and Ramankutty (2011, p. 337) framed the dilemma elegantly, “To meet
the world’s future food security and sustainability needs, food production must grow
substantially while, at the same time, agriculture’s environmental footprint must shrink
dramatically.” As the planet’s population and temperature continue to increase,
agriculture and other methods of food provisioning will need to adapt (Barnett et al.,
2016; Field et al., 2014). Adaptations to how humans grow and gather food will need to
minimise resource inputs, especially water and petrochemical fertilisers, and maximise
agrobiodiversity.
Monocultural2 farming, according to the Food and Agriculture Organisation, results in
diminished biological diversity (FAO, 2019). Zimmerer and de Haan (2017, p. 1) argued,
"biodiversity of food plants is vital for humanity's capacity to meet sustainability
challenges." Agricultural biodiversity, the variety of food plants, is crucial in sustainably
feeding human populations. Cereal monocultures such as corn, wheat and rice have
been touted as staples to cure planetary hunger and give our species (seeming) free
rein to behave rapaciously. Practices based on such thinking have wrought agricultural

2 Monoculture is defined as the cultivation of a single crop over a given area to the exclusion of other ‘undesired’
species (Shiva, 1993)
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havoc in the form of failed green revolutions (Shiva, 1993), elevated dryland salinity
(Mason, 2003), and topsoil erosion (Hathaway, 2016). The social impacts of industrial
food practices have been devastating and well documented in particular,
corporatisation (Patel, 2007), loss of local and international food sovereignty (Altieri,
2009; Larder et al., 2014; Slocum and Saldanha, 2013) and increasing food insecurity for
ethnic minorities in inequitably affluent countries (Kurtz, 2013). It is imperative that
research continues to seek out farming methods that are biodiverse, socially just and
locally calibrated.
Biodiversity is the lynchpin in sustainable and regenerative agricultural systems
(Koohafkan and Altieri, 2016; Zimmerer, 2014). The highest level of agrobiodiversity
appears in specific types of farm ecosystems and neighbouring landscapes of
smallholder and Indigenous populations (Jackson et al., 2012). Smallholder systems of
farming are typically low-input, stable yielding and yoked to long-standing cultures of
multi-species cropping and animal husbandry (Altieri, 2004). Integrated approaches to
growing food recognise the pivotal roles smallholder farmers play in maintaining food
biodiversity and security. Though climate change and just-in-time commodity and
labour markets make sustainable food cultivation harder (Zimmerer and de Haan,
2017), capabilities and adaptive practices can be found at household and community
scales (Gibson et al., 2011; Kortright and Wakefield, 2011; Toole et al., 2016). Zimmerer
and de Haan (2017) showed that ‘countervailing’ trends emerge from individuals,
families and neighbourhoods who practice forms of traditional and regenerative
agriculture. They suggested that “resilient cultural preferences, can effectively promote
agrobiodiversity” (Zimmerer and de Haan, 2017, p. 2).
Cultural preferences that promote agrobiodiversity are not limited to economically poor
agrarian societies. The process of “migration bring[s] them to the Minority World. But
western societies are not tapping into the capacity of Majority World migrants to
contribute to environmental thinking and practice.” (Head et al., 2018, p. 15). Migrants
from smallholder backgrounds moving to rich nations offer alternative ways of ways of
sourcing and producing food. Sometimes they represent “niches of sustainability” living
within consumerist societies (Barkin and Lemus, 2016, p. 574). Studies of ethnic
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minority groups’ food foraging are of particular interest as they point to different
cognitive and phenomenological baselines which shape human-environment
engagements (Abram, 1997; Ellen and Fukui, 1996). Migrants with experience as
smallholder farmers generate parallel forms of ecologically and ethically motivated
engagements. While the evidence for this is emerging, the early signs (Barkin and
Lemus, 2016; Klocker et al., 2018; Lovelock et al., 2013) are energising.
In materially affluent and profligate countries such as Australia, migration from rural
areas overseas with a history of smallholder farming might deliver a dose of cognitive
and technical diversity. Some evidence of this is already appears in the North American
literature with regards to large-scale agriculture (Minkoff-Zern, 2012), domestic food
gardens (Taylor and Lovell, 2014a) and wild food foraging (McLain et al., 2014). These
studies show that ethnic minority migrants from agrarian backgrounds have values (Kerr
et al., 2016), attitudes (Carter et al., 2013) and knowledge (Shava et al., 2010) that
could replenish the pool of ideas and practices drawn from in Australia. There is
therefore an imperative to widening the empirical basis for these claims.
1.3.2 POPULATION DEBATES AND ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES: ‘GOOD VERSUS BAD’
MIGRANTS

Migration has become weaponised in culture wars where environmental concerns are
worn as the polite face of xenophobia (Neumayer, 2006). Newcomers to Australia are
often depicted as a burden on local environmental carrying capacities (Klocker and
Head, 2013) and stressors of clogged urban infrastructure (Dalzell, 2019; Hugo, 2010).
Population and environmental concerns, in Australia, have been co-opted by a small but
virulent group of xenophobic politicians led by Pauline Hanson and her acolytes (Grant
et al., 2018). Other public figures, like Dick Smith, have made colour-blind yet
combustible comments about immigration in Australia. His 2017 national advertising
campaign characterised migration as a ‘cancer’ on the verge of killing its ‘host’
(Yosufzai, 2017). Not all critics of migration and migrants are by definition racist or
motivated by xenophobia. That is an overstatement. Good faith concerns surrounding
environmental degradation and population pressures exist (Flannery, 2003b; Hugo,
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2010). Sadly, they can fall prey to opportunists who claim there are the ‘right’ and
‘wrong’ kinds of migrants (Robertson, 2013). The wrong kinds of migrants are often cast
as not being sufficiently motivated by green concerns even though this has been shown
to be untrue in New Zealand and the United States (Lovelock et al., 2013; Macias,
2016). David Harvey's (1993, p. 25) aphorism that, “ecological arguments are never
socially neutral, any more than socio-political arguments are ecologically neutral” is
pertinent as ever.
Economic class is an important feature when thinking about ‘pro’ environmental
behaviour. Class is often equated with buying the right kinds of green consumer items,
driving the right vehicle, or using rooftop solar (Carter et al., 2013; Head et al., 2018). A
class system of sorts emerges where poor people are deemed unable to reach ‘higher’
concerns about the environment (Roberts and Thanos, 2003). Environmental values
thus become subject to neoliberal and racist narratives that deoxygenate public
conversation. It is little wonder that population-environment debates in Australia, at
least, appear stuck “at an impasse” (Klocker and Head, 2013, p. 41). Coaxing scholarship
and public debate out of this rut motivates this thesis. I join scholars already engaged in
rethinking about what makes up sustainable behaviour and which groups of people are
engaged in practising pro-environmental behaviour even if they do not preach it.
Some scholars use the term vernacular capabilities to describe the knowledge of people
who practise pro-environmental behaviours without doing so for explicitly proenvironmental reasons (Gibson et al., 2013). Others have noted a strong association
between cultural norms and pro-environmental behaviour regarding growing food at
home (Brick and Lewis, 2016; Taylor et al., 2017), or thinking about the reduction of
waste and materiality itself (Carter et al., 2013; Strengers and Maller, 2012). Qualitative
studies in Australia found after controlling for sex, generation, income level,
employment status, dependent children and place of residence, that ethnic Chinese
participants3 were more likely to use public transport when compared to AngloAustralians (Klocker et al., 2015; Waitt et al., 2016). Cultural norms, especially notions

3 Both

Chinese-born and second-generation migrants.
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of cleanliness, helped explain why some Burmese4 migrants to Wollongong continue to
opt for more frugal uses of bathing water (Welland, 2015). Both studies demonstrated
that cultural norms persist long after settlement. In Hamburg, Germany, Guttry et al.
(2016) found that Chinese and Italian migrants brought cultural values that shaped their
reaction to everyday resource use and were predisposed to think about climate change
more attentively. A group of researchers in New Zealand, a country with a similar
settler-colonial-migrant social blueprint to Australia found that some migrant groups,
though the finer details on this was missing, showed higher levels of environmental
concern than native-born New Zealanders (Lovelock et al., 2013).
Studies in rich English-speaking countries point to the reservoir of knowledge and
sustainable behaviours found in some ethnic minority migrant communities. They do
not however stipulate that migrants from ethnic minority backgrounds always do, think
or believe things that are ‘pro-environmental’. It would be folly to frame migrant
behaviours, preferences or values as static and representative of a culture. Human
cultural diversity cuts in more than one way. I do not intend to write a hagiography of
ethnic minority migrants or essentialise any particular culture’s behaviours. Instead, this
thesis seeks out vernacular capacities amongst ethnic minority migrants and former
refugee gardeners and wild food foragers to address ecological dilemmas while
simultaneously dislodging white supremacist ideas about the inferiority of ethnic
minority groups. Migrants from ethnic minority backgrounds are not ‘good’ nor ‘bad’ –
they are like all people; composed of numerous patterns, histories and culturally
mediated capabilities. Studying how migrants grow and gather food at the individual,
household (Toole et al., 2016) and community level could offer new ways of thinking
about and practising agriculture in an increasingly volatile world.

The use of the term Burmese is this context might be problematic as it is unclear which ethnic group the authors
refer to, they might be Bamar, Karen, Karenni or other. Often Burmese is used as a catch-all term like ‘Indian’ but
does not have purchase among the ethnic groups themselves.
4
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1.4 USAGE OF RACE, ETHNICITY AND CULTURE IN THIS THESIS
The terms ethnicity, race and culture appear to be used both interchangeably and
distinctively in a range of academic literatures. Distinguishing between these terms is
important in this thesis as the literature informing it often uses various terms—largely
depending on where it was written— and might confuse ideas that are different but
related. As the thesis revolves around ethnic minority migrants and their cultures’
influence on farming and foraging, I feel it is useful to mark out the meaning of those
terms and locate them in the Australian context. To do so, I summarise the dominant
contemporary uses of the terms to clarify their usage in this thesis. The table below5
maps three key positions that Paradies et al., (2009) take and I follow by engaging with
each term (in brief) and highlighting what I mean by ‘culture’ in particular. I argue that
this term above the others has explanatory powers in the context of this thesis.

Table 1-1 Distinguishing between race, ethnicity and culture*

5

Sourced and adapted from Paradies et al., (2009, p. 24)
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Race

Race is a salient concept in American sociology and continues to inform and inflame
public discussion (Alkon and Agyeman, 2014; Finney, 2006). There is some conflation
between the terms ‘race’ and ‘ethnicity’, particularly in the U.S. (Head et al., 2018, p. 4).
Bloch and Solomos (2009, p. 5) argued that the concepts of race and ethnicity, when
used socially, describe: “social groups which differ in physical attributes [and are]
accorded social significance.” In geographical and social science literatures from North
America and Great Britain the term ‘race’ is most used with reflexivity and nuance as a
social phenomenon especially when power and inequality are analysed (see Alkon and
Agyeman, 2014; Goldberg, 2002; Slocum and Saldanha, 2013). When I use these
sources, I retain the authors’ understanding of the term as a social phenomenon, even
though do not use ‘race’ as a key unit of analysis in this thesis. Much of the literature in
Australian social sciences that refers to race and ethnicity does so to classify and
describe groups’ collective experience regarding racism, discrimination and differential
treatment (Hage, 2012; Kurtz, 2013; Paradies et al., 2009). Racism remains a strong
feature of Australian environmental debates (Hage, 2017) but ethnic terms are more
often used (particularly outside of First Nations’) to chart these conversations.6 Most
Australian public and academic discourse pivots around multiculturalism and notions of
ethnicity (Klocker and Head, 2013).
Ethnicity

According to Paradies et al., (2009) in the term ethnicity overlaps with race when
defined as a social category (see Table 1-1). Ethnicity in Australia refers to a common
cultural heritage with a shared geographical ancestry, no matter how generationally
distant (see Table 1-1). The Australian Standard Classification for Cultural and Ethnic
Groups (ASCCEG) is the standard for classifying ancestry data collected from the
Australian population via the Census. The ASCCEG’s use of the terms ethnicity and
culture seem to match the definitions given by Paradies et al. (2009, p. 24) where
‘ethnicity refers to a common cultural heritage’ and culture is ‘defined as a common
heritage or set of beliefs norms and values’. The ABS (ASCCEG, 2011) uses the terms

6 The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) stopped including explicit references to race in 1975 and instead sought
information based on ‘ancestry’ (Stevens et al., 2015).
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“ethnic or cultural group” in its classificatory documents and asks respondents to state
their ancestry. It uses their responses to slot people into ethnic groups. In this thesis, I
follow the lead of participants and use the terms they find most appropriate to classify
themselves. This means, ‘Portuguese’, ‘Portuguese-Australian’, ‘Karenni’, ‘Karen’ and,
‘Australian’ are used as descriptors.
Geographers have long used the term ethnicity as a descriptive and classificatory term
to demarcate demographic groups who share common geographic or national origins
(Macias, 2016). As mentioned above, race and ethnicity are often used together to
capture demographic attributes that arise via ancestral or cultural origins. I use the
term ethnicity in place of race as it is more common in Australia. According to Head et
al. (2018, p. 4) ethnicity can comprise several aspects including, “ancestry, heritage,
nationality, cultural norms and modes of living”. This capacious understanding is further
broadened by positioning ethnicity as a, “temporally and contextually fluid construct, [it
is] not a primordial attribute” (Head et al., 2018, p. 4 citing Song 2003). While I find this
framing of ethnicity useful, I do not believe that ancestry, heritage and nationality
produce cultural norms and modes of living. They are correlated rather than causative.
In this thesis, with its focus on ecological knowledge, I prefer to tease apart what can be
learned and what cannot. Ancestry, heritage and nationality happen to us, they are a
product of geographical happenstance, whereas modes of living and cultural norms are
socially produced and transmitted ‘software’ (Christakis, 2019; Gelfand, 2018). The
implications of this way of thinking about ethnicity in this thesis are simple: I use
ethnicity to describe ‘who’ and culture to explain ‘why’ and ‘what’. Culture explains
participants’ behaviours while ethnic terms like ‘Karenni’ and ‘Portuguese’ categorise
who does those behaviours.
Culture

Culture is not a fixed entity, but “an ongoing social process of meaning-making
underpinning the constitution of society.” (Ang, 2011, p. 790). In this way culture is
close to Head et al.’s (2018) definition of ethnicity from above. Where it differs
however, is its transmissible and learnable quality. Culture not only moves via vertical
transmission but also laterally; it can move from individual to individual and does not
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require intergenerational transfer (Christakis, 2019). Cultural practices have a tendency
to move within socially defined (ethnic) groups but routinely ‘jump’ ethnicity and often
geography (Gelfand, 2018; Richerson and Boyd, 2008). Culture, according to (Paradies
et al., 2009, p. 24), continually changes and is influenced both by people’s beliefs and
the demands of the environment. The ability or propensity for cultural traits and
practices to be learned and shaped by local environments (see column three, Table1-1)
is consequential for a study revolving around ecological knowledge and place-based
practices. In this thesis, culture is an important tool to unpack the behaviours of
ethnically distinct groups without risking conflating behaviours, values and practices as
being the same as, or innate to, particular ethnic groups.

BOX 1-1: WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT TO ME:
As an ethnic minority migrant, myself, I am sensitive to ethnicity being causally tied
with behaviours, values or knowledge. Moves that tie ethnicity to behaviour, values,
knowledge or practice and render it the province of that particular ethnic group may
produce unintended consequences. This worries me.
For example, if I were to say certain ethnic groups are more or less likely to behave
in a particular way because they belong to that group and these behaviours had antisocial, ecologically rapacious or unpalatable consequences, there would little room
to move. Even studies that attribute correlation between pro-environmental
behaviours and membership to an ethnic group would run that risk. On the other
hand, if I explained a group’s behaviours as being influenced by culture this would
leave a little more room to move.
Ethnicity and race are less malleable than culture. They are less likely to be acquired
or shed in one lifetime. This is one of the underlying reasons I use the term culture
throughout this thesis to explain ethnic minority migrants’ knowledge, practice and
behaviours. I do not wish to link values, behaviour, or knowledge to ethnicity. I
prefer culture.
Box 1-1 Why this is important to me
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Culture and ethnicity therefore do important ‘work’ in respectively explaining and
describing the behaviours of human communities. Waitt et al., (2016, p. 70) found that
after controlling for income, “cultural factor”’ contributed to lower automobile usage in
participants who self-described as ethnically Chinese. For them, ethnicity acts as a
classificatory term while culture operates as an explanatory tool. It is their lead I follow
in my use of culture and ethnicity as distinct, yet interrelated and complementary ideas.
They are complementary when ethnicity is a descriptor (who) and culture is an
explainer (why). Throughout this thesis I will refer to the two ethnic groups using the
shorthand ‘Portuguese’ and ‘Karenni’ but use the idea of culture to explain what
underpins their knowledge, beliefs and practices. Culture explains what animates
behaviours and crucially it does so without relying on geographical happenstance or
genetics. It so happens that most participants in this thesis when asked to explain
certain customs, way of knowing, modes of living, ideas and practices, said, “it’s our
culture.” The ‘our’ component in ‘our culture’ refers to their ethnicity as a selfidentifying, self-ascribed category. It is important to keep this, as culture and ethnicity
collaborate to have both explanatory and descriptive powers. But they mean different
things.
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1.5 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
I present this thesis and respond to its research questions over nine chapters. I have
already introduced the thesis, located it within a geographical/socio-political context,
and stated my objectives and research questions. I have also laid some groundwork on
the terms race, ethnicity and culture and how I use them throughout the thesis.
Chapter 2 presents the conceptual frame of this thesis. I begin with ecological

knowledge, an idea from (mostly) Indigenous epistemological studies. I make a case for
ecological knowledge as being well-suited to explaining and describing culturally
mediated human-environment relations. I introduce translocality as a theoretical
complement to better account for mobility. With this theoretical lens in place, I proceed
by reviewing empirical literatures on growing and gathering food (largely) in settler
colonial nations. I conclude the chapter by bringing the conceptual and empirical
literatures together and offer a way of understanding culturally specific, mobile, yet
place-attached practices of growing and gathering food.
In Chapter 3 I put forward the research strategy, methodological implements, ethical
considerations, and the centrality of working with community co-researchers in this
thesis. I begin by locating the study within the geographical and demographic context of
Wollongong as a typical, if not representative, Australian city. I then introduce the two
case study groups, Karenni and Portuguese-speaking people and discuss why I chose to
research these two migrant communities. I explain the crucial role community coresearchers have played in conceiving of and implementing much of the research
strategy including recruitment, research methods (interviews and participant
observation) and data analysis. I discuss some of the ethical concerns such as consent
when working with largely non-English speaking communities. Finally, I share how my
positionality influenced my analytical work.
Chapter 4 introduces the Portuguese case. I begin by setting the pre-Australia socio-

ecological stage in Portugal with an emphasis on the island of Madeira where the bulk
of this case study group originate. Participants’ recollections from their agrarian origins
outline what life was like when they were growing up in rural, mid-20th century
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Portugal. This background information renders Portuguese participants as migrants who
arrived in Australia as experienced and skilled exponents of small-scale, non-industrial
agriculture. I then present ethnographies on participants’ lives as gardeners and
workers in a predominantly industrial Wollongong in the late 20th century.
Chapter 5 delivers granular empirics on Portuguese participants’ use and

conceptualisation of water and soil in their gardens/hortas. I use Strengers and Maller’s
(2012) notion of ‘material eras’ to analyse qualitative data on soil fertility, animal
husbandry and water saving practices. My analysis reveals that both practices hybridise
typically agrarian behaviours with materially industrial ones.
Chapter 6 introduces the second ethnic minority migrant group: Karenni participants.

Like Chapter 4, I go back in time and place to paint a pre-Australian arrival picture of
Karenni people’s social, political, economic and agroecological context. Doing so reveals
how socio-historic and material contexts have shaped Karenni participants’ worldview,
ecological knowledge and the place-based practices of growing and gathering food.
Once (figuratively) in Australia, I examine how Karenni grow food in spatially, culturally
and legally challenging circumstances. This is also the only chapter in the thesis that
presents data on wild food gathering.
Chapter 7 responds to all other research questions but centralises the role of NGOs and

social enterprises in helping Karenni people establish gardens and small-scale farms in
Wollongong. Due in part to the constraints of trying to grow food at home while
renting, Karennis (unlike the Portuguese) grow food in at least three non-domestic sites.
The first site, St Therese Community Garden, is a ‘by Karenni for Karennis’ garden, the
second Dapto Community Farm (an allotment style garden) and the third site Green
Connect is a market garden. Each site demonstrates various techniques, dispositions
and practices that Karenni people have brought to and are developing in Australia. This
chapter problematises notions of ‘unskilled migrants’ and reveals subtle and
sophisticated Karenni farming prowess.
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Chapter 8 conducts a comparative discussion based on the findings from all four

empirical chapters. I discuss how ecological knowledge is not tied to migrants’ ‘original’
socio-ecological context that either vanishes or is rendered inert after migration. I argue
that ecological knowledge, of food foraging and farming, is probably best expressed at
smallholder or intimate scale rather than in large-scale or commercial agriculture. I
explore the intersections of gustatory pleasure, ecological knowledge, place-based
practice and the likelihood that Portuguese and Karenni place-based practices of
growing and gathering food will hold different futures.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and examines how research questions have and have

not been answered. I summarise key findings and consider their implications for
scholarly conversations about ecological knowledge, migration and conceptualising
migrants’ place-based practices. I finally reflect on the wider socio-political implications
that the findings expose and suggest a few areas that warrant further research.
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2. CHAPTER TWO: CONCEPTUAL FRAME AND LITERATURE
REVIEW
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter brings food gardening and gathering empirical literatures into productive
conversation with conceptual literatures of ecological knowledge and translocality.
These categories are not distinct a priori; they are an artefact of marshalling a
conceptual argument and attempting to ground it via food gathering and growing
practices. I argue for a conception of (agro) ecological knowledge that is not confined to
Indigenous people who live ‘within their place’ and instead advocate for an approach to
ecological knowledge that is more attuned to mobility and migration. I build on current
understandings of ecological knowledge by investigating how ethnic minority migrants
adapt what they know and how they practise farming and foraging to new ecological
and socio-economic contexts (Minkoff-Zern, 2012). To do this I recruit the notion of
translocality (Sakdapolrak, 2014). I will argue that ethnic minority migrants’ farming and
foraging practices need conceptual tools that are sensitive to fixity and movement
across space and time. Translocality animates ecological knowledge specifically in food
farming and foraging settings to be more pliable and less inherently vulnerable to the
vicissitudes of intercontinental migration. Ecological knowledge in this light, I will argue,
‘travels’ with people – shifting and adjusting to what first-generation migrants
encounter. Once this theoretical conception is in motion, I introduce site and practice
specific literatures on urban food gardening and gathering.
I appraise a set of largely geographical literature on how home food gardens (as a site
and a set of practices) have been theorised as important intersections of the ecological
and the cultural, of the biotic and the abiotic and the human and the more-than-human
(Crouch, 2009; Ginn, 2016; Power, 2005). I then review a smaller body of literature on
the gardens of ethnic minority migrants in Australia and draw a link between ecological
knowledge and cultural identity. The review then opens the metaphorical garden gate
and inspects the ways in which ethnic minority groups forage for wild grown foods. I do
so as many migrant communities practise food gathering and growing as mutually
inclusive extensions of each other. They are not bound by rigid categories of
‘agriculture’ and ‘wild food’. I will argue that studying wild food foraging practices helps
understand how human-environment relations are culturally encoded. This in turn
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throws light on culturally hegemonic understandings of urban spaces and argues in
favour of expanding those understandings.
This chapter concludes by synthesising the theoretical with the practical and offers a
way of understanding migrants’ food growing and gathering practices through the lens
of translocality. I use the term translocal ecological knowledge to frame spatially mobile
practices of migrant communities. Theoretical contributions around ecological
knowledge and translocality, in this chapter and thesis, are guided by authors who
understand ecological knowledge as a process instead of a “substance to be acquired”
(Yeh, 2015, p. 36). Diverse epistemological systems are still not fully appreciated with
respect to what people know and do in resource-based contexts (Yeh, 2015). Drawing
these ecological knowledge and food growing literatures together is an attempt at
finding sensitive ways of articulating the relationships ethnic minority migrant
communities make with their new ecological contexts. In doing so, I hope to expand
what it means to be ecologically knowledgeable. A visual representation of the
chapter’s structure can be found below, the yellow boxes represent theoretical
literature, green, empirical literature and blue the last section that combines them into
what I term ‘translocal ecological knowledge’.
The next section (2.2) introduces the concept of ecological knowledge and outlines why
I use this frame in place of a broader one like environmental knowledge. I then
introduce agroecology as a subset of ecological knowledge and examine its efficacy at
making sense of peasants’ farming practices.
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Theoretical
Literature

Ecological or
Environmental
Knowledge? (2.2)
Translocality (2.3)

Translocal Ecological
Knowledge (2.4 & 2.7)

Home Food
Gardening (2.5)
Empirical
Literature

Wild food
gathering (2.6)

Figure 2.1 Visual schema of chapter structure

2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL OR ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE?
Speaking from first principles, the difference between the terms ecological and
environmental is in some ways consequential and in others arbitrary. The term
ecological traces its etymological roots back to the Greek oikos for home. Ecological
knowledge, in my reading, locates the human subject as one aspect or agent within a
whole system of processes and elements, living and non-living. The term environment
to me connotes some, at least semantic, separation between the human and the
enveloping environment that surrounds us – it is discursively dualistic. Of course, the
same inference or accusation can be levelled at ecology when it is seen as a subset of
‘hard’ biological science (Berkes, 1993). Ecology has often been synonymous with
quantitative studies of scat, abundance or lack of species (Elphick, 2008). However,
when ‘traditional’ or ‘Indigenous’ are brought into the picture, the hard edges of capital
‘S’ science are softened, resulting in a humane and relational conception of knowledge.
Perhaps the difference is due to their respective and different scholarly traditions.
Ecological knowledge is often bracketed with environmental knowledge and sometimes
rolled into other terms including: Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), Indigenous
environmental knowledge, Indigenous technical knowledge and ethnoecology (Eriksen
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and Adams, 2010). The concept of ecological knowledge is sensitive to and inherently
governed by specific beliefs, values and cosmologies that groups of people hold as
foundational (Berkes, 2012). Environmental knowledge offers a wider frame that
includes all manner of knowledge about the environment. Ecological knowledge on the
other hand seems to be more carefully tuned to the role human culture plays in
understanding epistemological systems and their visible manifestations in humanenvironment interactions (Houde, 2007). Ecological knowledge is based on first-person
observations that have been cumulatively passed on over generations (Pilgrim et al.,
2009; Usher, 2000). Existing conceptual tools wrought by Indigenous peoples—and
scholars learning from them—are some of the most refined in coming to terms with
socio-ecological processes entwined with human beings’ intimate relationship with the
living and more-than-living world (Sundberg, 2014). Australian scholars have been at
the forefront of weaving human cultural specificity into the theoretical apparatus and
therefore expanding what knowing itself can be (Wright, 2015; Wright et al., 2015).
They offer well-developed tools to describe and explain the resource-intimate practices
of growing and gathering food (Hathaway, 2016) and centralise not only participant
authority but also the authority of Country7 (Wright et al., 2012).
Environmental knowledge is an effective and popular term to describe the knowledge
that undergirds (often) pro-environmental behaviour (Eden, 1998, p. 430).
Environmental knowledge accommodates a wider array of knowledge forms and
practices (Head et al., 2018). It includes knowledge codified in public policy on natural
resource management and, for instance, the ways in which lay people do or do not
recycle (Eden, 2017). Due to its breadth it does not necessitate a relational worldview
that is most often associated with the ecological knowledge systems of peasant or
Indigenous peoples (Altieri, 2004). Ecological knowledge studies emerged from scholars
working to understand the distinct ontologies of tribal groups (Conklin, 1975),
Indigenous people (Berkes, 1993) and peasant communities farming using
agroecological methods (Altieri, 2004). Environmental knowledge scholarship, while
7

A powerful, Australian notion that recognises the agentic capacity of ‘the environment’ as an entity in its own right.
Country refers to the subjectivity and sentience of land, water, soil, flora, fauna and sprit. (Lloyd et al., 2012; Rose,
1996; Suchet-Pearson et al., 2013)
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accommodating of the aforementioned groups, has historically been culturally agnostic
or ‘late to the party’ when considering the role of culture and epistemological
difference. Take for instance Eden’s (1998, p. 430) Progress in Human Geography report
on the state of environmental knowledge which encouraged research in social science
to,
…wrestle with how good our environmental knowledge currently is but also with
what that knowledge means for different social groups. Future research must
therefore tackle not only the production of environmental knowledge but also its
consumption and negotiation in diverse social and geographical contexts.
Eden, in my mind, could have acknowledged the work already taking place in a sibling
field. Compare Berkes’ concomitant writing on traditional ecological knowledge in 2000
and note the specificity and sensitivity to social and cultural contexts:
Indigenous groups offer alternative knowledge and perspectives based on their
own locally developed practises of resource use… Social mechanisms behind
these traditional practises include a number of adaptations for the generation,
accumulation, and transmission of knowledge…(Berkes et al., 2000, p. 1251)
Berkes even earlier (1993) highlighted anthropological specifics within notions of
ecological knowledge. He argued that TEK is: moral, largely qualitative, includes human
intuition, is holistic, spiritual, observationally empirical, user generated (as opposed to
expert produced) and cultivated over longer time frames in localised sites (Berkes,
1993, p. 4). This level of definitional specificity is typical in studies of ecological
knowledge and less so in studies that use the term environmental knowledge. I use the
idea of ecological knowledge as it combines ethnobiology and human ecology with a
sincere attempt to take seriously, “peoples’ own perceptions of their role within
environmental processes”(Berkes, 2012, p. 50). Scholars within the field of ecological
knowledge respect cultural beliefs, customs and cosmologies (Houde, 2007) and pay
attention to the specific texture of people’s cosmological constructs (Abram, 1997).
Having said all this, I do not wish to denigrate environmental knowledge as an idea, let
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alone its vast applied literature. It too performs a valuable role in pluralising what it
means to be knowledgeable and has more recently taken the role of human cultural
and ethnic variance very seriously (Eden, 2017; Head et al., 2018).
In a thesis organised around the agentic capacity of human cultures however, I believe
that ecological knowledge and agroecology provide a closer conceptual alignment from
which to analyse how ethnic minority migrants grow and gather food. Additionally, I
want the empirical contributions of this thesis to further understandings of traditional
ecological knowledge and open it to experiences of ethnic minority migrants from
agrarian backgrounds. In spite of my preference for the term ecological knowledge over
a broader one like environmental knowledge, I still want to critique ecological
knowledge with a view to strengthening it and serve a greater number of people albeit
outside of their so-called homelands. The next section questions how conventional
definitions of traditional ecological knowledge might limit understandings of migrants’
food gathering and growing practices and highlights the gaps more recent work into
ecological knowledge has exposed. This sets the scene for the role I will argue
translocality can play in reanimating scholarly understandings of ecological knowledge
for ethnic minority migrants, Indigenous people who have migrated and others who
change their physical context. A more inclusive understanding of what it means to be
ecologically knowledgeable can better account for the epistemic capabilities of ethnic
minority migrant communities who maintain and modify traditional practices through
growing and gathering food.
2.2.1 ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

Ecological knowledge is a well-studied concept with decades of research and
application in mostly Indigenous and First Nations contexts (Houde, 2007). Traditional
ecological knowledge (TEK) studies grew out of anthropological efforts to categorise
and understand how people in traditional non-industrial/’pre-modern’ settings knew
their ecological context. Early studies deployed a positivist view of traditional society’s
epistemological practices — for instance, admiring local horticulturalists for their
abilities to taxonomically ‘know’ a vast array of flora and fauna (Conklin, 1975).
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Increased appreciation of TEK paved the way for its relative acceptance as an ‘alternate’
or ‘native knowledge’ that could supplement the dominant scientific paradigm (Berkes,
1993). Curiosity evolved into acceptance when the resource management prowess of
Indigenous peoples was documented and appreciated (Berkes, 2009; Eriksen and
Adams, 2010; Posey and UNEP, 1999). The 1990s saw TEK recognised in comanagement of national parks (Adams, 2001) fisheries (Berkes et al., 2000) and
development literatures (Warren et al., 1995). The management practices of First
Nations peoples in Canada (Berkes, 2012; Houde, 2007) and Australia (Howitt and
Douglas, 1983; Lloyd et al., 2012; Wright, 2015; Wright et al., 2015) impelled scholars to
consider how ethics of care (Rose, 1996) guides First Nations’ engagements with
Country8. TEK is increasingly viewed as a distinct ontological position apart from
positivist worldviews; a position that is actively decolonising environmentalism and the
discipline of geography (Blaser, 2014; Suchet-Pearson et al., 2013; Sundberg, 2014).
The TEK literature (derived from Indigenous collaborations) reviewed above exemplifies
some of the best scholarship in decolonising ecological knowledge and academic
practice (Sundberg, 2014). It has challenged hegemonic superiorities of scientific
rationalism and offered new/old ways of seeing and being in the world. I am energised
by the work and feel emboldened to continue the decolonial project with respect to
non-Indigenous groups. The case I make for a more inclusive conception of ecological
knowledge is not intended to displace, subordinate or in any way erode the work of
Indigenous peoples and scholars working toward ontological or epistemological
equality. Instead, my intention of opening up ecological knowledge is inspired and
indebted to the social and political projects of Indigenous nations over the last halfcentury. The conceptual moves I propose continue are in solidarity with Indigenous
peoples and scholars (Smith, 2012; Sundberg, 2014; Wright et al., 2012).
Using TEK as an orienting conceptual framework in this thesis has another more
empirically grounded rationale. The research subjects in question, Karenni and
Portuguese migrants, come from traditional peasant societies where daily life was
8

And how Country engages with people (Suchet-Pearson et al., 2013)
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organised around growing, hunting and gathering food. Karenni people are Indigenous
to the mountainous areas of Shan and Kachin state and the bulk of Portuguese
participants in this study come from the island of Madeira where they are descendants
of the first humans to have inhabited the island. Casting ethnic minority migrants’ food
growing and gathering knowledge in a new light need not dim the efforts of others. The
category ‘migrant’ has no metaphysical bearing, it merely describes recent movement.
2.2.2 DEFINING AND APPLYING ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

Questions and critiques of authenticity, temporality and change have tugged against
equating ‘traditional’ ecological knowledge as permanent. Continuity and historical
experience imply little or no change. They also forget the fact that most Indigenous
people have not been allowed to continue tenure on their lands (Usher, 2000). Berkes
(1993, p. 3) expressed unease with the term traditional as its dictionary definition
“usually refers to cultural continuity [my emphasis] transmitted in the form of social
attitudes, beliefs, principles and conventions of behaviour and practice derived from
historical experience.” The use of the word traditional is therefore ill equipped to
explain the change, movement and adaptation common in communities across time
especially post-migration. After all, how much can social attitudes, beliefs and principles
change before they are no longer ‘traditional’? What happens to the supposedly
traditional knowledge of First Nations’ people when their Country and the lore/law
systems are radically upended by Anglo-European invasion? A host of alternatives and
synonyms have been used to sidestep and sometimes address the ‘traditional’ dilemma.
Situated knowledge was described by Donna Haraway (1988) as a way of critiquing the
truth claims of scientific knowledge and its supposed impartiality. She argued that
knowledge always comes from someone, somewhere. This means that Scientific
knowledge too is located within a set of subjectivities (see: Ingold, 2011, p. 154; Parr,
2006). Local ecological knowledge (LEK) grew popular among scholars seeking to avoid
the pitfalls associated with term ‘traditional’ while trying to maintain the rootedness it
implies (Barber and Jackson, 2015; Lebel, 2013; Yeh, 2015). Knowledge, perhaps
justifiably, retains the prefix ‘local’ as a way of highlighting that some groups of people
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‘have it’ and others do not as they are not local. It may seem pedantic to ask if local
means something distinct to Indigenous, yet the empirical work using LEK seems again
to rest on Indigenous peoples. I am left with a question, ‘when (if ever) can a group of
people become local?’ This question seems largely unanswered in the literature and I
will revisit this in the following section particularly with respect to farming and food
foraging practices. I now proceed to the next term, ecological.
The term ‘ecological’ contains some semantic hurdles too. If ecology is defined
exclusively as a post-positivist branch of biology then, “strictly speaking there can be no
TEK” (Berkes, 1993, p. 3) as most traditional/Indigenous peoples are not scientists in the
rigid sense. If ecology is defined more broadly as “the relationships of living beings with
one another and with their environment” (Berkes, 1993, p. 3, my emphasis), then
ecological knowledge can indeed be practised and generated by people as well as
scientists. Such a definition of ecological knowledge seems capacious enough to
account for a range of relationships a diversity of humans makes in the world. Relational
thinking and its attendant language are embedded in the concept of ecological
knowledge – this is another reason I use the term. Houde (2007) suggested that the
term traditional ecological knowledge is made up of what he called the ‘six faces’ of
TEK: (1) factual knowledge, (2) past and current uses, (3) management systems, (4)
ethics and values, (5) TEK as a vector for cultural identity, and (6) cosmology. Emily Yeh
(2015) pointed out that the first three ‘faces’ of Houde’s definition are shared and
valued by positivist science. Yeh argued that ecological knowledge practised by
Indigenous people and peasants in traditional community settings9 has to be
underwritten by a holistic and ethically inflected ontology.
The fact that most of the work in the TEK field has been applied to Indigenous peoples
or people with long term place connection might unfairly imply that only those groups
practise such a multifaceted version of ecological knowledge. This implication may
unintentionally omit other groups of people who might have once been Indigenous,

9 In her case Yak herders in the Tibetan plateau but this idea has been empirically studied via myriad ethnic and tribal groups
(Ingold, 2000; Lorimer, 2006)
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traditional or tribal in their homelands – it omits ethnic minority migrants from being
considered exponents of ecological knowledge. Being more knowledgeable is being
more sensitive to environmental cues and developing a “greater capacity to respond to
the cues with judgment and precision.” (Ingold, 2011, p. 161). Ecological knowledge
therefore emerges into being and is performed by people through everyday
engagements with local contexts. Researchers “need to keep different epistemologies
in productive tension with each other, rather than simply ignore or deny the validity of
some ways of knowing and being” (Yeh, 2015, p. 39).
The qualifiers Indigenous and scientific, when used in conjunction with
knowledge, represent conceptual formations that are internally fractured and
categorically indistinct--even if they represent social issues and political
concerns that are coherent, well bounded and durable. (Agrawal, 2009, p. 157)
I find Agrawal’s claims useful for sidestepping the categorical concerns that weigh on
the definitions of (ecological) knowledge while respecting the political struggle germane
to Indigenous studies. His perspective politicises ecological knowledge and, by
implication, asks what other forms of 'useful' knowledge go unseen by insisting on
'Indigenous' and 'Scientific' binaries. The questions, 'who knows what?' and 'what
knowledge is valued?’ are inherently political, especially in the context of historical
injustices and contemporary xenophobia with respect to non-Anglo-European migrants
in Australia (Hugo, 2010, p. 138; Klocker and Head, 2013). For this reason, I argue in the
next section that ecological knowledge can be understood in different ways and that
applying it to a broader palette of human engagements with the environment may
wisely include (ethnic minority) migrants’ practices as noteworthy and valuable.
So far, I have probed the semantic integrity of TEK and found that each term can be
contested in various ways. In spite of this, I find the notion of ecological knowledge
compelling particularly with respect to people who come from traditional farming and
foraging backgrounds (as the Portuguese and Karenni people sampled in this study do).
What people know, how they know, and who knows what with respect to the earth, are
pertinent questions. Finding culturally diverse groups’ responses to these questions
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may help reimagine what it means to be ecologically conscious and pragmatically skilful.
Ecological knowledge and its respect for human culture, ethics and a holistic world view
is well-suited to grappling with culturally specific ways different ethnic groups produce
ecological knowledge and engage with place-based practices.
2.2.3 SHIFTING DEFINITIONS: GAPS AND OPPORTUNITIES

How might geographers better account for and explain the ecological knowledge of
ethnic minority migrant communities and their place-based practice? Our species is
defined by our capacity to adapt to different ecological contexts or move to more
amenable ones i.e. migrate (Bellwood, 2014). Globally, migration is characterised by
three dominant trends: massive rural to urban migration (Martine, 2007), voluntary
migration from poor nations to rich nations and, forced migration due to conflict (IDMC,
2019). Indeed, 2018 recorded the highest ever level of global displacement ever (IDMC,
2019). The accelerated effects of Harvey's (1989) second wave compression of spacetime driven by cheap international travel, high-speed internet and globalised economies
are evident. This rapidity and scale of human movement has effects everywhere, even
on seemingly ‘disconnected’ agroecological systems and people (Koohafkan and Altieri,
2016). Understanding the ecological knowledge of people who have moved (either by
force or by choice) is pertinent as movement and spatial discontinuity increasingly
define our societies.
TEK studies tend to focus on loss of knowledge (Calvet-Mir et al., 2016; Ngulube, 2002),
loss of biocultural diversity (Pilgrim et al., 2009; Pretty, 2011) and loss of traditional
practice (Zimmerer, 2014). The emphasis on loss is grounded in a political desire to
highlight and mitigate the ongoing impacts of colonialism (Houde, 2007), globalisation
(Briggs, 2013) and capitalism (Castree et al., 2014). There is much to lose and therefore
much to safeguard, this much is given. TEK is typically framed as a dwindling cultural
resource – possessed by Indigenous peoples – that ought to be protected from damage.
Framing knowledge in this way has implications. As outlined in Chapter One,
unintentional depictions of migrants, Indigenous peoples and ‘Other’ people as victims
subtly reinforces a victim/perpetrator binary. I follow Baldwin’s (2016) contention that
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scholars of climate change migration (in his instance) ought to be careful so they do not
diminish the resilience and adaptive capacities of traditional, local, Indigenous and
ethnic minority communities. Focussing on losses of knowledge and practice may
obscure the innovations and adaptations people forge as they move along socioecological contexts. It runs the risk of forgetting that people (including ethnic minority
groups) adapt to changes while remaining in the same place, by moving places and by
adapting places to better suits their needs. Focussing on ‘lost knowledge’ and minority
groups’ vulnerability runs the (inadvertent) risk of casting people from traditional
farming and foraging backgrounds as victims of fortune rather than active agents.
While loss is one part of the equation with regards to ecological knowledge, the
maintenance (Shava et al., 2010), transmission (Calvet-Mir et al., 2016) and emergence
(Ingold, 2011, p. 159) of different ways of being ecological or pro-environmental could
do with further study. There is thus an impetus to examine what forms of ecological
knowledge are emerging in the ongoing dynamic of social and ecological change (Bone
et al., 2011; Gibson et al., 2011). This seems not only practical in providing alternatives
to unsustainable agriculture (Koohafkan and Altieri, 2016), but also helps face
impending bio-climatic grief and loss (Barnett et al., 2016; Head, 2016). Safeguarding
living repositories of knowledge, beliefs and practices is of course vital to cultivating
sustainable food systems.
Agroecological knowledge can however be retained and resurface to the benefit of
ethnic minority migrants in urban areas post-migration (Shava et al., 2010). Shava et
al.’s study (2010) showed that economically disadvantaged (intra-national) African
American migrants from Alabama drew on their agroecological expertise to grow plants
such as collard greens, herbs and cotton in their adopted homes in New York. This
contributed to community well-being and was expressed through the preservation of
plant species of cultural significance (Shava et al., 2010). Interestingly, the study framed
the knowledge of ethnic minority study participants as “retained agricultural
knowledge” maintained across and after South to North migration (Shava et al., 2010, p.
581). Retained agricultural knowledge can help increase biodiversity and help educate
residents about the possibility of urban agriculture and the history of African American
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agroecological expertise (Shava et al., 2010). Though no doubt ecological knowledge is
preserved across contexts and delivers benefits to community members, I find the term
‘retained’ may not tell the full story. Retention, to me, implies the preservation of a
finite and static resource. It does not quite account for spatially and temporally dynamic
understanding of knowledge.
Highlighting emergent forms of ecological knowledge shows how knowledge is not
static. It might even be more faithful to the lived experience of ethnic minority
migrants. One study in California framed ethnic minority migrants’ agroecological
knowledge as responsive to post-migration conditions and able to generate “new ways
of eating and cultivating” by drawing on traditional modes as well as ones learned on
Californian farms (Minkoff-Zern, 2012, p. 390). Study participants’ (Indigenous Mexican
Mixteco people) ecological knowledge was not understood to be static by the
researcher. Minkoff-Zern showed that Mixteco migrants’ lives and knowledge systems,
“are in constant transformation, geographically and socially” and that their agricultural
identity shifted in relation to the changing contexts (2012, p. 390). People’s ecological
knowledge continuously grows as they navigate new biocultural habitats. Ingold (2011,
p. 143) argued that knowledge gained through and along time-space trajectories does
not crystallise into Linnaean categories but "along paths of movement, [where] people
grow into it by following trails through a meshwork” (Ingold, 2011, p. 143). I argue that
we need ways to narrate and explain the movement of people and their knowledge,
beliefs and practice along such non-linear pathways.
I recognise however that not all tools and theories are amenable for ‘export’ to migrant
or non-Indigenous contexts. The risk of misappropriation or misapplication is real. There
could be, I admit, a danger of co-opting of Indigenous knowledge that is grounded in
specific places to be universalised into ‘no-place’ (Briggs, 2013). This clearly is a
challenge when trying to learn from insights from Indigenous groups who are located in
‘their’ place and investigate how some of those insights may explain the knowledge
practices of migrants who might be otherwise seen as ‘out-of-place’. Indeed, the entire
question of ‘who belongs where’ is a fraught one. I deploy the concept translocality to
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enliven ecological knowledge with mobility without losing its sensitivity to attachment,
ethics and particular cultural values.
2.3 TRANSLOCALITY
Understanding the ecological knowledge and practices of people who have moved
(either by force or choice) I have argued is pertinent as movement and diversity
increasingly define our societies. Translocality is primarily concerned with mobility and
place; it emerged from theories of transnationalism (Greiner and Sakdapolrak, 2013b).
This section of the chapter reviews some of the key positions in the literature and
shows how translocality can complement ecological knowledge. I begin by defining
translocality and then set out how translocality is applied to a number of place-based
practices including food growing and gathering. These practices are typically
characterised by ideas of attachment, continuity of tenure and ‘rootedness’. I engage
with these depictions and propose translocal and dynamic understandings of the food
growing and gathering practices of ethnic minority migrants. While fixity and continuity
of place-based practice is essential for some communities of people—as mentioned in
the previous section on ecological knowledge—movement, flows and inter-spatial
relations are equally pertinent for ‘migrant nations’ like Australia. This is doubly true for
Karenni people (one of the two ethnic groups sampled in this thesis) who have to move
regularly from one rental home to the next due to economic insecurity.
The history of the term translocality emerged from studies of transnationalism and
therefore became synonymous with it. Transnationalism was also deployed as the
antonym of ‘rootedness’— a way of talking about people across nation states as
hypermodern products of globalisation (Appadurai, 1996). Early studies were mainly
concerned with processes of reterritorialisation and ideas of spatially unanchored
communities (Castells, 1997). This conception of translocality was a product of a time
where globalisation began disrupting notions of citizenship and nationhood (Appadurai,
1996). Social scientists have grappled with these processes for over two decades and
have reframed translocality as a theoretical concept in its own right whose concern is
mobility and fixity understood simultaneously (Greiner and Sakdapolrak, 2013b).
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Translocality can be understood as interconnected spaces of locatedness spanning
multiple material sites (Brickell and Datta 2011). Hedberg and do Carmo (2012)
portrayed the production of translocal space as an emergent property of mobility. This
approach overcomes entrenched depictions of space as a container (Harvey, 1989;
Ingold, 2011; Massey, 2005). Contemporary definitions of translocality reject notions
that stress purely imagined communities circulating in globalised spaces of hypermobile flows (Smith, 2011). Greiner and Sakdapolrak (2013, p. 375) argued that
relational understandings of translocality “refer[s] to the emergence of multidirectional
and overlapping networks that facilitate the circulation of people, resources, practices
and ideas”. Their conception of translocality affords agency not only to humans but also
materials and practices. Indeed, the translocality of practice makes sense as people and
materials move with an array of habits and behaviours. Massey’s (2005, p. 17) oft cited
passage crystallises this point: “Instead then, of thinking of places as areas with
boundaries around, they can be imagined as articulated moments in networks of social
relations, experiences and understandings…” Translocality is therefore a way of
‘spatialising’ the lives of people as they move and situate themselves along paths,
moments and geographies.
To be clear, I am not stating that there are translocal subjects, I do not claim that some
people are translocal (and by implication some are not). The term does not work like
the word ‘migrant’. Consider the concept of relationality, there are no relational
subjects as the theory does not encode a subject. Translocality is a way of
conceptualising people’s practices and behaviours that cannot be defined by a unity of
space and time. Relationality, like translocality, theorises the interplay of subjects,
objects, forces and agents. Ayona Datta (2011, p. 76) emphasised how, “processes
‘situate’ diverse spaces and practises10 within different locales.” In doing so, the
movement of people, ideas and practices helps shape novel conditions borne of their
own mobility and existence (M. Smith, 2011). We can therefore understand people who

10

The rules surrounding the use of the word ‘practice’ and ‘practise’ in Australia stipulate that the former is a noun
and the latter a verb. American English does not make such a sharp delineation. When citing text from North America
or elsewhere I retain the authors’ choice and use.
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have migrated as situated in particular places and spanning multiple sites. In summary,
translocality imagines places and people relationally (as processes) constantly in touch
with multiple contexts. Multiple subjectivities are differentially mobilised rather than
locked down in sedentarist understandings (Cresswell, 2006). ‘Sedentarist metaphysics’
enforces fixity over mobility and does so to the point of normativity – such an ontology
sees migration and movement as aberrations of the human condition (Malkki, 1992)
when reverse is probably closer to the truth.
Translocality reterritorialises space, people and their knowledge in a way that is
sensitive to movement and flow. Michael Smith (2011) called it a way of seeing dwelling
in motion. This is particularly useful for this thesis concerned with place-based practices
and ecological knowledge. Translocality helps develop a richer understanding of people
as they straddle places as disparate as traditional homelands, refugee
camps/statelessness and new rental or purchased homes in Australia. It highlights that
people are often conceptually and practically in two (or more) places at once. To sum
up, scholars increasingly use translocality to grasp complex socio-spatial interactions
where situatedness occurs during mobility (Brickell and Datta, 2011). Translocality
distinguishes itself from transnationalism because of its equal emphasis on being deeply
‘in place’ while at the same time holding multiple geographical and temporal contexts in
productive tension. It is a way of describing the friction and lubrication inherent in
ecologically grounded practices that take place across times and spaces. It is particularly
useful to me in helping make sense of the migrants’ typically ‘rooted’ practices of
growing and gathering food.
2.4 TRANSLOCAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE
Finding and growing food are often romantically depicted as deeply rooted activities
that respond badly to movement and dislocation (Calvet-Mir et al., 2016). As migration,
displacement and human mobility have become defining features of globalisation,
having theoretical tools to understand how displaced and mobile peoples conceptualise
human-environment engagements becomes increasingly necessary (Greiner and
Sakdapolrak, 2013b; Sakdapolrak, 2014). This thesis grapples with these questions by
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looking at two activities that are typically viewed as localist and place-attached: growing
and gathering food. Translocality accounts for how places are connected and
transformed by the simultaneous mobility and fixity of people (Hedberg and Do Carmo
2012, p. 3). Ecological knowledge emphasises the complex web of relationships that
generate culturally specific human understandings of ecosystems and the homes we
make in them. Translocality can infuse ecological knowledge with an ability to describe
and analyse the ways in which people behave especially in a post-migration context. I
combine them to make sense of ethnic minority migrants’ food growing and gathering
practices. Translocal ecological knowledge is therefore the central conceptual
contribution of this thesis.
Agriculture and wild food foraging are opportune prisms to analyse ecological
knowledge, locatedness and increasingly, the flows of migrants and their practices. As
Greiner and Sakdapolrak (2013a, p. 538) noted, a “translocal perspective conceives of
migrants as overcoming spatial dichotomies, as actors that do not fit neatly into monospatial categories of belonging.” Their work in Kenya showed how rural-urban migrants
complicate the city-country divide by introducing a way of tracking bi-directional flows
of ‘people, identities, resources and information’ (Greiner and Sakdapolrak, 2013a, p.
539). Migrants involved in formal and informal agriculture across settings can be
understood as information/knowledge rich conduits in multiple geographies (Klocker et
al., 2018). Migrants (rural-urban) knowledge and practices have the potential to
strengthen social resilience in the face of climate change (Sakdapolrak, 2014) and other
socio-ecological disruptions.
How ethnic minority migrants’ agricultural knowledge adapts and retains dynamism is a
newly emerging area of study. As agriculture squares off against major social and
ecological challenges, having translocal ecological knowledge to respond is increasingly
important. Ecological knowledge, by extension, can be conceptualised in an agricultural
context in a way that accounts for mobility and dynamism. Earlier I referenced LauraAnne Minkoff-Zern as an example of a scholar who views ecological knowledge as
vibrant and adaptive – I return to two of her studies now (Minkoff-Zern, 2018, 2012).
She posed a question (which I paraphrase) in her study of Indigenous Mexicans from
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the state of Oaxaca living as migrants in California, ‘how do Indigenous Mexicans farm
once they leave their homelands and arrive in the U.S.?’ She found that Indigenous
Mexicans not only redeploy abstracted notions of traditional agriculture but also,
“utilize the most appropriate practises for their new environment…[and] combine
agricultural practises developed in Oaxaca with those learned while working on
Californian farms” (Minkoff-Zern, 2012, p. 390). Both groups of Indigenous Mexicans
retain aspects of their agricultural techniques and adapt them to vastly different
economic, social and ecological realities of farming in North America. I find her words
compelling, capturing the spirit of translocal ecological knowledge I am arguing for:
My argument here is not to trivialize the importance of maintaining certain
forms of agricultural and culinary knowledge, but instead to highlight this
knowledge and the ways in which it is changing as people’s identities and
locations shift. Holding fast to assumptions that such agricultural and culinary
knowledge is only developed in specific places and contexts and in isolation
from contemporary agro-industrial systems problematically implies a static
nature…(Minkoff-Zern, 2012, p. 390)
Minkoff-Zern alerts us to the fact that ecological knowledge (agricultural in this case)
remains open and alive in the hands of skilful exponents post-migration. Like Greiner
and Sakdapolrak, Minkoff-Zern’s findings enable me to address the overarching thesis’
objective of exploring how geographers can better conceptualise the ecological
knowledge of migrants’ as they engage in typically situated activities. Concepts that
require (even inadvertent) spatial fixity are likely to misinterpret them by subjecting
them to the demands of place-continuity. This is particularly true for Karenni former
refugees who make up half of the study participants and are subject to profound and
reoccurring geographical dislocation. In the previous section on ecological knowledge, I
proposed incremental conceptual shifts by building on existing work to help explain
increasingly prevalent phenomena – ethnic minority migrants growing and gathering
food in a new country.
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In this light, I find Ingold’s take on the translocality and relationality of knowledge
effective, “to move, to know and to describe are not separate operations…it is by
moving that we know, and it is by moving that we describe” (Ingold, 2011, p. xii). This
definitions ties in with Berkes’ definition of ecological knowledge and inescapably
relational.11
Ecological knowledge is translocal. It undergoes a constant process of adaptation in the
hands of skilled practitioners as they continue their practices across massive socioecological and temporal gradients. Earlier, I flagged the ways scholars critiqued tradition
and temporal fixity in TEK debates and opened them to dynamic temporal
understandings about how knowledge can change. What I am doing in adding the
concept of translocality to ecological knowledge is opening up spatial understandings in
a similar way. Translocal ecological knowledge enables process-oriented, dynamic ways
of conceptualising the place-based practices of ethnic minority migrants. It brings the
dimension of spatial mobility more clearly into view. With this theoretical case in
motion, I now switch tack and appraise explicitly empirical literatures of urban
agriculture, home food gardening and wild food foraging. I hasten to add, these
literatures are often extensively theorised; much of it has well-developed relational
orientation. The divisions of ‘conceptual’ and ‘empirical’ are artefacts, as I said in
section 2.1 of my attempts at grounding the theoretical into practice-based literatures
of growing and gathering food.
2.5 GROWN: A REVIEW OF THE EMPIRICAL LITERATURES OF SMALL-SCALE
URBAN AGRICULTURE
This section addresses a limited body of geographical literature on small-scale urban
agriculture with an emphasis on ethnic minority migrants’ home food gardens. I begin
by locating my thesis within a broader conversation taking place in urban agriculture,
community gardens and domestic gardening about the spatial and social significance of
growing food in urban areas. I then focus on ethnic minority migrants’ gardens paying
attention to how scholars characterise them. The terrain covered by these literatures is

11

“the relationships of living beings with one another and with their environment” (Berkes, 1993, p. 3, my emphasis),
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large and multifaceted so I will not attempt comprehensiveness. I focus on scholarship
that understands this place-based practice through a relational lens (Crouch, 2003; van
Holstein, 2016). I contend that ethnic minority migrants’ gardens are too often depicted
as memorials to former homes in bygone times and that their practices are often
framed as meaningful relics. This presents a gap and therefore an opportunity to
explore migrant’s gardens and their practices via the lens of translocal ecological
knowledge. I then introduce Strengers and Maller’s (2012) work to characterise and
theorise material practices of ethnic minority migrants in a domestic setting. Their work
acts as a bridge between my conception of translocal ecological knowledge, material
relationality and the role of culture. Strengers and Mallers’ (2012) material era schema
demonstrate how cultural ontologies (Blaser, 2014) and therefore praxes shape
encounters between people and living and non-living materiality.
2.5.1 URBAN AGRICULTURE AND COMMUNITY GARDENS

The empirical literature on urban agriculture is rapidly growing (Hodgson, 2011;
Mendes et al., 2008; Tornaghi, 2014; Walker, 2016). Urban spaces have been
recognised as key ‘laboratories’ for investigating how food security concerns can be
addressed within cities and important contested sites themselves (Hodgson, 2011;
Johnson, 2011; Mendes et al., 2008). Urban agriculture has been offered as an
alternative to the status quo of subsuming arable land to property speculation and
provides ethically palatable ways of sourcing food (Tornaghi, 2014). Community gardens
have been lauded among academic and policy makers in the affluent world as
generating community social connections (Beilin and Hunter, 2011; Firth et al., 2011),
sociability (Glover et al., 2005), pro-environmental behaviours (Holland, 2004) and,
what Turner (2011, p. 509) called “embodied connections with the food system”. These
studies have championed urban agriculture and community gardens’ capacity to
generate social belonging while tackling food insecurity and environmental concerns.
Other more critical studies have shown how community gardens are also contradictory
spaces where notions of private property are rehearsed sometimes producing socially
exclusionary effects (van Holstein, 2016). Community gardening is composed of both
private and public impulses that can be found in practices of fencing off sections (van
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Holstein, 2016), sharing produce (Turner, 2011) and inviting participation thereby
producing ‘community’ itself (Firth et al., 2011; Ohmer et al., 2009). The specific cultural
characteristics of participants’ groups in these studies is rarely interrogated. This might
represent a gap in scholars’ understanding of urban agriculture.
The few studies that look at urban agriculture and community gardens through the lens
of ethnicity or migrancy do so almost invariably with a therapeutic valence (Alaimo et
al., 2008; Hartwig and Mason, 2016; Hughes, 2018; Pitt, 2014). Hartwig and Mason
(2016, p. 1153) in particular showed how community gardens provided a “meaningful
health promotion intervention for refugees and immigrants adjusting to the complexity
of their new lives in the U.S. and coping with past traumas.” Community gardens are
places where disadvantaged people can heal and foster wellbeing. While wellintentioned, this narrative subtly confirms beliefs that non-white, non-Anglo people
might be understood as ‘needy’ – needing help, space and opportunities to recuperate.
Only one or two studies of ethnic minorities in communal agricultural contexts have
framed migrants as capable (Brown, 2017) and knowledgeable (Shava et al., 2010).
Framing ethnic minority groups or economically disadvantaged groups as
knowledgeable confounds dominant narratives that depict them as ‘low-skill’ or ‘highneeds’. Shava et al.’s (2010) study shows promise in accounting for the ecological
knowledge of migrants from economically poor backgrounds. They conclude that this
knowledge is a retention of pre-existing information. Additional empirical research
could reveal how/whether ethnic minority migrants generate new ways of knowing and
farming by hybridising techniques, plants and systems of cultivation. Urban agricultural
contexts such as community gardens, allotments and home food gardens are apt sites
from which to launch further enquiry. Translocal ecological knowledge might enliven
understandings of how place-based practice (forgive the phrasing) ‘takes place’ — in
more than one place and time.
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2.5.2 HOME (FOOD) GARDENS

Domestic gardens have not enjoyed the same level of scholarly attention as community
gardens (Taylor and Lovell, 2014b). An appraisal of the peer reviewed literature
conducted by Taylor and Lovell (2014b) identified forty-six studies of community
gardens in the U.S., and only five of home food gardens. This has changed in the last
five years, but the dam has hardly burst open. Taylor and Lovell (2014b, p. 22) showed
that the land area occupied by urban home food gardens “exceeded that of all [other
potential] urban agriculture sites”, including all community gardens in Chicago, Illinois.
They are one of the most enduring of all forms of agriculture (Gray et al., 2014) allowing
families to subsist or supplement their intake for centuries (Marsh, 1998). Home
gardens (though not necessarily food garden) cover a large proportion of urban areas in
countries similar to Australia: around 25% of the total land area of a sample of seven
British cities (Loram et al., 2007) and 36% of a small city in Aotearoa/New Zealand
(Mathieu et al., 2007). Ghosh (2014, p. 2) noted that in Australia, “Residential gardens
as urban green space constitute the largest single urban land use type”. Davies et al.,
(2009) noted that gardens are highly biodiverse urban spaces. While these statistics are
about residential gardens in general and not food gardens in particular, they convey a
sense of the spatial extent of urban agriculture at the home level. They are therefore
potentially important.
Home food gardeners are small-scale agriculturalists; they cultivate a diverse array of
food crops (Gray et al., 2014) and maintain a high level of ornamental plant diversity
which supports broader agricultural imperatives such as providing forage for pollinator
birds and insects (Freeman et al., 2012; Mathieu et al., 2007). Small-scale food
gardeners’ preferences have been shown to effectively promote agrobiodiversity
(Corlett et al., 2003) and conserve crop genetic material (Calvet-Mir et al., 2012). Skilled
long-term backyard farmers in Catalonia actively preserve landraces and low-input,
high-density productive garden systems (Calvet-Mir et al., 2012). Home gardens more
broadly (not just food gardens) are highly biodiverse spaces that “collectively comprise
the largest green space in most cites [at least in Australia, UK, New Zealand and the
US]…”(van Heezik et al., 2012, p. 1). From these few studies it is probably safe to infer
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that home food gardens might constitute important reserves of agrobiodiversity. Home
food gardens tilled by people from cultural backgrounds with an history of small-scale
cultivation are likely to be even richer in genetic (biological) and mimetic (cultural)
materials and practices. I will return to examining the gardens of ethnic minority and
migrant groups shortly, but for now I turn to some of the relevant conceptual insights
garden studies have delivered. These are important in this thesis as they complement a
translocal approach to ecological knowledge. They provide a detailed and rigorous
understanding of the place-based relationality found in some geographers’ garden
studies.
Domestic gardens have been used to examine place-based practices and illuminate
complex multi-actor relationships (Power, 2005). Multiple “embodied human and nonhuman agencies” (Power, 2005, p. 39) encounter each other in what Whatmore (2002)
called hybrid spaces. People’s private backyards are, “key places where hybridisation—
understood biologically as the mixing of two pure species to create something new and
usually sterile—occurs” (Head and Muir, 2006, p. 508). The hybridity of home gardens
has attracted geographers’ attention for decades, especially those engaged in what
Head and Muir called (2006) ‘nature-talk’ – though this is anything but sterile.
Geographers working in the relational lineage have shown how human behaviour
shapes and is shaped by the multiple relationships and processes alive in the garden
(Crouch, 2009, 2003; Ginn, 2016; Head and Muir, 2006; Hitchings, 2007). Relational
thinking into gardens has revealed a world co-constituted by multiple agencies
including: human, animal, plant and more-than-human (Franklin, 2006; Lorimer, 2006;
Whatmore, 2002).
Geographers have used this way of thinking to more carefully attend to everyday
practice and to make the “lively world intelligible” (Thrift 2008, p.8). This has shown
how humans do not simply 'write' their experiences onto the earth (Head, 2008; Head
and Muir, 2006). Instead, "human actions are enfolded into the forms of landscapes and
its living inhabitants by way of their own process of growth" (Ingold, 2000, p. 87).
Gardening is perhaps the most common practice of collaboration between human and
non-human (Ginn 2014). Relational thinking can blur the lines between gardener and
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garden (Crouch, 2009), produce and producer (Cooper, 2006) culture and nature
(Power, 2005). Bhatti et al. (2009) observed that gardens are full of encounters that
move us, as humans and invest us in interspecies relations.
Human geographers have turned to the garden help understand the intricacies of placebased practice, ethically fraught multispecies engagements (Ginn, 2016, 2014), and
detail plant agency (Head and Atchison, 2009; Pitt, 2015). Working and being with and
alongside plants, animals and other lively matters in urban gardens has revealed thick
relations that tie together human self-hood (Freeman et al., 2012), personal wellbeing
(Kaplan, 1990), cultural identity (Kaplan and Chacko, 2015) and the messiness of the
domestic wild (Ginn, 2016; Marris, 2013). Home gardens have also been humble sites of
political contestation where macro-economic forces are countered through acts of selfsufficiency and anti-consumerist defiance (Freeman et al., 2012; Gaynor, 2006; HayesConroy and Hayes-Conroy, 2013). Backyards and their custodians have been deemed a
reservoir of environmental stewardship (Freeman et al., 2012). Home food gardens are
also place where conventionally rural issues are brought into urban contexts (Cabannes
and Raposo, 2013; Head et al., 2018). Set against a backdrop of spectacular losses in
species and habitat the work of authors such as Marris (2010), Pitt (2015) and Ginn
(2017) show how gardens and gardening offer a means of growing a renewed sense of
intimacy with the livingness inside and outside the garden. Franklin Ginn (2016, 2014) in
particular teased out the relational complexity of working with living being especially
when killing them is an ethical act. Relational thinking when applied to gardens
"reveal[s] a world more complex and 'lively' than [traditional] Marxist or culturalist
optics" (Castree, 2011, p. 191) could do alone.
2.5.3 MATERIALITY IN ETHNIC MINORITY MIGRANTS’ HOMES

Relational thinking offers a way of understanding materiality where the human subject
and the putative material object are mutually implicated. I find Yolande Strengers and
Cecily Maller’s (2012) study of migrants’ material practices instructive for my study.
They found that first generation migrants who arrived in Australia between 1950 and
the 1970s tended to come from geographic contexts that were generally materially
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poor and made use of decentralised forms of energy and resource provision. They
classified this group as ‘Era 1’. People from this era developed resource systems that
were “localised, low-tech and highly dependent on physical labour” (Strengers and
Maller, 2012, p. 757) in their country of origin. Era 2 migrants arrived in an Australia
that provided, “immaterial, abundant and homogenous access to energy and water
resources” (Strengers and Maller, 2012, p. 758). The authors characterised Era 3
migrants handling of materials and energy in the same way as Era 1 — but with an
emphasis on innovation— due to the pressures of the decade-long drought much of
Australia was subjected from 2000 till about 2010.
The material eras frame gives specificity to how cultural and material norms and
practices from origin countries interact with the respective Australian norms and
practices. I note that their classificatory schema is descriptive rather than normative;
other groups of people from other phases of migration to Australia can and do behave
in similar ways12. Their empirical work with migrant communities in Sydney, Australia
showed how materiality is more than how discrete objects are used and perceived.
They are “handled” and interpreted through cultural norms and habits (Strengers and
Maller, 2012, p. 758). They argued that migrants from nations or contexts materially
dissimilar to Australia, “constitute a rich site of enquiry for understanding how changing
systems of energy and water provision co-constitute household practices.”(2012, p.
756). Linking migrants’ arrival time to a particular era might be an artefact of their
sampling or a way of describing the prevailing material cultures in Australia at given
intervals (1950-1970, 1970-1990 etc.). I do not use nor follow their schema according to
their time frames. I use it for its clear articulation of migrants from peasant
backgrounds’ conceptual and corporeal handling of material and energy resources in
proximate, diverse and materially fluent ways. Taken together, a material eras frame is
a way of describing and conceptualising particular material cultures with respect to
ethnic minority migrants and their technical and conceptual proclivities. Material
culture speaks to the relationality and translocality of culturally specific ecological

12 This

case is made and supported in Sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4
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knowledge. I use this frame to gain better purchase when thinking about participants’
practices of growing food in particular.
2.5.4 ETHNIC MINORITY MIGRANT GARDENS

Migrants bring novel viewpoints and ways of being to human-nature conversations.
Head and Gibson (2012) encouraged geographers to learn from the fresh perspectives
migrants bring to questions of living more sustainably. Most studies of migrants and
their gardens in the rich English-speaking world, however, characterise them as
nostalgic spaces (Bhatti, 2006; Bhatti and Church, 2004; Mazumdar and Mazumdar,
2012). I wonder whether migrants’ gardens are more than monuments to bygone
homes. Gardens have “always been used in the process of settling Australia” (Holmes et
al., 2008, p. 199) and help establish new relations to place (Brook, 2003). Head et al.'s
(2004) study of British, Macedonian and Vietnamese migrants' backyards showed that
gardeners shape and are shaped by the Australian environment. Each of the gardens in
that study was noticeably distinct; their characteristics were often tied to the cultural
values and practices of the gardeners. Migrants’ identities are co-produced by their
socio-ecological past and present through mobility and fixity (Rogaly, 2015). Kiesling and
Manning argued that the practice of gardening reflects, “important values and beliefs,
direct experiences with nature, and interactions with others” (Kiesling and Manning,
2010, p. 320).
Migrant home food gardens are a key site to examine translocality of agrarian practices
and ecological knowledge more broadly. Taylor and Lovell’s (2014a) study of ethnic
Chinese, Mexican and African Americans’ gardens is one of the more explicit studies of
how non-Anglo people grow food and to a lesser extent what value systems they draw
on. Sampled gardeners from those ethnic groups grew a large variety of food and
ornamental plants at a notable density (Taylor and Lovell, 2014a). A later study
provided further ethnic granularity which showed that Chinese-origin gardens had
lower levels of agrobiodiversity but higher volumes than Mexican-origin and African
American gardeners due to a preference for crop volume over species mix (Taylor et al.,
2017). An earlier study in Sacramento, California showed how Laotian Hmong migrants
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grew 59 different plants for food and medicine. They concluded that these practices
helped maintain cultural identity while introducing forms of agrobiodiversity (Corlett et
al., 2003).
It would be simplistic and misleading to imply that all ethnic minority communities
practice food gardening safely, at disproportionately high levels or are naturally gifted
farmers. Levin (2012, p. 215) reported that urban Chinese migrants in Australia had a
relative lack of “bonding with nature” and this explained their unwillingness to have
large gardens. Wang (2005, p. 75) claimed that the practice of gardening among the
Chinese urban population had long been forgotten. Taylor and Lovell (2017) cautioned
against the unfettered use of fertilisers they detected in their study of ethnic minority
migrants’ home food gardens in Chicago (Taylor et al., 2017; Taylor and Lovell, 2014a).
Their studies of the relationships between agrobiodiversity, ecosystem services,
ethnicity and urban agriculture prompt more questions than answers.
Ten years prior, Head and Muir (2007) highlighted the, "pressing need to consider the
diversity of non-Anglo immigrant encounters with the Australian environment" (p. 89).
They humbly suggested that their efforts only “scratch the surface” of migrant home
gardening practice (Head and Muir 2007, p. 89). Graham and Connell (2006)
accentuated the connective aspect of gardens for migrants; suggesting gardens are
“microcosms of migrants' engagement with place” (p. 375). Home gardening is
therefore a powerful medium to investigate ethnic minority migrants’ place-based
practice. The other medium is the practice of gathering wild food.
2.6 GATHERED: ETHNIC MINORITY MIGRANTS AND WILD FOOD FORAGING
It is telling that much of the geographical literature on urban foraging (unlike urban
agriculture) is sensitive to the experiences of ethnic minority groups. A coalition of
authors (McLain et al., 2014; Poe et al., 2014, 2013) from the Pacific Northwest (USA)
found that foraging is a particularly lively practice among ethnic minority cultural
groups. Studying food foraging in conjunction with gardening might, “increase our
understanding of immigrants’ complex and ongoing 'coming to terms' with the
Australian environment” (Head et al., 2004, p. 326). Plant gathering, tending and
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cultivating exist on a continuum rather than being categorically distinct (Deur, 2002; R.
Ford, 1985). This is particularly true for ethnic minority migrant communities from
agrarian and rural backgrounds (Poe et al., 2013). Ethnic minority migrants need species
specific for their cuisine which in turn shapes the way they relate to place and the
environment more broadly (Cruikshanks, 2005; Head et al., 2018).
Poe et al., (2013, p. 413) define wild food gathering as a "practice that involves the
removal of fungi, plants, or parts of plants with the intention of using the materials
gathered for foods, medicines, crafts, fuel, ceremony, decoration, or exchange.” While
this definition is useful, it omits the processes of searching for and finding plants and
fungi. I add this element to their definition to capture the range of practices and
movements involved in gathering wild food. Ingold (2008, p. 78) emphasised the lines
which humans and non-human animals move along to find food and in doing so
generate knowledge. His insistence on the primacy of wayfaring and a “life lived along
lines” (2008, p. 78) is fitting for a practice that moves people along paths in search of
wild food plants. I define food foraging as: the processes and practices of discovering,
remembering, processing and eating uncultivated (wild) edible plants, animal and
fungal material.
Greek and Japanese origin migrants living in Seattle prominently feature in studies of
the prevalence, knowledge and attitudes regarding urban wild food foraging (McLain et
al., 2014). McLain et al., revealed that Asian-American migrants not only sought wild
edibles but also sought medicinal plants in a number of major U.S. Participants in their
study enact differently edible urban environments prompting a shift in the conception
of urban natures:
Diversity in the human population here opens up a wider suite of plants and
fungi as potential resources, beyond what would otherwise be considered
edible…Clearly people forage in a range of landscapes including cemeteries,
railroad tracks, abandoned properties and under freeways. In the process, these
activities open up the concept of nature in the city.” (Head et al., 2018, pp. 11–
12)
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Food foraging is an “inhabiting practice” (Poe et al., 2014, p. 915). Foraging is rooted yet
mobile, moving along paths. It is generative of:
…cosmopolitan relationships with urban nature [that] constitute a set of
relational ecologies of belonging…People and other beings in urban nature are
now constantly on the move, but this mobility does not preclude a deep sense
of attachment to place, with layered meanings, rooted in local forms of urban
spatial and ecological knowledge. (Poe et al., 2014, p. 915).
The above quote almost spells out the inherent translocality of food foraging. It also
harks back to a point that Houston et al., (2018) made about the ontological
productiveness of multispecies entanglements. Similar to home food gardening,
foraging is conducted in conversation with multiple histories, geographies and
knowledge sets. Food foraging is a process of correspondence not only between people
but also humans and more-than-human nature (Poe et al., 2014). Foraging practices
enrol us (humans) in a meshwork where people are, "both constituted by, and active
agents in, the assemblages" they live in (Ingold, 2011, p. 63). Urban food foraging
destabilises the neat divisions of hunter/gatherer/farmer and ‘agriculturalist/nomad’
thereby proposing fleshier, or perhaps “plantier” accounts of human-plant cohabitation
(Head and Atchison, 2009). Foraging for food in ‘developed’ post-industrial cities
ruptures given assumptions about what urban spaces are and how they can be
encountered.
Food foraging reveals sharp distinctions between ethnic groups – some see urban
forests as normatively inedible recreational spaces, while others find nourishment and a
sense of connection in their edibility (Bonetto, 2011). Migrant wild food foraging is
simultaneously fixed and mobile drawing on multiple spatial histories while only ever
being in the one place at any given time. Migrants from foraging traditions reveal
alternate urban spaces that are already edible. I agree with Poe et al., (2014, p. 914) in
understanding food foraging as a “bioculturally diverse and rooted cosmopolitan nature
practice.” Foraging comprises multiple acts of sensitivity between humans and morethan-human environments.
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Research on urban food foraging (outside of Aboriginal Indigenous contexts) in Australia
is fledgling but has already demonstrated an appreciation for the role culture and
ethnicity plays (Bonetto, 2011; Holmes et al., 2008; Kwiatkowski, 2004; Thomas, 2001).
Holmes et al. (2008) narrated some of the experiences of Mediterranean-European
migrants (in Melbourne, Australia) foraging for food in places, such as parks, verges and
nature strips. Holmes et al. (2008, p. 198) described one of their Greek interviewees’
gardens as literally bursting out of its boundaries, "when he decided to extend his
domain into the uncultivated Crown lands behind his property". The urban landscape
becomes an extension of the multicultural pantry and home food garden (Bonetto,
2011) — further blurring the farmer/forager distinction.
Migrants’ wild food foraging also blurs spatial categories. In Fremantle (south of Perth)
Australia, Uren et al. (2015) discovered the importance of verge and interstitial spaces
for food collection especially for southern European migrant communities. Max
Kwiatkowski, (2004) used the term 'ethnoscape' to describe the rapport Polish migrants
have developed with Belangelo State Forest (NSW, Australia) by foraging for
mushrooms. The term ethnoscape relates to "ethnic-specific interaction with the
landscape" (Bonetto, 2011, p. 100). Urban spaces are therefore differentially observed
and culturally coded. Bonetto and Kwiatkowski's work concurs with Holmes el al. (2008)
suggesting that food foraging is not only transgressive of physical boundaries, but also
cultural ones:
Not everybody goes bush camping in the barbecue-fishing-rod-and-boat-ramp
style. In an exponentially cosmopolitan society like Australia, different kinds of
culturally-driven interactions with the environment should be fostered as
rightful symbioses." (Bonetto, 2011, p. 101)
Understanding diverse place-based practices through the prism of cultural diversity is
still nascent within Australian scholarship. Some scholars in have done important work
on ethnic minority migrants’ fishing and wild plant collection in Sydney (Cadzow et al.,
2010; Goodall et al., 2009). Developing it further—via an inherently translocal praxis like
wild food gathering—may reveal how ethnic minority migrants engage with and
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understand the particularities of their local context. The literature strongly suggests
that ethnic minority migrants in the West tend to collect wild food to a greater extent
than their Anglo-European counterparts. What particular epistemological premises
underpin some migrants’ propensity to seek food, where others do not, deserves closer
inspection. Paying attention to ethnic minority migrants’ wild food foraging practices
may help geographers better conceptualise place-based practice, ecological knowledge
and the variable of human culture.
2.7 CONCLUSION
This chapter presented two sets of literatures divided by the markers conceptual and
empirical. I began conceptually by combining translocality and ecological knowledge. I
argued that it could produce a mobility-friendly way of understanding the ecological
knowledge and place-based practices of migrant communities. Enforcing the terms
‘traditional’ or ‘local’ to knowledge might have the effect of shutting out communities
who have practised traditional and agrarian forms of knowledge but cannot claim
indigeneity or local status. Translocality when combined with the relational emphasis of
ecological knowledge offers a useful means of conceptualising place-based practice and
ecological knowledge of ethnic minority migrants. The empirical literature of food
growing and gathering provided a means through which to examine how people’s
place-based practices remain and adapt through the course of migration and
acculturation. I emphasised the link between materiality, culture, ecological knowledge
and place-based practice. When ecological knowledge is allowed to move—as people
do—across international and cultural boundaries, sophisticated understandings of
human-environment and human-plant relationships can open up.
While I critiqued the theory of ecological knowledge for its emphasis on spatial,
temporal and sometimes ethnic/tribal fixity, I also defended it for its ability to capture
the multiple intimate relationships involved in producing deep knowledge of living and
non-living systems. Ecological knowledge, thanks to its roots in studies of Indigenous
and tribal ethnic groups, has a built-in sensitivity to human culture. It draws on a rich
explanatory tradition that incorporates worldviews and cultural ontologies (Blaser,
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2014) as a core feature. It, perhaps uniquely, has the tools to make sense of how
beliefs, social mores and cultural modes shape people’s engagements with their world.
Contemporary notions of translocality could introduce movement without losing sight
of place-attachment and locational fixity. I thus proposed translocal ecological
knowledge—the central theoretical contribution of this thesis—to bring spatial mobility
into clearer view when analysing place-based practices including growing and gathering
food.
The translocality of ecological knowledge shows up in migrant gardeners’ crop
selection, techniques and culturally inflected attitudes toward growing ones’ own food.
Growing food is an emblematic place-based practice. Urban farmers (domestic and
otherwise) have the potential to feed a great number of people while redefining what
urban spaces can be. Ethnically diverse farmers were shown to bring culturally distinct
crop choices, techniques and perhaps most importantly, dispositions towards urban
spaces. Most studies of urban agriculture are enthusiastic about it (urban farms,
community gardens, allotments and home food gardens) but are yet to explore the links
between cultural difference and farming practice. I introduced Strengers and Maller’s
(2012) cultural materiality schema to flesh out how ethnic minority migrants conceive
of and handle materials inn their homes via three key characteristics: proximity,
diversity and materiality.
Adding empirical weight to home food gardening can shed light on the effect ethnic
minority migrants’ culture has on their practice. It can also add to a fast-growing body
of work arguing that migrants’ small-scale farming is adaptable (Minkoff-Zern, 2018),
resilient (Shava et al., 2010) and innovative (Klocker et al., 2019). Unlike much of the
literature on food gardening, geographers investigating urban wild food foraging have
already developed some nuanced understandings of ethnic minority migrants’ food
foraging in urban spaces. What is most promising in studies of wild food foraging is its
emphasis on spatial relationality (Poe et al., 2014) and multispecies entanglements
(Houston et al., 2018). Indeed, gathering food is perhaps an even better example of a
spatially and phenomenologically translocal activity than gardening due to its inherent
movement.
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Conceptualising the ecological knowledge and place-based practices (growing and
gathering food) of ethnic minority migrants requires sensitivity to movement. Translocal
ecological knowledge extends the remit of ecological knowledge into migrant
communities engaged in smallholder agriculture and food foraging as it is equipped to
deal with fixity and mobility. Fleshing out how different ethnic minority migrants’
groups maintain and innovate forms of ecological knowledge via growing and gathering
food promises fresh insights. It requires further empirical research that centralises
culturally distinct engagements with plants, materials, soil, identity, memory and place.
Such research needs to be in-depth and attentive to ethnic minority migrants’ practices
and cultural worldviews. It needs to be alert to the barriers ethnic minority migrants
might face and what enables overcoming them. The next chapter presents the research
strategy and research methods that help answer the research questions and address
the overall research objective.
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3. CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH STRATEGY AND METHODS
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the research strategy, methods, ethical considerations and data
analysis undertaken in this study to respond to the research objective and research
questions. In a fine-grained ethnographic study with ethnic minority groups it was
determined that research tools should prioritise linguistic, cultural and interpersonal
rapport. This chapter therefore outlines how the researcher, co-researchers, key
informants, participants, their gardens, farms, foraging sites, tools and cultural
identities influenced the research strategies and methods used in this thesis. The
common thread throughout this chapter and therefore this thesis, is the centrality of
relationships. Grappling with the research questions mandated that I foster trust with
participants. I did so with co-researchers who are community members from each
migrant group who were employed to assist with the project or who did so within the
remit of their existing work. In this way, the relationships determined the
implementation of the methods through an ongoing process of self-reflection and
conversation with co-researchers and key informants.
This chapter is divided into five main sections. The first begins with strategic
considerations including the rationale for in-depth qualitative methods, site selection,
participant group selection and the strategic role of key informants. Next, the chapter
turns to participant recruitment, co-researchers as a strategic choice and the
positionality of the researcher. The chapter then discusses the qualitative methods used
to learn about participants’ ecological knowledge and place-based practices. Due to the
embodied nature of farming and foraging, in-depth methods (walking tours and
participatory observation) played a prominent role (Wacquant, 2006; Waitt et al., 2009)
. Ethical considerations of working with non-English speaking and former refugee
groups are then discussed. The fifth and final section of the chapter outlines how the
data was coded and analysed.
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3.2 WHY IN-DEPTH QUALITATIVE METHODS?
I used in-depth qualitative to address the study objectives and research questions
because I wanted to foster a sense of ease and a willingness for participants to talk
about and show me seemingly mundane habits (Hitchings, 2012; Pitt, 2015).
Understanding people’s knowledge and routine practices might not be amenable to
quantitative or even purely discursive qualitative methods (Bryman, 2012; Pitt, 2015;
Valentine, 2005). Working cross-culturally meant that relationships and cultural
sensitivity was a priority (Howitt and Stevens, 2005). Ecological knowledge, as discussed
in Section 2.2, comprises knowledge, practice and beliefs. I could not answer all the
research questions through talk alone. I would need to listen, observe and, take part
where appropriate. I was initially drawn to research methods that broke free from
“narrowly discursive” (Bissell, 2010, p. 271) modes to more fully grasp the affective and
embodied elements of gathering and growing food. I soon realised that qualitative
methods need not be an either/or matter. Hitchings (2012) argued for the value of
discourse in representing people’s everyday habits while recognising the
complementary benefits of non-discursive methods. “People”, he reminded me, “can
talk about their practices.”
The research methods in this study are informed by the concept of the holding
environment (Winnicott, 1965). The holding environment is a metaphor to describe the
context within which interpersonal work occurs. The term is mostly used in therapeutic
contexts (Brown, 2008), social work (Ward, 2008) and learner centred pedagogies
(Heifetz et al., 2009). The research methods employed in the study—and detailed in the
Section 3.3—are informed by the belief that people need to feel secure and respected if
they are share parts of themselves. My background in community theatre, especially as
a trained playback theatre actor alerted me to the value of narratives in fostering a
holding environment. As some of the participants in this study have endured hardship,
trauma and persecution (see: Section 3.2.2) , a strong holding environment between
researcher, co-researcher and participant was needed (Pittaway et al., 2010). In this
study, many participants also took pleasure in talking about their lives outside of the
narrow confines of my research directives. I suspect this might have been because of
the strength of the holding environment and the rapport co-researchers afforded.
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Research Objective & Questions: Methods

Research objective: to explore how
can geographers better conceptualise
the ecological knowledge and placebased practice of ethnic minority
migrants?

1. In what ways do ethnic minority
migrants’ cultures inform their
practices of growing food?

2. In what ways do ethnic minority
migrants’ cultures inform their
practices of gathering food?

3. What barriers do ethnic minority
migrants face when trying to grow
and gather food in urban and periurban contexts and what enables to
overcome these?

Community coresearchers;
semi-structured
interviews;
participatory
observation;
walking interviews.
Community coresearchers;
semi-structured
interviews;
participant
observation;
walking interviews.
Co-researchers,
walking interviews,
participant
observation.
Community coresearchers;
semi-structured
interviews.

Emphasis

Comparative analysis of
semi-structured interviews

Discussing semi-structured
interviews with community
co-researchers
Participant observation

Walking tours
Discussing semi-structured
interviews with community
co-researchers
Interviews with key
informants outside the
ethnic community groups
(Green Connect and Dapto
Community Farm).

Table 3-1 Table showing the relationship between research questions, corresponding methods
and emphasised methods

My methods invited participants to ‘show and tell’ and do so in the language and setting
that best suited them. The fact that I could only speak English, Spanish and to a certain
extent Tamil meant that any method I used would require interpreters or coresearchers from within the target ethnic minority migrant groups. In-depth
ethnographic approaches were also supported by quantitative documentation from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) about the size and extent of ethnic minority
migrant communities in Wollongong and Australia. I did this to contextualise the
qualitative data. Table 3-1 outlines how methods were aligned with specific research
questions, the ‘focus’ column on the table indicates which methods was better
equipped to deal with the relevant question. Research question three, for example,
required all methods but relied on interviews with key informants to describe the social
and structural elements shaping participants’ ability to grow and gather food.
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3.3 SETTING THE CONTEXT: PLACE AND PEOPLE
3.3.1 PLACE: WHY WOLLONGONG?

In Australia, ‘bush versus city’ is a major dividing feature; there has also been a push to
resettle more migrants and refugees into regional areas — ‘the bush’ (Collins, 2019).
Wollongong blends a bit of both. It is a medium size coastal city located about 71
kilometres south of Sydney (see: Figure 3.1) with a population of around 300,000 (ABS,
2016b). It is Australia’s tenth largest city and New South Wales’ third most populous.
Wollongong has statistically average ethnic diversity when compared to Australia as a
whole (ABS, 2018; Wollongong City Council, 2017a). It has certain features that make it
a ‘typical’ city in the Australian context: eighty-five percent of the population in the
Eastern states of Australia lives within 50 kilometres of the coast and the bulk of
Australia’s population (89%) lives in coastal cities on the Eastern seaboard, like
Wollongong (ABS, 2018). Wollongong’s averageness makes sense to study for three
reasons:
1. Migrants coming to Wollongong enter a dynamic where there is a majority
cultural group: Anglo-European (ABS, 2018; Wollongong City Council, 2017a).
Studying such ‘typical’ dynamics has a higher chance of being indicative of other
similarly configured cities in Australia.
2. Wollongong has long attracted migrants and refugees. Since World War II
Wollongong has received refugees from southern Europe, Vietnam in the 1970s,
the Balkan states in the 1990s and most recently from Myanmar, the Middle
East and African nations (Wollongong City Council, 2017b). This is a typical
composition for many parts of urban Australia (ABS, 2016b).
3. Using language spoken at home data, there appears to be no majority minority
ethnic group in Wollongong (Wollongong City Council, 2017a). All ethnic
communities who were born overseas (apart from English speakers) are
statistical minorities among other ethnic minorities.
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While Wollongong is statistically ordinary; Australia’s largest steelworks and its
proximity to Australia’s largest city (Sydney) distinguishes it socioeconomically.
Wollongong is a post-industrial city attempting to transition to a services or knowledge
economy city (Waitt and Gibson, 2009). It is in the process of defining itself as a city
with a laid-back coastal sensibility. Wollongong is economically divided on a roughly
north-south axis where the north is home to millionaire mansions and the south, close
to Port Kembla steelworks, is traditionally a working-class and migrant stronghold (see:
Figure 3.3). It has a strong history of manufacturing and is now home to a large research
university — now the city’s largest employer (Waitt and Gibson, 2009).
Port Kembla and the southern suburbs of Wollongong have long attracted ethnic
minority migrant groups for (historically) stable unionised jobs in the manufacturing
sector (Waitt and Gibson, 2009). Migrants from southern and eastern Europe, in
particular, played a crucial role in Wollongong’s prominent labour rights movements
throughout the late 20th century (Public Interest Advocacy Centre, 2003) adding
multicultural elements to the ‘Blue Collar pride’ of the area (Halilovic, 2001; Public
Interest Advocacy Centre, 2003). More recently, Wollongong has been one of six
regional refugee resettlement areas in New South Wales. Since 2011, the most highly
represented languages spoken by refugees in Wollongong are Arabic (mostly from Syria
and Iraq), Karenni (from Myanmar/Burma) and Farsi (from Iran and Afghanistan)
(Wollongong City Council, 2019).
The maps in the following two pages orient the study on the Australian continent
(Figure 3.2), locate Wollongong with respect to Sydney (Figure 3.1); the final map
(Figure 3.3) gives a detailed view of key study sites including the areas where Karenni
and Portuguese participants live.
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Southern
Wollongong
& Port
Kembla

Study
area

Figure 3.2 Map of Australia indicating the study area location. Source: dmaps.com

Figure 3.1 South Coast & Southern highlands NSW.
Source: Here Maps 2019
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Figure 3.3 Southern Wollongong with key points of interest marked
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3.3.2 PEOPLE: WHY KARENNI AND PORTUGUESE PARTICIPANTS?

I wanted to undertake this study with ethnic minority migrants who have both lived in
Wollongong for over twenty-five years and less than ten years. I borrowed arrival time
to Australia as a consequential feature from Strengers and Maller's (2012) study of the
materiality and resource use systems of three (temporal) waves of ethnic minority
migrants to Australia. I also wanted to investigate the potential differences between
ethnic minority migrant groups who arrived in Australia on a voluntary/economic basis
and those who arrived via refugee resettlement channels. These factors resulted in
working with Portuguese speaking people who arrived in the early 1970s and Karenni
people who began arriving in the early 2000s. Choosing these specific communities,
however, was never a priority. Purposive opportunism guided the selection of ethnic
communities; I will address the specific mechanisms of purposive participant
recruitment in Section 3.2.3. In this section, I give a brief demographic overview of the
Portuguese and Karenni people in Wollongong (who make up the participant sample set
(n=35) and outline some of their similarities and dissimilarities. Granular details on
Portuguese and Karenni participants will be delivered in Sections 4.1 and 6.1. Table 3-2,
presents the total number of participants and indicates their food growing and/or
gathering status in Wollongong. All participants have grown food in their country of
origin but, not all grew food at the time of research.
Ethnic Group Food forager
Portuguese 0
Karenni* 12
Total 12

Food grower
15
17
32**

Table 3-2 Number of research participants from relevant ethnic groups and their food
grower/forager status.

* Includes three people who also identify as Karen
** This is less than the total number of participants as a few Karenni participants were
not active food foragers nor growers at the time they were interviewed. They were
farmers and foragers before arriving in Australia, however.
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I chose to work with Portuguese and Karenni migrants as they both come from peasant
backgrounds and, to a large extent, maintain productive gardens and/or practice wild
food foraging. The Portuguese sample represents an earlier form of Australian ethnic
minority migrant, a southern European group who appear ‘European’ or ‘White’13.
Karenni participants represent a post-White Australia Policy intake and are refugees;
they arrived as part of Australia’s commitment to welcome refugees as a signatory of
the refugee convention (Bretag and AHRC, 2014). Portuguese participants arrived as
part of Australia’s Assisted Passage Scheme14 — they were paid to come and work in
Port Kembla’s heavy industries. The immediate employment obtained by Portuguese
migrants stands in contrast to Karenni humanitarian migrants who struggle to find fulltime employment even today. Both Portuguese and Karenni communities speak
languages other than English at home and generally have low English language
proficiency. Young Karenni people, like the co-researcher Eh Moo, are the exception as
they have rapidly gained English language fluency. The differences between the groups
lends complexity and texture to the findings presented in this thesis. I now present brief
sketches of both ethnic minority groups to familiarise readers with their overarching
demographic features.
I — Portuguese people in Wollongong

Portuguese-origin participants were all born in Portugal and nearly all of them have
birthdates in the first half of the 20th century. Many participants arrived very close to
1973 a symbolically noteworthy year marking the legal end of the ‘White Australia
Policy’ (DIBP, 2017). That was when the Whitlam Government removed all references
to ethnicity and race in relation to migration. Until the 1976 Census, Portuguese were
statistically subsumed with the ‘Spanish’ or ‘Other’ category (Halilovic, 2001). A majority
of the Portuguese participants are retired and were born on the island of Madeira off
the coast of North Africa. Most participants in the Portuguese-origin case study group
identify as Portuguese or Portuguese- Australian.
13 These terms are used advisedly. I use this language to denote visible and widely understood, if highly contested,
phenotypic differences.
14 The Assisted Passage Scheme was initially activated by the Chiefly government in 1945 and ended in 1982. It was
designed to expedite the arrival of English people to Australia. Other ‘White’ Europeans were added to list of
acceptable candidates to this scheme. English people who arrived via this process as colloquially known as ’10 pound
Poms’ (Pullen, 2014)
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Most people with Portuguese ancestry live in Wollongong Council’s Ward 3 where their
population was 1293 in 2006 and 1288 in 2016 (ABS, 2016b; Wollongong City Council,
2016). This slight decline suggests that death rates are greater than the birth rates of
people who identify as Portuguese. It might be that some second-generation
Portuguese migrants identify themselves as ‘Australian’ or that children (second and
third generations migrants) might have left Ward 3 and live in other areas. It is likely
that the population is in decline. This was reflected in the participant sample who are
mostly retirees whose average age was upward of 70 years old (see: Table 4-1). This
migrant group is similar to other migrant groups from southern and eastern Europe like
Italian, Greek or Macedonian migrants who are more common subjects of garden
studies in Australia (Graham and Connell, 2006; Head et al., 2004; Holmes et al., 2008;
Zainuddin and Mercer, 2014). I was happy to have ‘found’ the Portuguese ethnic
community in Port Kembla as no one to my knowledge has studied their gardens.
II — Karenni People in Wollongong

Karenni people are ethnically and linguistically ‘basically Karen’ (BBC, 2010; Kirkland and
Dawkins, 2007).but were known as Kayah or Kayin (or Kayinni) which mean ‘red Karen’
which referred to their clothing (Burmalink, 2015). Most participants speak a variant of
Karenni (Eastern and Western) and are often fluent in Karen and Burman (the language
of ethnic-majority Burmese). Most were born close to the Myanmar-Thailand border.
Some were born in refugee camps in Thailand and a few have never set foot in Karenni
state in eastern Myanmar. Most study participants in the Karenni group identify as
Karenni though their ancestry is mixed. Eh Moo for example, one of the co-researchers
involved with this study, identifies as Karenni but one of parents is Karen. For simplicity,
I use the term Karenni to describe the case study group as a group.
Due to limitations around sampling in the national census it is hard to get accurate
information on the number of Karenni people living in greater Wollongong. The 2016
census stated that 92 Burmese speakers lived in Wollongong (ABS, 2016a; Wollongong
City Council, 2017a). What proportion of this figure are Karenni is harder to ascertain as
many Karennis simply write ‘Burmese’ when referring to the language spoken at home
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(according to Eh Moo). One clue to the prevalence of Karenni people in the generic
Burmese classification comes from Wollongong City Council’s 2019 ‘Refugee
Communities Summary’ (Wollongong City Council, 2019). It showed that Karenni
speakers were the second most numerous newly arrived humanitarian migrants since
2011. The most recent Wollongong City Council tables for recording resident ancestry
(based on ABS census 2016) use the term ‘Burmese groups’, this at least admits the
diversity of the ‘Burmese’ population (Wollongong City Council, 2016). Anecdotal
counting by Eh Moo suggests there are 40-45 Karenni families living in Wollongong. In
2017, most Karenni families tended to live around four suburbs in Wollongong:
Coniston, Mangerton, Mt. Saint Thomas and Unanderra (see: Figure 3.3). By 2019, this
was no longer true with many moving into new rental properties across Wollongong
especially Fairy Meadow. This may yet change.
BOX 3-1 MYANMAR OR BURMA?
There can be some confusion between the terms Burma and Myanmar as the
names continue to be used interchangeably by many reputed sources despite
protests from government of Myanmar (Memmott, 2011). Even Aung Sang
Suu Kyi, declared that “it is up to you” though suggesting that people adopt
Myanmar in favour of the older name Burma (Associated Press, 2016).
I use the term Burma over Myanmar because that is what my research
participants and Eh Moo, the Karenni community co-researcher uses. I do not
recall ever hearing the term Myanmar from participants.
While this is in contrast to other papers published in Australia of communities
who come from the modern state of Myanmar (Hughes, 2015), this is the
choice I have been led to make by following study participants. I use the name
Myanmar when referring to the modern State and its contemporary political
borders. I use Burma when quoting participants or referring to the territory
where Karenni state (Shan province) is located.
Box 3-1 Myanmar or Burma?
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3.3.3 KEY RELATIONSHIPS AND INFORMANTS

A handful of strategic relationships and informants emerged during this study. They are
included in the research strategy as they contributed significantly to major decisions
which impacted the way the entire research project unfolded. Three of them (see: Table
3-3) work/ed for Green Connect and one, Lance Carr, manages Dapto Community
Farm15 where many Karenni participants grow food. Each of these relationships are
important to this study as all informants work with a range of ethnic minority migrants
specifically in small-scale agriculture. Notably, all four work closely with Karenni people.
Table 3-3 outlines each person’s organisation, role and their relevance to this study.
Informant Organisation

Title/Role

Study relevance

Engagement
duration

Callum Green

Farm Manager

Champagne Connect

Agroecological

Ongoing

knowledge

2011-2020
(current)

Jess Moore Green
Connect

(former) General

Strategic

Periodic

Manager

considerations of

2015-2018

refugees and
Australian agriculture
Bronwyn Green

Labour Hire

Workers’ rights and

Periodic 2015-

Williams Connect

Manager

refugee employment

2019

Owner: Mountain

Ecological knowledge

Periodic 2016-

Community

Range Farm,

and strategic

2017

Farm

Manager: Dapto

considerations of

Community Farm

ethnic minorities in

Lance Carr Dapto

agriculture
Table 3-3 Table showing key informant details and engagement duration

I interviewed each informant at least once formally and in the case of Callum and Jess
maintained ongoing contact with them. I have not classified them as participants as I do

15 Green Connect and Dapto Community Farm are both small organisations where refugees and migrants are
involved with growing food. They work as staff farmers on the former and grow food as renters in the latter.
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not feel they can speak for (Karenni) participants. They did however help me gain a
deeper understanding of how their organisations work with Karenni people, how they
as individuals consider Karenni people’s (and other relevant migrant group’s) ecological
knowledge and how they understand ethnic diversity with respect to small-scale
agriculture in Wollongong. Callum’s insights were valuable regarding Karenni people. I
consulted with him in recruiting a Karenni community co-researcher and building
networks among organisations serving ethnic minority groups. Jess Moore and Bronwyn
Williams were instrumental in giving me ‘access’ to interviewing their staff members
and endorsing my research — particularly my request to hire one of their staff as a
community co-researcher. These key informants were therefore strategic allies and
complementary sources of data.
3.4 RECRUITMENT
The recruitment process was both purposive and opportunistic. I knew I wanted to
recruit people from ethnic minority groups, but I was not focussed on any one group in
particular. Recruitment for this research could only begin once I established myself as a
trusted person in Wollongong’s multicultural/food growing community. I approached
participant recruitment in two ways, formally through multicultural organisations in the
region and informally through my limited networks in alternate food and social justice
communities. I became a volunteer at Green Connect and Flame Tree community food
cooperative in Thirroul. Volunteering with these two organisations satisfied my personal
desire to feel connected to a new community and a starting point from which to recruit
participants for this study. Both organisations have a social inclusion imperative and are
explicitly focussed on promoting local small-scale agriculture.
I — Informal Recruitment

In some ways, the research for this study began while boxing produce with workers on
the Green Connect Farm in Warrawong (see: Figure 3.3). The workers were a mixture of
retired steelworkers, young White Australians from disadvantaged backgrounds and
former refugees from Burma, the Democratic Republic of Congo and other parts of the
world. The Green Connect volunteers and employees naturally asked what I was doing
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in Wollongong and what brought me to the Green Connect Farm so early on Thursday
mornings. I replied that I was interested in food growing for personal reasons and that I
would like to begin doing some research on food growing, foraging and cultural
diversity. Immediately, one of the older Italian-Australian volunteers pointed to the
houses beyond the farm gate saying, "those old Macedonians over there, they have
gardens like us [Italians], but they keep to themselves, good luck trying to get them to
chat with you."
Ethnic minority migrant communities can tend to be harder to access for several
reasons (Schweitzer and Steel, 2008). Some communities have a tendency to ‘keep to
themselves’ preferring the familiarity and safety of fellow community members. I
experienced this myself growing up in rural New Zealand; our family would actively seek
other Indian families for social support and familiarity. I could informally connect with
newly arrived refugee communities by volunteering at Green Connect farm a safe entry
point for them to ‘suss me out’. Here, people could see that my interest in food, culture
and this part of the world was sincere. It also so happens that the farm manager of
Green Connect, Callum Champagne, and I studied permaculture together in 2011.
Callum was happy to welcome extra labour from an old friend. I packed boxes and hoed
terraces with Karenni people; I cooked food and watered plants with men and women
from Togo and Congo. By following my own interest in community supported
agriculture, my volunteering turned into friendships. After a few months volunteering, I
asked Callum whether he knew any people who might like to help work on this project.
He recommended Eh Moo, a Karenni speaker, who subsequently worked with me for
the duration of the field work as a paid community co-researcher (I discuss this in depth
in Section 3.4.1).
II — Formal recruitment

Aside from volunteering for personal interest, I also sought more formal ways of
recruiting participants. I met and corresponded with several organisations working with
newly arrived and established migrant communities to inform them of my research.
Recruitment at this stage of the research felt like casting several lines into open water.
Luckily, food gardening and gathering sounds benign. I was not soliciting participants to
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share their experiences of hardship, even though hardship and food (and the lack
thereof) are closely associated. It seemed that Strategic Community Assistance to
Refugee Families (SCARF), Green Connect and Multicultural Communities Council
(MCCI) were the three organisations best connected with ethnic minority communities
in the region.
Callum Champagne from Green Connect invited me to a side project of his, a new
project with MCCI, the ‘Friendship Garden’(Pearson, 2015). The friendship garden
represented a promising blend of goodwill, gardening and multiculturalism. The
Wollongong Catholic Church, Elemental Permaculture and MCCI combined forces to
establish a garden for newly arrived refugees from Afghanistan. While digging new
garden beds, I made connections with a project officer from MCCI. He directed me to
speak with a community liaison officer, Patricia Laranjeira, who worked with elderly
Portuguese people from Portugal.
Patricia suggested that the best way to connect with potential Portuguese participants
would be to meet them on their home turf. Within a month, I was at an afternoon bingo
at the South Coast Portuguese Community Association in Warrawong. Patricia
introduced me to a room of 60 to 80 Portuguese-Australian senior citizens and handed
me the microphone. I explained (in English) that I was interested in their food gardens
and wanted to learn about their food growing skills. Patricia translated and what
followed was one of the most memorable experiences of research: People called out
and pointed to each other saying (in Portuguese)16, "she has the best bananas", "my
husband passed away, but his garden is still there", "I'm too old for gardening now", "I
have chickens is that okay for your study?" Many came up, clasped my hands—ignoring
that I didn’t understand everything they said—and spoke with disarming enthusiasm. I
felt popular! From there the snowball moved much faster than I would have imagined
in a largely septuagenarian cohort.

16 As a Spanish speaker who has spent a bit of time in Portugal, I was able to understand a good deal of the
comments.
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Wollongong is a small town in many ways. It shrinks even further when sections of a
refugee camp in Thailand or whole villages (seemingly) from Portuguese Islands
relocate in a short period of time to one or two suburbs in the Illawarra. Everybody
knows each other. Through these means the research project was able to include the
stories of 35 migrants and former refugees. Only three participants spoke English as a
first language and most of the interviews and research engagements took place in
Karenni and Portuguese, with three in Karen (see: Table 3-2). These polyglot stories
form the empirical basis of the thesis. I could not have gathered this empirical data or
parsed it without community co-researchers Patricia Laranjeira and Eh Moo.
3.4.1 COMMUNITY CO-RESEARCHERS

Appreciating people’s ecological knowledge, farming and foraging practices requires
attentiveness (Gillon and Gibbs, 2019; Ginn, 2014; Power, 2005). Gaining an
understanding of these practices and epistemologies with ethnic minority migrants
requires trusted intermediaries (Hugman et al., 2011b, 2011a). Community coresearchers were these trusted intermediaries. Community co-researchers were critical
in ensuring high levels of trust and familiarity. On this point, I was careful when
recruiting co-researchers that they did not wield undue authority in their community. In
the Karenni sample, this meant recruiting a younger co-researcher and deciding against
older more influential candidates. I made a similar decision with the Portuguese
community but due to the uniform age bracket of the participants this felt less
important. They were co-researchers in the sense that they helped unpack how
interviews went, how they could be improved for subsequent participants, and
crucially, they helped me think about the data via their perspectives. The development
and execution of the research strategy was a result of intellectually stimulating
collaboration. Co-researchers performed three roles during the study:
1. Participant recruitment
2. Interpretation and translation
3. Analytical support
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Working with Patricia and Eh Moo formally as co-researchers meant that they had to be
included as sanctioned researchers on the study. I explained the responsibilities and
obligations of conducting research in accordance with the University of Wollongong’s
Human Research Ethics Committee. Their signed consent attests to their understanding
of the responsibility. Now I introduce Patricia Laranjeira and Eh Moo and outline how
they served each of the three roles ethically.
Portuguese co-researcher: Patricia Laranjeira (see: Figure 3.4)

Research with the ethnic Portuguese migrants was facilitated mostly by Patricia
Laranjeira, an employee of Multicultural Communities Council of Illawarra (MCCI).
Patricia emigrated to Australia from Portugal as an adult and works with the Portuguese
speaking community in the Illawarra. Patricia recruited study participants and acted as
an interpreter during the interviews. Angela Duarte, one of Patricia’s colleagues from
MCCI acted as an interpreter in one interview with one participant (Beatriz Pestana) as
Patricia was unavailable. The follow-up interview with Beatriz was carried out with
Patricia. Patricia provided valuable background information about the AustralianPortuguese community in the Illawarra. Unlike Eh Moo Patricia was not paid to help
conduct this research. Her role at MCCI involves supporting senior citizens in several
ways including conducting home visits and organising out-of-home excursions.

Figure 3.4 Patricia Laranjeira (left), Custodio Rocha, me (right)
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Working with me as a co-researcher during interviews, according to Patricia, was an
extension of her role at MCCI. Patricia connected this study to broader well-being
initiatives at her workplace and felt it added value to her organisation. Her expertise in
community development and engagement, especially with older people, helped this
study gain their trust (see: Figure 3.4) Patricia prompted me to think about Portuguese
participants gardens as spaces that promote individual and cultural wellbeing (see:
Section 4.6.2). According to Patricia, “no one has ever asked these them [retired
Portuguese speakers] about their gardens. No one knows they are amazing gardeners
with decades of experience growing food here. It is good that someone from the
University is going to interview them. At first some of the people will be shy, but I think
they will like to show someone from outside [the community] their gardens.”
Karenni Co-researcher: Eh Moo (see: Figure 3.5)

Eh Moo is the second community co-researcher I worked with during this research. Eh
Moo and I met planting fruit trees around the perimeter of Green Connect farm. As Eh
Moo was hand watering the saplings he remarked, “carrying water like this reminds me
of getting water back in the refugee camp.” This embodied memory served as the
starting point for many conversations about life on the Thai-Burma border. While EhMoo describes himself as Karenni he is also part Karen. Eh Moo speaks four languages
and is a trained community worker. Eh Moo spent most of his life in a refugee camp and
is intimately connected to the Wollongong Karenni community.
Eh Moo was paid an award wage for his part in this research as a casual employee of
the University of Wollongong (see: Appendix 3). He initiated interviews with community
members, coordinated foraging tours (see: Figure 3.5) and worked with me on
participant observation session. Eh Moo advised me to pay attention to the way
participants prepared and appreciated flavours. The results presented in Section 6.7
bear his intellectual marks in particular. Eh Moo gave additional unpaid time as he was
motivated to support his community by documenting their skilfulness. One of the most
memorable times of this project was sitting with Eh Moo and his wife in their living
room: digesting a Karenni meal of gathered and grown food, scrolling through Facebook
and Google Earth matching stories to pictures and geographies. It was in these
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moments that the full meaning of ‘co-researcher’ became clear — we became
collaborators and friends.
While co-researchers attached to this project have been valuable, there were some
procedural drawbacks. Co-researchers, at least my approach to working with them,
served as gatekeepers to their respective communities. It is possible that the participant
sample was biased toward people they had better relations with. Their positionality,
including gender, age and ability to speak English make them (like anybody) partial. Coresearchers in this way served as a valve in accessing communities outside of my
cultural/linguistic reach. I was hesitant to recruit separately from community coresearchers to ensure they felt respected and to maintain a ‘constant’ with respect to
the analysis (see: Section 3.7). This dynamic might have at times constrained my
capacity to recruit more broadly, access different experiences and perhaps make
conflictual interpretations. This is likely a limiting feature of the results. On balance
however, I feel that the benefits of working with Eh Moo and Patricia outweigh any
potential costs.

Figure 3.5 Me (left), Eh Moo (Karenni co-researcher), Say Reh and Koh
Meh (right) in seated interviews

Eh Moo is a former refugee and Patricia is a migrant like me. All three of us embody
various aspects of participants’ subjectivities – we are all ethnic minority migrants
albeit, with vastly different privileges. Eh Moo and Patricia enabled me to physically and
culturally access their communities in an appropriate and respectful way. Their
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interpretive intelligence enabled me to develop a meaningful rapport with the
Portuguese and Karenni community living in Wollongong.
3.4.2 POSITIONALITY

One's own positionality as a researcher is a result of visible and invisible identities,
choices and life experiences. Crang and Cook (2007, p. 8) described both the researcher
and research participants’ identities as "an assemblage of thoughts, feelings, memories,
way of doing things...which does not always fit together in a neat pattern”. All research
is inherently personal and political at some level and must be considered in these
terms. Positionality can include the personal influences, feelings and beliefs of a
researcher. Given the extended periods of time working with co-researchers, key
informants and some participants; the personal subjectivities of the chief researcher
required diligent reflection when interpreting the data, its findings and broader
significance (Rose, 1997).
BOX 3-1 POSITIONALITY STATEMENT
I am a migrant to Australia. Not a permanent resident but a New Zealander born in India.
When asked to describe my ethnicity I say I am Tamil, my nationality is Kiwi and my
culture, well – it’s a hybrid of the above with a middle-class, University educated
Australian one. My interest in food growing and subsequently foraging was a product of
connecting with the permaculture approach to land-use and to a lesser extent feeling
disoriented regarding where my home was. Working with plants in the soil, among the
chatter of birds, and passing neighbours was my meaningful way of making a home here
in Australia.
It is impossible for me to research the role migrants from non-English speaking
backgrounds play in the Australian environment and ignore my position as a privileged
university educated person. Conducting this research with fellow ethnic minority
migrants has revealed a number of dynamics and contentions that I did not expect. Most
of the time my subjective experience as a migrant helped me reduce the ‘distance’
between myself as a subject, and participants as subjects. I suspect that my own
experiences of being a ‘brown guy’ (an ethnic Indian) has influenced how I interpreted
aspects around ethnic identity and group belonging. For instance, I was more careful to
distinguish between how the ideas of ethnicity and culture were used (or not) by
participants and the distinction they did (or did not) draw between them. Having been
asked to—more or less explicitly—throughout my life to speak ‘as an Indian’, I was
careful not to foist the burden of representing their ethnic group onto any participant. I
did my best to treat participants as individuals.
Box 3-2 Positionality statement
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3.5 RESEARCH METHODS
“A genuinely ecological approach does not work to attain a mentally envisioned future,
but strives to enter ever more deeply, into the sensorial present.” (Abram, 1997, p. 272)
I carefully considered the selection and use of specific research methods. Growing and
gathering food are often quiet activities full of rhythm and routine. Many of the
practices that make up farming and foraging are so every day that they seem mundane
and sometimes opaque to the practitioner. The methods not only had to be
qualitatively in-depth (as discussed in Section 3.2), they also had to open up the
“sensorial present” so that I could better appreciate the multiple facets of ecological
knowledge in action. I felt that a mixture of methods that included talking, listening,
watching and doing would be well-suited to responding to research questions revolving
around ecological knowledge, culture and practice. This form of ethnography attempts
to "know the world by experiencing it as others do" (Crang and Cook, 2007, p. 37).
Combining participation observation (with some participatory observation), semistructured interviews, walking tours and working closely with community coresearchers allowed access to different ‘registers’ of data. It also enabled participants’
authority to be on display– they could show us (myself and the community coresearcher) their skill besides telling us about it. Participants authority is a reoccurring
theme across each method.
Working cross-culturally encouraged me to make myself available to participants’
stories, knowledge and their understanding of farming and foraging practice. I wanted
the data collection to not only serve ‘the research’ but serve individual participants. This
is perhaps the most meaningful reason I chose in-depth qualitative methods: I wanted
for participants to share their stories of migration, settlement, memories and hope.
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3.5.1 COMMUNITY CO-RESEARCHERS

I have already detailed how community co-researchers served as a key feature of the
research strategy and recruitment. Every method used in this study was mediated by Eh
Moo and Patricia. They functioned therefore as a key research method in their own
right. Sometimes they simply introduced me to participants and, at other times, they
equal participatory observers in hours of farming or foraging with participants. I will
mention the specific role they played in each of the following methods where relevant
and return to them in Section 3.6 as they were central to the ethical carriage of this
study.
3.5.2 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

Interviews are a well-used tool for human geographers as they aim to explore the
complexity of unique experiences. Interviews allow for situational and contextual
knowledge to emerge as participants "make sense of their own lives" (Valentine, 2005,
p. 111). Interviews provided the comparative heft for the discourse analysis that was
conducted, as outlined in Section 3.7. I conducted 35 initial interviews and seven follow
up interviews with participants. The low number of follow-up semi-structured
interviews was because subsequent research engagements often involved tours (see:
Section 3.3.3) and participatory observation sessions (see: Section 3.3.4). Participants
often wanted to show us what they spoke about rather than talking more. I now
highlight three aspects of this research method: participant authority, cultural
consideration, and interview format.
I — Participant authority and cultural considerations

Before entering participants’ homes, I requested that co-researchers help me learn a
few terms of respect with which to address participants. When speaking with members
of the Portuguese community I was aware of the age difference, that I was much
younger than the interviewees. To show respect I used the terms Señor and Señora.
When speaking with older Karenni participants I used terms in Karenni for grandfather
(phoe) and grandmother (pher) or the English terms uncle and aunty (which are well
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understood). This was in keeping with the term Eh Moo (the Karenni co-researcher) and
I used for each other: brother. Using terms of kinship and familiarity are common in
many cultures and is natural for me as it is part of my Tamil/Indian upbringing. These
small gestures cumulatively introduced a sense of balance regarding power. While my
position as an English speaker representing a university remained constant, I was at
least humanised as a person located in an intelligible system of relationships (Hall,
1989).
Reinforcing participant authority was an important feature in semi-structured
interviews. I wanted it to be clear that I respected them as experts who were helping
me, rather than the other way around. This was true for both sample groups as many
participants felt embarrassed that they did not speak English with ease and were
sometimes (initially) diffident about their farming and foraging practices. To counter
this, I shared with participants (via the co-researchers) that I never gained an ability to
be fluent in Tamil, my mother tongue and that this made me sad to lose an important
link to my cultural background. Most times this led to a softening of the mood prior to
the interview.
Before each interview I would ask how and where they would like the interview to take
place. Most Portuguese participants wanted to be interviewed in their backyard, in
amongst their fruit trees and vegetables. With Karenni participants—if I noticed they
had woven rice mats on the floor—I asked whether they would prefer if we conducted
the interview sitting on the floor together (see: Figure 3.5). In most cases the request to
sit on the floor cross-legged was accepted with humour and relief. It added to a sense
of cultural familiarity. This fortified some insights I gained from my training as an actor,
that authority, and status are given rather than taken (Johnstone and Wardle, 2007).
Sitting on the floor, taking my shoes off, saying I am a student, sharing that I cannot
speak my mother tongue (and was envious of them being able to do so); these are all
efforts I made to accord status to participants and create a sense of cultural ease.
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II — Interview format and craft

The interview schedule (see: Appendix 5) was built around key themes of origin,
experience in place of origin or transitory places, perceptions of the local Illawarra
environment, practices of growing and/or gathering food, how participants’ learned to
grow/gather food, how they view and access local environments in the Illawarra such as
parks and reserves, perceptions/attitudes toward local conditions including, climate,
soils, weather, water and the availability of (culturally) satisfactory food. These themes
were fairly strictly adhered to in each interview and allowed better comparisons
between participant responses (Dunn, 2005). These questions served as the starting
point and spine of the interviews. They did however change over time due to coresearcher input and reflections during the data collection phase.
Russell Hitchings (2012) encouraged researchers to be frank and inform participants
that they will be asked to speak about mundane actions. This allows people to train
their attention on what they do and allows them to speak about their practice. I did this
prior to starting the audio recording. It meant that I could ask ‘dumb questions’ and
participants were not annoyed at their specificity, or, at least if they were, they were
gracious about it. Most interviews followed a fairly stable trajectory according to the
interview schedule and lasted between one and two hours. They were often
immediately followed by walking tours of gardens. I considered (and recorded) these
tours as extensions of the semi-structured interviews.
I changed the initial interview questions after the first handful of interviews to
strengthen the holding environment. As I could not make ‘small talk’ in Portuguese or
Karenni I initially began by ‘jumping straight in’. This felt a touch jarring especially with
Karenni people. Through working with Eh Moo, I learned to ask closed sounding
questions to begin with — although this contradicted some conventions in social
science. He would ask interviewees “what food do you miss the most from back
home?”. While the specific response to the question was not necessarily pertinent to
the aims of the research, the affective state it caused in the interviewee allowed for
other questions to be answered in a more engaged way. This was not free from risks.
Food triggers memories fondness and of loss at the same time. For some participants,
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the visceral memory of not having enough food brought up difficult emotions.
Associations between food, memory and identity brought richness to interview
responses. Patricia used a similar technique. She sometimes asked shy interviewees,
“What do you remember from your first days in Australia?”. Community co-researchers
taught me by accessing their own experience how better to understand and connect
with former refugee and migrant study participants. Observing the efficacy of these
warmup questions, I offered participants pencils and paper to sketch landforms,
locations and methods from ‘back home’. Introducing this simple technique enabled
spatial relations and practises to be described with greater precision.17This did not
diminish their effectiveness as conversational lubricants and memory aides.
3.5.3 WALKING TOURS
Researching the practice of growing and gathering food often meant going on walking
tours of farms, gardens, verges and riparian zones. Such research often pivots around
the encounters participants make with places and plants (Pitt, 2015). Walking tours
were often extensions of seated interviews where participants could (finally!) introduce
us to a set of features, assemblages and agencies they spoke of but could not speak for.
All 15 Portuguese participants invited Patricia and I on a walking tour of their garden,
and most Karenni people did the same. Notably, a few Karenni women agreed to take
Eh Moo and I on extended food foraging tours. I recorded most garden tours with
participants but did not record longer form foraging tours and taking field notes were a
better way of capturing the flow of information. Still photography did however play a
key role as I could document what participants showed me. Growing and gathering food
is photogenic. Participants were mostly delighted to be photographed with their plants
and in their gardens. A few participants requested that I return on another date to take
photos when their garden was at its best. I was happy to oblige. This empirical chapters
of this thesis are accordingly image-heavy — the visuals really do tell a thousand words
sometimes.

17 Sadly, the quality of these sketches did not warrant inclusion in the final thesis artefact. Not because of their skill
but more so because we scribbled all over them during the interview.
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3.5.4 PARTICIPATORY OBSERVATION

Language and visuals are not the only way people’s epistemologies are practiced or
produced (Abram, 1997). I wanted to learn from participants by participating where
appropriate and always did so with co-researchers. Participatory observation is the
extended involvement of the researcher in the social life of the people they seek to
study and learn from (Bryman, 2012). I conducted two forms of participatory
observation. The first involved participants showing me their practices, tools, sites and
techniques. The second involved me trying to learn from them by participating
alongside them. Wacquant (2006) called the latter observant participation. It served as
a way of seeking embodied and sensory data (‘doings’ and ‘sayings’). This became an
important research method as it enabled participants to demonstrate their skills,
expertise and capabilities.
Working alongside participants reinforced their authority as it was obvious who the
expert was. Creating the context where the participant was the expert was critical in
overturning the common conception that a researcher knows because they come from
a knowing institution, namely a University. Overturning authority patterns was
especially important when working with migrant participants as they sometimes
expressed a lack of confidence in their non-academic knowledge. Some expressed
shame that they could not read and write and sadness that they had not undergone
formal education. Working as a supplicant (England, 1994) with participants allowed
them to demonstrate and teach their skill. Being an observant participant allowed me
to become immersed in the field “where systematic understandings of place are most
likely to arise" (Hay, 2005, p. 196).
Participatory observation did not always involve farming or foraging. Sometimes it
meant sitting alongside research participants on the floor, eating and drinking with
them and building in enough time to talk about anything they wanted to talk about. I
learnt about Portuguese women’s’ sophisticated embroidery skills and the significant
physical health issues facing many Karenni people due to the hardships they have faced.
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I could not have anticipated these topics; learning about them has given me a richer
understanding of their lives.
Each participatory observation session was the consequence of the rapport and
informed consent generated by an initial semi-structured interview. The interview
allowed for participants to get a sense for both the lead and co-researcher and make an
informed choice whether to invite the researchers back for a participatory observation
session. These sessions varied in length and repetition. Longer sessions lasted five hours
with the shorter ones, one to two hours. Participants' knowledge was more forthcoming
during participatory sessions than semi-structured interviews. This was perhaps
because participants felt more comfortable in their practice and the fact that myself,
Patricia and Eh Moo when compared to almost all participants were novices in their
field. The longer duration of the sessions made me tired, reminding me of the primacy
of the body in farming and foraging.
Participatory sessions took the form of body intensive tasks such as digging, hoeing,
planting, and foraging. Here, the researcher and the co-researchers' bodies acted as
tools to generate connections and insights. The data sought through observant
participation aimed to be highly attentive to people's movements, technique and
prefigurative behaviour. From this stance, 'data' does not pre-exist social study; rather
the research process facilitated a path to generate evidence through corporeal
encounters between multiple actors including people, plants, tools, sunlight, water and
soil. Such a process meant that the 'findings' could never be definitive but partial
attempts to capture "the complexity, multiplicity and contradictions of our relations
with nature...that refuses the temptation of certainty and closure" (Instone, 2004, p.
134).
Gardening and gathering alongside participants gave me an embodied hint of their
practises "as they actually happen[ed]" (Jacobs, 1999, p. 18). This meant that my
interpretive work could be better tuned to emergent understandings. There were many
instances where participants transformed a simple garden hoe into a graceful extension
of their body (see: Section 7.2.1). The same hoe, when handed to me, failed to move
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even a handful of dirt. This gave the participants a clear impetus to demonstrate with
their body on how they interact with tools, how they deploy their body and how they
meet the earth. Working as an observant participant allowed the researcher to bring
"together the resistances of materials, bodily gestures and the flows of sensory
experience," (Ingold, 2011, p. 16). Participatory observation crystallised the fact that I,
the researcher, was less knowledgeable about the very topic I was researching. It also
provided a chance to engage in passive socialisation. We could work in silence and
enjoy the rhythms of joint labour.
3.6 ETHICS
Working with newly arrived, refugee and migrant communities immediately raises
questions and concerns regarding stature and privilege in social science research. The
ethical keystone in this research was to recognise study participants as “subjects in the
[research] process and not simply sources of data” (Pittaway et al., 2010). Academic
literature within the last decade has identified key concerns regarding the ethics of
research with refugee, migrant and other ‘at risk’ communities (Hugman et al., 2011;
Pittaway et al., 2010; Schweitzer and Steel, 2008). These include (1) rigour, particularly
to do with working across different languages, (2) intersecting issues of power and
consent, (3) confidentiality and trust, (4) risk to researchers and potential harm to
participants, and (5) overarching issues of cultural norms and values pertaining to
gender, class and religion (Pittaway et al., 2010). These five concerns frame this
section. I will outline how I aimed to address each issue and what effect it had on
conducting this study.
Community co-researchers were the fundamental bridge between me and the
participants. Eh Moo and Patricia were central to the ethical carriage of this study and
featured in thinking about and navigating each facet of ethical research.
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3.6.1 RIGOUR, LANGUAGE AND TRANSLATION

In this study, rigour, language, translation and analysis are linked. Rigour attests to the
trustworthiness and reliability of research (Hay, 2005). Working across three (or four)
languages posed challenges to the trustworthiness and fidelity of participants voices,
stories and therefore the data. The question of translational rigour was (imperfectly)
addressed by employing co-researchers to enable intelligibility between myself and
participants in three phases: (I) pre-fieldwork thematic and interview schedule
discussions, (II) during research engagement double checking and verification and, (III)
post-interview linguistic and analytical verification.
I – Before

I met with Eh Moo and Patricia prior to fieldwork interviews to explain and discuss the
research questions and the study objective. This revealed key linguistic and
philosophical differences, including translating particular words like ‘environment’ and
the concept of ‘the environment’. We worked through these important ideas prior to
meeting with participants to ensure congruence. Linguistic challenges were more
pronounced with Karenni participants for two primary reasons. Unlike Portuguese,
Karenni is not an Indo-European language, it is Sino-Tibetan (Kirkland and Dawkins,
2007). Western cultural and philosophical concepts like ‘nature’ and the ‘environment’
did not translate exactly. Eh Moo and I therefore systematically discussed key ideas and
terms found in the interview schedule (see: Appendix 5). With Karenni people, even the
concept of foraging was too dualistically categorical, we ended up changing phrasing to
“collecting plants or mushrooms around here or in the forest.”
II — During
Dialectical variations between Eastern Karenni and Western Karenni or Mainland
Portuguese and Madeira Portuguese sometimes led to confusion. Co-researchers
clarified the question, asked it differently or asked me to reframe the. When we could
not find an equivalent word or idea (like climate change) we resorted to literal
descriptions, “have you noticed any changes in how much rain falls, or how hot it is
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since coming to Australia?”. Maintaining continuity across interviews was occasionally
difficult as some participants had a high level of fluency with ideas like climate change
while others had never heard of it. Navigating language barriers is another reason I
chose research methods that blended talking and doing. I felt that participatory
methods could add dependability to the dataset.
III — After

Building a reliable data set was not always possible before and during research
engagements because we could not check every word or concept in real time. I kept in
close touch with co-researchers in the two years following the recording of the last
interview18 to verify the accuracy of my transcriptions. I felt strongly that the results or
‘findings’ from the ‘data’ could not just come from me. The interpretations that led to
the findings needed to be a product of collaborating with co-researchers. This formed a
key form of analysis (see: Section 3.6), added to the rigour to linguistic translation and
allowed careful interpretation of the underlying conceptual points. The feedback loop
between the co-researchers and myself was further scrutinised by both my supervisors.
Ideally, the transcripts would have been double-blind translated to make sure coresearchers live translation was accurate. Budgetary constraints prevented this.
3.6.2 CONSENT

Conventionally, informed consent is sought and provided through paperwork. I followed
this university convention and produced consent forms for participants. I produced
consent forms in English because many of the research participants were not literate in
any language including Portuguese or English. Eh Moo, Patricia and I agreed that
translating the consent forms into Portuguese and Karenni might not actually enhance
the process of gained informed consent. Most participants were more comfortable
having the forms explained to them orally. When I asked Eh Moo about the written
Karenni language he said, “back home, in the olden times it was only the King that
would read and write.” While a few Karennis and Portuguese did read in their

18

I sought and obtained extensions to my ethics approval from the University.
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respective languages, I was advised to seek consent and explain the entire research
process orally, as it would “avoid embarrassing them” (Patricia).
We ensured that the project’s purpose and what participation would entail was
carefully explained. In each introduction for a research interview I was introduced as a
researcher from the University of Wollongong. I introduced myself using a variation of
this script (translated by Eh Moo or Patricia):
Thank you very much for agreeing to meet with me. I am a researcher and a
student at the University of Wollongong. I am studying the food gardening and
wild food gathering practises of people who have come to Australia from
different countries. To my knowledge, few people have taken the time to learn
what people from migrant and refugee backgrounds know about food gardening
and gathering. I am part of a project that would like to change that. I am a
migrant; I was born in India and I grew up in New Zealand. I came to Australia in
2007. I moved to Wollongong in 2015. I’d like to talk with you and learn from
you.
With this communicated and comprehension confirmed, the community co-researcher
and I carefully stepped through the information sheet to make sure consent was
properly obtained and recorded. We paid particular attention to explaining interview
recordings and photographs. We gave study participants the option of giving or
withholding their consent to audio recordings, photographs of their gardens and photos
including their faces (see appendix 3 and 4). We explained why these would be used,
where these would be used and that they retained the option of rescinding their
consent or withdrawing from the study at any time. Only one participant chose not to
have their face photographed. Another participant asked to use a pseudonym at the
start of the interview but then decided that using their real name was fine. After the
first few interviews with Karenni people, Eh Moo and I decided that it would be best if
he wielded the clipboard with the attached form. We felt that this small symbolic
gesture made a difference in generating trust.
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3.6.3 TRUST

Establishing rapport and credibility was the most important aspect of the research
method. The nature of the interviews and the study more broadly, meant that the risk
of disclosing sensitive material was very low. Interviewees were happy to learn that the
only people who would hear or read the interview would be us and my supervisors.
After the initial interviews I decided to see if participants had any questions about my
background. They did. Divulging details about my migration story did more to foster
trust than all the fastidious paperwork and formal consent processes. Karenni
participants were particularly happy to know that I was from in India while some
Portuguese participants liked the fact that I tried a few Portuguese phrases–they
laughed warmly at my attempts.
That Eh Moo and Patricia already knew every participant made gaining their trust an
extension of their role in the communities. I was careful to maintain high standards of
conduct (like taking off my shoes and using respectful language) so I did not negatively
affect Eh Moo and Patricia’s standing. The co-researchers and I, in most cases, were
younger than participants. I believe this helped us as we framed our research
imperative as wanting to learn from them rather than have them answer our questions.
This helped redress potential imbalances in authority.
3.6.4 RISK AND HARM

While risk and harm for this study was thought to be low or negligible (by the University
of Wollongong’s Human Research Ethics Committee), there was a potential risk of
documenting activities regarding biosecurity and plant collection that might have
caused some questions. I dealt with this in concert with my supervisors. If potentially
illegal activities were mentioned they were removed from any publications and this
monograph. On less concrete note, there were one or two occasions where participants
felt strong emotions when remembering their time in refugee camps or the loneliness
of being a newly arrived migrant on foreign soil. The interview form itself was for some
participants reminiscent of their journey as former refugees or migrants having to
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navigate the bureaucratic travails of resettlement. While there are risks of retraumatisation, being able to speak with participants on their terms by pausing the
interview, not recording highly emotional moments and going for a walk helped to
alleviate the hurt of memory without changing the subject in a way that dishonoured
the vulnerability of their openness. My training in Playback Theatre and Community
development work taught me to recognise peoples’ resilience rather that view them as
victims.
Often the setting, the garden, or the farm was itself a source of comfort. Having Eh Moo
and Patricia was always an asset to helping participants feel comfortable. In most
instances, participants expressed happiness or satisfaction after the interview. Some
said that they enjoyed the opportunity to share their story and be listened to for their
knowledge and experience. Interviews with Karenni and Portuguese gave participants a
chance to narrate their experiences and share stories in their language (Pittaway et al.,
2010) to an outsider. I felt that the benefits of sharing their stories—in their language—
to a trusted member of their community so that the broader public could gain
awareness of their experiences outweighed harms or risk incurred through the study.
The additional benefit of recording interviews gives these voices a chance at posterity.
For some children of interviewees, the sheer act of being recorded and receiving their
audio file and transcript was deeply valuable19. One daughter noted this might be “the
last of this generation that gardens; hearing him speak like this and having it recorded
will be a treasure for our family.” A son contacted me after the research to ask for a
copy of the photos. I was delighted I could give something back.

19

Only two chose this option.
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3.6.5 CULTURE AND VALUES

Working with two communities from very different cultural and geographic
backgrounds meant I had to navigate different values, norms and cultural practises. I
was expertly guided by the co-researchers throughout the process. Respecting, yet
scrutinising cultural differences for research purposes was a tension that ran
throughout the research methods. Social researchers are tasked with probing sociocultural phenomena to fashion explanation. We have to do so while adhering to norms.
Some norms such as gender roles were quite stark. I am a male researcher and worked
with a male co-researcher (Eh Moo) in the Karenni community and a female coresearcher (Patricia) with the Portuguese community. In some interviews with Karenni
women, their spouse (a man) would join the interview and begin answering our
questions. In rare cases, it was apparent that a (somewhat) silent/ced wife would
actually have knowledge and experience of food gardening whereas her husband spoke
volubly. Put bluntly, who talked did not always reflect who knew. In these instances, I
reminded myself that although an ideal interview candidate was in the room only one
person signed the consent form. I made subtle gestures to include others in the
household if they were visibly keen on participating. In these instances, I retroactively
explained the consent form and went through the same processes to obtain informed
consent (as outlined above). On some stark occasions—where a couple had both
consented to being interviewed—I repeated each question to each individual.
This may well have been contra to gender norms within that household or ethnic group.
In those cases, the co-researchers and I decided that my role as an outsider was an
advantage. At times gender and cultural norms showed up in Portuguese men’s
reticence to speak about their practice or talk about their feelings. I was therefore
grateful to have their wives as more articulate interlocutors. Their internal cultural and
relationship dynamics meant that I was not left with a very parsimonious recording — I
was grateful.
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3.7 ANALYSIS & CODING
Coding and data analysis were carried out using a mixture of electronic means,
interpretation and the collaboration between myself (the chief researcher) and the coresearchers. Interpretation thus was not the sole product of the researcher but a
collaborative effort. This section outlines the methods of analysis, namely discourse
analysis using NVivo 12 (for Mac) software and content analysis with co-researchers to
interpret and derive meaning from the data. These analytical methods helped piece
together the stories of 35 migrant and refugee growers and gatherers from the
Portuguese and Karenni communities.
A fairly complex matrix of nodes emerged through grounded approach to coding (see:
Table 3-4). After each interview a short debrief was noted and recorded in the car.
These conversations instilled an immediate feedback loop into the sense making
process. I then made notes in my research diary to capture immediate thoughts and
reflections. Both interview recordings and washup conversations were transcribed using
a voice-to-text transcription software (Dragon Dictate Mac), or a professional
transcription service and copy proofed by myself. Coding was carried out using NVIVO
12 (Mac) qualitative data analysis software. I often replayed interviews while writing the
findings chapters to remind myself of the mood and tone. I have tried to (imperfectly)
capture these in the Table 3-4. While coding was mostly solitary work, I did frequently
speak with and email Eh Moo and Patricia to discuss emergent themes from their
perspective. They helped come up with new nodes in NVivo such as cooking, time spent
in the refugee camp and the next generation. The cooking node (instigated by Eh Moo)
also opened up a rich line of thinking and conversations around taste which has now
has its own section in Section 6.7.
Coding was not the only way I derived meaning from my time with participants. I also
paid attention not only to what participants said but also how they spoke and the
silences filled with negative spaced (Buetow, 2009). This was often difficult as most
interviews took place in a language other than English. I relied on my emotional
sensitivity and ability to be affected to sense my way through the linguistic gaps
(Roelvink, 2015). Eh Moo, and Patricia served as translators of mood, humour and
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cultural context. They enabled me to decipher a long silence (“Karenni people like direct
questions, it is not our custom to talk a lot.” Eh Moo) or unexpectedly hearty laugh
(“they don’t garden together, that’s his space and he doesn’t go into the kitchen.”
Patricia). The interpretive work that undergirds the findings are therefore discursive,
affective and at times hard-to-represent. This chapter has two images (Figure 3.4 and
Figure 3.5) they indicate the esteem in which I hold Eh Moo and Patricia and their
fulcrum roles in this research. They helped recruit participants not only to a PhD
research project but also to a broader holding environment where academics see value
in the everyday food growing and gathering practices of migrant communities.
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Table 3-4 Table showing NVivo nodes from which themes emerged

Practice

Learning

Memory

Technique

Materials

Emotional
states

Community
Specific

Thematic codes*

Foraging

Ancestors

Manual skill

Water

Intimacy

Rental gardens

Own grown/gathered
food

Identification

Next
generation/children
Learning in
Australia
Refugee camp
knowledge
Experimentation

Socioecological
history
Arriving in
Australia
The taste of
food
Nostalgia

Soil fertility

Steel

Proximity

Use of
animals
Irrigation

Concrete

Nostalgia

Manufacturing
influence
Employment

Formwork

Joy

Farming
identity

Use of
materials in
garden
Crop
sequencing

Soil

Loss/
Sorrow

Spatial
perception/engagement
Farming/ foraging
futures
Similarities between
groups
Differences between
groups

Manure

Frustration

Role of
organisations

Translocality of
knowledge & practice

Spatial
design

Wood

Motivation

Enablers

Materiality &
Resourcefulness
Gustatory pleasure

Gardening
Seed saving
Garden
design
Plant
sourcing

Intra-Community

Gendered
practises
Animal
husbandry
Cooking

Inter-Community

Comparing
food between
Australia and
home
Biogeography

Trusted sources

Displacement

Teaching others

Plastic

Gustatory
pleasure
Herbicide/Pesticide Fear

*These only emerged after the basic coding was complete.
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Refugee camp
life
Barriers

Key informants
Key nondomestic sites

Belonging

4. CHAPTER FOUR: MANUFACTURED HORTAS OF
WOLLONGONG
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter explores how first-generation Portuguese migrants living in Wollongong
grow food in their home gardens. It details their practises as they have changed and
persisted through the processes of migration and settlement to Australia over the last
four decades. Portuguese-origin participants largely came from two places, the
subtropical island of Madeira and Viseu district in central inland Portugal (see: Table 41). Beginning in the late 1960s, Australia welcomed the first Portuguese families as
economic migrants. A series of Liberal governments upheld a post-war promise to grow
Australia’s industrial economy with migrant labour. Portuguese families from
subsistence agriculture and/or manual labouring backgrounds began landing in Sydney
and made the brief journey south to Port Kembla to work in factories and heavy
industry. Like many other southern and eastern European migrants in that era, the
Portuguese enjoyed stable working conditions which enabled them to purchase
property within a few months or years of arrival. These properties have stayed in the
same hands for decades; those hands have dug, watered and fertilised the same plots
of land. Their gardens are a remarkable example of Portuguese style productive gardens
in a working-class antipodean context. They bear the marks of people highly
experienced at growing food and skilled with their hands.
The arguments made in this chapter stem from a basic observation: every Portuguese
person in this sample has either worked in manufacturing or heavy industries or has
been married to a worker in that sector. I will argue that this professional culture —with
material proficiency—has, in conversation with mid-century Portuguese agrarian
culture, produced small-scale home food gardens particular to Wollongong. To this end,
I term their gardens ‘manufactured hortas’ to capture the hybrid influences of agrarianPortuguese and Illawarra-manufacturing cultures. The manufactured hortas section of
this chapter is organised around specific features of the horta including morphology,
use of materials, the sometimes-complex gender roles and, the motivations
underpinning the practice. I will provide evidence that demonstrates how class,
livelihood and cultural background produce food gardens unique to the southern
suburbs of Wollongong in the early part of the 21st century.
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The empirical elements of this chapter are organised into two parts, the first (section
4.2) contextualises participants’ lives in mid-century Portugal, the second focusses on
their practices of productive food gardening in and around the southern suburbs of
Wollongong, particularly Warrawong. Part one (pre-Australia) relies on participants’
accounts as the primary source material where childhood and adolescent memories
from Portugal underscore the centrality of small-scale agriculture and manual skill in
their lives. Section 4.2 opens with a broad political and historical overview of mid-20th
century Portugal. I discuss the effects of a faltering economy and losing colonial wars on
the prospects of young working-class Portuguese. I assemble a series of participant
memories of village life: helping their parents farm, using materials resourcefully and
imbibing many of their basic agrarian values. I then tighten the aperture to concentrate
on some participants’ memories of Madeira as a majority of participants come from
that part of Portugal. I share, in particular, their experiences observing and operating
the irrigation systems and explore how cultural norms including collaboration and
frugality governed the irrigation system’s operation. Appreciating participants’
background (agrarian, material, cultural and socio-ecological) in Portugal enables a
better understanding of how and why participants in this sample cultivate food in the
way they do in the Wollongong.
Sections 4.4 onward, detail the specific characteristics of the gardens and gardening
practises of Portuguese origin participants. The empirics presented here respond to
both conceptual research questions and empirical questions concerning growing food
not gathering it. Portuguese participants do not collect wild plants, nor have they
encountered significant barriers to growing food at home. This case study is mostly
spatially bounded to their domestic detached homes located in a tight cluster around
Warrawong, a southern suburb of Wollongong, close to BlueScope Steelworks. These
are of course partial accounts from a select sample (n=15) representing a generation of
Portuguese migrants who grew food, worked in stable manufacturing jobs and cooked
traditional fare. Manufactured hortas are a synthesis of Port Kembla’s manufacturing
industry and mid-century Portuguese peasant cultures formed into distinct IllawarraPortuguese edible environments. These built and grown gardens express a way of
relating to edible plants and materials that emerged in the late 20th century.
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The practices contained within are underpinned by a set of cultural values and premises
about the value of horta grown food, how homes should be organised and how food
should taste. Manufactured hortas are examples of translocal ecological knowledge in
action remembering, hybridising and creating as they grow. For now, I inspect the terms
‘manufactured’ and ‘horta’ to foreshadow their connotation throughout this case study.
I am sharing a ‘finding’ in a strict sense, which might be seen as premature, but I am
doing so as the concept of the manufactured horta helps orient the other findings
presented.
4.1.1 MANUFACTURED

Port Kembla’s industrial complex has dominated Wollongong’s skyline and imagination
for the best part of the 20th century. Located south of Wollongong, the steel and copper
smelting plants provided employment for thousands of (mostly) men and women20. Like
many heavy industries in Australia, local labour supply struggled to meet demand —
manufacturing on an industrial scale needed migrant hands. In this participant group,
being employed was synonymous with working in manufacturing. The word
manufacture can be broken down into its Latin components which literally mean, ‘hand
(manu) made (factore)’. Being and keeping ‘handy’ is a long-established norm and value
for all the men and women in this study. Handiness could be expressed through paid
employment in the steelworks or working as a seamstress for the region’s once vibrant
textile industry. Male and female participants have spent their entire lives in Portugal
and Australia making a living using their manual skill. This, I assert, shows up observably
in their home food gardens.
Homes are often and too easily portrayed as the opposite of workspaces (Blunt and
Dowling, 2006). The dichotomy may appear especially stark in industrial areas like Port

20 Port Kembla is also the epicentre of some of the most important women’s’ labour rights movements and victories
in Australia. Women were barred from working in heavy industry jobs by AIS (a subsidiary of BHP). A series of
protracted legal battles ended with a settlement in 1994 ruling that 704 women were victims of industrial sex
discrimination. The ‘Jobs for Women’ campaign as it was termed was led by a number of women some of whom
came from ethnic minority migrant backgrounds (Public Interest Advocacy Centre, 2003).
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Kembla where the workplace is a sprawl of metallurgical smoke and fire. Chantel Carr
(2017) invited scholars of industrial cities to begin considering practices around the
home as extensions and continuations of work. Her research with retired steelworkers
in Port Kembla helped me see that the home gardens I was shown were also shaped by
manual and material proficiencies honed at work. Carr framed former steelworkers’
domestic activities as indicative of a culture of maintenance and repair. This culture
owes much of its attitude and praxis to a life spent tinkering, fixing and caring for
machines. These attitudes and behaviours are not, contrary to conventional paradigms,
left at work (Carr, 2017). Instead, they continue to live and transmute in domestic
material life. Retired steelworkers in Port Kembla have embraced “modes of living
thoughtfully with materials” (Carr, 2017, p. 642).
These retired workers include ethnic minority migrants like the Portuguese. The idea of
the manufactured horta builds on Carr’s work and promulgates that living thoughtfully
with materials has culturally specific dimensions and extends into the biological domain,
namely, the garden. Manufactured hortas are places where retired steelworkers from
Portuguese backgrounds care for machines, lathe harvesting tools, tend to vegetables in
plastic (PVC) piping (see: Figure 4.1), make compost, save heirloom seeds and generate
culturally hybrid spaces. Professional, ethnic and homemaking cultures nest in the
manufactured hortas.
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Figure 4.1 Amadeu's strawberries in PVC pipes

I feel compelled to note that I did not anticipate thinking about these gardens as being
‘manufactured’. The insight precipitated itself towards the end of data collection, when I
was forced to ask Patricia Laranjeira what a ‘formworker’ was. I had come across this
term a number of times and was starting to feel like I was missing something. I was.
Every single Portuguese man we interviewed worked as a formworker21 or fitter and
turner or as an electrician, boilermaker, welder or woodworker. Every female participant
who worked in a paid capacity did so in with textile and leather. Their working lives were
defined by their capacity to be in skilful, bodily contact with a multiplicity of materials.
Their gardens are not ontologically separated from their workplaces. They are
thoughtful extensions of their work and of their hortas back in Portugal but uniquely
engineered in Wollongong. I could not view these gardens as solely ‘Portuguesegardens’ or even hortas. The evidence of manufacturing proficiency became hard to
ignore or attribute solely to Portuguese culture. There was more than ethnic cultural
material (literally) at play. I now turn to the word horta.

21

Formwork is a form of carpentry used to make permanent or temporary moulds. A formworker constructs wooden
scaffolds in which concrete or similar materials are poured into. Formworkers are therefore skilled in working with
wood and concrete.
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4.1.2 HOW DO YOU SAY HORTA IN ENGLISH?

There is no single word in English for the Portuguese horta. There are hyphenations
including, veggie-garden, home-food-garden or productive-garden, but they do not
convey the meaning Portuguese speakers hold, they are only approximations. Horta in
Portuguese refers specifically to food gardens, small in scale and grown for domestic
consumption. The English language, at least its Australian variant, does not possess an
exact equivalent to the Portuguese horta because Anglo-Australian culture may not
have an identical counterpart. The pithiest term Australian English has to describe a
small-scale, edible home garden is probably ‘backyard’. Backyard however does not
necessarily mean home-food-garden, it can simply refer to a space attached to a
dwelling without any reference to what happens there. In the UK the term allotment
might be the closest to the function of the Portuguese horta. Yet allotments are located
outside one’s property usually on rented land or on common title. Australians use the
term ‘community garden’ for this type of garden or farm.
In interviews, I was forced to choose between the word’s ‘garden’ and ‘farm’, both of
which felt ungainly. Garden and farm tend to signify two things, scale and economic
motivation. Gardens tend to be smaller than farms. Farms tend to be oriented around
production for sale. Backyards do not stipulate food growing; they might be purely
ornamental or refer to the place where the swimming pool is or where backyard cricket
takes place. Horta on the other hand can only be a productive food garden. A
Portuguese/Kiwi geographer, Rita Dionisio-Hughes, alerted me to this distinction:
Horta means ‘yard farm’ literally translated to English. Gardens for us [Portuguese]
are mostly non-edible, and farms are large plots in rural settings. ‘Horta’ or
‘hortinha’ is what your research is really about: the little, organic, homely, food
corner. (Rita Dionisio-Hughes, 23/07/18)
This encounter with Rita occurred during the joint conference of New Zealand and
Australian Geographers in Auckland in 2018. Rita Dionisio-Hughes is a geographer from
Portugal who has settled in New Zealand. She attended a paper I presented on the
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‘manufactured gardens of Wollongong’ and offered me the term and idea ‘horta’ as a
culturally precise substitute for garden. This distinction between backyard/garden and
horta helps better understand the cultural basis of the spaces and practices presented
in this chapter. I did not use the term horta consciously during the interviews.
Participants used the term (I checked my audio recordings) in the interviews but I did
not cotton on as Patricia translated the term to ‘garden’. Once I returned from the
conference in New Zealand and asked Patricia about the distinction, she agreed that the
term horta is distinct, but she found it hard to translate so used garden. This is no doubt
one of the many challenges of working in translation. Here is an indicative example from
a participant where the initial interview transcription read ‘garden’ but was in fact horta
upon re-listening: “He said that having a garden [horta] was totally normal, he grew up
in the garden [horta] with his parents, helping them from the age 5…” (Custodio Rocha
via Patricia)
BOX 4-1: CLARIFYING THE TERMS AND SPEAKER ATTRIBUTION
Before proceeding, I want to (re)clarify a couple of terms around culture, ethnicity and
identity. The sixteen participants presented in this chapter and the next identify
themselves using different ethnic monikers including: Australian, Portuguese and
Portuguese-Australian. They all however identify as coming from a Portuguese cultural
background. Culture in this case refers to a set of behaviours, values and beliefs that
coalesce into an identity that relates to ethnicity but is not ethnicity in its entirety (see:
Section 1.4). For economy of expression I use the term ‘Portuguese’ as a categorical
descriptor of this sample; I do not use the term to explain behaviour. I use the
shorthand Portuguese as all participants were born in Portugal and the majority of
interviews were conducted in Portuguese with one or two Anglophone exceptions.
The empirical material is thus a product of acts of translation and interpretation.
This leads me to note the attribution of quotes: as all interviews (with one exception
where Angela Duarte translated) and interactions for this chapter were conducted in
translation with the help of Patricia Laranjeira, quotes from participants are
predominantly in translation. Most speaker attributions are given in this form: (Patricia
for Maria). At times, the second person pronoun (he/she) is used even though the
quote is attributed to a participant, this is done to preserve Patricia’s translation while
attributing the ‘voice’ to the participant I use this form (Maria via Patricia). Where it is
clear which participant is speaking, I use: (via Patricia). Where the speaker/interviewee
spoke in English, I use their name in parenthesis to attribute the quote.
Box 4-1 Clarifying the terms and speaker attributions
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Portuguese Participant Case study Participant Attribute Table (n=15)
Name

Generation Age
(approx.)

Years
residing in
Australia
(approx..)

Suburb

House
Style

Homeowner/ Occupation
Renter

Place of
Origin

Gender

Odilia Dias

1st/2nd ***

Early 50s

40+

Berkeley
Heights

Owner
occupier

Current: medical
receptionist

Madeira

Female

Firmino dos
Santos
(Maria dos
Santos’ son)
Maria dos Santos

1st /2nd ***

Mid 50s

40+

Berkeley

Owner
occupier

Current: manufacturing
management

Mainland

Male

1st

Late 80s

40+

Berkeley

Owner
occupier

Retired: homemaker
(husband: *
steelworker) **

Mainland

Female

João Luis
(son of Aldora
Luis)

1/2nd ***

Early 50s

40+

Warrawong

Owner
occupier

Current: labourer (out
of the workforce
currently)

Madeira

Male

Aldora Luis

1st

Late 70s

40+

Warrawong

Owner
occupier

Female

1st

Early 60s

25+

Berkeley

Current: homemaker
(husband* steelworker)
Former: Cleaner at
Steelworks
Semi-retired:
formworker
(wife: cleaner)

Madeira

Custodio Rocha

Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home

Mainland

Male

Owner
occupier
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with
garden
Lydia Ferreira

1st

Late 50s

30+

Berkeley

Detached Owner
home
occupier
with
garden

Lourdes Garcia
(married to
Fernando)

1st

Mid 70s

40+

Berkeley

Fernando Garcia

1st

Late 70s

40+

Berkeley

Filomena
Rodrigues
(married to
Agostinho)
Agostinho
Rodrigues

1st

Early 80s

40+

Warrawong

1st

Early 80s

40+

Warrawong

Deolinda Quintal

1st

Mid 80s

40+

Warrawong

Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden

Madeira

Female

Owner
occupier

Semi-retired:
homemaker &
leatherworker
(husband: construction
worker)
Retired: homemaker
(husband: steelworker)

Mainland

Female

Owner
occupier

Retired: steelworker
(wife: homemaker)

Mainland

Male

Owner
occupier

Retired: homemaker &
textile worker
(husband: steelworker)

Madeira

Female

Owner
occupier

Retired: steelworker
(wife: retired textile
worker/ homemaker)

Madeira

Male

Owner
occupier

Retired: homemaker &
embroiderer
(husband: *
steelworker)

Madeira

Female
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Beatriz Pestana

1st

Early 80s

40+

Warrawong

Maria Josiah
(Married to João
Teixeira, also
Filomena’s
sister)
João Teixeira

1st

Late 70s

35+

Warrawong

1st

Late 70s

35+

Warrawong

Patricia
Laranjeira
(Community coresearcher, not a
participant)

1st

Early 30s

10+

Berkeley

Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden

Owner
occupier

Retired: homemaker &
some paid embroidery
(husband* steelworker)

Madeira

Female

Owner
occupier

Retired: homemaker &
textile worker
(husband: steelworker)

Madeira

Female

Detached
home
with
garden
Detached
home
with
garden

Owner
occupier

Retired:
carpenter/steelworker

Madeira

Male

Owner
occupier

Current: community
development expert

Mainland

Female

Table 4-1 Portuguese participant attribute table (n=15)
* Deceased
** For 1st generation participants of both sexes I include their (former) spouse’s line of work to indicate the ubiquity of manufacturing
labour in this case study and this community.
*** I have classified a few participants as 1st/2nd generation migrants. While this is technically inaccurate (all participants were born in
Portugal) these participants arrived at a very young age in Australia and consider themselves “the next generation” (Odilia).
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4.2 ‘BACK HOME IN PORTUGAL’: SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Portuguese origin participants interviewed for this thesis share a common past working
in small-scale, localised, manual labour especially in agriculture. Agriculture in midcentury Portugal relied heavily on human and animal labour (Birmingham, 2018). It
would be difficult to accurately explain the Illawarra chapter of their lives without a
basic appreciation of participants’ former lives as subsistence farmers or labourers. This
is especially true as the average age of participants in this sample is 72 years; most
arrived in Australia with at least 20 years of living and working in Portugal. That life and
early acculturation continues to inform their food growing practice in Wollongong. This
pre-Australian arrival section is divided into three parts: (1) a précis of Portugal’s midcentury socio-political climate, (2) socio-ecological context of village life and, (3) specific
facets of Madeira’s agriculture focussing on its irrigation system known as levadas.
Aspects of Portuguese life show up in direct and indirect forms in participants’
knowledge, beliefs and practices in their manufactured hortas in Wollongong.

Figure 4.2 Lourdes Garcia's house in Portugal (out house on left)
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4.2.1 MID-20TH CENTURY PORTUGAL: A BRIEF SOCIO-ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

Study participants grew up in a Portugal afflicted by a repressive dictatorship and mass
joblessness while perpetrating colonial violence abroad (Birmingham, 2018; Young,
2015). Prospects for employment in this Portugal were dubious. According to Beatriz
Pestana, a participant in her 80s, “the country was under a dictatorship and all the men
had to go to war…we knew we’d better get out of the country” (Beatriz via Angela).
Salazar’s Portugal from 1932 to 1968 was socially conservative and mired in increasingly
desperate attempts to retain its African colonies (Young, 2015). Portuguese soldiers
(men) were sent to fight imperial wars (1961-1974) in Angola, Guinea Bissau and
Mozambique (Birmingham, 2018; Chabal et al., 2002). The transition period out of being
a colonial power from 1960 to 1975 was characterised by political instability and
economic stagnation (Birmingham, 2018). The loss of the wars (resulting in the
liberation of their colonies) and the return of hundreds of soldiers from 1974, the year
of the Carnation revolution, marked the end of Salazar’s dictatorship (Young, 2015).
Though the revolution ushered in democracy, it did not allay economic anxieties or kickstart the economy
A young João Teixeira from Madeira went to fight in the colonial wars. He then left
Portugal in the 1960s and led his family to Australia. His parents did not own the land
they tilled in Madeira. They were (in effect) serfs: “His parents were poor. When he was
five, he went to work for the neighbour’s house. His parents didn't own a house or
land.” (Patricia for João Teixeira). His seven siblings were all sent to work at tender ages
for local landowners. João Teixeira’s formative years were marked by hard labour. He
explained with pride that he could, “lift 60 kilos [of fruit and vegetables to the market]
and walk from this valley over to that one.” (Patricia for João Teixeira). His bosses were
not, as I had imagined, local tyrants, “they were kind to him, they used to teach him
how to do all the things” (Patricia for João). His family survived thanks to the children
supplementing the adults’ income. João’s schooling came second to his work, “if you
went to the morning class, you work in the afternoon on the farm. If you went to the
afternoon class, you would work on the farm in the morning. Normally he [João] would
work in the morning” (Patricia for João Teixeira). João’s brothers worked “delivering
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water and cutting grass” while his sisters “used to go out not as servants but as maids”
(Patricia for João Teixeira).
Female participants in this study like Beatriz Pestana, Lourdes Garcia and Maria dos
Santos were expected to work in typically feminised professions as seamstresses,
nannies or in unpaid domestic labour (embroidery was often unpaid and frequently
cited). Concerns for economic security were paramount. According to Maria dos Santos,
“everyone had a role, something important to do. The girls learn to do the house
things.” Beatriz Pestana’s main job was to embroider, she, “never worked on the land,
she only did the embroidery” (via Patricia). Other women like Lourdes Garcia were able
to leave the village and seek work in the city. Lisbon offered young Portuguese a chance
to earn money from construction or in domestic services. Lourdes made it clear to me
that, “she really liked going to Lisbon working in a hotel…to have a chance at a better
life” (via Patricia). This meant being further from family and further from primary
agricultural production yet closer to an industrialised life. At least there she could be
paid better wages and meet other young people from around the country.
Fernando Garcia came back to Portugal from Angola after serving in the imperial war
and made the decision to “run away from our home”. He did not see a future in
subsistence farming. Fernando explained the difficulty of leaving Portugal, “my God, it
took us 15 days to cross the Pyrenees, we walked to France. No work back home…I
began to work in construction there [France].” Many of the men I interviewed began
formal, non-agricultural, paid employment in their early teenage years by working in
construction and manufacturing. Some boys like Amadeu Rodrigues on the Portuguese
mainland left the farm at 14 years of age to work on building sites in Lisbon. The tourist
industry, in Madeira, was also beginning to grow and in need of cheap labour. Working
in construction, manufacturing and agriculture were common ingredients in male
participants’ biographies. Though difficult and poorly paid, participants recalled how
small-scale agriculture shaped their lives as it gave them their first experiences of work
and its associated ‘ethic’. It also exposed them firsthand to the climatic and ecological
features of their homes shaping their earliest memories.
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4.2.2 GROWING UP AGRARIAN

Portugal sits at the littoral edge of the European continent facing the Atlantic Ocean. Its
coastal Iberian climate is classified as a mixture of Mediterranean (Csa) and Marine
Western (Csb) (“Climate Data.org,” 2019). Like its neighbour Spain, and other southern
European nations, Portugal is famed for its Mediterranean produce, chiefly wine and
olive oil (Kaplan, 2006). Most Portuguese up until 1975 worked in agriculture or
artisanal industries (Birmingham, 2018). In non-industrial areas like Madeira and rural
areas of the mainland, these were labour intensive enterprises. Farmers relied on finely
tuned awareness of seasonal patterns and local biogeography. Most Portuguese rural
dwellers—like the participants in this study—were smallholder or serf-like subsistence
farmers. Most came from non-land-owning classes. They often worked as sharecroppers
exchanging their labour and produce for the opportunity to work and live on the
landlord’s property. They had to contend with and learn to master localised, low-tech
energy and resource provisioning systems (Strengers and Maller, 2012).
Migrants who arrived in Australia between the 1950s and 1970s were categorised by
Strengers and Maller (2012) as having three shared characteristics with regards to
resources: (1) proximate relations with materials, (2) skill in procuring diverse resources
and, (3) material scarcity. Migrants from such peasant backgrounds typically faced
economic hardship and spent much of their pre-migration lives collecting and storing
energy and water sources22. Unlike industrialised societies, these resources had to be
sought locally, or not at all. Proximity, diversity and scarcity are recurring themes in
participants’ memories of Portugal that resurface in Wollongong. Amadeu Rodrigues
explained how his family spent most of their lives being close to their food, water and
energy sources:
…so, veggie gardening he learned from his mother because she used to do this
small-scale thing, the father was more with the cows. And he said whatever he [his
father] did here, he just tried to do it… he remembers what she used to do but he

22

This is similarly true for Karenni participants who will be featured in Chapters 6 and 7.
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never did there, so he kind of has to remember what she used to do and apply it
here. (Patricia for Amadeu)
The fact that Amadeu’s mother was his role model for vegetable cultivation seems to
defy the trend set by other participants where women were less involved with growing
food. Beatriz and other female participants noted that they never worked in agriculture
in Portugal. These might be exceptions or a feature of Amadeu’s community in Viseu
district on the Portuguese mainland. Whatever the specifics of the gender delineation
back in his village, one thing is clear: he observed both his parents working in an
agrarian economy. He continues to carry this self-image as the son of farmers.
Proximity to food and the set of material relations required to survive in rural Portugal
are common to all participants. Custodio Rocha, another Portuguese mainlander,
recounted his life as a boy: “he was 15, he would get up at dawn and look after the cows
and collect their manure, then he could work the land…it was natural for him, part of
growing up.” (Patricia for Custodio). I asked him what his first memory of working was he
said, like many other participants, “five years old…it was totally normal, before we did it
[ploughing] with the cows now, we deal with tractors.” Custodio remembered that his
family was able to survive on food from the garden, “except rice and some meat”.
Families like Custodio’s were self-reliant and skilled at sourcing a wide range of materials
including water, “we collected it by hand” (Custodio), and wood for cooking, “I would
help my grandpa cut the trees” (Amadeu). Custodio and Amadeu’s memories show a
strong connection and fluency with primary materials. Their sense of identity, whether it
was milking cows with a father or chopping wood with a grandparent, is intertwined
with manual and agricultural skill.
Ecological knowledge adapted to small-scale sustenance was acquired by transmission
and personal discovery. It was a non-negotiable part of growing up Portuguese in the
mid-20th century as it enabled the participants to live. Portuguese participants arrived in
Australia with a firm understanding that resources were finite, and that survival required
skilful labour. Food production was done by hand: “yes everything by hand, there was
no machinery. Only to make the retaining walls would they use machines” (João Teixeira
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via Patricia). Manual work was essential to survival. This included: milking cows, sowing
crops, cutting grass, harvesting cereals and distributing water. All these tasks, as yet unmechanised, needed a large labour force. Village life on the mainland and Madeira was
characterised by communal labour and shared resources. Maria dos Santos recalled
these collective efforts with nostalgia:
You remember the life how it is used to be. You know when you go to peel the corn,
they would get the whole village together and they sing, and they say whoever finds
the red one [corn] they get the hugs. So, if you find the red one you have to hug
some boys. It was communal, even washing the clothes. The water for the tank was
drawn by the animals, after washing it would go to water the gardens and the farms.
(via Patricia)
Maria’s memories demonstrate how social and agricultural life were inseparable; even
laundry water was ultimately water for food. Eating food meant growing it. Taking food
for granted was yet to become normalised. They did not buy food from shops, if they
did it attracted the suspicion of others, “what, are you too rich, too good to work for
your food? It would be showing off.” (Patricia Laranjeira describing the attitude her
parents’ generation had toward ‘shop food’). Custodio Rocha’s family “only bought rice
nothing else, maybe some meat. They did not spend their money on something they
could do themselves” (Patricia for Custodio). Most participants distinguished shop food
from home grown food not only because home grown food tasted better, but also for its
moral fibre. Shop bought food was not only a sign of ostentation, but also inferior. João
Luis confirmed this by saying: “you know the shop food didn’t taste right, not fresh. Even
today you just don’t know where it comes from. I just don’t feel right eating a chook
from Woollies [Woolworths]” (João Luis).
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4.2.3 MADEIRA: IRRIGATION AND CULTURAL MENTALITIES

Most Portuguese-origin migrants in the Illawarra come from Madeira. While census data
does not provide such granularity of data, community workers who work in the South
Coast Portuguese Association and MCCI (Multicultural Communities Council Illawarra)
claim that 90 per cent of the community come from the island of Madeira (Patricia). The
island itself modestly sized (802 sq. km) is located 957 kilometres from Portugal’s capital
Lisbon and approximately 500 kilometres from the African coast. Its nearest neighbour
is Spain’s Canary Islands. Madeira is closer to the Sahara than to Iberia. Its KöppenGeiger classification of Csal/Csb, ‘Mediterranean’ (Peel et al., 2007) is perhaps
oversimplified due to its accentuated orography, this produces a distinctive microclimate
on the main island which is called Madeira in contrast to the smaller islands Desertas
and Porto Santo (Underwood and Underwood, 2002).
Madeira’s rain-shadow effect drove its early settlers to install complex irrigation systems
named levadas to bring water from the north of island to the more arid south (Calvert,
1978; Fernandes, 2010). These levadas allowed cane-sugar for sale and food for
consumption to be grown on the island for over 550 years (Calvert, 1978). The levadas
are now a major tourist attraction while continuing to provide water for modern
agriculture and in some cases for hydroelectric power (Fernandes, 2016; Underwood
and Underwood, 2002). Levadas have enabled Madeira’s farmers to access freshwater
year-round. Participants recalled helping operate the 24-hour (island-wide) irrigation
system (see: Figure 4.3). Each farm or plot of land had a certain time of the day during
which they could access water supply. When it was their turn others were obliged to
lock their sluices. Opening and closing channels was an important job; the entire
irrigation system relied on the labour of young people such as João Teixeira.
… there was only water once a month…sometimes the water would come at 1
o'clock in the morning and the next month would come at 1 o'clock in the afternoon
so they would have to wait for when the water was released and act fast. The next
house another time. He went from house to house working for people until he was
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20 years old…he worked like that until he came to Australia. (Patricia for João
Teixeira)

Figure 4.3 Levada above a trench/terraced horta in Madeira, source: JR
Retirement Blog

Beatriz Pestana explained that even though she did not operate the sluices, because she
was a girl and was not allowed to, she could picture her family working on the levadas, it
has crystallised into a part of her memory and identity:
her brothers would block the entry channel with animal dung, mostly cow, so that
when the water came it would push the guano across the field and it would run
through these channels so the soil would not wash away…[now in English] I can
remember clearly, my father, my brother they had to operate all the channels at the
right time…” (Patricia for Beatriz)
The levadas are a piece of remarkable middle-ages engineering (see: Figure 4.4 and 4.3)
as they enabled the reliable cultivation of land with low precipitation (Fernandes, 2010).
Their success was also in equal part due to cultural norms of that era (Calvert, 1978).
Core to these norms was an ethic of sharing and treating water as a collective common
resource. Lydia Ferreira, a woman in her late 60s, from Madeira made the point that
people could not farm viably if “…you didn’t share. Everybody shared it, it was our way.”
Odilia Dias, also from Madeira said, “we didn’t have any town water, we would all take
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turns. But that’s not something you do here [in Australia], here everybody thinks about
their own, there [in Madeira] everything is like the water, it’s shared”. She summed up
the cultural attitude toward resources in the Madeira of her youth, “[its] what we came
over here with, it was our mentality, we kept that mentality. A lot of nationalities [other
migrant communities] I know keep their way of doing things over here.” The words
mentality and culture seem interchangeable as they encompass not only values but also
practises.

Figure 4.4 Sluice gate detail view source: JR Retirement Blog

Though located on the other side of the world, word of stable well-paying jobs in Port
Kembla, New South Wales spread to the villages of Madeira and the hinterland of
Portugal’s agricultural regions. Rumour had it that the Australian government had jobs
waiting for them, they didn’t even have to pay their plane ticket.23 Once a few
Portuguese migrants arrived in Australia this promise was substantiated, and the
message relayed. Many men said ‘yes’ to the hope of employment to a ‘better life’. Their
wives either accompanied them on the journey or joined them later with their children.
For this agrarian/working-class of young Portuguese, the Illawarra was a ticket to a
“better life, you know, I’m so happy we came here” (Aldora Luis).

23 Portuguese migrants utilised the Assisted Passage Migration Scheme initiated by the Chiefly government. The
scheme often paid the passage fare (DIBP, 2017).
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This section has outlined the lives participants led in Portugal with an emphasis on
accounts from Madeira. Without fail, each interviewee spoke about their formative
years working as manual labourers both inside and outside the house. Men particularly
were tasked with working in smallholder agriculture as water distributors, milking hands,
sugar cane cutters or simply workers. Many moved on to work in the construction
industry that took off in the early 1970s. Female participants too, were skilled manual
labourers, they embroidered, cooked, cared for children, tended hortas and performed
domestic work. Both sexes grew up valuing resources and materials. They had to as
most grew up poor. All participants were firm in the conviction that working hard was
morally righteous. Working for their food and being adept with materials was a
cornerstone of this generation’s cultural upbringing. It continued to manifest into the
Australian chapter of their lives. Despite the fact that most participants are now retired,
it continues to shape their daily routines in the hortas they established after arriving in
Australia.
4.3 ARRIVING IN AUSTRALIA: A PORTRAIT OF FILOMENA & AGOSTINHO
Back then things were different, they used to even have a cow in the council land
behind the house and a goat! Nowadays he [Agostinho] just looks after the horta. He
spends a lot of time in there now he’s retired…he grows the food and then hands it
to Señora [Filomena], he says ‘if she doesn’t cook, I don’t eat.’ He works the land
here like he used to back in Madeira with a few differences.” (Patricia for Agostinho
Rodrigues)
In this section I offer one couple as an exemplar for the arrival stories of Portuguese
migrants in the 1970s. By doing so I will sacrifice some detail and diversity of arrival
experience in favour of something more impressionistic. The short portrait I offer does
not aim to be perfectly representative, it aims to be typical and give readers a sense of
the push and pull factors that brought young working-class Portuguese to Port Kembla’s
manufacturing industry and, the importance growing food holds for maintaining their
culture.
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The young couple Filomena and Agostinho (see: Figure 4.5) arrived in Warrawong in
1972. They arrived “on Sunday and [Agostinho] began work on Monday” (Filomena).
Agostinho’s rapid employment is explained by the work-visa scheme at the time. His
brother, João Teixeira, sponsored him to join the steelworks, João declare that, “my
brother arranged everything”. Patricia contextualised, “when one person came over, he
would write back and let his brothers and everybody else in the village know that there
are good jobs in Port Kembla.” The village in this case was back in Madeira, and on that
small island word spread quickly. In the 1960s, 70s around 400 Portuguese families—
mostly from Madeira—made their way to the working-class southern suburbs of
Wollongong.
They arrived in the 1970s to a socially conservative Australia. It had only recently given
Indigenous people citizenship rights, same-sex relationships were still criminal and, the
White Australia immigration policy was in its last (formal) throes. The Australian
government of that era sought migrants who looked white enough to work as labourers
but weren’t ‘Skippy’24 enough to escape a dose of xenophobia. Agostinho shared that,
“we used to always be called a 'bloody wog’, that was the thing ‘bloody wog’. In that
time, it was worse than today, things have changed a lot. It is very good here. In that
time, though, some things were not so good.” Being a newcomer was tough. Linguistic
and cultural barriers led Portuguese women in particular to experience social isolation.
Filomena described feeling nostalgia and sadness, “I was so far away from my family, I
just couldn’t see them”. Men like Agostinho joined the working fraternity of paid
employment leaving women to tend to families and seek friendship through the South
Coast Portuguese Association (where my participant recruitment began).
Men’s employment in manufacturing ensured economic stability for their families. A job
in heavy industries was mostly sufficient to live off. Most participants did not report
women working at the same rate as men in paid formal employment. Gender roles at
that time were still fairly traditionally segregated. Portuguese participants came from a
highly conservative rural Catholic context which would have made the transition to

24

A commonly used term by migrants from southern and eastern Europe to describe Anglo-Australians.
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suburban (mostly) Protestant
Australia even more socially jarring.
Even after arriving in Australia
(despite the tectonic changes in
gender roles underway in the
broader society) Portuguese men
were expected to be the
breadwinners and women the
bread makers. While most female
participants in this study did not
communicate to me that they
worked outside the home, a few
did. Filomena was one — she used
to work as a seamstress making
clothes for people living in Sydney.
They sent her fabric and she
returned finished garments. She did
Figure 4.5 Agostinho & Filomena

this to supplement Agostinho’s

income while raising a family. It was not clear to me whether this was her choice or
compelled by economic need. What was clear was their ability to live off (mainly) one
income.
Like many young Portuguese in that period, Agostinho and Filomena (see: Figure 4.5)
were able to buy a home within a few years of arrival. Banks were happy lending to
families with regular pay cheques even if they had just arrived. Agostinho continued to
work for the steelworks for 25 years. It provided his family housing and income stability,
and also allowed him to, “put in a garden straight away, similar to the one back home
like his parents had…Filomena looks after the flowers the chicken while Agostinho does
most of the gardening.” (Patricia for Agostinho). Buying property might have also been a
high priority for Portuguese migrants as they often came from landless backgrounds.
They could become landowners, and in some cases even landlords, for the first time.
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Agostinho and Filomena (see: Figure 4.5) have grown food within sight of his workplace
for over 40 years now. According to Filomena, Agostinho spends most of his spare time,
“in the garden after work or in the weekends, digging, mending, sowing seeds and
sometimes listening to music” (via Patricia). Filomena held a similar length of tenure as
the primary caregiver and homemaker. I met her at the South Coast Portuguese
Association where she has socialised for decades with other women from her village in
Madeira and Portugal generally. Their story is typical of Portuguese participants: they
arrived, landed jobs and purchased a block of land soon after. Most participants still live
on the land they bought in the 70s. After 46 years in Australia Agostinho and Filomena
consider themselves, “a mix of everything: little bit Madeira, Portugal and Aussie!”
(Patricia for Agostinho & Filomena).
4.4 JARDIN OR HORTA?
The Portuguese word horta does not have an easy English counterpart. Portuguese
distinguishes between hortas and jardines. Hortas are located in the back section, away
from the street, while jardines are mostly found in the front and side of the properties.
The former is for food and the latter is for viewing pleasure. The division between the
ornamental jardin and edible horta was common across study participants. Other
authors have identified and commented on a similar distinction in other geographic and
cultural contexts (Head and Muir, 2007; Kortright and Wakefield, 2011). The
ornamentals face the street to “keep it looking nice” and the horta in the back is a
“productive landscape that reflects their [referring to migrants from Macedonia and
Vietnam] rural subsistence backgrounds.” (Head et al., 2004, p. 332). In this participant
group, the ornamental and edible division takes on a gendered quality. Typically, male
participants focus on edible plants in the horta, usually located in the rear of the
property, and female participants tend to focus on flowers, ferns and orchids usually
located in the front or on the side of the block.
Fernando Garcia explained the gender demarcation by contrasting his community with
the Macedonian one, “for us the men do the gardening.” He and his wife Lourdes
agreed that this was simply a facet of their culture. When I asked Fernando how he feels
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in the garden, he replied in fairly cursory terms, “I feel good, yeah.” Lourdes elaborated,
“he comes home from work and spends all his time there. He is happier when he’s in
the garden. He has green fingers…. We don’t really buy much from the shop…What he
grows is what I need…I cook like my mother” (via Patricia). The labour is divided but
complementary. Fernando grows plants to Lourdes’ order. This pattern is repeated
across many couples. The horta/jardin division was crystallised by an interaction I had
with Agostinho at the end of our interview, I asked, “is there anything in the front or the
side of the house you want to show me?”, he replied “not really, it's just flowers and
orchids.” Filomena begged to differ. After we concluded our interview at Agostinho’s
horta, Filomena led us through the front door to the front yard, she was not done with
the tour. When we reached the front yard, she beamed introducing us to her roses, her
flowers, her jardin (see: Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6 Filomena's jardin
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Many female participants keep a
significant array of ferns, orchids,
epiphytes, roses and other
ornamentals (see: Figure 4.7). My
research was however confined to
food gardens or hortas, and as such, I
did not delve into the ornamental
aspect of gardening practice. It is
quite likely that caring for
ornamentals is animated by an
equally rich ecological knowledge as
maintaining a productive edible horta
requires. Nevertheless, as this thesis
focusses on food gardening, I
Figure 4.7 Aldora's orchid and ornamental
collections

contained my curiosity to the horta.

This may represent a shortcoming of a focus on food growing instead of plant growing
more generally.
The rule hortas for men and jardines for women does have a few exceptions, however.
Two vivid ones come to mind (see: Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.8): Maria dos Santos (89
years old) and Beatriz Pestana (83 years old). These women, both widows, do not
conform to the otherwise clear gender divisions. Whether this is due to the loss of their
husband and/or an expression of their interests is hard to determine, but I suspect it is
the latter. Beatriz exudes vigour in her horta. She manages a large piece of land with
direct views to the Steelworks. The basic infrastructure was laid down by her husband
but she, in his absence, seems more than up to the challenge of maintaining it: “When
her husband was alive, they would work together, now her son helps her with the heavy
work, but she is really happy when she’s out here” (Patricia for Beatriz). Maria dos
Santos requested that her son build a set of planter boxes so that she could continue
the practice of tending plants with her limited mobility (see: Figure 4.9). Her garden
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seems to be a hybrid horta and jardin where ornamentals and edibles grow side-by-side.
To her, flowers and food deliver a similar joy.

Figure 4.9 Maria dos Santos — joy in the hybrid horta/jardin,

Figure 4.8 Beatriz Pestana showing off her bird repellent device
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For some women growing food in the horta seems like a way of maintaining a link with
their deceased husband, keeping active and continuing a cultural tradition. Aldora Luis
lost her husband a few years ago, she and her son João Luis are trying to maintain it, but
Aldora admitted (via Patricia), “it’s not the same without him…they can’t do it like he
used to — he was out here all the time.” Aldora’s orchid and fern garden (see: Figure
4.7) on the other hand showed no signs of disrepair in her husband’s absence but the
horta has probably seen better days. Mother and son reminisced about when Jordan
Luis (Aldora’s husband) was still alive, “Dad would call out from the top of the path, he
didn’t want mum to get her shoes dirty and she didn’t want him to drag the mud up the
steps…he would hand the veggies to mum for the kitchen.” Aldora requested that her
son João Luis. maintain the garden, he did so albeit with some reservations. This might
indicate something in the intergenerational transfer of practice, or the lack thereof.
This exchange with another couple
(João Teixeira. and Maria Josiah)
captures another layer of the spatial
and gendered structure of the horta
(see: Figure 4.10).
Ananth:

“Why does he only plant

cabbages on the edges?
Patricia for João: So Señora can go
easily get them for cooking. She doesn’t
have to get wet or muddy…Even the
little pots, it’s easier to reach. He puts
lots of little pots so that the insects and
snails don’t go there. She doesn’t want
to get dirty. It’s right there for her.”
Figure 4.10 Cabbages in the right place —Maria
& João
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I asked them and other couples whether they work together in the garden, the most
common reply was, ‘no’. Most, but not all participants seemed content with distinct
roles for men and women. In Beatriz’s case her husband’s passing might have freed her
to take more control of the horta, in Aldora’s case the loss of her husband seemed to
signal the decline of the horta. The horta, or jardin for that matter, is rarely a space for
co-working. It is a space for complementary interdependence.
I should have realised that the horta was a gendered space in my very first research
engagement with this community. In late 2016, I attended a lunchtime bingo session at
the South Coast Portuguese Association. Patricia and I introduced ourselves and
indicated that we would like to speak with people who grew food in their homes. Many
suggested names only to remind each other that several of the men who built and
tended most of the manufactured gardens of Wollongong were deceased. While there
were a few that still maintained the practice, most hortas were falling into disrepair as
their principal gardeners were no longer or had moved to supported care facilitates.
Both Portuguese men and women have played a hand in caring for them, their basic
physical structure however was almost exclusively laid down by men in the midst of
their careers as manufacturing workers.
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4.5 MANUFACTURED HORTAS OF WOLLONGONG: STRUCTURE AND MATERIAL
USE
4.5.1 HORTA STRUCTURE

Hortas begin at the back of most participants’ detached homes. The backyard space
usually begins with a patio for outdoor eating which looks onto a carefully ordered
horta. The horta itself is delineated by concrete paths and vegetables laid out in
rectangular beds. Fruit trees dot the area and water tanks are usually positioned close
to the house with feeder tanks placed uphill to optimise gravity pressure. Animals, such
as chickens and rabbits are housed as far away from the house as possible, perhaps to
mitigate concerns of noise and smell. Most hortas have very little other than space to
grow food (see: Figure 4.11). They prioritise growing plants and keeping animals for
food. Most manufactured hortas are contained within an average sized suburban block
(for 1970’s standards) of approximately 700 square metres to 900 square metres. The
front street-facing garden generally takes up one-sixth of the property, a detached
house the middle third and the horta the remaining half.

Figure 4.11 Satellite view of typical block sizes (yellow pins indicate typical horta vs. typical
grassed backyard)
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Many of the larger manufactured hortas have vegetable beds with a system of trenches.
These trenches are an approximation of Madeira irrigation methods and are dug along
contours. This likely explains the linear, geometric shape present in the hortas. In one
interview with a couple I asked, “why is the garden structured in this way?” Maria Jose,
began to chuckle and injected, “it’s exactly as he [her husband, João Teixeira] did it in
Madeira!” Many of the hortas lie on a slope and have retaining walls built into them.
Retaining walls and hand-dug trenches help increase water infiltration and minimise
surface runoff and erosion.
The semi-stepped garden design is:
…for a purpose, because if you planted on a slope, then the water just drains. So
that’s the purpose to increase the amount of water that soaks in. The bananas
were planted on big trenches. In winter, they used to dig around the trees and put
manure around the trees, they would dig big holes. The retaining walls here in
Warrawong don’t have to be big like the ones back in Madeira, it’s not that steep
here. They make smaller ones to make the land a bit flatter. (Patricia for João
Teixeira and Maria Jose)
Drawings or written plans do not seem to be a part of organising the hortas. Instead,
participants hold designs in their minds and can easily apply them to the mini-terrace
system.
Everything in his head, he basically just structures in his head. He said he planted
this one so once, and this one’s a fortnight after, and then he’s going to do the
same to the other ones. So, when they grow, he can pick these ones, and then
pick this one, so he doesn’t actually waste. It’s not good to do it all at once
otherwise you get too much of one thing at same time. (Patricia for Amadeu)
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Lawns do not to hold the same appeal for Portuguese migrants as they do for many
Anglo-Australians. This was summed up crisply by Aldora Luis, “I don’t like to see grass,
it is a waste.” Beatriz explained (via Angela Duarte)25 in her first year of living and renting
in Wollongong that, “her husband could not grow any food, because the whole place
was covered in grass…she was afraid to ask the landlord to remove the grass.” Beatriz
and her late husband only started growing food when they bought their own place and,
“took out all the grass” (Angela for Beatriz). Grass eviction was high on Custodio’s
priority list: “the first thing I did when I bought this house was to take out the grass and
put in a little horta…since 1987 I don’t buy vegetables from the shop, only rice and
meat.” (Custodio). Grass, while lacking in the horta, is often found in the jardin growing
in small patches under and alongside roses, lavender and other ornamentals. Lawns for
playing ‘backyard cricket’ for example are absent; food grows in its place — a sign of the
spatial values held by first generation Portuguese migrants.

Figure 4.12 Agostinho’s manufactured horta — no grass in sight

25 Angela acted as a translator for the first interview with Beatriz.
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The density of food crops packed into the horta coupled with its ‘grasslessness’ (see:
Figure 4.12) gives a clear indication of spatial and therefore cultural priorities (see Head
and Muir, 2007; Robbins, 2007 on the Anglo-European cultural geography of
turf/lawns). The jardin in the front and side sections of the property is clearly for
aesthetic pleasure. The horta is almost entirely dedicated to growing food, keeping
animals and capturing water to care for the above. Two participants mentioned that
they would prefer it if they could cultivate even more space. Behind Filomena and
Agostinho’s house (a few doors east of Beatriz’s place) lies an unmanaged swathe of
land. Filomena led Patricia and I to the bottom of the horta and prised open the gate,
she walked us past a few towering prickly pear cactuses, pointed to the council land and
informed us:
Actually, there’s a Greek man who still has a goat and some sheep there. They
run about free. Over twenty years ago they [Filomena and Agostinho] used to
have a cow and a goat on the council land. They bought the cow from a friend
[also Portuguese], they used it for its milk. But now, the council…it’s not allowed.
(Filomena via Patricia)
I shared a realisation this prompted in me:
Back then you had your own milk, your own eggs, your own meat from the
chickens, your own fruit and your own vegetables? You had pretty much
everything.
Filomena replied (in English), “yeah, of course. Why not? We had everything.”
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4.5.2 USE OF MATERIALS

The most notable feature of the manufactured hortas of Wollongong is their complex
use of materials. I will return to this theme in finer detail in the next chapter but, for
now, I want to indicate what I mean by ‘use of materials.’ Once in the horta and away
from the street, the use of industrial materials and techniques became hard to ignore. I
was shown purpose-built water infrastructure, extensive tool sheds, novel harvesting
implements, animal enclosures, plant support structures (trellises), cooking equipment
and fences. Strikingly, each of these was custom-made by gardeners using tools and
techniques derived from their vocational expertise. The ubiquity and diversity of
custom-made structures demonstrates how these hortas are spill overs of workplaces
into the domestic realm (Carr, 2017). I emphasise Portuguese gardeners’ use of
materials as every horta contains examples of manufacturing prowess. This is evidence
of the Portuguese community’s employment in labour intensive, skilled industries. It has
produced this particular genre of garden structure and function which I have termed
‘manufactured hortas’. Here are three examples in thumbnail form to prime readers for
others distributed throughout subsequent sections and the following chapter:
I — Lydia Ferreira’s husband Joe’s horta26 is smaller than some of the others in this case

study but stands out for its extensive metalwork dedicated to cooking. Her husband
(Joe) wrought a series of three ovens and barbecues to enable his family to cook food
outdoors with high heat. Each oven is customised for specific culinary requirements and
the entire area was built by him right down to the tiling and welding. The ovens sit
adjacent to a huge (concealed) concrete water tank he engineered and installed himself
(see: Figure 4.15. Their horta has, “always looked really green and the neighbours would
get suspicious. (Patricia for Lydia)” To allay neighbourly anxieties, Joe installed a sign
saying, ‘On Tank Water’. The ovens and the tanks (see: Figure 4.14) make the hortas
much more like the ones Lydia and Joe grew up with, with one major difference, “here,
we actually have enough food, we have space…we can cook like we did back home but

26 Lydia’s husband Joe Ferreira did not want to be interviewed. Lydia was able to describe his garden and his practice from her vantage point – she readily admits that the horta
is his though the words are hers.
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we’re not so cramped.” (Lydia). Joe’s horta is stocked with broad beans, tomatoes,
cabbages and a gorgeous fig tree (see: Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.15 Joe Ferreira’s hand-made (concealed) rainwater tank

Figure 4.13 Joe's verdant horta (Lydia in
shot)

Figure 4.14 Joe Ferreira’s three hand-wrought
ovens
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II — Custodio Rocha’s perimeter fence is an intricate wrought iron structure he built

using his formworking trade. Patricia noticed that Custodio did not want to ‘boast’ of his
skill so filled me in, “Señor Custodio made all the fences, all the ironwork, all the
carpentry, all the concrete and formwork here, he made the barbecue himself and he
even made that huge cage for the fig tree”. Custodio shrugged his shoulders, “well, if
you don’t put this in the birds will take everything.” Of course, his (non-Portuguese)
neighbours have fences and barbecues too – but it is unlikely that they built their fences
or wrought their own barbecues like he did. Custodio built the timber frame for his
property’s entire perimeter fences and then poured steel into those moulds to create
his fence27. His modest suburban property is bounded and infused with his practical
creativity; he seems equally at home working with plants as he is with a welding torch.
His horta is the equal result of his knowledge of steel and soil (see: Figure 4.17 and
Figure 4.17)

Figure 4.16 Handmade BBQ/smoker

Figure 4.17 Handmade anti-aviary
27 This

is a textbook example of formwork.
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III — João Teixeira’s custom-made

‘prickly pear’ (Opuntia ficus indica)
harvesters are his pride and joy. João
Teixeira worked at BlueScope
steelworks for decades. During that
time, he nurtured a woodworking
hobby which melded with his interest
in growing food. He showed me to his
workshop where he had been making
a suite of wooden implements. There
were dozens of them. One particular
tool was his long-handled prickly pear
harvester, “He has been making tools
for years and he’s perfected this one.
You know the prickly pear they are
very tall and full of spikes? With this
he can grab them without damaging
Figure 4.18 Custom-made 'prickly pear' harvester

the fruit or his hand!” (Patricia for

João Teixeira). He explained to me that he began his prototypes by making large spoons
which he lathed himself. Once he got the sizes right, he made a number of models for
reaching the fruit positioned at different points of the cactus. The tool in Figure 4.18
consists of two very large wooden spoons attached to a giant salad tong style handle.
The toolshed and the horta flow onto each other in terms of ideas and materials – they
are in material and conceptual conversation. To me, this prickly pear harvester is a
symbol of the manufactured horta. It is a practical artefact born of expertise and
attentiveness in two domains namely, agriculture and manufacturing. João Teixeira’s tool
making is an expression of his desire to stay connected with his able-ness, he put it to
me like this, “the less I do, the less I will be able to do.” Consequently, he does a lot of
making, repairing, experimenting and creating in the shed which is an extension of the
horta.
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The following chapter presents in-depth descriptions of how this specialised skill in
manufacturing enables gardeners to develop novel methods to maintain and optimise
these spaces particularly through soil fertility and water reticulation. I do not mean that
other gardens designed and built by other ethnic groups, or indeed people from other
economic classes, are not noteworthy for use of materials28. Not every migrant
community is able to access such material and technical assets. These Portuguese men
also had the professional training and access to tools and equipment to execute their
designs. What stands out in these gardens is the fluency in manipulating materials to
mark space and to encourage functions like harvesting, cooking or preventing avian
attack. These gardeners did not outsource their labour, they have built and grown their
hortas themselves. Their labour is a spill over of their working lives and material
sensibility (Carr, 2017). They continue to manufacture well into their retirement. Many
spoke of the motivators—including pleasure and cultural value—associated with
cooking and eating horta grown food.
4.6 WHY GROW FOOD WHEN YOU CAN BUY IT?
Food is much more than caloric sustenance and taste is more than phytochemicals and
receptors. Horta grown food tells stories of place, identity, belonging and practises of
caring attention. Horta grown food exists in a different category from food traded as a
commodity. Most participants have grown produce in their hortas for decades despite
the fact they could afford to buy food from a retailer. In this section, I present
participants’ rationale for growing produce when they could buy it quite cheaply. Other
scholars, notably Andrea Gaynor (2006), have explored the categorical distinction
between ‘food’ and ‘home grown food’ in the Australian context. Her book ‘Harvest of
the Suburbs’ identified independence/self-sufficiency and maintaining cultural practice
as key drivers of suburban migrant food gardening in Australia. Gerodetti and Foster
(2016) showed how migrant gardeners in northern UK are motivated toward home
grown food thereby extending a feeling of belonging. The empirics presented here build
on her findings and show that Portuguese participants not only grow food in their
28 Indeed,

the Karenni case study shows a similar engagement with materials – one that prioritises frugality and
multiple uses. Unlike the Portuguese men featured here, they do not have access to full workshops, employment in
the trades or even stable housing. But, more on this in Chapter 8.
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hortas for independence and cultural continuity, they also grow food to I) develop forms
of intimate agriculture, II) keep active and well, and III) grow delicious produce.
Interestingly participants did not mention any overt political or environmentalist
agendas for growing food in their hortas29. In fact, some proactively distanced
themselves from ‘greenies’. Growing food in their horta was not an attempt at ‘doing
their bit’ to tackle climate change. I did not hear lofty invocations about disrupting
Australia’s corporate supermarket duopoly. Many participants did however claim, with
some satisfaction, that they have not had to buy much aside from meat and rice. They
take pride in their independence and personal ability to put horta grown food on the
table. Put differently, they practise the virtues of environmentally alert urban agriculture
without extolling them. It occurred to me that people in this case study possess what
some scholars call vernacular capabilities (Head and Gibson, 2012). They behave in
‘ecologically friendly’ ways even if they are not overtly motivated by environmentalism.
4.6.1 THE TASTE OF INTIMATE AGRICULTURE

In what follows, I propose a term to describe the style of small-scale agriculture
practised and praised by many participants. I call it intimate agriculture. It is not a
watertight academic concept; it is an allusion to the primacy of cultural and familial
connection with the living and non-living processes involved in horta cultivation. I use an
interview exchange I had with a second-generation female participant, Odilia Dias, to set
up the facets of intimate agriculture. Odilia’s parents migrated from Madeira in the late
1960s and she grew up watching her father manage “a huge horta and work fulltime”.
She has a very small patch of vegetables (see: Figure 4.19) and is proud to maintain it. It
is her way of adapting the family tradition to newer quarters and practising intimate
agriculture.
Ananth:

Why would you grow your own food when you could go to the shops?

29 This may actually reveal of my own positionality as a privileged middle-class humanities researcher who can afford
to be preoccupied with the political dimensions of such practises!
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Odilia:

Because it tastes better! I remember Dad growing cucumbers, he would
just cut them and put them on the table, and they would disappear in
five seconds, it tasted so good! Without chemicals, it’s all homegrown,
he doesn’t freeze them. It tastes completely different. You can’t describe
it…It's just the taste. I'm not a greenie or anything, I don't believe in all
that sort of stuff. You can taste the difference. If you pick something from
a fruit tree that’s had nothing straight out, you can tell. Same as veggies.
You grow them in the garden, and you can tell the difference between
the shop bought ones.
Taste, above all, distinguishes horta
grown produce from its industrial
counterparts. The way the
cucumber in this instance tastes,
when Odilia knows it’s grown by
her father’s hands, is consequential
– they are ‘dad’s cucumbers’. The
horta and its produce give rise to
embodied experiences of being
part of a family and part of a
community. She claims an
experiential empiricism; shop
bought food does not meet her
standard and she holds no truck for
‘greenie’ rhetoric. But she is
perhaps a ‘different kind of
greenie’ one that wants to distance

Figure 4.19 "…typical wog garden, a satellite dish
and a few veggies", verbatim quote (Odilia)

herself from overt political
associations but maintain the

praxis. I pressed her on her disavowal of ‘greenies’ and she had this to say:
Well, some people think everything has to be organic and nothing has to have
chemical in it, you know what I mean? I grow my own veggies…You can tell the
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difference straight away. To some degree I am [a greenie]. But not everything. A
relaxed version. I have a friend who is everything totally organic — she is over-thetop. Everything she buys is organic. And I say to her, ‘how do you know? Just
because they say it is doesn't mean it is.’ I grew up knowing cause my dad grew what
we ate. Whatever you grow is obviously better for you than buying it. (Odilia)
Odilia admitted to being in “some degree” a different kind of “greenie” but it came back
to the proximity and intimacy of having food grown by loved ones. That mattered – not
whether it was certified organic. I asked her whether this had anything to do with her
identity as coming from Madeira, she replied:
Yes, it’s a part of you. I think back in Madeira the people used to do [food growing]
for money reasons – and they were further away from town, it is easier to grow
[than buy]. My sister in law overseas [in Madeira] still grows her own fruit and veg.
Filip’s parent[s] do [her in-laws]. My parents both worked full time, but they had a
huge horta. Before in terms of economic status is not only good for you to buy
things because otherwise you know, you are rich. ‘It's like why would you buy things
— are you so rich that you can buy your own food? Are you so rich that you only buy
things, you don't have to put work into your food you can just get it?’ They would
never have much opportunity to buy things they would only buy things that you
couldn't you know like luxuries. The rest you should grow. (Odilia)
Readers will recall a similar sentiment articulated by Custodio and Patricia. I describe it
as a Portuguese variant on the tall poppy syndrome30. People who bought food were
judged poorly as being ostentatious and too good to be close to their food. Putting
effort into food is virtuous. This virtue of home grown food is not always glamourous,
but it does hew to cultural mentalities. João Luis schooled me in the honesty of intimate
agriculture:

30 An antipodean phrase that describes not wanting to stand out from the crowd, especially in a positive light which runs the risk of
showing others up.
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They say why should I grow my own when I go to the shop. Why should I plant it?
They taste different when you grow them yourself that’s why. It’s habit and
flavour…My father would think I have gone woosie [cowardly]. Cause I used to just
grab the rabbit and ‘pow’ kill it, skin it. No worries. Chicken. Kill it no worries. But ten
years of going to Woolworths to buy your meat – it changes you…those chooks were
always gonna end up on the dinner plate… (João Luis)
Intimate agriculture requires mental fortitude and an ability to stomach the facts of
eating animals. It expands notions of care, counterintuitively perhaps, to killing, plucking
and cleaving animals. Michael Pollan in his influential book ‘The Omnivore’s Dilemma’
confessed that the life giving ideals of growing your own has to be stiffened with the
spine needed to kill (Pollan, 2009). João Luis (see: Figure 4.20) believes the ‘Aussie way’,
i.e. “going to Woolworths” has changed him; his late father would not approve. He
would think he lost his nerve.
Fernando Garcia, a man in the same generation as João Luis’ father has not lost that
nerve, he has kept rabbits for their meat for over 20 years in his Illawarra home. Their
enclosure, to me, appears cramped, dark and unpleasant (see: Figure 4.21) but his
affection for the rabbits is undeniable, “look at them, they are so beautiful, I feed them
leaves from the garden and bread from the local baker.” I felt conflicted watching the
beautifully plump rabbits hoisted out of their enclosure, Fernando gave one to me and I
held its quivering body. He glowed, “Señora makes a very good stew, nice and fresh, the
ones from the shop don’t taste quite the same.” Such proximity, to the uninitiated at
least, is hard to digest. It requires a shift in the conceptualisation of food and leaves the
door open to the “dark side” (Ginn, 2014, p. 541) of growing food. Growing animals (and
plants) requires an ethic of care, but the very same ethic requires what Ginn (2014)
framed as ontological detachment. Intimate agriculture is therefore a negotiation of
distance and proximity — set against each other in productive tension.
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Figure 4.20 João Luis with (an egg-laying) chicken

Figure 4.21 Rabbit stew in waiting – “nice and fresh” Fernando Garcia
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Food plants too are subject to exacting standards of taste and selective breeding. Many
participants source their seeds and rootstock through informal Portuguese networks,
“They swap seeds, tomatoes, lettuce, they [friends] give him the ones he does not have,
he gives them some…they swap only among Portuguese…” (Patricia for Amadeu). These
networks serve to enrich and reinforce the genetic material and refine the tradition of
avoiding commercial breeds. One of the best examples came from Fernando and
Lourdes’ horta. Midway through our interview, Lourdes excused herself and returned
with a tray of beans (see: Figure 4.22), Fernando proclaimed, “I have had these beans
for more than 30 years, I keep the best ones every year… You keep the seeds every year,
like you keep the wife.”

Figure 4.22 Fernando & Lourdes with their heirloom beans

I followed Lourdes and Fernando to their garage/garden shed and was introduced to a
wall of onions and to a fridge groaning with jars of heirloom beans. Lourdes said these
beans tasted “very special”, and that her traditional cooking requires them. Curiously,
some of his prized beans are originally from Taiwan — he somehow acquired them on
his travels. Fernando has been sorting his beans (from assorted provenance) and other
seeds for decades. Over this time, he has observed which ones grow best to local
conditions. Fernando’s seeds are open pollinated, that is, they produce true to type
offspring year after year (Wright, 1980). Open pollinated seeds allow gardeners like him
to reliably save seeds and develop crops to suit their microclimate. Open pollinated
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seeds are also reputed to be more flavoursome. Amadeu is particular about saving
seeds directly from his cabbages. Brassicas cross-pollinate easily; to maintain their
flavour he extracts them and guards them for the next planting cycle. Maybe Amadeu
and Fernando have bred cultivars that are unique to their manufactured hortas, it is
beyond the scope of this thesis to verify, it does however seem plausible.
Having food and wine taste a certain way is important. It drives food growing and seed
saving efforts. The specific flavour profile of plants is perhaps best exemplified by wine
grapes. In order to make wine to their tastes they need the right grapes:
These grapes are from Madeira, [they are called] jacaya, if you mix the American
grapes with jacaya the wine is really good. The man who brought the rootstock
from Madeira has passed away, he brought a few, not many, and gave it to
everyone. (Beatriz via Patricia)
When the right grapes are grown, Beatriz and many other participants feel satisfied as
they can continue the practice of homemade wine making (see: Figure 4.23). Many
participants have functioning cellars for their liquid harvest. I was often cajoled to take
bottles of homemade wine; I obliged at times and can verify that the wines taste
distinct, reflecting a Portuguese-Warrawong terroir perhaps? Beatriz showed me the
concrete tanks her husband made for the wine and her son maintains (see: Figure 4.23).
She swears by having a glass of her wine every day — claiming therapeutic effects. She
also smiled and admitted (in English), “I like the taste a lot.” Taste is a key driver of
maintaining manufactured hortas and their specific plant assemblages. So too are the
salutary effects of home grown herbs.
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Figure 4.23 Beatriz under the jacaya grapevine (left) & in the wine cellar (right)
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4.6.2 WELLBEING IN THE HORTA

In addition to the produce tasting good, the process of tending to the horta brings
participants a deep sense of contentment. Numerous studies of community and
domestic gardens attest to this (Bhatti, 2006; Kaplan, 1990, 1995). Some participants,
especially women, said that the horta and the jardin gave them a sense of emotional
and spiritual fulfilment. Older women, like Deolinda Quintal and Maria dos Santos have
lost their husbands and some of their mobility. Their hortas do not produce the quantity
of food they did when their husbands were alive, but they derive pleasure from simply
being there checking on their vegetables. Deolinda shared that the horta is her, “happy
place, a sacred place, she sees the horta as a healing process because she was very sick.
Coming out here helps her go through the disease and helps her recover” (via Patricia). I
asked Deolinda whether she grew therapeutic plants, she said “yes” but clarified, that
the healing came from the process of gardening not the produce. After her husband’s
accident she took over the garden duties,
Because her husband was sick for many years she used to be in the garden, and he
would make her coffee and breakfast. He used to call out to her in for lunch, but she
would spend most of the time in the garden. Out here she feels happier, she feels
like she can think about God and do her garden. She prays. After Portuguese group
on Friday she comes straight into the garden to make sure that everything is okay.
She feels very content. (Deolinda via Patricia)
Most participants in this sample are retired ‘empty nesters’ and contend with loneliness.
Having the horta (and jardin) counteracts some of the worst effects of isolation. Making
sure that the “plants are okay” allows Deolinda to focus on something other than her
worries, the fruit trees need attention, as do the local snails gorging on her lettuce. It
keeps Deolinda grounded. Beatriz grows medicinal plants in addition to a range of edible
fruit. She dries them and bottles curative teas (see: Figure 4.24) Her knowledge is
extensive:
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…the parsley root is for blood pressure, garlic for colds, pomegranate skin and honey
for good health, an old Portuguese recipe, she cured a stomach ulcer with herbs
from the garden. She makes an infusion before she goes to bed. This is from the
English Peach tree. This is good for the nervous system. Helps relax.” (Beatriz via
Patricia)

Figure 4.24 Beatriz's mixed herb blend

Male participants were less emotionally fluent, but it was clear that the horta gave them
more-than-material satisfaction. Post-retirement, they renew their sense of purpose by
growing and giving produce to people. They enjoy being useful and keeping active.
Amadeu (via Patricia) was explicit stating, “he doesn’t need that much food it’s more
about passing his time and still having, developing skills as well”. João Teixeira explained
(via Patricia), “He needs to occupy his time with something, make sure he doesn’t lose
his skills”. Male participants, at least in translation, spoke about their hortas as places
that need nurturing but also engineering. Wellbeing in this regard is an emergent
property of fixing, building and maintaining relations with living and non-living materials.
The horta is also a site for friendships. João Teixeira recalled a time when the horta (with
the aid of the bar) facilitated a richer, more meaningful social life:
His friends used to help each other, especially with the seeds, and with the concrete.
Because they all work at the steelworks, they were friends, they used to come to
each other's houses and do the retaining walls and cement, plumbing, then they
would go to the bar then they would go to the next person's house and do a bit
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more. He’s sad that most of his friends are now in Kembla Grange [the cemetery].
He remembers the time when he used to go to the bar, and he had all those friends
from Madeira together. Most of them have already passed away. (João Teixeira via
Patricia)
Building retaining walls at home was a logical extension of working at the steelworks.
Moving from concrete to soil captures Carr’s (2017) spill-over concept. Labour was
socialised and directed to better João’s place — more evidence of the culture of
manufacturing and maintenance flowing from work to home life. Tips, tricks and knowhow were circulated through joint projects of men helping each other. Knowing how to
build a retaining wall was essential to establishing a productive garden bed, even though
this is not conventionally thought of as ’ecological knowledge’.
It occurs to me that ecological knowledge ought not be limited to the abilities of one
person it is also (perhaps) a feature of collectives. Without his friends and their ability to
work with concrete and make retaining walls, João would not have the Madeira style
stepped garden beds. Nor would he or many other Portuguese gardeners have reliable,
low-cost irrigation systems and the satisfaction of creating mini Madeira-Wollongong
manufactured hortas. Maintaining soil fertility and efficient water management required
refined knowledge systems enriched by friendships. There is a particular translocality to
this ecological knowledge. Patricia Laranjeira (in her capacity as a community wellbeing
support worker for MCCI) shared some of her insights about male retirees and the value
of maintaining their hortas:
After retirement many of the men feel isolation, they miss their friends from the
steelworks and the ones without a garden go into depression. The ones who kept
gardening, I think, have been able to look after themselves. Working in the horta
helps them escape from feeling isolated. I never realised how important the hortas
are for the men. I thought it was just women with the flowers helping them with
mental health. But I realise that for men, the horta is really important…retirement
causes grieving, and the horta, working with their hands, like they did when they
were working gives them joy, it brings them back. (Patricia Laranjeira)
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4.7 CONCLUSION
Manufactured hortas are living bi-cultural palimpsests of place-based practices and
translocal ecological knowledge from mid-century Portuguese and late 20th century
Australian working-class cultures. Both cultures share particular attitudes and
behaviours towards materials; characterised by frugality, resourcefulness and technical
competence. Conceptualising the manufactured horta has required a slight
reconceptualisation of place-based practice as having to be fixed in one place and one
time. Instead, manufactured hortas demonstrate links between culture, ecological
knowledge and place-based practice from two spatial and temporal contexts. This first
half of the Portuguese case study has begun to reveal the deep reservoir of cultural
capabilities and dispositions that infuse these unique Australian/Portuguese microenvironments (see: Figure 4.25).

Figure 4.25 Beatriz's keyring — says it all.

The findings reported in this chapter showed that participants are driven by more than
instrumental needs: horta grown food tastes better, own grown food is categorically
different and valuable. All three drivers listed are expressions of participants ethnic,
social, class and material culture. It helps participants develop a sense of AustralianPortuguese identity and enables them to flourish both physically and culturally.
Participants’ intimacy with the materiality of the manufactured horta is in many ways a
defining feature of their translocal ecological knowledge. Ecological knowledge includes
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fluency with steel and soil. The manufactured horta is neither homage nor entirely novel
— it is both: here and now, there and then.
This chapter is one of two chapter dedicated to Portuguese-origin participants. As such,
this chapter does not conclude the Portuguese case study. In Chapter Five, I narrow my
aperture and focus on how participants conceptualise and relate to materials via soil
fertility and water management practices. It takes a closer look at specific material
efforts required to maintain a healthy manufactured horta for decades. It anatomises
participants’ sensibilities and links them to notions of translocal ecological knowledge
and how culture manifests in tangible choices throughout the manufactured horta. The
following chapter’s conclusion (Section 5.5) provides overarching findings that pertain to
the Portuguese case study as a whole.
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5. CHAPTER FIVE: MATERIALITY AND ECOLOGICAL
KNOWLEDGE IN THE MANUFACTURED HORTA
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Portuguese-Australian manufactured hortas are the creation of skilled gardeners who
have maintained high levels of productivity for decades. This chapter is about materiality
and the set of cultural attitudes that have animated Portuguese origin participants’
practices for this length of time. It builds on the thumbnails offered in Section 4.5.1 and
examines the efforts taken in keeping manufactured hortas fertile, watered and
productive. The empirics presented here are granular and describe aspects of water
capture, storage, and reticulation as well as the production and cycling of organic
materials (especially in collaboration with animals) that support healthy soils. There are
other relevant practices that take place in the horta such as pruning, weeding or wine
making but they are determined by the master variables of organic agriculture:
hydration and fertility (Edmondson et al., 2014). Soil and water handling practices also
serve as representatives for other materially engaged, place-based practices within
manufactured hortas. Both practices offer tangible and intangible data of Portuguese
participants’ translocal ecological knowledge and place-based practice. Soil fertility and
water management as practised in the manufactured horta are prime examples of the
translocality of ecological knowledge. They straddle two nations, material eras, multiple
biogeographies, work/home spheres and rural/suburban contexts.
This chapter begins by (re) appraising Strengers and Maller’s (2012) work on migrants’
materiality and then presents findings roughly in keeping with their frame. Evidence
from interviews on water management practises typify both the ‘manufactured’ and
‘horta’ elements of these gardens. I show how participants use their skill from
manufacturing employment in Port Kembla and their agrarian experience from Portugal
to coordinate the capture and distribution of water through their horta. I pay particular
attention to the attitudes of frugality and the notion of proximity in ‘handling’ water
(Strengers and Maller, 2012, p. 755). Participants’ working distinction between ‘paywater’ and rainwater serves as a frame through which I investigate their routines. I then
detail how soil fertility is maintained habitually to produce tasty and (presumably)
nutritious edibles. The role of animals is given particular weight as they (chickens and
rabbits) are effectively keystone species in the continuous fertility of these edible
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environments. I conceive of animal husbandry as another facet of ecological knowledge
and materiality. Finally, I present evidence that connects Strengers and Maller’s
understanding of materiality with Chantel Carr’s (2017) notion of working thoughtfully
with resources. Water and soil maintenance practises show that the ‘production’ of food
incorporates processes of careful maintenance, repair and ongoing renewal.
5.1.1 MATERIALITY IN THE MANUFACTURED HORTA

Section 2.5.3 introduced Strengers and Mallers’ (2012) schema. They found that Era 1
migrants operate within a resource paradigm that is characterised by three qualities:
proximity, diversity and scarcity. Table 5-1 (adapted from their work) steps out each facet
with respect to the Portuguese community:
1. Proximity with materials:
Engaging with resources
through immediate/direct
bodily contact.

2. Diversity:
Obtaining resources in a
number of ways instead of
relying on a single one.

3. Scarcity:
Using resources sparingly
and judiciously in accordance
with their paucity.

Examples: making compost
with animal manure and plant
material made on-site and
hand watering.

Examples: using rainwater
for hortas and municipal
water for showering.

Examples: reusing grey water
for crop application,
capturing rainwater and
producing organic fertilisers
on-site.

Table 5-1 Hallmarks of Portuguese participants’ material practice in the manufactured
horta, adapted from Strengers & Maller (2012)

I use the above three key aspects of resource use and link them to this thesis’ central
concern of investigating the place-based practises and ecological knowledge among
ethnic minority migrant communities. The data presented in this chapter shows how
Portuguese migrants are frugal, used to working closely with diversity of materials and,
do not take them for granted. In addition, these migrants share a common employment
history which further informs their relationship with materials in ways that demonstrate
technical fluency. Water management and soil fertility maintenance are prime examples
of agrarian material traits combined and enhanced with manufacturing know-how. The
material Era frame developed by Strengers and Maller allows me to account for the
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systems and routines that have enabled continuous productivity in manufactured hortas
for decades.
5.2 ‘PAYWATER’ AND RAINWATER: PORTUGUESE MIGRANTS’ CONCEPTION
OF WATER
Water is both handled and interpreted differently according to the cultural norms of
first-generation Portuguese gardeners. For Portuguese migrants in this sample there are
two interpretations of water: ‘paywater’31 (a term used by a few participants) and
rainwater. Paywater comes from municipal pipes while rainwater falls from clouds and is
stored in tanks. There are—in effect—two water cultures at play, one is proximate and
directly pliable while the other is deemed scarce, costly and subject to technocracies
outside the domestic sphere (Allon and Sofoulis, 2006). The ways in which interviewees
work with both waters are different and rely on different social practises and perceptual
arrangements. Participants’ perception and therefore engagement with water are coconstituted via cognition and interaction. The distinction between the material and the
practice is fluid, or, as Strengers and Maller (p. 756) put it, “the material element of a
practice intersects with others, such as practical knowledge about how to perform a
practice; and common understandings about what one ought to do and why”. This
shows up in the fact that every single Portuguese participant captures rainwater for
their horta. They do so in government subsidised tanks and informal ones fashioned at
home. Captured and stored rainwater is ubiquitous in the manufactured hortas of
Wollongong.
Rainwater tank uptake throughout the Australian population rose sharply thanks to
government grants in the 1999-2009 drought period (Farbotko et al., 2014). Many
participants mentioned that they upgraded their water infrastructure due to the
subsidies offered by the state and federal governments. Portuguese participants in most
cases already had rainwater capture, storage and reticulation systems — only they were
not ‘bought’ ones, they were made on-site. The introduction of cheaper high-capacity
storage enabled many interviewees to scale up their systems. Capturing, storing and

31 One

participant, Amadeu, called it ‘company water’ but the idea still applies.
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using rainwater did not require a large mental leap for Portuguese participants; they did
so in Portugal and find using rainwater straightforward. Water in the minds and bodies
of participants is scarce, valuable and comes from a diversity of sources especially
proximate ones. I will track through a few examples of water use in participants’
manufactured hortas.
Lydia Ferreira introduced me to her husband Joe’s pre-drought tank system:
My husband did all the piping himself, all the rainwater from our roof goes into that
concrete tank, beats using pay-water…it was no big deal for him, he’s got all the tools
and that…back in Madeira the old way was with the levadas, you know the irrigation
system we have?” (Lydia)
Lydia’s husband Joe was not available to be interviewed. This may not have been such a
bad thing, as male interviewees were often reticent to ‘boast’ about their gardens and
their systems. Lydia and Joe’s horta is compact and has a series of handmade nonstandard rainwater tanks (see: section 4.5.2) to water the plants, “there’s no point
paying for water when you can just, you know have a tank…during the drought we just
put up a sign saying, ‘on tank water’ to keep the neighbours happy!” (Lydia). Growing
food and building a proximate water source that can be maintained within the family are
interconnected. You cannot do one without the other and, as horta-grown food is
distinct and valuable, horta sourced water has to be organised. Joe, in effect, maintains
the Madeira mentality of working with levadas but does so in a thoroughly industrial
Wollongong way.
João Teixeira learnt to work with intermittent and scarce supply back in Madeira (see
section 4.2.3); his first employer taught him never to take water supply for granted. Even
though the levada system made water provision somewhat centralised, it did not
diminish its scarcity and intermittency. He still had to use his body to render water
useable: “He would have to block the valve with the cow dung, so when the gates
opened it would spread and fertilise.” (Patricia for João). His horta in Warrawong pays
material homage to the levadas of his youth but remains contemporary in its expression.
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João installed a 15,000 litre main tank for storage after the subsidies were introduced as
an upgrade to his smaller capacity system of salvaged plastic drums and containers. João
pumps water from the main tank to smaller header tanks at the rear of his property. It is
then gravity fed to his vegetable beds. João was ready to adapt to, “water restrictions32,
he knew how that works, he built this to catch all the water from the roof” (Patricia for
João). I argue this is an example of translocal ecological knowledge in cultural and
material technology. His workshop brims with tools to carry out the plumbing without
the help of a professional plumber. His expertise enables him to apply water in a very
Madeira-Wollongong way, “he waters at the top of the garden into the trenches he’s
dug out. It's like back there as well [Madeira]…The bananas are planted in trenches, in
winter, and soak in the water” (João Teixeira via Patricia).
Trenches like these (see: Figure 5.1)
replicate the island-wide levada
pattern from Madeira. Firmino dos
Santos (Maria dos Santos’ son)
recalled the way water was used in
the horta from his childhood, before
his father passed away and his
mother downsized. “They recycle
the water, you know, they have
rainwater tanks, but Dad still dug
trenches all over, so you fill up the
water there and it goes round and
round and around. You don’t have
to go around with the hose.”
Agostinho, also from Madeira,
fashioned his rainwater catchment
Figure 5.1 Agostinho (João Teixeira’s brother-in-law)
digs a Madeira style trench

system himself with pipes capturing

32 These restrictions refer to the ‘millennium drought’ that affected most of Australia and triggered a set of state and
federal government interventions including subsides on rainwater tanks (Farbotko et al., 2014).
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water from the house and his workshop into one ‘non-standard’ tank, “he only uses the
rainwater, he avoids the mains water. Only when the tanks are all empty will he even use
the mains water” (Patricia for Agostinho). Agostinho has a number of buckets tucked
away that add capacity and have taps to channel the liquid via Madeira-style trenches to
his plants. This is clear example of Portuguese sensibilities mixing with late 20th century
Australian working-class material proficiency. Avoiding ‘mains water’ (another way of
describing pay water) is a point of pride. These mini-levadas (see: Figure 5.1) move
water from one stepped bed to the next, “when you water them this way it can go slow,
one by one till they get to the onions at the bottom.” (Patricia for Agostinho.) He was
just in the process of digging trenches when I interviewed him. I asked what he felt
about doing this labour year in year out, he yelled in English, “the hard work is good for
you”. He’s been digging these very same trenches for nearly four decades. After this
photo was taken, he lifted his head and beamed at me.
Portuguese participants have an embodied sense of water, they are conceptually and
physically close to it. They describe it with familiarity:
She [Maria] remembers how the life used to be. You would sing and do all these
things while working…the water from washing go on the tank, that would then go to
the well, so the animals would go around to move the mill and then the water would
be pumped up go to the hortas and the farms. (Patricia for Maria dos Santos)
Maria is in her 80s and has limited mobility; yet she insists on watering her vegetables
and flowers by hand (see: Figure 5.2). Fifteen years ago, during the drought, her
husband installed a rainwater tank with a neighbour, “a Yugoslav friend from the
steelworks” (Maria). Both her husband and the neighbour have passed away.
Undeterred, with her walking aid, Maria fills her watering can and showers her plants.
Though ‘inefficient’, this affords her the proximity she values. It is close enough to see
the slugs and snails and evict them. Firmino (her son) commented, “you know when
they talk about being environmentally sensitive? They did all that in the old way, it was
hard, but they didn’t waste. Now mum can’t bend down that’s why my brother made
these raised garden beds…she can water all her plants; she can attend to everything.”
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Figure 5.2 shows Maria waiting for
her bucket to fill which she then
transfers to watering can. She does
things slowly. In addition to the
rainwater captured from the roof
via her husband’s system she also,
“…uses small buckets and then she
lets it rain and then she uses them
to water the plants…she doesn’t
use as much the one from the
company so it’s cheap. If you use
more water from company, you
have to pay more for the water
Figure 5.2 Maria's Rainwater system —
handmade and hand watered

bill.” (Patricia for Maria)

Water is not just water for Maria. Water is tank water, rainwater and pay water; the
liquid takes on a diversity of values and materiality in each incarnation. Most of all,
water is handled with intimacy and respect. Maria’s manufactured horta demonstrates
all three facets of Era 1 materiality — her interpretation and handling embody a
translocality of ‘water cultures’. She does not take it for granted and relishes the ritual
of hydrating her plants.
Beatriz Pestana grew up in the same ‘Madeira school’ of water management as Maria.
Her horta is a small-scale successor to those of her ancestors, albeit with a view (and
materiality) of the Port Kembla steelworks. Beatriz’s jacaya grapevines (see: Figure 5.4)
from Madeira grow on a northern slope facing the steelwork’s giant cooling towers. She
and her late husband have made wine using time honoured techniques on steel trellises
manufactured within sight at the steelworks, irrigated by her husbands’ custom-built
rainwater tanks. Ecological knowledge here combines the industrially forged and the
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carefully cultivated. Beatriz does not use an electric pump to water her plants. She uses
gravity to direct a system of hoses (see: Figure 5.3) and irrigation channels to specific
plants, “she has different hoses for different plants, this one goes to the passionfruit,
this one for the banana and this one for the [grape] vines. She opens and closes the
hoses by bending them like this [twists the plastic hose to bind the flow]” (Patricia
describing Beatriz’s technique). Her system is simple, reliable and does not need
electricity. One might argue that having hoses for different sections of the garden and
having to tie them manually sounds inconvenient, and, maybe it is. Convenience
however can distance people from the immediacy of working with what is at hand. It
adds a layer of abstraction to human-material engagements.
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Figure 5.4 Beatriz's jacaya grape vines looking north to the steelworks

Figure 5.3 Handmade and robust irrigation—Beatriz's hoses
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Amadeu Rodrigues maintains a sophisticated water management system in his horta.
His watering system is closed loop. He captures all the water he needs and applies it to
the horta: “Instead of any water going into the sewage it goes to straight to the horta”
(Amadeu). Amadeu happily availed himself of the government subsidy for rainwater
tanks (see: Figure 5.6) during the millennium drought. His tanks ensure an ample supply
of rainwater, he doesn’t “rely on the town water” (Amadeu). Amadeu has “always been
careful with company water” (Amadeu) and his thriftiness was in place even before he
installed commercially made large-capacity rainwater tanks. His vegetables are irrigated
by a drip irrigation system that runs on a timer attached to his rainwater tank. This
ensures even coverage for most of his food plants. His strawberries grow in PVC water
pipes (see: Figure 5.5) filled with soil and plumbed by drip irrigation. I asked him why he
has so many systems of water reticulation, was it to maximise production? He replied
somewhat unexpectedly (via Patricia), “it’s not really about growing food, it’s about
keeping his skills up, passing time, developing skills as well.”

Figure 5.5 Amadeu's pipe-grown, rainwater
fed strawberries
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I asked Amadeu how he designed the water system. Patricia translated: “When he
sleeps, he thinks about these things and then you come in the day and you just…you
know.” Amadeu dreams in materiality. I let him know that my dreams are not as
technically proficient. He informed me that he was not a plumber; he is a carpenter and
formworker and that his media are timber and steel. He has gained interdisciplinary
fluency with plumbing by tinkering with plastic pipes, water and tanks. Proficiency
requires an attitude of experimentation. He laments the fact that his son does not share
his aptitude or indeed attitudes toward water and plants. Despite the fact that
Amadeu’s strawberries grow in ‘polypipes’33 that are already connected to the rainwater
system, his son killed the plants, “because he didn’t water them”. He didn’t remember
to turn the tap on. Amadeu’s complex water system seems very different to Maria’s
hand water system, but they both share a set of attitudes and beliefs about the
relationship between plants, people and materials —domestic plants need people to
flourish.
Water is the lifeblood of the manufactured horta, it is also one of the most visible
examples of the convergence of material cultures, one from manufacturing and the
other from agrarian Portugal (see: Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7). Attitudes toward water
and technical know-how cannot be separated. They make up a unique expression of
translocal ecological knowledge in small scale. I now examine the soil fertility practices
that work in tandem.

33 Polypipe is a vernacular term to describe HDPE (high-density polyethylene) plastic pipes that are used for their lowpermeability and high durability.
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Figure 5.6 Amadeu's water tanks for the horta

Figure 5.7 Amadeu's handmade washing and watering system
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5.3 SOIL FERTILITY: THE SECRET OF GARDENING SUCCESS
Making fertile soil on a continuous basis is a key habit of intimate agriculture in the
manufactured horta. Maria Puig de la Bellacasa (2015, p. 705) framed soil as a
‘multispecies world’ where farmers and gardeners ‘maintain, repair and foster’ the
fertility required for human and animal sustenance. Working with soil in these terms of
maintenance and care resonates with Carr’s (2017) understanding of domestic rituals of
maintenance and care. Soil is the second example I use to explore the ecological
knowledge, place-based practice and culturally mediated materiality of Portuguese
participants. Most people in this sample have grown food consistently on the same
piece of land for up to 40 years. Significantly, they have been able to do so by largely
‘organic’ means. Most people in this sample apply soil conditioners derived from their
own horta in the form of composted plant matter and animal manure (see: Figure 5.9).
When they do buy external inputs, they tend to buy animal manure which they then mix
with garden grown plant matter. Maintaining soil fertility over this period is not as easy
as they make it look. It takes knowledge and routines of practice. Ultimately it appears
to be a collection of attentive acts.

Figure 5.8 Soil fertility made visible
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I always asked participants, ‘what helps plants grow best?’ A working knowledge of
Spanish allowed me to learn the first response, guano, which was often followed by a
chuckle. Animal manure, I was informed, helps plants grow best. It is the bio-chemical
foundation for the horta’s long-term fertility. He needs them to maintain soil health:
He scrapes from the chicken coop quite a lot and he puts it in the bucket where
they dry over time. And then he uses the dried grass and the fresh grass, he
mixes that and puts it on the soil. He never uses the fertilizer just the manure
from chickens and before from the rabbits…Make sure it’s really well mixed and
the soil is actually ready to receive the plants, rather than just go straight in. It’s
a lot of preparation before you plant the seeds in. (Amadeu via Patricia).
This traditional way of ageing and
blending chicken manure is probably
exactly what he did in Portugal. So far,
so traditional. However, looking
around his horta reminded me of the
level of industrial proficiency.
Amadeu’s chickens (see: Figure 5.9)
are housed in an industrially
machined run that no fox would dare
assail. He has even made special
nesting boxes on a gentle gradient so
that the eggs—once laid and the
chicken departed—gently roll to the
front of the hatch for easy collection.
The chicken run exists within an
elaborately industrial edible
environment. The chickens serve a
Figure 5.9 "I keep them for their guano and
then their eggs" (Amadeu)

systemic purpose and are not an end
to themselves.
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He, “doesn’t really keep the chickens for the eggs, he keeps them to produce
manure.” (Patricia for Amadeu).
Custodio Rocha was born in mainland Portugal like Amadeu. He too grew up working
with animals and valuing their waste as a fertiliser. “He [Custodio] used to get up early
each morning, milk the cows, collect their manure and then head out again to work on
the land” (Patricia for Custodio). Custodio learnt by watching his father, but also ran his
own experiments. As a young man he collected and laid out cow and horse manure side
by side, concluding that, “after a few days sitting in the sun, the cow manure came out
beautiful (Custodio).” He has since adapted his manure fertiliser system to his local
context in the Illawarra. Instead of cow manure, which he says is hard to get, Custodio
buys sheep manure from Dapto Market observing that,
…sheep is better than horse because horses don’t chew their food properly, a lot
of things [unwanted plants/weeds] come up and it doesn’t work. Sheep is good,
you put it in a big pile then you put a plastic bag on it and after a few days it goes
soft. (Custodio)
João Teixeira reckons there’s a trick to soil fertility and it’s not just the ingredients it’s
also in the mixing:
João Teixeira:

There’s a trick. It’s the way in which you mix and dig it. You can’t
just dig it and plant it straight away you know, you have to mix a
lot and wait some time. You have to know.

Patricia:

He doesn’t use much chemicals at all, he uses dry grass and
animal manure, but his real secret is the way he mixes the soil.

João:

I know how to do it really well, that’s why things [plants] are kept
really well.

João’s boss taught him to properly mix animal manure with decomposing plant material.
This lesson began in Madeira at age five. He continues to apply this wisdom to his
manufactured horta. This ‘trick’ of mixing dry grass and animal manure has allowed him
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to grow cabbages in the same spot for decades without resorting to petrochemical
fertilisers. Maintaining soil fertility for his cabbages is paramount. He maintains nutrient
balance by “taking the soil that was once used for them, he mixes them again with
animal manure and grass clippings, and everything goes into there again (Patricia for
João).”
Firmino dos Santos’ father had to contend with the:
…rubbish soil here, it was just so hard to work with so he had this methodical way of
digging and mixing chicken manure, because we had chooks, if it was really hard
he’d mix chook manure with lime, he’d get bags of lime, its nasty stuff mind you, but
that would break down the soil, after a little while he stopped having to use it, he
could condition the soil. (Firmino)
Filomena and Agostinho’s chickens live in enclosures handmade by Agostinho. Filomena
explained that Agostinho made the enclosures to her specifications, “just like back in
Madeira. He does most of the garden, he makes [the chicken house] and I look after
them”. The couple keep two sets of birds, one for eggs and the other for meat— both
are integral to the fertility of the soil. Unlike Madeira, they have had to confine the
chickens more than they would like to: “some foxes came and took all the chickens, after
this happened a few times Agostinho had to build these cages, so he put them up and
then built a fence around [the horta].” (Filomena). It is fitting that these structures are
fabricated within sight of Agostinho’s workplace at the steelworks. Agostinho ages the
chicken manure like Amadeu and then adds it to the Madeira style trenches he irrigates
with rainwater captured in government subsidies tanks.
Portuguese migrants apply translocal ecological knowledge by drawing on ‘traditional’
know-how and responding to local conditions. Combining chickens, home wrought
enclosures and ‘bag of lime’ captures the hybridity of practice in the manufactured
horta. Making soil afresh each season exemplifies a resilient and adaptive ecological
knowledge; it can be replicated on demand and enables continued productivity.
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Portuguese participants34 know better than to reduce manure to ‘waste’. They
transform it through proximal contact into a prized substance essential for long-term
productivity. Fertility can be bought, grown and made. There is no one ‘right’ or
‘Portuguese way’.
Fernando Garcia has given up on chickens — “too many bloody foxes in Wollongong!”
He keeps rabbits, a commonly eaten animal in Portuguese cuisine, instead. He loves his
rabbits and, as I mentioned in section 4.6, thinks they taste delicious. He has used their
manure for 35 years, “people say I have green fingers, maybe I do, but the secret is the
way to mix rabbit guano.” He built their enclosure (see 4.6) with a couple of friends from
the steelworks, “ah yes, they helped me make and weld the metal tops. I made the brick
enclosure myself” (Fernando). He keeps male and female rabbits separate and fattens
them to his wife’s liking, saying, “She cooks the rabbit just like her mother”. Fernando
reckons his rabbits’ manure allows his plants to become so healthy that they rebuff pest
insects: “…the insects? Nah, I use the rabbit manure, it helps them grow strong.” He
then feeds his rabbits plant scraps their manure helped grow, this closed loop reduces
costs and maintains fertility. To prove this, Fernando showed me a photo album. His
photo below (see Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11) shows him in the same place (from a
different angle) with the same abundance of foliage and fruit. His rabbit manure must
be special.
Soil fertility practices in the manufactured horta are not as visibly hybrid as their water
practices. They appear more unchanging. Yet, in blending commercial products like
Seasol (seaweed solution), buying manure from local markets and blending them with
‘Blood and Bone’ preparations, they show that some traditional practices only need a
little tweaking. They are durable ‘pieces’ of cultural technology. Figure 5.10 and Figure
5.11 were taken at least 30 years apart and show the exact same piece of land (from a
different angle). The productivity seems undiminished. While I have not conducted soil
tests on garden sites to scientifically verify nutrient profile, these hortas have stood the
test of time. Fernando said his tomatoes’ flavour comes from rabbit manure, “and the

34 Of-course

other gardeners know this too – this is not subject to copyright.
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seaweed, it’s very good but I also put the blood and bone.” These bought fertilisers
combine with his rabbit manure which he says gives them their special flavour. It is a
pragmatic concession to living in an affluent culture while retaining material inclinations
that have served them well. Continuity of practice is therefore a facet of translocal
ecological knowledge. It shows how this ethnic minority migrant group resists
assimilation into a dominant consumerist cultural paradigm. Their individual detached
homes appear standard, even normative, but their hortas are anything but. Soil in the
manufactured horta takes on a culturally distinct quality.
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Figure 5.10 Fernando in his early 40s

Figure 5.11 Lourdes & Fernando three decades on
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In the two years after research interviews had concluded, I kept in touch with Patricia to
see how the participants were faring. She explained that,
Many of them like Señor Teixeira and Señor Rodrigues ask about that boy who took
an interest in their horta, is he finished his project yet? He wants to know when you
can come back and take photos of his cabbage…they felt proud that somebody
wanted to learn from them and ask them questions, it’s the first time for them. They
don’t like to be proud, but I know they were really happy you came.
These men and women are “gardening elders” (Ginn, 2016, p. 2). They have developed
finely tuned systems for working with living and non-living material systems particular to
their horta (see: Figure 5.12). Cultural sensibilities have enabled them to transition from
growing food in a pre-industrial Portugal to a de-industrialising Wollongong. All the
while they have accumulated ways of doing and knowing that I am sure are much more
than what I have been able to capture in these findings. The forms of knowledge I
sought to learn about through conversation were not always discursively available, I
could not access them by talking alone. With more time I would return not only to take
more photos but to watch and mimic quietly, learning like they did from their elders
more than half a century ago. There are ways of doing things, like João’s Teixeira’s claim
that there’s a special way to mix soil and manure or the special pleasure Maria dos
Santos derives from watering plants by hand, that one cannot elicit via interviews and
represent through discourse alone. Sarah Whatmore posited: “There is a type of
knowing that comes through active experience rather than passive observation” (2002,
p. 68).
Odilia Dias reckons her father, who migrated in the late 1960s from Madeira, has a
secret to his horta’s success, “Everything just works. Everything he plants just grows, it's
like magic.” Intrigued, I asked, ‘what do you think that magic is?’ she replied as if it were
the most mundane truth, “Knowledge. Knowledge. Things that you have done
continuously over the years.” Ecological knowledge is corporeal, it has accrued over
decades to be, “tensed against the future…so as to shape the future. The gardener has
to calculate, intervene, attempt to control and so shape the future.” (Ginn, 2016, p. 1).
The manufactured hortas of Wollongong are the cultural, material and corporeal
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manifestation of these Portuguese migrants’ particular journeys across material
economies, spaces and times.
5.4 CONCLUSION
Manufactured hortas are an example of an urban landscape that straddles history,
locations and combines material cultures. During the last four decades, participants like
João Teixeira, Maria dos Santos, Beatriz Pestana, Custodio Rocha and Amadeu Rodrigues
have turned their hortas into translocal space. Here, traditional agrarian techniques of
soil and water management have mated with industrial fabrication. They are
meticulously crafted edible environments. I deem their ongoing management to be an
example of translocal ecological knowledge in action; where ecological knowledge is the
expression of cyclical interactions of people with organic and inorganic lively processes.
Ecological knowledge is often associated with romantic notions of being ‘close to the
earth’ and ‘in touch with nature’. It is less commonly associated with welding metal
anti-aviaries, growing strawberries in reticulated PVC pipes, and fabricating concrete
rainwater tanks. The confluence of agrarian Portuguese and heavy industry cultures has
enabled these food growing cultures to take shape in materially diverse, domestic
edible environments. Material poverty, experiences of growing food and managing
decentralised resource systems in Portugal helped form a ‘cultural mentality’ for
Portuguese participants. This formed the corporeal and conceptual blueprint for
orienting their soil and water management practices.
Portuguese migrants in this sample are frugal, used to working closely with diversity of
materials and, do not take resources or materials for granted. I provided evidence
throughout the chapter that these hortas are the product of two cultures, Portuguese
small-scale agrarian and Port Kembla’s manufacturing economic culture. Retired steel
and textile workers and from ethnic minority backgrounds, like Portuguese people in
this sample, do not ‘drop their tools at work’. Instead, they carry them across to their
homes and continue devising and fabricating systems that exemplify cultural
dispositions toward materiality: scarcity, proximity and diversity. The findings Chapters 4
and 5 invite geographers to look more closely at the post-industrial city and into migrant
homes. It helps geographers further recognise how cultures live thoughtfully with
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materials (Carr, 2017). Such material fluency is an aspect of ecological knowledge and a
culturally particular engagement with place .
I first showed that participants conceptualise and handle water in at least two different
ways. Rainwater and ‘paywater’ are categorically distinct – the former is for plants and
the latter hardly ever deployed in the horta due to water’s culturally enforced value. I
showed that Portuguese participants quickly and smoothly adopted formal rainwater
tanks (through government subsidies) because they were used to working with water in
decentralised and local systems from their time in Portugal (particularly in Madeira).
This proximity to water was crystallised in many participants’ preference for hand
watering and building seemingly ‘inconvenient’ irrigation systems to work with handdug trenches. I explained that participants enjoy the closeness that comes from literally
handling water. Proximity to water as a prized material, especially for male participants,
was also practised in constructing sometimes complex systems of water recycling and
reticulation. Water, for most participants was described in intimate terms and often in
caring ways. Water management practises are in many ways “spill overs” (Carr, 2017, p.
643) from the paid workplace to domestic horta.
Cultures of maintenance and repair show up too in soil fertility practises. I detailed the
role animals play in keeping these suburban backyards continuously productive over
decades. I showed that soil fertility habits can be understood as culturally specific acts of
everyday maintenance. I showed how different participants maintain long-lived soil
fertility by mixing plant and animal material. They have, quite literally, made the soil
from which they harvest their sustenance for decades. Most participants learned how to
grow food and tend to the land when they were young in Portugal. Many found ways to
tweak those traditional practises to better fit a different socio-ecological context.
Continuity of practice, I argued, is in and of itself evidence of the translocality of
ecological knowledge. Chapters 4 and 5 have therefore answered research questions
regarding the influence of ethnic minority migrants’ culture on food growing. It offers
spatially flexible ways of conceptualising the place-based practises of migrant
communities.
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Portuguese migrants from peasant backgrounds make the most of resources because
they possess key knowledge, practices and beliefs about how materials and space could
be used. They have coped well with scarcity (perceived and real) because they have
refined knowledge systems that enable them to thrive in conditions of material diversity.
Their culture and practice shuttles between Portugal and Australia, their agrarian past
and their deindustrialised present, the workplace and the home. The manufactured
hortas of Wollongong will probably retreat from view — unlikely to be continued by
their children (see: Figure 5.12). While their Australian-Portuguese progeny may not
take up the mantle of creating edible urban environments, other migrants from other
ethnic minority groups may yet do so. I now leave the Señores and Señoras of Port
Kembla and Warrawong and move a few suburbs north to tell a story still in its first
pages.

Figure 5.12 Fernando Garcia farewells me from his manufactured horta
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6. CHAPTER SIX: GROWING AND GATHERING FOOD ON THE
MARGINS
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Karenni humanitarian migrants are some of the newest farmers and wild food foragers
in Wollongong. Though new to Australia, they are anything but new to farming and
foraging. Karenni agriculture and wild food gathering in Wollongong is informed by
multi-generational expertise from their homelands in eastern Burma and from refugee
camps along the Thailand-Burma35 border. The Karenni food growing and gathering
story is complex. Karennis living in Wollongong have had to take one of three ‘options’
or blend them with respect to growing and, to a lesser extent gathering food: (I) stop
growing at home (II) modify and adapt techniques or, (III) seek alternate sites. These are
not options in the sense that they are free choices; they are what Karenni people can
access from their position as economically disadvantaged, newly arrived migrants who
do not own their own homes in Wollongong. I present data from option two in this
chapter and show how Karennis modify and adapt their practises to local socioeconomic and ecological conditions. Chapter 7 looks at options three and one. The data
reveals the ways in which Karenni people adapt conceptual and practical tools from
their former homes and how they apply them to rented home gardens and urban
interstices in Wollongong. I will show how Karenni people practise a dynamic form of
ecological knowledge that survives and adapts post-migration.

Figure 6.1 Eh Moo educating me in amongst the salad greens

35

Despite the fact that its official name is Myanmar, I use Burma as that is what Karenni participants referred to it as.
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This is one of two chapters that centres on the Karenni case study. It is oriented around
two types of site, the home food garden and numerous wild food gathering locations.
There are two reasons for my exclusive focus on home food gardening and wild food
gathering (as distinct to alternate sites such as community farms). The first is logistical,
the Karenni story is still being written and has multiple plot lines. Hence, dividing the
data according to sites helps arrange the findings into a more coherent story. Second, I
want to separate home food gardening and wild food gathering from other cultivation
sites because the latter rely on assistance from third parties (such as community
organisations and social enterprises).
The current chapter therefore responds to the thesis’ overall objective in
reconceptualising ecological knowledge and place-based practices of ethnic minority
migrants. It also responds to all three research questions by: exploring how Karenni
ecological knowledge ‘travels’ and takes root in new socio-ecological contexts,
examining the barriers Karennis face in trying to grow and gather food and what
cultural dispositions and techniques helps overcome them. Karenni materiality, like the
Portuguese case study before, is characterised by an ability to handle a diverse array of
resources with frugality and corporeal proximity. They too, I argue, are Era 1 migrants in
the Strengers and Maller (2012) material eras schema — despite arriving after 2007.
Figure 6.2 is an attempt at visualising the complexity of the Karenni food growing and
gathering mix. The yellow circle represents home food gardening and the green box
represents wild food foraging. Chapter 7 addresses the other three sites (orange, blue
and grey circles) as they share a common denominator in the form of local nongovernmental organisations acting as enablers in helping overcome barriers to Karenni
food growing. The overlapping Venn diagram communicates the interconnectedness of
Karenni agrarian practices. Some participants only grow food at home, some grow no
food while most others strike some combination of growing food in containers at home,
renting a plot at Dapto Community Farm, growing food at St Therese community
garden, working part-time at Green Connect Farm or gathering wild food.
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Dapto Community Farm
(allotment)

Wild food
gathering (green
line)

St Therese
Community
Garden
(collaborative
allotment)

Green Connect
Farm (social
enterprise)

Portable & Marginal
Home Food Gardens
(rental garden)

Figure 6.2 Karenni food growing and gathering mix in Wollongong

This intricacy is further complicated by the fact that Karennis come from two distinct
socio-ecological contexts. The chapter is therefore divided in two parts. Part one
(Sections 6.2 and 6.3) begins outside of Australia and uses participants’ memories to
convey the socio-ecological context of Karenni state and UNHCR refugee camps (Mae
Hong Son). Part two of this chapter (Sections 6.4-6.7) takes place in Karenni peoples’
homes and urban interstitial spaces. The contextual foregrounding offered in part one
shows how current practises in Wollongong are undergirded by norms, values and
knowledge systems from former lives that are carried over and renegotiated postmigration. Part two’s empirical components begin with home food gardens, proceed to
wild food foraging and culminate with a look into Karenni cuisine, taste and how
gustatory pleasure operates with respect to gathered and grown plants. Attentiveness,
corporeal skill, improvisation and ‘making do’ emerge as hallmarks of Karenni agrarian
practice in Wollongong.
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Karenni participant attribute table (n=21)
Age
(approx.)

Taw Meh
(1)
Boh Meh
Bird

Early 50s

Gender Years in
Refugee
Camp
Female 17

Mid 50s

Female 20

Coniston

Renter

Study (Eng.)

Home/STCG

Active

Boh Meh

Late 20s

Female 15

Coniston

Renter

Caregiver

None

Active

Eh Moo

Late 20s

Male

Coniston

Renter

GC—paid

Not active

Pyah Mah

Early 20s

Female 10

Renter

None

Unknown

Ehklu

Mid-30s

Female 15

West
Wollongong
Coniston

Permanent parttime
Student (Uni)

Renter

Casual/caregiver

Home/DCF

Active

Jonah

Mid-30s

Male

20

Coniston

Renter

Full-time work

Home

Not active

Na Poh
Nagy
Koh Meh

Mid-30s

Male

15

Coniston

Renter

Full-time work

Home

Not active

Late 70s

Female 35+

Mangerton

Renter

Retired

None

Active

Say Reh

Late 70s

Male

Mangerton

Renter

Retired

None

Not active

Mae Moh

Mid 50s

Female 10+

Coniston

Renter

Caregiver

Home

Active

Ni Meh

Mid-50s

Male

Coniston

Renter

Home/STCG

Active

Poh Meh
(1)
Poh Meh
(2)

Early 30s

Female 10

Wollongong

Renter

DCF

Active

Late 20s

Male

Mt. St
Thomas

Renter

Study (Eng.) casual
GC/caregiver
Study (Eng.)
casual/caregiver
Study (Eng.)
casual/caregiver

Home/DCF

Active

15

35+
15-20

15-20

Suburb*

Owner/Renter Work/Study

Food Growing
site(s)****

Foraging
status

Coniston

Renter

Study (Eng.) **

Home

Active
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Beh Reh

Mid-30s

Female 15

Renter

Casual GC

None

Not active

Female 15

Mt. St
Thomas
Wollongong

Prae Moh

Late-20s

Renter

Caregiver

DCF

Active

Su Meh

Late-30s

Male

Warrawong

Owner***

Active

Taw Meh
(2) *****
Prae Reh

Late-20s

Female 10-15

Keiraville

Renter

Permanent part time Home/GC -Paid
GC
Study/caregiver
Home/DCF

Late-20s

Male

10+

Keiraville

Renter

Casual part-time

DCF

Not active

Francis
Hjtaru
Nicolas
Nicolas

Mid-40s

Male

Never

Renter

Part-time

STCG

Not active

Mid-40s

Male

15

Mt. St
Thomas
West
Wollongong

Renter

Casual part-time

DCF/GC/STCG

Occasional

17

Active

Table 6-1 Karenni participant attribute table (n=21)
This table is already rather complex, below are five notes that provide further nuance:
*All participants have moved rental properties since fieldwork commenced, bar one. Many have moved from Coniston toward Fairy
Meadow which is now the informal locus of the Karenni population. This will likely change.
** Most Karenni participants are enrolled in government funded English language courses. At the time of interview those who were
studying this course are noted as: ‘Study (Eng.)’
*** Su Meh was the only homeowner in the entire Karenni sample. Update: In late 2019, 4-5 Karenni families became landowners of
detached homes according to Eh Moo. Su Meh still remains the only participant in this study who owns a home.
**** Acronyms used here include St Therese Community Garden (STCG), Green Connect Farm (GC), Dapto Community Farm (DCF)
***** Some names have a number in brackets after them. I have done this to distinguish between two people who have the same name.
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6.2 CONTEXT ONE: KARENNI STATE
In Burma, especially in Karenni state 80 per cent of the population were farmers.
We grew up in that environment, the farming environments, everyone knew
how to farm — in their backyards, in the farms. (Francis)
Karenni participants interviewed for this study share a common past characterised as
farmers in exile driven out of their homeland. They hold collective memories of trying to
maintain their food security and sovereignty in the face of a multi-decade conflict.
Karenni people were annual grain farmers (rice), expert hunters and wild-food
gatherers. Finding and cultivating food helped structure the day and, like many other
non-industrial communities, helped orient their cultural calendar (Sumner et al., 2010).
The age range for participants in this case study is wider than the Portuguese sample
(see Table 6-1) the youngest participants are 28 years old and the oldest in their mid70s. This generational disparity means that some Karennis live with the experience of
leaving Karenni state whereas others have never known their homelands. Some
remember being farmers while others never farmed in Karenni state. Even so, the idea
of Karenni state and a ‘farming identity’ exerts a gravitational pull on study participants.
Life in the Karenni homelands (see: Figure 6.3) orbited around the place-based practices
of growing and gathering food.
In this section (6.2-6.3), I provide an abridged background of the conflict Karenni people
escaped and aspects of their food gathering and growing context. I then follow three
threads to do with finding and growing food in Karenni state: backyard vegetable
gardening, rice farming and, wild foraged food. I argue that much of the cultural
‘software’ from Karenni state for farming and foraging continues to shape current
practises observable in Wollongong. Karenni people in Wollongong mobilise and hone
ecological knowledge wrought back home in Karenni state. Ancient agroecological
knowledge continues to express itself and adapt to contemporary conditions in coastal
New South Wales. Making the metaphorical journey back to Karenni state (and then in
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the next section to Mae Hung Sun refugee camp) helps furnish a more nuanced
appreciation of their knowledge, beliefs and practices in Australia (sections 6.4-6.7).

Figure 6.3 Map showing Myanmar/Thailand Border, Karenni homelands and Mae Hong
Son refugee camp locations, source: Google Earth Pro

6.2.1 SOCIO-POLITICAL OVERVIEW OF BURMA

Burma is a culturally and linguistically diverse nation with 135 ethnic groups or ‘national
races’ formally recognised by the modern state (Ibrahim, 2018). Burma has been the
site of countless skirmishes and wars propelled by competing ethnic interests (Aung,
1967) and resource disputes (Fearon, 2004). Foreign imperial powers from Kublai Khan
to the British and Japanese have controlled the territory and exploited dormant
tribalism to their advantage (Aung, 1967). Since gaining independence from the British
in 1948, the Burmese State and then later the military junta (made up of ethnic majority
Bamar people) fought a series of battles and wars with Burma’s ethnic minorities
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(including the Karenni). A military coup in 1962 ejected the democratically elected
government and installed a Bamar led military dictatorship which tried to suffocate
ethnic minority groups’ desire for self-determination (BBC, 2018; Steinberg, 2001). An
alliance of 16 ethnic minority groups from Shan and Kachin provinces (including Karenni
and Karen) armed themselves to resist the Burmese Junta’s forcible takeover of their
lands (Steinberg, 2001). At least 100,000 people in Kachin and Shan provinces died in
this conflict; it stands as one of the longest running civil wars in modern history (Fearon,
2004). The devastation in Karenni state and other eastern areas only abated in 2011
with the installation of a seemingly civilian government under the leadership of
President Thein Sein (Ibrahim, 2018). Although the conflict in Shan state (where Karenni
people are from) has diminished, Karennis and other ethnic minorities continue to leave
due to real and perceived fears of persecution.
In early 2019 Eh Moo, the Karenni co-researcher on this study, made his first ever visit
to Karenni state in southern Shan province to visit his grandmother. He had to disguise
himself as a refugee visiting (and conceal his Australian citizenship, fearing abduction)
from nearby Mae Hong Son. Eh Moo explained that, “things are much better, but we
are still not sure, not sure whether it is safe for us”. He felt nervous because of the
government’s genocidal actions on its western border in Rakhine state (Ibrahim, 2018).
Ethnic minority communities continue to face extreme levels of violence and systematic
oppression. Headlines of the continuing massacre of Rohingya Muslims in Rakhine state
do nothing to allay traumatic memories of Karenni persecution. War ‘back home’
remains a present danger.
6.2.2 GROWING FOOD IN KARENNI STATE

There is a picture of them [her parents] there. They had their own garden by their
house. In Karenni state, Burma, every family owns lands from their great-greatgrandparents. For one hundred years we had mango trees and all sorts of plants
and fruits. We had to leave. The Burmese army came to the village, attacked the
village. We had to flee to Thailand. The soldiers came. They destroyed all the plants.
No garden... (Mae Moh via Eh Moo)
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The recording of the interview above stopped at this point, Mae Moh felt overwhelmed.
Memories of her lost garden and lost home were painful. Not wanting to dwell on
upsetting emotions or retraumatise her, I asked if she would like to stop the interview,
she shook her head and spoke to Eh Moo. He translated: “She is sad, but she is happy
remembering life back in the village with her family with all the beautiful plants, she
wants to keep talking.” Mae Moh, like many other participants who remember Karenni
state, lived in large single room communal houses built from bamboo. Animals were
housed underneath the main quarters and fed household scraps in addition to free
ranging. Food gardens grew immediately around the main dwelling. Each family had a
home food garden. Home food gardens were rich in tropical fruit, vegetables and herbs.
It was this image of abundance that moved Mae Moh to tears. Francis recalled the
plethora of fruit growing in his parents’ garden, it sounded similar to Mae Moh’s: “at
least 10 types of banana maybe 30 varieties of mango…I never bought fruit growing up
in the village.”
Most of Burma according to the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations (FAO) is suitable for agricultural activity (Shwe and Hlaing, 2011). Its KöppenGeiger classification is Am (Tropical-Monsoon) and Aw (Tropical-Wet/Savannah) (Peel et
al., 2007). Karenni state, located in southern Shan province and parts of northern Kayah
province is highly mountainous, dotted with rice paddies and thick jungle vegetation
(see: Figure 6.3). In economic terms, Shan state is the second poorest province in
Myanmar, according to the FAO (2011). This tallies with participants’ accounts of
material poverty. Even so, Francis spoke with satisfaction of his community’s ability to
feed itself, “I started tilling and farming when I was nine years old…Farming is very
familiar, it’s not a new thing. Back home, we relied on the good will of our mother
nature…I am happy I grew up in a farming environment.” Very little food seems to have
been purchased, much of it was grown and gathered – this required the whole
community to participate, even young people. When I asked interviewees how they
were able to feed themselves for so many generations without importing food or facing
chronic shortage, many replied it was their work ethic, skills and knowledge. All these
elements were most often summed up as: “it is because of our culture.”
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6.2.3 SOIL FERTILITY PRACTICES

Food security, in effect, meant maintaining healthy soils. Su Meh described the
philosophy behind it: “we never put any of the chemicals…organic…we are not near to
the city; we didn’t have any chemical we just took it from under the big tree”. To clarify
I asked, “took what?”, she replied that her father collected forest detritus to improve
the health of soil for his vegetables, “it is good for the vegetables. It helps the vegetable
grow quickly and it grows very beautiful like that. We pick it up like the compost” (Su
Meh). I asked her if other Karennis did this too, she said only the older generation in
Karenni state did so. Her father learnt this method for enhancing soil from his
grandmother. While this technique may be unfamiliar to some, regenerative agriculture
practitioners such as permaculture farmers have copied traditional smallholder farmers
(Holzer and Whitefield, 2011) to great effect. They have noted the benefit of
introducing saprophytic fungi and bacterial diversity of a forest floor to home food
garden (Stamets, 2011). Su Meh put it in a matter of fact way, “we are the farmer
people. We are the mountain people.” Being ecologically literate forms a part of what it
means (for some) to be Karenni.
Animals played a role in keeping gardens productive. Chickens helped catch and eat
insects thus controlling potential pests while the waste from pigs along with other
organic matter was used to augment soil health. This traditional smallholder way of
growing food emphasised closed nutrient cycles in favour of importing commercial
additives. It also required careful monitoring of soil condition. Jonah recalled his time
working as a young farmer in Karenni state before leaving for Mae Hong Son camp:
Based on my experience, when we lived in my home, when we grow the plant,
we ask why this place is good, more than others? So, we know, because the soil
is coming down from the mountains here. The leaves are collecting from the
trees, coming down to make good soil, it helps the soil become good. We always
look above for what the soil will be. (Jonah)
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Another participant explained that in addition to the gradient and position, assessing
the existing plants was a reliable indicator of suitability for starting a rice paddy:
Firstly, you check the soil. If it is good then you have to check the surrounding
bush if the bush is healthy, then you check to see what bush is there, there
should be a mix of bamboo and [untranslated] a certain small tree. (Say Reh)
Learning to ‘read’ the land like this began at a young age. Beh Reh a man in his 30s,
began working in the fields of Karenni state with his family from the age of eight, by the
time he was ten years old he was responsible for working with the oxen. Beh Reh
reflected on the hard work he did as a boy, “I loved to help my parents. I could help
them look after our family.” Unlike most Australians who live in cities (89.9% according
to ABS 2016 census data) Karenni-Australians do not have to reach back into their
grandparents’ or great-grandparents’ lives for agricultural knowledge — they are first
generation skilled farmers. Francis estimated that 80 per cent of Karennis were farmers,
Beh Reh put the figure at 90 per cent. Both men spoke about farming with satisfaction
and joy. When I asked Francis, “What aspects of farming made you happy?” the
following exchange took place:
Francis (F): Because, I love nature. Deep down in me I love nature. To be among
the trees. To know, to be close to nature… I am happy to have come from a rural
area. That’s why I am happy. … we are close to nature in that sense.
Ananth (A): Who do you mean ‘we’?
F: The communities where I came from, mostly Karenni people. We, Karenni
people, we are close to nature.
A: What do you mean by ‘nature’?
F: When I say nature, it has to do with the seasons. We have three main seasons,
we know exactly when to plant, what to plant, when to harvest and how to store
food for harvest. What seasons. It’s amazing. That kind of knowledge they have
been passed on through many generations. But they are not written, that is their
weak point.
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Francis linked agricultural activity with proximity to nature which he, in turn, associated
with the rhythms traditional farming. This is a recurring theme for Karenni participants
— agriculture does not represent the negation of nature. Nature is not framed as
something to battle or overcome, it is instead as Francis stated, “our mother”. Nicolas, a
friend of Francis, put it succinctly in a separate interview, “Our country is an agricultural
country — we must be…we have two kind of agriculture one is for the vegetables that
grows in the mountain soil, the other grows in water, that is for the rice.” People from
agrarian societies have a well-documented practice/place-based affinity with natural
processes (Altieri, 2004). For Karennis, seasonality orbited around the all-important rice
harvest.
6.2.4 RICE CULTIVATION

When I see the rice, my heart is happy. Karenni people love to eat the rice…We the
Karenni people eat rice for breakfast, for dinner. Lunch, we eat the rice. Three times
a day we eat the rice! (Su Meh)
It is difficult to overstate the importance of rice for Karenni participants. Like many
agrarian cultures, Karenni life revolved around cooperative farming. Though no Karenni
grows rice in Wollongong, memories of rice cultivation are central to participants’
culinary recollection. The collective ethos of rice farming continues to inform their
current food growing techniques in Wollongong. Rice was grown collectively in village
groups following the principles of swidden and terrace agriculture. Sanchez (2018)
defined swidden agriculture as temporary forest clearings cropped for a few years that
are then allowed to remain fallow. Beh Reh explained (via Eh Moo) that the best place
to grow rice swidden style was: “a bit above the river, not too close to the river and not
too close to the mountain.” Poh Meh, his wife, joined in the conversation at that point
and stepped out her family’s method, “Each area is only grown once a year. You have to
cut the grass and then burn it. It's only good for some time and then they have to move
to the next place in two or three years” (via Eh Moo).
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Rice farming needed the entire village’s manual capacity. Group-reliance was the only
way Karenni villages could survive the physical isolation from global food and
commodity markets. In addition to requiring collective effort, rice paddies were not
‘owned’ in strict sense by any single family. Property was instead collectively
conceptualised; it was owned so long as it was being used to grow food. Once two or
three harvests were obtained, the rice paddy was left to fallow: “Once the bushes came
back then the land was free for another group to use…the land does not belong to one
person it belongs to everyone” (Say Reh via Eh Moo). Whole sections of Karenni state
were farmed in this manner by both sexes. Karenni participants who lived in Karenni
state mentioned how rice farming structured their lives:
She would wake up before dawn, often before 4a.m., she would then walk two
or three hours to the rice fields. Once she got there [at 6 or 7am] she would eat
breakfast and work till 6p.m. She would return on foot to her village and eat
some rice with our food for dinner… (Mae Moh via Eh Moo)
Mae Moh often returned bearing a burden of 10-15 kilograms of the day’s harvest. I
presume this is not one of the features of life in Karenni state she felt nostalgic for. Eh
Moo contextualised, “…this is why most of the Karenni people have the back pain
because they've been working since they were very young.” Hard work, collective
property and collectivised labour are common features in many traditional agrarian
societies — Karenni culture is no exception. An important distinction emerges here that
I want flag and return to in the following chapter: Karenni people do not seem to
practise ‘self-reliance’, where the ‘self’ in rich countries often refers to individuals or
nuclear families. Instead they practise group-reliance based on strong social capital and
close-knit community affiliations. Karennis’ socio-ecological background is perhaps best
characterised as group-sufficiency in place of self-sufficiency. In addition to the
collective ownership of rice-paddies, the surrounding forests too were understood
through a collectivist lens. The forests were integrated into a broader edible landscape;
many Karennis spoke of their time sourcing uncultivated food in the jungles.
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6.2.5 WILD FOOD FORAGING IN KARENNI STATE

Say Reh was in his mid-70s when we interviewed him. This makes him the oldest Karenni
study participant. I asked him to share a happy memory from Karenni state, he replied
with a sparkle, “…hunting the deer, he did it whenever he could. When he stayed at
home, he got bored so he would just go into the forest with his gun…” (Say Reh via Eh
Moo). As outlined in Section 2.5, I follow Deur (2002) and Ford (1985) and see hunting,
gathering, tending and cultivation as points on a continuum of food procurement.
Karenni people exemplify this as they were simultaneously rice cultivators, expert
hunters, plant tenders and wild food hunters/gatherers. Sourcing wild food required
sophisticated ecological knowledge including species identification, seasonal shifts,
ecosystems arrangements, soil condition and an awareness of longer timeframe
changes (Conklin, 1975; Houde, 2007). Wild food formed an essential component of
Karenni cuisine and therefore culture. Thanks to this, their diet enjoyed a level of
diversity that is less common in industrialised societies (Zimmerer, 2017). In addition to
providing variation, wild food acted as buffer against poor harvest or rice spoilage.
Forest and farm were jointly nourishing:
I grew up in the hills, sometimes we didn’t have enough [harvest] but I could go
to the bush to find food, the fish, the plants and you know like the mushroom,
they tasted so good I didn’t need the salt or the chilli. (Mae Moh via Eh Moo)
Ni Meh, a woman in her mid-50s spoke in similar terms, “back home I could go
anywhere in the forest, I could find the plant, the mushroom it depends on what tree it
grows near, so you have to be careful — some of them are poisonous, but I felt safe
there.” (Ni Meh via Eh Moo). Karenni villages, Ni Meh explained, are located in the
midst of the jungle. While participants did mention that they “went to the forest”, doing
so was not framed as an expedition. It was routine extension of farming, walking and
socialising. I asked Ni Meh whether she ever hunted animals, she said “no” and so did
every other Karenni woman. Both sexes collected plants and fungi but only men seem
to have hunted animals: “…back home the men would mostly go hunting in the forest,
the women would do the wild foraging.” (Taw Meh via Eh Moo). Boh Meh Bird
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confirmed this division of labour and said, “men would go to find the work so women
would do the garden and collect food like taple le” (Brassica juncea or other wild
variants). While hunting and gathering seem strongly gendered, Eh Moo said that “men
would do the hunting and they would also look for the forest mushroom like bamboo
mushroom”.
This life of farming, hunting and gathering was eroded and finally shattered by
escalating levels of insecurity and conflict. What I have outlined so far from Karenni
state is a composite of the stories shared with myself and Eh Moo (see: Figure 6.4). I
now turn to the second socio-ecological context in the pre-Australian story of Karennis:
Mae Hong Son refugee camp.

Figure 6.4 Eh Moo, co-researcher, farmer, father & survivor
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6.3 CONTEXT TWO: MAE HONG SON REFUGEE CAMP
I miss the forest. The green forest, outside the camp. The place where I grew up.
I am so happy to be here in Australia, we are safe, we can build a better life, but I
do miss it there [Mae Hong Son refugee camp]. (Boh Meh, Eh Moo’s wife)
The majority of Karenni participants in this study lived in Mae Hong Son for an average
of 17 years. Ko Meh and Say Reh, a couple in their mid-70s and the oldest Karenni
participants lived there for 37 years. The youngest Karenni participant, Prae Reh, lived
there for approximately ten years (see: Table 6-1). For Eh Moo, the refugee camp makes
up the entirety of his pre-Australian memory, it is as he shared, “the only home I knew.”
The western edge of Thailand’s border with Myanmar houses nine formal refugee
camps administered by the Royal Thai government and the UNHCR (Border Consortium,
2018). They are divided into four administrative regions: Mae Hong Son, Tak,
Kanchanaburi and Ratchaburi. Mae Hong Son36 was the main camp most Karenni
participants came from. In 2012 the number of displaced people housed in these camps
was 127,186 (Border Consortium, 2018). It was the same year peace treaties were
signed between the Thein Sin government and ethnic minority groups including Karenni
and Karen (BBC, 2010). By November 2018 the total number of ethnic minority persons
housed in the four camps fell slightly to 97,395 (Border Consortium, 2018). According to
Eh Moo, “many of our people are still in the camps, they don’t really feel safe to go back
to Burma, many want to leave to [go] overseas.”
Mae Hong Son camp is the second geographical context that informs the Karenni
community’s practice and attitudes to growing and gathering food. In this section, I
provide a snapshot of how participants grew, rationed and found enough food to sustain
themselves. Living as a refugee meant that families and individuals had to work together
and find ways to survive. Finding enough food to supplement UNHCR basic rations with
some variety took ingenuity. While the experience of being displaced from their
36

I use the singular ‘camp’ here even though there are many camps located in the Mae Hong Son administrative
area. I do so for economy of expression and to indicate the fact that most Karenni participants come, from what they
call, ‘Camp One’. Going forward I use the term ‘Mae Hong Son’ as this was often how the camps were referred to by
participants.
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homelands and confined has been traumatic, many participants reported positive
associations and memories from their time in Mae Hong Son. Participants spoke with
pride at how they were able to keep their families alive and fed. Some even miss certain
aspects of life in Mae Hong Son, especially feelings of conviviality and solidarity with
others. I focus on two key features of refugee camp life that influence Karenni people’s
current food growing and gathering practice: material diversity, scarcity, proximity,
frugality and finding food within spatial constraints.

International
Border

Myanmar

Thailand

Figure 6.5 Map showing Mae Hong Son administrative area with refugee camp locations
(yellow pins) source: Google Earth Pro 2020.
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6.3.1 MAKING DO: DIVERSE AND SCARCE MATERIALS

Su Meh recalled her monthly UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees)
allotted rations with precision: 25 kilograms rice, 200 grams soap, one litre cooking oil,
five kilograms red lentils and one bag of dried red chilli. The amounts are etched in her
mind having lived on them for approximately 23 years. Even though this food aid is
determined by best practice, it was never enough — or culturally appropriate (Hughes,
2015). Even after ten years of living in Australia, Su Meh’s memories communicate the
austerity of such a diet, “We never, never have enough food.” Su Meh and her parents
knew how to supplement their dry rations with produce grown around their camp home
and from their neighbours. They grew everyday Karenni vegetables including cucumber,
pumpkins, beans, eggplant, chilli and lemongrass. Animals were integrated into the
camp food system by feeding them food scraps mixed with rice hulls. Nothing was
wasted. All participants spoke of growing food around the camp. Some participants even
grew rice in slivers of land in informal allotment style paddies.
Su Meh’s family were also, “lucky to get some pigs from the UNHCR” in exchange for
caring for orphans. They raised piglets and sold them to provide for the expanded
family, “…we are helping them. We can help each other. Some people don’t have their
mummy, they died from the Burmese army. We can look after them” (Su Meh). Pigs
donated by the UNCHR made a big difference to the wellbeing of Su Meh and her family.
In addition to earning extra money by selling pigs they could occasionally slaughter
them for otherwise scarce protein. Pork is also the most important meat in Karenni
cooking. Appreciating and making the most of food is a logical response to adversity. It
also generates novel types of food that are prized for their flavour. In one interview
(conducted in my capacity as a guest reporter for the ABC, September 2017) I was
served a stew with fermented pumpkin skins. Far from being ‘waste’, the skins were
transformed into a nutrient dense speciality. Pya Mah (a woman in her early 20s and a
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cousin of Eh Moo) explained37, “…we were striking for survival. We used everything we
had. Zero waste.”38
Material innovations such as these are often a response to being “resource-poor”
(Bohle et al., 1994, p. 42) . While resource poverty contributes to vulnerability, it can
also propel adaptive behaviour, spurring people to make the most from what is available
(Bohle et al., 1994). One example that emerged from interviews was Taw Meh’s use of
empty bags of rice branded ‘UNHCR’ to propagate rice seedlings. She ran a de facto
plant nursery growing seedlings for herself and others to supplement their rationed
food. What would be considered throwaway in many materially profligate societies was
transformed into a valued material. This is another version of the materiality presented
in Section 4.5.2 and Chapter 5. Taw Meh took pride in recounting her role in helping
others cope with the constrains of refugee camp life. Though food was often lacking,
human connection was always abundant. Social capital allowed people to get through
the worst aspects of food insecurity. When their garden failed to feed them, their
friends and families would. The valorisation of scarcity may seem troubling from afar,
but it seems to give many Karenni participants a sense of hard-won dignity. They could
exercise some food sovereignty (Altieri, 2009) in the midst of relative powerlessness and
confinement.
6.3.2 WILD FOOD GATHERING IN INTERSTITIAL AND MARGINAL SPACES
Koh Meh and Say Reh moved to the refugee camp in the late 1970s when it was a
makeshift refuge for people exiting the nascent war. They developed a range of
methods—during their four decades in Mae Hong Son—for coping with the food
insecurity that comes from confinement. I asked Koh Meh how she managed this:
We would trade with the Thai people, with the other Karenni people in Thailand
who had papers [formal documentation]. We would get seeds from them, from

37 Pya Mah’s quote is taken from an interview I conducted for the ABC (Australian Broadcasting Corporation) in
September 2017.
38 According to Eh Moo, fermented pumpkin skin soup is a refugee camp variant of a dish which would have been
served with more meat and mushrooms in less constrained contexts.
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back home. We kept the seeds, grew them and gave them to our friends.” (Koh
Meh via Eh Moo)
Getting seeds was risky but it meant staving off malnutrition or undernutrition. These
very seeds were given to women like Taw Meh to propagate. Say Reh recalled, “In the
village we could get different foods and lots of types of meat. In the refugee camp we
had to eat whatever we could find to survive.” Koh Meh interjected at that point and
said, “I miss the camp, I miss the people and I miss the food”. I asked her to elaborate—
her response was unexpected, “I miss everything — I miss growing my own food and
also going into the forest to find mushrooms. It was fresher” (Koh Meh). I asked Koh
Meh about the mushrooms, and she added “before things got too strict with the Thai
guards we could slip out to the forest and find the food that we love.” Beh Reh echoed
this sentiment in another interview adding nuance to my understanding of life in Mae
Hong Son, “…back in the refugee camp you can go anywhere where there is no farm and
pick the wild food”. Eh Moo added, “but you had to make sure the Thai army guards
don’t see you, he [Beh Reh] would go especially when he was young because the guards
wouldn’t mind if children were collecting things like mushroom and fish.”
Karenni participants still keep a mental map of the edible aspects of their camp
environment. Back in the camp, “they walked everyday so they felt very light” (Eh Moo).
Toward the end of the research period, Eh Moo invited me to his house for dinner to
meet his family. Boh Meh, Eh Moo’s wife, offered some reflections on being born and
raised in the refugee camp:
Eh Moo:
time.
Ananth:
scared?
Boh Meh:
Eh Moo:
Boh Meh:
army.
Eh Moo:

We had freedom to go to the forest. Back home we just go anywhere any
Any time anywhere you could just go to the forest? Weren’t you ever
No, we feel safe in the forest.
We grew up in the forest.
We’re not scared of anything in the forest, only the humans, only the
We were born in the forest and we were brought up in the forest and
were not scared of anything. We know the place very well. I felt like
Tarzan! We used to get so much of our food from the forest…
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Growing food in interstitial spaces inside the camp and gathering food in the forests
around Mae Hong Son counteracted food insecurity. People found a number of ways to
adapt to the spatial constraints within the camp: by growing vegetables around their
dwellings, sourcing and trading seeds, adapting recipes and making sure those less
fortunate were cared for. These actions are etched into the muscle and memory of
Karenni people, it has become part of their story.
Every Karenni person featured in this thesis has spent at least ten years in a refugee
camp. Most spent close to 17 years there in a state of political limbo, they had no idea
what fate, governments or the UNHCR had in store for them. I am reminded of Su Meh’s
words from above, “not enough food, we never, never had enough”. Bitter memories of
hardship were leavened by warmth. Interviewees’ voices—old and young—yearned for
the sense of togetherness that came from growing, gathering and sharing food. This
shared resilience in the face of food scarcity underscores the fact that many refugees
are capable and adaptable people.

Figure 6.6 An indicative picture of a UNCHR administered refugee camp close to
the Thailand-Myanmar border, source: Burma Link
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6.4 GROWING CULTURES: TRANSLOCALITY IN KARENNI HOME GARDENS
When I first arrived here everything was very new, very different from where I came
from. I felt it was all very confusing. I didn't know the place…I felt very happy; I can’t
tell you how happy I felt because when I lived in the refugee camp there was no this
house like this. No peaceful life back home. (Boh Meh Bird)
Unlike Portuguese migrants, who in some cases ‘arrived on a Sunday, began work on
Monday’39 and (in effect) began gardening on Tuesday, Karenni people’s experience of
growing food at home in Wollongong is complicated and more constrained. As
humanitarian migrants arriving in the 2000s, Karenni people arrived without access to
finance and stable employment. They have therefore begun their Australian lives
grappling with poverty and precarity. This puts Karenni people in a near constant state
of housing and economic insecurity. Most Karenni participants have had to move
multiple times even within the time frame of this research, adding further mobility to
their experience. Establishing productive food gardens is tough when one has to move
regularly due to high rental prices (Dufty-Jones and Rogers, 2016) and landlord-skewed
tenancy laws (Hulse and Pawson, 2010). Even though they are part of Australia’s formal
humanitarian settlement program, they are far from being settled.
I begin this section on Karenni home food gardening by detailing some of the socioeconomic difficulties Karennis face in Wollongong namely, housing and employment.
Material presented here is applicable to the following chapter but is perhaps most
pertinent to growing food in rental homes. Despite socio-legal and economic barriers,
some Karennis persist with home food gardening. Karenni gardeners, especially women,
adapt their practice by growing food in the spatial margins of their rental property and
in portable containers ready for relocation. I argue that Karenni people’s ability and
willingness to adapt to marginality and an acceptance of itinerancy, represents technical
and attitudinal contributions to broader understandings of urban agriculture. Karenni
migrants make do with the marginal and the impermanent. They show non-Karenni

39 I am referring to Agostinho and Filomena’s arrival story from the previous chapter describing his arrival to
Wollongong from Portugal.
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Australians what an economically disadvantaged, yet cognitively endowed, group of
former refugees can achieve in spite of structural odds. The fact that Karennis grow food
in rental gardens is noteworthy as it indicates the importance many Karennis place on
continuing their growing culture.
Findings in this empirically driven section respond to the thesis’ overarching objective —
to better conceptualise ethnic minority migrants’ ecological knowledge and place-based
practices. Karenni home food gardens are translocal in two observable ways. The first is
the ongoing influence of pre-Australian contexts in Burma and Mae Hong Son, the
second is the nature of renting homes with sufficient space for a garden in Wollongong.
Karennis cannot get too comfortable — they have to stay spatially flexible. Their gardens
are subject to the constant threat of displacement, albeit without physical violence.
Renting and a lack of stable employment opportunities are the chief barriers to Karenni
people’s agrarian practice. I show how these barriers, like those faced in Mae Hon Son,
produce adaptations of material ingenuity. Moreover, ecological knowledge in the hands
of Karenni exponents is resilient though not invulnerable. This section’s findings directly
respond to research questions about the role culture plays in growing food and the
barriers faced when doing so. They also reveal how Karenni people overcome these
barriers by drawing on a range of techniques and dispositions.
6.4.1 BARRIERS TO GROWING FOOD AT HOME: HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT

The biggest barrier for Karenni people trying to grow food at home in Wollongong is
stable employment and reliable housing. Without stability in either domain, growing
food becomes hard or only possible in other sites40. In January 2017, Wollongong
became Australia’s third most expensive city in which to buy a house (Duke, 2017). The
median house price rose 16.7 per cent during 2016 to reach $700,000 (Abraham, 2017).
These giddy rises have somewhat stabilised but, as of 2019, Wollongong remains one of
the most expensive cities in Australia. This is despite the fact that it is not a state capital
and does not boast commensurate employment opportunities. The rise in property

40 I present these in Chapter 7.
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prices has a causal effect on rental prices. A three bedroom unit or house’s median
rental price in 2019 was $510 per week, four bedroom homes went for $600 per week
(realestate.com.au, 2020). With the average size of Karenni families being five or six
people (according to Eh Moo), renting apartments is often the last resort – detached
homes are preferred. Growing food when living in an apartment or townhouse is tough:
“it’s too hard for them, there is not enough space and they are not sure about using the
garden area” (Eh Moo). Without stable employment, newly arrived refugees have to rely
on the Federal Government’s ‘Newstart’ allowance welfare payments which as of 2019
stood at $559 per fortnight. Even if Karennis rented the cheapest three to four-bedroom
homes $559 would hardly be enough to put a roof over their head.
High housing prices and tenuous employment make life particularly tough for newly
arrived refugees. While it is hard to obtain accurate figures for refugee employment
(Fleay and Hartley, 2016), the Australian Government’s ‘Building a New Life in Australia’
longitudinal study reported that only one in twenty (5%) refugees were able to find
work after six months of arriving in Australia (Grimm, 2015). These figures rise to 23 per
cent two years after arrival (Rioseco and De Maio, 2017). Finding work for former
refugees is difficult which diminishes their capacity to rent or buy a house in a
competitive housing market. According to a 2012 special report on refugees and
housing from Footscray Community Legal Centre (Melbourne, Victoria) refugees,
“experience homelessness and rental market difficulties at alarming rates” and the
“housing assistance currently available to refugees is grossly inadequate” (Berta, 2012,
p. 3). Karenni renters have to contend with relative powerlessness in the housing
market. Landlords can ask them to leave within 30 days if the lease is ending, or 14 days
if the tenant is deemed to have breached a term of the rental agreement (NSW and
Trading, 2019).
Since the start of this research in 2016, 18 out of 22 Karenni participants have been
‘moved on’ i.e. it was not their choice to relocate but they had to (according to Eh Moo).
Some have moved two or three times during the three-year period in which our
fieldwork took place. This has made establishing and maintaining a home food garden
very challenging (see: Figure 6.7). It also makes for a spatially and emotionally complex
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story. For what it is worth, Eh Moo is sure that by the time this thesis is read many more
will have moved.

Figure 6.7 Taw Meh's portable garden — lemongrass, chilli and eggplant

6.4.2 GENDER IN KARENNI GARDENING AND FOOD GATHERING PRACTICES

Most Karenni gardeners and wild food foragers are women. This is a recent
development because, “…back home it is different. Every family is different, some
families the women are good at growing things, some other families, men are good or
better, it depends.” (Boh Meh Bird via Eh Moo). Unlike in the Portuguese community,
gardening is a gender-neutral activity for Karenni people with many interviewees
reporting male and female collaboration on rice farming back in Karenni state. Food
foraging, however, is gendered. According to Koh Meh, “women gathered wild plants
and mushrooms while men did the hunting” (via Eh Moo). This seems to hold true postmigration in their Australian lives. Despite no cultural stricture compelling women to
grow food and men not to, most of the Karenni gardeners in this sample are women.
The main reasons for this appear to be economic and cultural.
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In Australia, Karenni families tend to divide childrearing and wage work along gendered
lines. Childrearing responsibilities tend to fall on women while the demands of earning a
wage tend to fall to men, “the women stay at home and the men go to work, so women
grow food” (Boh Meh Bird via Eh Moo). Staying at home means women are not exposed
to native English speakers, this hampers language acquisition further hampering their
job prospects and economic security (Rioseco and De Maio, 2017). Karenni men tend to
learn English faster because of their exposure to it in the job market. They can therefore
seek better paid jobs which require some English proficiency – it is a self-begetting
phenomenon common to many migrant communities. This pattern does not represent a
cultural ideal. Many Karenni women want to work outside the home and, a few, like Su
Meh, have found secure employment at Green Connect Farm 41. Some Karenni men love
growing food but instead work in casual labour hire42 and some trades. The following
section features data from interviews with a number of Karenni women who maintain a
regular home food gardening practice. All of them have found ways of making do and
adapting to Wollongong’s social, legal and ecological conditions – these are highly
determined and skilled gardeners.

I address this topic further in Chapter 6 when I present Green Connect Farm and their efforts in helping employ
Karenni women and men as farmers.
42 Eh Moo, for instance, worked at a picture framing company for a few months during our research.
41
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6.4.3 MAKING DO: GARDENING IN
THE MARGINS

Karennis wanting to grow food at
home have to contend with short
rental terms that do not carry over
and spatial constraints which
stipulate that they can only modify
the margins of the property (See
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9). This is to
ensure that their landlords and real
estate agents need not suffer the
loss of their lawns and that
properties are, “returned in their
original state” (NSW and Trading,
Figure 6.8 Ni Meh cultivating the edge

2019). A striking feature of many
Karenni gardens is how much food
grows in slivers of soil. Ni Meh’s
garden is perhaps the best example
of gardening in the margins. Figure
6.8 shows two types of mustard
greens growing in rows adjacent to
a path connecting the front and
backyard. Ni Meh explained that her
real estate agent allowed her to
“grow her plants here beside the
path and also on the bottom slope
at the back” (Ni Meh via Eh Moo).

Figure 6.9 Lemongrass fence – Ni Meh’s place
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Ni Meh was able to secure a few extra centimetres along the fence dividing the lawn
from the creek line slope to grow her prized lemongrass (see: Figure 6.9). Having
lemongrass has allowed her to cook food in keeping with her cultural tastes.
“Lemongrass from the shop is very expensive, this way she can have her own fresh one,
the landlord doesn’t mind if she keeps the lemongrass by the fence.” (Eh Moo for Ni
Meh).
Lawns often have clout in Australia. Renting a house with a lawn hampers a vegetable
garden. Ni Meh was lucky to begin with as her first Wollongong home had some space
for her vegetables. The fence pictured in Figure 6.9 (above) divides the lawn from a
steep sloped section. The real estate agent and landlord do not consider the sloped land
worth fussing over. With no lawn to compete with, she could convert the marginal into a
highly productive vegetable garden. There she grew what are probably cultivars of
Brassica juncea (see: Figure 6.10).

Figure 6.10 Taple bu growing on the marginal slope of Ni Meh’s place

Having her own piece of land enabled Ni Meh to grow taple bu (which translates roughly
to bitter spinach) and then ferment them in rice water into taple sha (which translates
to soured spinach). ‘Taple’ variants are very important to Karenni participants, they can
be eaten raw, cooked or fermented and added to soups and salads – it is also impossible
to find these commercially. Growing food in marginal pieces of land in rental properties
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is challenging. Karenni women are motivated to grow their own food because it tastes
better, is often cheaper but, most often, it is because they cannot find these plants
anywhere else.
Plants like choko, taple le, particular chilli variants and lemongrass are still peripheral in
most food retailers. Even ‘Asian stores’ do not carry exactly the right type of vegetable,
“she cannot find some types of spinach [taple le] and many types of bok choi, they
cannot find them in the supermarket or the Asian grocer (Eh Moo for Poh Meh).” I asked
Poh Meh what she would do if she owned a house with a backyard, “she would love to
grow more food for the family. She would have some fruit trees like back home. She
would also leave some grass.” (via Eh Moo). I asked her to explain why she would leave
any grass, she replied (via Eh Moo), “where she came from there is no grass around the
house, here every house has grass around or near their property so she would like to
have the same as everybody else.” Back in the refugee camp Poh Meh could grow lots of
fruits and vegetables, but here she cannot. “It’s not allowed to plant the fruit trees, only
the spinach [Brassica juncea] and small things near to the fence...it would take so many
years to buy a house, she doesn’t think it would be possible.” (Eh Moo interpreting for
Poh Meh) Figure 6.11 illustrates how Karenni participants make the most of marginal
land using materials at hand to begin the process of establishing home food gardens.

Figure 6.11 Marginal garden in the making
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6.4.4 MAKING DO: PORTABLE GARDENS

Taw Meh knows that plants do not react well to uprooting. So, she grows almost all of
her food plants in pots, ‘Eskies’43 (see: Figure 6.12), buckets and other makeshift
containers: lemongrass in a tub, eggplant in an Esky, basil in a bucket backed up against
the fence, and betel nut in an old paint pail (see: Figure 6.13). This way they can move
when she inevitably has to, “I can move them easy. I love my plants; I will take them with
me.” (Taw Meh). Plants in pots make up the perimeter fence of her garden despite the
fact that potential cultivable land is substantial, at least 150m2. Itinerancy is Taw Meh’s
chief concern not land area. Taw Meh told us that her ‘bucket garden’ idea came from
her time in Mae Hong Son,
Back in the refugee camp we did not have these buckets, she used the big rice
bags. She made a hole in them and grew plants. Now she finds the bucket that
people throw away and it works well. She loves all her plants — especially the
betel nut (Areca catechu). She bought it in Sydney Burmese shop, and it is
growing in a bucket now, it can go with her to the next house. She will try to take
all her plants. (Eh Moo for Taw Meh)

Figure 6.12 Taw Meh's “esky” growing on the fence line

43

These are plastic insulated cooler boxes also known as ‘chilly bins’ in New Zealand.
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Figure 6.13 Taw Meh's portable & marginal garden

Material profligacy is anathema to Karenni participants. Items considered single use by
mainstream Anglo-Australians are appreciated for their multiple uses. This supports
Strengers and Mallers (2012) claims that some newly arrived migrants practise a
proximate and careful form of materiality.
Ni Meh has taken the idea of a portable garden even further by improvising a rainwater
capture and application system, “water costs so much here. She catches the rain as it
falls in these buckets and bins. She can then water her plants for free as much as she
likes.” (Ni Meh via Eh Moo). Her landlord left plastic containers and buckets in the
property, Ni Meh collected them and assembled them into a storage system – she
detached the downpipe from the carport roof to capture the roof runoff (see: Figure
6.14). This is reminiscent of the water capture and reticulation techniques from Chapter
5, albeit much more materially humble as they Karenni people do not have access to
industrial workplaces.
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Figure 6.15 Ni Meh's pot plant garden

Figure 6.14 Ni Meh's make do rainwater harvest system: buckets, paint pails
& eskies capturing roof runoff
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Ni Meh also grows larger plants
like her prized tamarind, in giant
plastic pots ready for relocation
(see: Figure 6.16). Tamarind
takes time to mature and is a key
flavour maker in Karenni
cooking; the fruit delivers a
mouth-puckering sour taste. She
finds freeze dried tamarind from
the shops to be sub-standard,
“even the local Asian grocer one
is not very good, it doesn’t taste
the same as Thailand” (Ni Meh
via Eh Moo). This baby tamarind
tree had already neared her
Figure 6.16 Ni Meh's portable tamarind tree

height when we first interviewed
her in late 2016.

Ni Meh took us on a tour of a number of plants she was propagating in plastic pots.
These tended to be perennials that needed more than one growing season to reach
maturity. Pot plants are fairly standard of course, but portable gardens like the ones
pictured signify an attitude toward transforming rental spaces into productive, movable,
edible spaces. Ni Meh said that “planting things here helps her feel close to the
environment, her husband, Meh Reh, he doesn’t do the planting, so he is not close to
the environment” (Eh Moo for Ni Meh). Since our initial research interview, Ni Meh was
forced to leave her garden behind. Her landlords found a buyer. She now makes regular
trips to Dapto Community Farms and St Therese Community Garden (more on these
sites in Chapter 7).
Most of the Karenni study participants had to move at some point during the data
collection period of this research. Many expressed a strong desire to have their own
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home or least some predictability in their address. Some have been more fortunate and
have a section of their backyard they can cultivate and do so with stability of tenure.
Boh Meh Bird is one of the few Karennis who grows food without the fear of imminent
relocation. She lives in a modest 1960s three-bedroom house in Coniston; her threeyear tenancy is something of a record in the community. Boh Meh Bird feels fortunate
that her landlord has allowed her to grow food in the rear of the backyard, “they let her
grow our food here, but it is still quite small. She’s happy to see the papaya and the
choko (Sechium edule) grow well, she says she’ll soon have fresh ginger.” (Eh Moo for
Boh Meh). Her food garden is probably the largest and most species diverse of all
Karenni participants. She began by planting lemongrass in the narrow strip of land
between the driveway and the house (similar to Ni Meh). After the lemongrass
succeeded, she asked the landlord whether she could use a bit more of the backyard for
her vegetables. She was given permission to till the rear quarter of the lawn adjacent to
the fence line. There she grows a range of vegetables, herbs and fruit. A papaya juts up
like a flagpole in the rear corner, a metal arch that might have once had a climbing
ornamental now boasts a choko vine (see: Figure 6.17). Annuals such as taple le, chilli,
cucumber and ginger occupy the rest of the vegetable patch.

Figure 6.17 Boh Meh's choko vine (with Eh Moo)
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Boh Meh’s nascent garden is an example of what is possible if Karennis were afforded a
few more rights as renters. It is a clue to what kinds of edible plants might take root in
the intimate agriculture of Karenni backyards. Her marginal garden has enabled her to
feel settled. None of Boh Meh Bird’s plants are in pots nor display hints of relocation.
She seems to feel secure as a tenant. Perhaps her garden, over time, could assume a
similar form to some of the manufactured hortas. Only, this time choko, chilli,
lemongrass and taple le would grow instead of jacaya grapes, tomato and parsley. It is
hard to predict what Boh Meh Bird will do in the future as she continues to grow food in
her garden. Perhaps she and her husband could purchase a home of their own? When I
asked her about this she smiled broadly and laughed, I did not need Eh Moo to interpret
the reply.
6.5 GATHERING CULTURES: MARGINALITY IN WILD FOOD FORAGING
When I feel like I need a break or want to think I would go into the forest. I would
find mushrooms, plants and feel safe there in the forest. Here, we are worried
that we will break the law. We are forest people...It is difficult. But many people
still collect plants here. (Eh Moo)
I find the taple mi [Brassica juncea] only by the side of the highway on the way
to the Steelworks. (Ni Meh via Eh Moo)
The suburbs and thickly forested edges of Wollongong are edible in the minds, eyes and
mouths of Karenni people. Wild food foraging is common among Karenni interviewees.
Wollongong’s biogeography is at once familiar and foreign to Karenni people. NSW Parks
& Wildlife Service (2002) classify Wollongong’s forest vegetation as a mixture of Warm
Temperate and Wet Sclerophyll. The patchwork is collectively known at the Illawarra
Escarpment Subtropical Rainforest. The forest according to Eh Moo, “looks a little
similar but most of the plants are very different to back home”. He estimates that all
families have at least one member who gathers wild plants for culinary purposes. Most
of the wild plants Karenni people forage are considered weeds by most AngloAustralians (Grubb and Raser-Rowland, 2012). They tend to grow in spatially marginal
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sites. Karenni people neither categorise plants as weeds or not weeds, nor where they
grow as marginal. Wild harvested food and their provenance occupies a central place in
Karenni culinary imaginings. Wild food foraging is a socially important activity especially
for Karenni women in their 40s and above. Practising wild food foraging gives Karenni
people a way to maintain and multigenerational practice while developing those
practices by newly ‘inhabiting’ their Australian homes (Cresswell, 2006; Ingold, 2000).
Wild food gathering is a clear example of the translocality of ecological knowledge. It
shows how ecological knowledge emerges from novel engagements with so-called
marginal plants and places. Their place-based practice is ‘located’ here in Wollongong,
there in Mae Hong Son and ‘back then’ in Karenni state.
This section presents evidence from semi-structured and walking interviews with female
Karenni participants and Eh Moo acting as co-researcher. I begin by outlining the low
prevalence of wild food foraging among most Australians and contrasting its ubiquity
among Karennis. I briefly introduce the plants participants frequently harvest and then
track though a range of sites where these plants are most often found. Finally, I present
ethnographic data from Karenni women who shared how they find edible plants; those
they recognise from back home and those they discover to be edible post-migration.
These conversations reveal a sensorially alert practice governed by a culturally specific
phenomenology.
I therefore argue that Karenni people perceive the world differently to me and probably
many other Australians; they perceive ‘forgettable’ places like roadsides as not only
being potentially edible, but already edible environments. This section presents the only
empirics on gathering food in the thesis. Results below are particularly relevant to
conceptual research questions regarding reconceptualising place-based practices of
migrants. It details how foraging shapes Karenni people’s engagement with the local
environment. The following data shows that their plant gathering practice is animated
by sophisticated vernacular capabilities (Gibson et al., 2013) and an emerging translocal
ecological knowledge.
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6.5.1 PREVALENCE

Harvesting wild food—plant or animal—in most urban Anglo-Australian cultural contexts
is unusual (Bonetto, 2011), though not unheard of (Iveson et al., 2019). Kangaroos, a
locally abundant and delicious animal are mostly shunned by Australians as a food
source. This is because of cultural aversion to eating them, despite their high nutritional
value and the fact that they are subject to annual culls (Waitt and Appleby, 2014). A
2012 study from the University of Queensland revealed that only 1.3 per cent of
Australians were involved in hunting of any sort (Baxter et al., 2012). While there are no
reliable statistics on gathering edible plants and fungi, it is probably safe to say the
number of Australians who do so is small (Grubb and Raser-Rowland, 2012; Thomas,
2001). Studies from Europe (Łuczaj et al., 2012) and North America (McLain et al., 2014;
Poe et al., 2014) revealed that wild food use is not very common. All of this makes the
high rates of Karenni wild food foraging in this case study even more noteworthy.

Figure 6.18 Gathering food in urban margins — Ni Meh & Eh Moo

The Karenni community in Wollongong routinely gathers wild plants for consumption.
According to Eh Moo, as of November 2018, there were approximately 50 Karenni
families in Wollongong. We interviewed people from 19 Karenni families for this thesis
(n=21), this represents approx. 38 per cent of the Karenni population. We found that all
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study participants knew someone who foraged for wild food with many active food
foragers themselves. Wild food foraging is so normal that it is considered ordinary
within the community. Karennis collect wild food for two reasons, the first is that they
cannot buy or grow certain plant varieties. The second is that wild plants contain bitter
phytochemicals in higher proportion compared to cultivated plants. The motivation
behind their food foraging is at once simple and complex and provides a two-fold
benefit. Simply speaking, there is no other way to source certain plants that are
important to Karenni food culture. Shops do not stock them, and gardens are not their
natural niche – wild harvest is the only way of procuring them. Finding and gathering
wild foods also enables this newly arrived community to feel a sense of belonging to
their new home.
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6.5.2 MARGINAL PLANTS

Most of the plants listed in the table below are well-suited to growing in conditions of
benign neglect or active disturbance (Stepp and Moerman, 2001). The plants in
question are mostly understood as weeds, maligned or invisible to purview of
mainstream Anglo-Australians (Holmgren, 2011). These sites are some of the only
places where ecological conditions are right for the occurrence of specific edible plants
favoured by Karennis.

BOX 6-1 PLANT I.D METHODS AND LIMITATIONS
Table 6-2 below presents an incomplete list of Karenni wild foraged plants in Wollongong.
The table has seven columns. Each column’s data was pieced together with information
from participants, Eh Moo, ‘The Atlas of Living Australia’ and Dr. Ben Gooden.
My methods for identification began by taking field photographs of every edible plant
Karenni participants showed me. The only two plants where I did not do this were
Ipomoea aquatica and Pteridium esculentum. I never saw these being harvested firsthand but was informed that some people in the community harvest them. I then sent
the images to Eh Moo so he could consult with elder women in the community to get
Karenni names (column 2). Only one plant (Taraxacum officinale) did not seem to have a
Karenni name This did not mean the plant was unrecognisable. It just means that Eh Moo
could not get the name translated. Eh Moo informs me that many of the Karenni names
of plants are descriptions of their morphology and that this is part of their naming
convention Hteh ror pleh (Austral fern) for examples means ‘pork ribbed leaf’ and
Tarseekheaylay (Gotu Kola) means ‘Horse feet leaf’. This explains some overlap in their
names with their ‘lay’ or ‘pleh’ endings.
Once I obtained the Karenni names, I sent the images to Dr. Ben Gooden, formerly a
botanist at the University of Wollongong, for identification according to the Linnaean
system (column 1). I derived common names (column 3) by using their scientific name
and tried to match them using ‘The Atlas of Living Australia’ which is an online opensource compendium of Australia’s biodiversity data. I used this source to determine their
status (introduced/native etc.) and piece together some relevant notes. Despite my best
efforts, I cannot guarantee 100 per cent accuracy on plant identification.
Box 6-1 Plant I.D methods and limitations
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Wild edible plants collected by Karenni women in Wollongong
Scientific name**

Karenni name*

1. Canna
Pothy
flaccida or
Canna indica
Figure 6.20

Common/English Location
Parts used
name
(season)
Canna lily
Mt. Keira
Fleshy stalk
riparian zone interior
(year-round)

Plant status in
Australia
Introduced,
widely spread on
Australia’s
eastern seaboard.

2. Centella
asiatica
Figure 6.22

Tarseekhehmaylay

Gotu kola

Interstitial
Leaves
spaces (yearround)

Introduced (rated
as ‘high risk’
invasive species)

3. Taraxacum
officinale
Figure 6.25

(no Karenni term
found —
consumed
nonetheless)

Dandelion

4. Ipomoea
aquatica
Figure 6.23

Phar bu lay

Water spinach

Interstitial
esp.
footpath
edges (yearround)
Interstitial
esp. riparian
zones
(August)

Introduced,
widely spread in
Australia,
considered an
invasive weed.
Unknown origin.
The USDA
considers it as a
‘class A noxious
weed’

Young leaves and
roots

Leaves
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Supplementary
notes
Canna indica has
been a minor
food crop
cultivated by
Indigenous South
Americans for
millennia.
It is native to Asia
where it is used a
culinary
vegetable and as
a medicinal herb.
Eaten widely
throughout the
world

Widely consumed
throughout
Southeast Asia.

5. Galinsoga
parviflora
Figure 6.19

Ei tor lay

Galinsoga

Interstitial
Young leaves
spaces (yearround)

Introduced, but
classified as
‘naturalised’.

6. Amaranthus. Ei kle lay
Palmeri
(possibly)
Figure 6.21

Amaranth

Interstitial
Young leaves
spaces (yearround)

7. Brassica
juncea
Figure 6.24

Mustard green
(variant)

Interstitial
esp.
roadsides
(September)

The genus
Amaranthus is
cosmopolitan.
The amaranth in
question is likely
introduced.
Likely to be
introduced

Taple mi

Leaves

Table 6-2 Wild edible plants collected by Karenni women in Wollongong
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Galinsoga is
native to South
American edible
and was a
‘jailbreak species’
from Kew’s
botanic garden in
1796 (Mabey and
Gibbons, 1996)
Native to South
America but is
naturalised
throughout much
of the world
Due to the genus
brassica’s
immense variety,
specific ID is hard
to ascertain.

Figure 6.22 Centella asiatica

Figure 6.21 Amaranthus vars.

Figure 6.20 Canna indica
Figure 6.19 Galinsoga parviflora
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Figure 6.25 Taraxacum officinale

Figure 6.24 Brassica juncea

Figure 6.23 Ipomoea aquatica
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6.6 WILD FOOD PLACES
Unlike home gardening, wild food foraging is not reliant on stable housing or tenancy
laws. Karennis do have to contend, however, with another set of dominant Australian
socio-legal mores that designate places and plants inedible or edible. Karenni wild food
foragers have to navigate the fact that they are often the only people (they encounter)
in Wollongong who collect wild plants. People in the Karenni community who collect
plants from roadsides, verges, footpaths and riparian zones do so with an ambient level
of anxiety. Their practice is countercultural at best and illegal at worst, and so they
exercise great care over where, when and what they forage. As Table 6-2 showed
however, nearly all species Karennis forage are introduced and therefore not protected
by law. Karennis are free to gather them. All of this legal and cultural ambiguity exposes
one of the barriers this community faces in trying to gather wild food.
Most urban places in Australia are planned to “sustain normative visions” that (with the
slender exception of community gardens) exclude seeing them as edible spaces (Iveson
et al., 2019, p. 22). None of the sites visited by Karenni women for food plants have
been designated as ‘edible’ by formal decree. They are all located in urban and periurban interstices which retain a sense of open-endedness and possibility (Nicholas-Le
Strat, 2007). This means people from outside the cultural mainstream are somewhat
free to interact with them as edible spaces. Karenni people frequent two types of site to
harvest wild food: interstitial spaces (footpaths, verges, roadsides etc.) and the Illawarra
Escarpment. I note however that the category ‘interstitial’ is fluid and could apply to
both categories.
They have also identified edible plants in a third site, Wollongong Botanical Gardens, but
are hesitant to forage there due to uncertainty about regulations. A number of plants
listed in Table 6-2 as growing in interstitial spaces actually grow well in the in-between
spaces of Wollongong Botanical Gardens so categorising them is tricky. The only
difference is no one planted them, they are edible ‘weeds’ making furtive homes in a
curated garden. I address this spatial transgression in the Botanical Garden section
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rather than the interstitial section to better distinguish and articulate Karenni foragers’
phenomenology.
Each of the three spatial sites is subject to a different set of by-laws, covenants and
social norms. For instance, city councils do not prohibit collecting plants from interstitial
places (such as footpaths) but do prohibit the consumption of purpose-grown plants
from the Wollongong Botanical Gardens (nothing is said about collecting plants that are
not intentionally grown). This begs the question, ‘is it okay to collect weeds growing
around the footpaths of the Botanical Garden if they were not planted?’ Collecting nonnative plants from the Illawarra Escarpment (a State Conservation Area) is permissible
(Office of Environment & Heritage, 2018) so that should be fine, but what about the
space in between the Botanical Garden and the Escarpment (see Figure 6.18)? Despite
the variation in legality, all three spaces are ‘unintentional food spaces’ (Iveson et al.,
2019, p. 22) that represent culturally edible environments for Karennis. Karennis are
aware of the tangle of formal laws and ‘normative visions’ from which their uses are
marginalised; Boh Meh Bird summed up the Karenni attitude to the law and foraging in
this way:
She finds that Australian environment is very [focused] on the rule. For example,
if you cut the tree you have to follow the rule. If you pick the plant, you have to
follow the rule. If you cross the road, you follow the rule, and everyone follows
the rule. She finds this very good. Because back home in Burma, Karenni state
everyone can cut any tree, any plant, they can burn any tree they didn't have
the rule. (Boh Meh Bird via Eh Moo)
Regulations, while necessary to prevent ‘everyone cutting any tree’, tend to produce
some perverse outcomes for participants and many other ethnic minority communities
(Kwiatkowski, 2004). Their uses are subordinated by dominant cultural framings that
delineate where can and cannot be considered edible. Furthermore, legalistic systems
produce a level of diffuse worry about what can and cannot be done. Eh Moo recently
obtained his driver’s licence, I asked him what he would do with this new-found
mobility:
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I am excited to go and explore in the nature like we did back home, but I worry
about if we are allowed to [do] any activity. Back home [in Mae Hong Son] we
could collect and cook our food but here you can’t have any fires, or anything…I
have lived in Wollongong for nine or ten years and I’ve not really been to the
Escarpment.
The Escarpment and the Pacific Ocean are the most distinctive features of the region –
never ‘really’ going to one of them is no small thing. A latent unease with pervades
Karenni participants’ experience of gathering wild plants in all three sites. This has not
prevented participants from collecting food, but it does change the way they do so –
and limited the sites in which they feel comfortable doing so. It makes them cautious
about where and how much they harvest, “Most of the older people don’t go into the
bushes, the forest, they are worried that it is not allowed, not allowed to take the wild
plants.” (Eh Moo). All three sites Karennis forage are therefore mentally, physically and
legally ‘marginal’. This is despite the fact that all species they forage for (bar one) are
introduced and therefore are legally harvestable. Barriers to gathering food in this case
just need to be perceived even if they are not ‘real’.
6.6.1 INTERSTITIAL SPACES

During the very first research interview as I removed my shoes on Boh Meh Bird’s porch,
I saw a laundry basket mounded with green leaves. At that early point of my research I
was not aware of Karenni food foraging practice. I had never seen a pile of leaves like
that in any other laundry. I requested Eh Moo to ask about them. He replied without
speaking to her as if it were obvious, “oh that’s taple mi, it’s the wild spinach we use in
our cooking.” Eh Moo then asked Boh Meh where she found them. It turned out they
grew best, “close to the creek near the football fields” near her home (Boh Meh via Eh
Moo). Boh Meh Bird’s friend tipped her off to the whereabouts of taple mi. I have
tentatively identified them as Brassica juncea though I cannot be sure due to the high
level of variation in Brassicas (see: Table 6-2). Boh Meh Bird said that taple mi emerges
in early spring all around Wollongong. She and her friends have begun to track its arrival
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time and location and, arrange their social walks accordingly. They have been collecting
taple mi for a few years now without any adverse effects either legally or digestively.44
I asked Boh Meh Bird whether the
plants in the laundry basket (see:
Figure 6.26) were the same ones
she used to collect back home, her
answer (via Eh Moo) was curious,
“She said they are different, she
doesn’t know whether they are the
same ones, but she knows she can
eat it.” Boh Meh Bird did not seem
concerned about getting the exact
plant species ‘right’. To my Linnaean
mind this seemed risky, visually
cognate plants are not uniformly
benign.
Figure 6.26 Boh Meh Bird with a haul of taple
mi

Still, Boh Meh assured me that she knows with sufficient confidence that this is taple mi:
She said that she is not worried about it because she used to eat it similar one
back home, so she knows that it is safe and it's the same one. She said she’s
surprised that you find it interesting. She finds this very interesting herself that
an Australian is interested in wild plants. Normally the people here don’t do it
[gather wild food plants]. Many of her friends go and collect the wild spinach
and other plants. Boh Meh Bird (Via Eh Moo)

44 Karenni women ferment the plant before eating it to leach out some of the phytochemicals and promote a more
desirable flavour. I discuss this further in section 6.7.
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After interviewing Boh Meh, Eh Moo and I interviewed Taw Meh45. Once our tour of her
portable garden was over, we asked about wild plants, she said, “I can show you the
plants, you can find the plants around here in the bushes. You can pull away the grass
and find many plants to eat. If you saw this, it would be great.” (Taw Meh via Eh Moo).
Taw Meh invited us outside her house and before we were down the last step, she
began pointing out edible plants with disarming frequency (see: Figure 6.27). She pulled
back the grass and uncovered what she promised (see: Figure 6.27).

Figure 6.27 Dandelion & gotu kola in Taw Meh's rental garden

There were at least three edible species growing rambunctiously in plain sight (Marris,
2013). I noted Centella asiatica, Brassica juncea, and Taraxacum officinale. As the tour
proceeded outside her front gate, I began to realise much of the plant life in front of me
was, in her eyes, edible. Eh Moo translated my realisation to Mae Moh, “food seems to
be everywhere — there’s some right under her feet!” (see: Figure 6.28). Mae Moh
replied, “yes, we know these, they are like from back home”. Eh Moo added, “Knowing
that you can find these plants here helps us feel like we belong here.” I asked her how
she learnt about this, she stated (via Eh Moo):
When she first arrived, she didn’t have a garden, so she walked around. She saw
the wild spinach growing on the footpath so she took it…she was happy and
thought, ‘I would like to eat it!’ Because when she lived in the refugee camp,
they always ate it…it’s the same type of plants. So, she knows.

45 She

is the same Taw Meh who had plants growing in Eskies and along her fence line.
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Taw Meh and Boh Meh Bird sometimes go foraging with each other or with other
friends. It is always a social activity. Karenni women in their 40s and upward (from what
it seems) call and text message each other when a plant is coming into season. Taw Meh
explained the collective aspect of this, “mostly women do the collecting of plants, the
men don’t. We can talk and share things with each other.” (Taw Meh). The men, she
said, used to hunt for animals in the jungle, they did not participate in collecting plants
very often. Food foraging seems to be an important form of active socialising: “Back
home we could walk with our friends, never lonely. We could go into the forest or by the
river, we could find wild spinach, mushroom and bamboo.” (Taw Meh via Eh Moo)
Verges, footpaths, riparian
adjacent areas and the
perimeters of sports fields are all
managed (poisoned) by municipal
governments to maintain
‘tidiness’ and suppress ‘weeds’.
When we asked participants
whether they were concerned
Figure 6.28 Interstitial food growing at Taw Meh’s
feet: gotu kola & dandelion

about toxicity due to herbicides,
none were perturbed. Most said

that they were not concerned. Some said that they could tell if plants were sprayed by
the browning of leaves. Eh Moo and I were not so sure. This, I suspect, needs to be
addressed. Either the council needs to refrain from (needlessly) poisoning so called
weeds in general, or research such as this could inform council that so-called marginal
spaces are just that, so-called. Karenni people do not treat interstitial spaces with
disdain, they value what grows in the in-between. Plants in interstitial spaces literally
sprout from the cracks of physical and imaginative space. They matter for the wellbeing
and culinary pleasure of this newly arrived community. Some ethnic minority migrants’
practice therefore reveal different ways of seeing and eating urban environments.
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6.6.2 THE MARGINS OF WOLLONGONG BOTANIC GARDEN

Botanical gardens are imperial spaces. They represent a high point in the process of
domesticating wild plants and taming them into order (Anderson, 1997). They are—
above all— aesthetic spaces for looking but rarely touching and never tasting. This
seemed to be the rule at Wollongong Botanical Gardens until the 2012 NAIDOC week46
when ’Towri Bush Tucker Garden’ was opened. Visitors were encouraged to, “pick at
plants to learn about their use in Aboriginal culture for food and medicine” (Wollongong
City Council, 2018). The Wollongong Botanic Garden appears to have admitted that
some plants within its confines are worth eating. The Botanical Garden can be an edible
place only when signposted as ‘bush tucker’ or ‘kitchen garden’. These are surely
cultural uses, but for which cultures? I was surprised when I got a call from Eh Moo
asking us to meet Ni Meh at the Botanical Garden’s carpark. We spent a few hours
following her version of the garden and learning how fecund a path’s edge could be
(see: Figure 6.29).

Figure 6.29 Ni Meh instructing Eh Moo on plant I.D by smell

Ni Meh led Eh Moo and I through the Botanical Garden stopping to alert us to edible
plants strewn in the undergrowth. She pointed to the carpet of gotu kola (Centella
46 ‘National Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance Committee’ – a week that marks First Nations Australians and
focuses on reconciliation.
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asiatica) growing under a prostrate bottlebrush in the ‘dryland’ collection (see: Figure
6.32 and Figure 6.31). I wondered, ‘was it ok to eat it even though it was growing as a
weed?’ Before I could resolve that thought, she pointed out yet more food plants:
Amaranth (Amaranth retrofluxus) and Galinsoga (Galingsoga parviflora). Ni Meh
educated me to the fact that both plants can be eaten cooked or raw in Karenni soups
and salads. She found three edible species in a 3m2 patch. These ‘weeds’ were growing
unsolicited in a highly orchestrated space. It reminded me no matter how purified the
garden’s management wanted it to be, that plants (and their people) would always find
a way of co-producing the space and enacting their agency (Houston et al., 2018).
I was struck by how different Ni Meh’s visual field was to mine; where she saw food, I
saw undifferentiated leaves. I asked Ni Meh how she knew this plant was edible, she
replied nonchalantly to Eh Moo in Karenni, he translated, “She just knows this is good to
eat, she is worried that maybe people may think she shouldn’t take it, but she is not
worried that it will poison her. She looks at it and says she just knows.” Permit a related
digression: Galinsoga's (see: Figure 6.30) history makes it a curious plant that
demonstrates the translocality of people’s ecological knowledge. Here is a plant that
grows as a weed in an Australian botanical garden having escaped the arch botanical
garden in Kew, London. It is used as a culinary edible in Peru and Columbia (Mabey and
Gibbons, 1996) and now finds favour in a migrant community from Burma living in
Australia.

Figure 6.30 Galinsoga parviflora
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Ni Meh’s precision and attention to her field of vision along the paths made me feel like
a novice wayfarer unaware and illiterate to the language of life at my feet (Ingold, 2008).
She was in, “an active engagement with the country that opens up along [the] path”
(Ingold, 2008, p. 76). Ni Meh did not seem focussed in the sense that she was tapering
her vision into a laser point. To me, her way of looking and walking was casual, as if she
was on a stroll through a food bazaar. Eh Moo’s phrase, “she just knows” is at once
opaque and revealing. Ni Meh knew that these plants would be edible because maybe
she discovered them to be as much. She stopped frequently to crouch, pluck, crush and
smell leaves (see: Figure 6.32 and Figure 6.31). Once the leaf passed those initial tests,
she would taste them. It did not appear as though Ni Meh was only consulting a preexisting image bank in her head (see: Figure 6.29). She was figuring out their palatability.
Attention is the master variable in Ni Meh’s food foraging practice. It informs the way
she perceives plants and, more broadly, the new ecosystems she walks and lives in. After
NI Meh’s tour, the edibility of Wollongong Botanic Garden was patent. The way in which
Ni Meh found edible plants disturbed the neat categories of purified space (Head and
Muir, 2006) curated by garden management. Ni Meh did not seem to show any interest
in eating the plants from the bush tucker garden nor the designated herb gardens — her
food superseded categorical strictures. She certainly did not need the municipality’s
remedial education about what is and is not edible. To be fair, she is not the target
audience. Participating Ni Meh’s tour offered challenged cultural norms about what an
edible environment is. It shows how some cultural ontologies might “nurture
possibilities for multispecies flourishing in diverse urban futures” (Houston et al., 2018,
p. 191).
The Wollongong Botanic Gardens seemed neither wild nor particularly edible to my
untrained eye. Walking around the gardens with Ni Meh and Eh Moo revealed another
edible world and disabused me of my narrow assumptions. Notwithstanding the diverse
array of edible plants Ni Meh identified in the Wollongong Botanic Gardens, she does
not forage there due to concerns about garden regulations. Perhaps a dialogue with
garden management could opened up to include diverse foraging cultures? Garden
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maintenance may even welcome Karenni people collecting plants they would otherwise
have to spray with herbicide.

Figure 6.31 Ni Meh pointing out gotu kola (Centella asiatica)

Figure 6.32 Ni Meh pointing out amaranth
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6.6.3 WILD(ISH) PUBLIC SPACES

The Illawarra Escarpment is an imposing line of cliffs formed by erosion over millions of
years. It stretches 120 kilometres on a north-south axis forming the most prominent
feature of the South Coast47 (Young, 1980). Though significantly altered by European
settler/invaders, the escarpment offers the largest unbroken stretch of native rainforest
in the region (Young, 1980). Local Dharawal/Wadi Wadi Aboriginal people have lived in
the area for at least 20,000 years making this a significant cultural landscape (Wesson,
2009). The Illawarra Escarpment State Conservation area is a favourite for hikers, deer
stalkers and other recreational users (National Parks & Wildlife Service, NSW, 2019).
Only a few Karenni participants head to the Escarpment on a regular basis. They do so
to collect edible ‘invasive’ plants.
On an Autumn morning in 2017, I arrived with Eh Moo and Ni Meh for another wild
food foraging session (participant observation). This time we drove past the
Wollongong Botanical Garden up toward Mt Keira. We pulled up at the carpark and
followed Ni Meh to a creek bank. It looked like a tangle of moisture loving plants (see:
Figure 6.33). Ni Meh beckoned us to a stand of canna lilies (Canna flaccida or Canna
indica). While many people assume canna lilies are native to Asia, their ancestors are in
fact from the Americas (Khoshoo, 2011). They have found their way into many riparian
zones in south eastern Australia. Ni Meh (via Eh Moo) explained, “when her family from
Melbourne come to visit, she always comes here for pothy [canna lily].” Pothy stems are
stripped of their outer layers, the starchy interiors are boiled and served with chilli or
steamed for salads. Like many plants Karenni foragers prize, the Canna lily is considered
by managers to have ‘invasive tendencies’ in that it reproduces easily (see: Table 6-2).
The NSW Department of Primary Industries considers it an environmental weed and
makes the application of Glyphosate (Roundup) a ‘duty’ to help eradicate it
(Department of Primary Industries, 2013).

47 The

name for the region south of Sydney, New South Wales
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Figure 6.33 Ni Meh reaching for pothy, Mt Keira, riparian zone

We spent little more than half an hour collecting pothy. In that time, I recall frequently
looking over my shoulder for signs of other people. It was a tiny glimpse into what it
might feel like to be Karenni person foraging for weeds. I internalised a sense of guilt
though I knew we were not being environmental vandals. We were probably being the
opposite by eating an invasive species. The law states, “It is not an offence to pick,
possess, buy or sell native plant species not listed as protected or threatened in the BC
Act” (Office of Environment & Heritage, 2018 my emphasis). What we were doing was
therefore perfectly legal, but I still felt a little uncomfortable. Maybe it was culturally
heterodox?
NI Meh soon filled a grey plastic shopping bag with creamy green pothy stalks (see:
Figure 6.34 Eh Moo examining pothy before cooking. The shopping bag reminded me of
going to a fresh food market. It helped me understand that pothy is not some wild food
dalliance. It is an important food source. She handed the full bag to Eh Moo for his
kitchen. Our stay at the canna lily stand was short – we did not want to attract
unwanted attention despite the fact that what we did was perfectly legal. Eh Moo and I
dropped Ni Meh at her house and then drove to his. I wondered whether Ni Meh’s
small-scale pothy harvest might be helping contain the spread of canna lily along that
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creek. I am not sure if that is the right way to think about canna lily, maybe pothy has
found a new home and are fine where they are (Hobbs et al., 2013). Afterall, Karenni
people from Melbourne place special requests for Mt Keira pothy. Ni Meh and others in
the Karenni community have turned an ‘invasive’ into an edible – maybe applying
Roundup (glyphosate) on riparian zones is not a great idea. The Escarpment’s rainforest
ecosystem is no longer what it was like before European colonisation (Wesson, 2009),
Anglo-Australians and even Indigenous Australians might not know the edible extent of
these somewhat novel ecosystems (Hobbs et al., 2013). When we got to Eh Moo’s
place, he invited me to stay for a meal. He blanched the pothy so we could enjoy its
delicate taste and crunchy bright texture (see: Figure 6.34). We talked with his wife Baw
Meh (not Baw Meh Bird) about their memories of collecting wild food outside Mae
Hong Son refugee camp. I drove home digesting the produce of a marginalised space,
left in benign neglect and harvested with translocal ecological knowledge. I am certain
that I have not explored Karenni wild food foraging practice anywhere near its extent.
Much more careful observation and listening needs to be done.

Figure 6.34 Eh Moo examining pothy before cooking
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6.7 MARGINALISED TASTES: THE PLEASURES OF SOURNESS AND BITTERNESS
We love the bitter, we eat a little bit in salad mixed with chilli, onion, peanut,
garlic and chicken salt. English [sic] food does not have the bitter not much sour.
(Eh Moo)
Taple sha [fermented taple mi/wild spinach] gives the soup the sour, we like the
sour — you can’t get it from the shop…you have to find it and then mix it with
the rice water. (Prae Moh via Eh Moo)
Gustatory pleasure is a powerful motivating factor in Karenni food gathering practice.
Till now, findings have been focussed on growing and gathering food in domestic and
interstitial spaces; cooking, eating and tasting food have remained largely implied. These
are however divisions of convenience rather than salience or fact. The taste of food
gathered plays a critical part in a broader understanding of Karenni ecological
knowledge and its Karenni people’s encounters with Wollongong. In this section, I
present data from interviews and meals that describe the pleasure participants find in
particular plants growing in specific places. Bitter and sour flavours, mostly found in wild
plants, are culturally important and therefore underpin food gathering practises. As
discussed above, the plants in question grow almost exclusively in marginal and
interstitial places. For Karenni people, these are central spaces, they are culturally
specific edible environments. They are the only places where they can source the
requisite sour and bitter plant compounds.
Bitterness (and to a lesser extent sourness) are often sidelined or defamed in
mainstream Anglo-Australian food culture. Karennis food culture, on the other hand,
savours them. These flavours are not readily available commercially for consumption or
cultivation as Prae Moh (via Eh Moo) said, “…you can’t get it in the shop”. Bitterness and
sourness have been systematically bred out of industrial and commercial plant cultivars
leaving only wild or ‘heirloom’ varieties with the necessary phytochemicals (Bonetto,
2011; Grubb and Raser-Rowland, 2012; Masé, 2013). Untended or culturally marginal
places seem to yield flavours in plants that ‘agricultural’ spaces do not. Karennis
therefore have to find them where they grow best: in wild and marginal spaces.
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Furthermore, sitter and sour flavours are more easily found in wild and heirloom plant
varieties (Masé, 2013). This influences where Karenni people have to go to find them
and therefore the informal maps they build in their minds. Flavour shapes Karenni
people’s spatial relationality with Wollongong. Seeking the pleasure of those flavours is
a facet of their ecological knowledge and place-based practice.
The English language hints at the traditional position of bitter and sour: they denote
‘unpleasant’ and ‘resentful’ emotional states. Bitterness remains an afterthought at best
and, maligned at worst in Australian Anglo-Celtic cuisine (McLagan, 2015, 2014). This is
not to say contemporary Australian food is chained to its dour past; ‘modern Australian’
cuisine is increasingly characterised by its promiscuity. It borrows widely from global
culinary sources — particularly continental European and multiple Asian traditions.
Despite this, bitter foods (as opposed to bitter beverages like beer) are not native to
many Anglo-Australian dinners. For Karennis however, bitter and sour are no better or
worse than salty, sweet or umami. I asked Eh Moo for a crash course in Karenni terms
for describing tastes. My suspicions were confirmed – they have a number of terms to
describe a wide set of flavour indicators:
English transliteration: English equivalent (Eh Moo’s interpretation in italics)

A-chue

Sweetness

A-sha

Sourness

A-heh

Spicy (chilli heat)

Atsuheh

Saltiness

Ahwal

Ginger-heat (warmer, not so sharp like chilli)

Atakiah

Menthol (breathing becomes clear)

Akieh

Bitterness

Teh-Saw

Umami (fermented salty)

Table 6-3 Karenni words for tastes and sensations
These eight ways of describing taste and sensation (see: Table 6-3) came off Eh Moo’s
tongue easily. I note that the international standard for categorising flavour recognises
five (sweet, salty, umami, sour and bitter) (McLagan, 2014). Karenni terms listed on
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Table 6-3 also list sensations which is different to taste. After eating a number of meals
with Karenni families, I could see why.
Meals with Karenni participants were often kaleidoscopic: pungent and fresh salads of
pounded peanuts, bracing chilli, soured greens, raw onion, pork belly cooked in a
complex of spices, steamed rice, slow cooked beans with beef and, a range of
condiments to further accentuate the gustatory experience. Karenni food (like
numerous sophisticated culinary traditions) is made up of tastes and feelings. Eh Moo
explained that Karenni food is also, “very seasonal, we cook A-sha soups during the hot
weather to not dehydrate and we use the A-heh when it is colder for the warmth.” I ate
one such meal with Francis and Boh Meh Bird and remember Boh Meh’s advice, “don’t
drink water, eat more of sour” (Boh Meh Bird via Francis). The flavours played off each
other, opening my taste buds in ways I rarely experience. I ate the soured wild greens (it
did quell the fire) and I realised it was probably the same taple mi I saw mounded
months earlier in a laundry basket (see section 6.6). I asked Boh Meh Bird about how
the taple sha (which was taple mi before fermentation) got this complex flavour. She
explained that once the leaves were collected, they were pressed into buckets and
submerged in water which was first used to soak rice for 30 minutes.48. Boh Meh Bird let
the taple mi ferment for a few weeks in jars which allowed for the microorganisms to
break down the leaves into a bitter-sour kimchi-like product. Boh Meh collected this
taple mi, “from close to the football field” (Boh Meh via Eh Moo). When I asked why she
could not simply plant the taple mi she said, (via Francis), “it doesn’t taste the same”.
Taple mi only grows in wild untended margins; that is how it retains/develops its
distinctive bitterness.
Karenni wild food foraging and gardening are geared to find flavours that are missing
from the modern industrial supermarket and conventional agricultural spaces. Ni Meh,
Prae Moh and other Karenni woman who collects plants in the wild do so to find and
create sour and bitter flavours. Ni Meh (via Eh Moo) explained, “we add taple mi to
soups and salads to give it that sour taste, without sour and chilli it doesn’t taste right.”

48 Rice

water is rich in Lactobacillus bacteria which kickstarts the fermentation process (Katz, 2012)
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Prae Moh shared (via Eh Moo) that, “in Australia you cannot buy the right sour
leaves…for us the sour, the bitter and the spicy are so important.” Eating with Karenni
families felt like an (re) education for my tastebuds. I could taste how the slight bitter of
Centella asiatica we ate raw from the side of a footpath was distinct to the fermented
sour of Brassica juncea. The closest point of reference I could conjure was a radicchio
salad served with sauerkraut49 – but different (see: Figure 6.35 and Figure 6.36). Every
wild plant I tasted with Ni Meh while foraging in Wollongong Botanic Garden was
bitter/sour, “there is so much here, nobody uses them…The young leaves have a little
sour taste which I like” (Ni Meh).

Figure 6.35 Taple mi (wild foraged) salad
foraged & prepared by Ni Meh

Figure 6.36 Taple sha fermented and
foraged by Ni Meh
49

I note both reference points come from non-Anglo Australian ethnic cultures.
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6.8 CONCLUSION
This chapter began in Myanmar in what participants referred to as Burma, Karenni state
and ‘back home’. I presented a picture of agrarian life in Karenni state before and during
the civil war. I then showed how this “agricultural people” (Francis) left their homelands
due to the world’s longest running civil war. This introduced Mae Hong Son refugee
camp on the eastern edge of Thailand as the second pre-Australian socio-ecological
context. There, I detailed how Karenni people made do with scarcity, shared resources
and developed ways of growing food in marginal spaces. Karenni participants are
therefore experienced agriculturalists and foragers in at least two very different contexts
priors to arriving in Australia.
Since resettlement, most Karenni people have found themselves part of the precariat
(Standing, 2014). Housing and economic insecurity are the most significant barriers that
prevent Karenni people from establishing the food gardens they would ideally like.
Many participants had to move houses and leave behind their food gardens within the
duration of the research. Though free from physical persecution, insecurity remains a
fact of life. Many participants have found ways of growing food in rental gardens by
growing food in portable containers and cultivating in marginal spaces real estate
agents and landlords have permitted. Karenni portable and marginal gardens also
demonstrate similar material traits to Portuguese participants. While they do not have
the same resources at their disposal, they similarly ‘handle’ materials with respect
(Dudley, 2010). They are too are materially fluent, albeit in a different way. Portability,
material dexterity, and an ability to grow food in the margins of rental gardens represent
forms of translocal ecological knowledge.
I continued exploring translocality and ecological knowledge through Karenni wild food
foraging. Karenni women are active foragers demonstrating an ability to not only
recognise edible plants from ‘back home’ but also ‘discover’ edible plants that are not
native to Burma or Australia. Ecological knowledge in food foraging includes a relational
synthesis of whole-body awareness and prior information. Taste perception along with
visual perception produce different phenomenological experiences. These experiences,
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especially of gustatory pleasure for sour and bitter tastes, are generating new ways of
knowing. They highlight the desirability of interstitial places, the importance of ‘weeds’
and a subtly different spatial ontology. Karenni foraging as a place-based practice is
producing differently edible environments.
Thankfully, growing food at home is not the only option available to Karenni people.
With the help of a few NGOs and community organisations, Karennis have been able to
access other tracts of land. The next chapter presents findings from three popular food
growing sites among the Karenni community.
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7. CHAPTER SEVEN: GROWING FOOD TOGETHER
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
Many Karennis living in Wollongong do not grow most of their food at home. They
instead tend gardens in rented, communal and semi-commercial settings. The focus of
this chapter is small-scale agriculture in non-domestic settings. Here, I show how
organisational assistance enables Karenni people to access land and establish more
cooperative models of food growing. While some Karenni people have ‘made do with’
portable and marginal gardens, many desire more stability. The findings below show
how Karenni people adapt to growing food in Australia by reviving traditional practices
and simultaneously innovating hybrid forms of small-scale food production. I show how
Karenni people are skilled farmers with conceptual and embodied knowledge that
enables them to grow food in shared spaces. Much of the evidence presented is finegrained and was obtained via co-gardening, volunteering and ‘observant participation’.
Doing so has enabled me to appreciate the level of ecological knowledge members of
this community bring to Australia and develop within local socio-ecological contexts. It
also throws light on some of nuanced qualities of their agroecological knowledge
including, hand terracing, animal integration and soil fertility practises.
The first site is a Karenni run community garden, St Therese Community Garden (STCG)
located on land owned by a local Catholic church. Next, I turn to Dapto Community Farm
(DCF) which rents out parcels of land to Karenni people (and others) at affordable rates.
Green Connect Farm is the final site. It is a social enterprise dedicated to hiring newly
arrived refugees and other disadvantaged people. STCG and DCF are non-commercial,
while Green Connect Farm is a fully operational small-scale farm. The diversity of sites
provides distinct mini-case studies for the expression and development of Karenni
ecological knowledge. Together, these sites form a partial solution to the problem of
practising small-scale agriculture from a socially marginalised position.
This chapter responds to the research question, ‘what helps ethnic minority migrants
overcome barriers to growing food?’. This chapter therefore answers all of this study’s
research questions pertaining to ecological knowledge (aside from food foraging). It
offers a detailed account of Karenni people’s embodied knowledge as they cultivate
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seemingly marginal land. It demonstrates how their background of growing food on
steep gradients can help reimagine low value land and how animals can be better
integrated into complex polycultures (Salatin, 1995). Finally, I describe how non-Karenni
people who work with Karennis on farms and allotments perceive and value Karenni
knowledge and practices. Their observations suggest that this community of ethnic
minority migrants might be better understood as skilled migrants. Many other
Australians could learn from the ways in which Karenni people practise small-scale,
biodiverse agriculture.
Some context on the organisations:

All three sites share a common denominator in SCARF (Strategic Community Assistance
to Refugee Families) an organisation dedicated to helping newly arrived refugee families
settle and thrive in the Illawarra. Figure 7.1 gives a visual depiction of chapter structure
and the centrality of SCARF. SCARF realised—through extensive community
consultation—that Karenni people were motivated to practice small-scale agriculture
practice but rental laws and economic insecurity limited them. SCARF, along with at
least two other organisations (Green Connect & Dapto Community Farm), have helped
facilitate Karenni people’s access to land to grow their own food or have provided
opportunities for them to work as skilled farmers in local market gardens. These
organisations recognised that Karenni people are in effect ‘landless farmers’ (Klocker et
al., 2018) whose social position prevents them from accessing land to grow culturally
important food. One of these organisations, Green Connect, has also realised that
Karennis’ skill in small-scale farming is an asset to their business’ capacity to thrive as a
market garden. In my mind, STCG, DCF and Green Connect Farm are explorations of
how Karenni people’s ecological knowledge takes root and adapts to their new socioecological context. These sites are useful expressions of Karenni people’s agroecological
knowledge as they allow Karennis to grow food cooperatively and at a scale they are
more accustomed to.
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7.2. St
Therese
Community
Farm

SCARF
7.4 Green
Connect
Farm

7.3. Dapto
Community
Farm

Figure 7.1 Chapter structure showing SCARF at the nexus of refugee-oriented
farming organisations.
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7.2 ST THERESE COMMUNITY GARDEN

Figure 7.2 Francis Hjtaru STCG project officer source: SCARF

Farming is a commitment. If you miss watering the plants for a few days then,
they die. It’s a real commitment. (Francis Hjtaru)
St Therese Community Farm was established in early 2017 on land provided by the West
Wollongong Catholic Parish (St Therese Church) with support from Multicultural
Communities Council Illawarra (MCCI). Its official name is the ‘Burmese Community
Garden’. However, many Karennis I interviewed do not identify as Burmese and prefer to
be known as Karenni. I use the term St Therese Community Garden (STCG) out of
respect for their wishes. STCG is a collaborative effort between MCCI, SCARF, St Therese
School and Karenni community members. According to Eh Moo, Boh Meh Bird and
Francis (who I spoke with on separate occasions) SCARF asked the Karenni community,
‘what would make a difference to your wellbeing?’ (this is my paraphrasing). The
community in effect replied: jobs, learning English and growing food. STCG is one of
many examples where SCARF’s assistance has made tangible difference. While STCG is
by not a silver bullet for all would-be Karenni farmers in the Illawarra, it does provide a
blueprint for other ‘landed’ organisations and people wanting to assist landless farmers
(Dun et al., 2018). This section highlights two significant examples of Karenni ecological
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knowledge: corporeal skill and crop experimentation. I explain how embodied
knowledge shapes the garden and how Karenni gardeners pioneer novel plant species
via farm experimentation taking place at STCG. I begin by outlining the nature of the
organisational assistance that makes any of this possible.
Structural and financial support from NGOs and community organisations enables
Karenni people to participate in local food cultivation. Francis Hjtaru was employed by
SCARF at the time of our research as a project officer to help manage the entire project.
Francis explained that the garden is used by seven families and his job is to, “make sure
people get along and that disputes can be negotiated, and that the Church, MCCI and
SCARF have one point of contact with the community.” The seven Karenni families who
farm the site, according to Francis, are Catholic and are affiliated with the church. Each
family is allocated a portion of land, often help each other with labour and share
produce. Overheads like water, tools and insurance are provided by MCCI. Francis
explained that, “though small, getting support for things like tools and water mean that
families can make the most of the site.” Public liability insurance ensures that any
accidental damages will not jeopardise the project. MCCI paying these costs has enabled
the diocese to release the land for communal use free of charge. A ‘little detail’ like
taking care of public liability is probably one of the key enablers for this community
garden. “Without things like insurance, nothing happens in Australia!” (Eh Moo). Once
these boxes were ticked the ground could be cleared for terracing and gardening.
The site’s geomorphology resembles the steep hillsides of Karenni state, “it looks like
back home, you know, but the soil here is more work, very sticky!” (Boh Meh Bird via Eh
Moo). The garden itself is a triangular wedge of dense clay with little organic matter on
less than half a hectare. It sits on a steep west-facing gradient between The Illawarra
Grammar School and St Therese School. STCG is a rare example in Wollongong of a
Karenni garden run by and for Karenni people. How the garden is structured and what
types of plants grow is entirely up to the seven Karenni families.50 It is therefore a

50 There are some overlaps between the people who farm at STCG and those who were featured in the last chapter.
Two participants operate across both site, while two others grow food at STCG on an ad-hoc basis.
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valuable site to better appreciate Karenni small-scale agriculture ‘free’ from other
commercial or cultural interests.
Many of the gardeners at STCG also grow a small amount of food at home and yet are
drawn to growing food at St Therese Community Garden. They do so for a handful of
reasons. Mae Moh has a semi-portable ‘marginal garden’ at home but enjoys the space
and permission to grow what she likes at STCG; Boh Meh Bird has a relatively large
backyard vegetable garden but enjoys gardening with others. Eh Moo explained that,
“she likes gardening here because she knows she can come back here for a long time
and she can work with her friends. But not everybody has space here. Only for seven
families.” St Therese Community Garden is therefore best understood as an element in
Karenni people’s food gardening strategy, not a standalone solution to land access
difficulties.

Figure 7.3 Ni Meh, Taw Meh (2), Boh Meh Bird & Eh Moo
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7.2.1 CORPOREAL SKILL

I first arrived at St Therese with Eh Moo on Saturday April 8, 2017 – we had just finished
an interview at another participant’s house. As we rounded the back of the St Therese
school playing field I was struck by a very South East Asian sight — a small hillside in the
process of being terraced into a market garden. Eh Moo and I were reunited with
familiar faces (from the first round of fieldwork in peoples’ homes) Ni Meh, Boh Meh
Bird, Mae Moh and several new ones including Francis Hjtaru. The gardeners were in
the process of planting seedlings on newly hoed beds. Eh Moo and I offered to help, we
were given a hoe each and spent the next two hours trying to copy Francis and Boh Meh
Bird. It was hard. They made it look effortless. Boh Meh found my efforts with the hoe
amusing, she kindly requested that I stop. She handed me seedlings to plant after she
was done preparing the bed. I was relegated to less-skilled labour which allowed me to
watch her movements. I looked over to Francis, he too moved his body with what can
only be described as grace. Both of them worked efficiently and did not seem to strain
their muscles. Ingold (2011, p. 77) conceptualised the relationship between a skilled
practitioner and their medium as an, “immediate coupling of perception and action”.
The intimacy between the Karenni gardeners, the hoe and the soil was tangible – I was
witnessing ecological knowledge in motion.

Figure 7.4 Handmade terraces by Boh Meh Bird source: SCARF
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The terraces at STCG are a product of creativity not merely brute labour (see: Figure 7.4)
This point is largely overlooked when farming is considered from afar by policy makers
and politicians who conclude that farming is ‘unskilled labour’ implying that anybody
can do it. This critique was well made by Dun et.al (2018) in their analysis of ethnic
minority seasonal workers. While it may seem a minor point, I contend that the ability
to terrace a steep hillside by hand, where machinery would struggle, represents a prized
skill. Each bed created by Francis or Boh Meh looked perfectly formed — the soil was
not cut or hacked into, instead it assumed a light crumbly quality. The row I terraced was
compacted, jagged and irregular. Boh Meh Bird explained (via Eh Moo) that my terraces
were “not the right way”.
Boh Meh explained (via Eh Moo) why my work was amateurish (see: Figure 7.5) and
would jeopardise the structural integrity of the terrace: “When it rains the water will cut
through it and the bed will weaken. After some time, it will slide down the slope”.51 I
watched Boh Meh again with keener attention, she (and there is no other way to put
this) seemed to work with the soil rather than against it. My actions with the hoe were
an imposition onto the landscape. Her actions were gentle and more precise — it was a
skilled, improvisational conversation with the earth (Ingold, 2011). Skillful people are
helping reshape a marginal hillside. They are turning STCG into an exemplar of smallscale farming in urban Wollongong. In addition to embodied practice and corporeal
knowledge, STCG farmers are experimenting with crops novel in the Australian
landscape and demonstrating how a connection to plants is in and of itself a form of
knowledge.

51 I will detail what the Karenni ‘right way’ is in Section 7.4.2 as that is where Callum Champagne revealed his Karenni
colleague’s exact techniques to me.
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Figure 7.5 Relegated to lower-skilled labour, me planting under Boh Meh’s guidance

7.2.2 CROP EXPERIMENTATION AND ETHICS

St Therese Community Garden is noteworthy for its intelligently designed morphology,
its plant species and the ethics that underpin it. STCG is a useful example of how smallscale producers experiment with crops and diverse styles of farming. Francis has made
careful observations about what kinds of plants grow well at STCG and is conducting an
informal trial of varieties that the Karenni families are growing. His aim is to selectively
breed plants to grow more prolifically for STCG conditions. According to him, pumpkin,
choko, cassava, taple le, snake beans, eggplant and chilli have been particularly
successful (see: Figure 7.6). He explained the crop experimentation and selection
strategy he uses:
Okay the whole idea of an experiment is that we know our vegetables well, what
kind of conditions and climate they can grow in. But we were not familiar with the
Australian soil and climate yet. So, we just simply clean the area [of pre-existing
vegetation], till the soil and then, plant our seeds to see if they would grow or not
and which ones would do best. Each season I take notes on which one grows best,
where and when. (Francis)
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Figure 7.6 The morning's harvest

It is early days for his trial. Selective breeding is nothing new, of-course, but having
Karenni vegetables selectively bred in Wollongong might be. It enhances the range of
urban agricultural possibilities available to Australians, thanks to successive generations
of migrant gardeners and farmers. Having subtly different cultivars is important to many
migrant communities (Woodward and Vardy, 2005). Karenni-Australians are no
different. They too aspire to grow and enjoy plants that are distinctive to their cuisine,
“having the white skinned cucumber growing here in Australia would be great, also the
small round eggplant with the yellow skin when it is young.” (Poh Meh).
Having specific types of plants is one aspect of the experiment taking place at STCG.
Another important aspect is the intentionality underpinning their cultivation. Karenni
farming seems to have an ethic of care built-in:
Back home we use cow dung or buffalo dung. So very environmentally friendly, it is
an organic fertiliser so that we can have organic fruits and vegetables. It is perfect.
[Here] we were able to get the good fertiliser from Dapto, natural, organic fertiliser…
[We use] horse dung. It doesn’t harm anybody it doesn’t harm the environment; it
doesn’t harm consumers. (Francis)
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This ethical position was taken one step further by Francis. He explained that growing
food oneself is not only a matter of environmental and social care but also of justice and
knowledge:
Rice comes from the supermarket — what kind of knowledge is that? Do you dare to
call it knowledge? Knowledge is truth. Supermarket rice is only a half-truth…If you
tell my grandmother this, she will commit suicide! I cannot justify that level of
ignorance. I cannot. Okay, we don’t know how the moon came about, there’s the big
bang theory, this kind of ignorance can be justified. But not knowing where your
food came from, this is unpardonable. Knowing where your food comes from is an
issue of justice. If you don’t know what you are eating or how it is made, or how it
came about then you don’t really know. You can’t do justice to the whole process, to
the whole people involved. (Francis)
For Francis, knowing the human and geographic provenance of food is a question of
justice. I found Francis’ conception of ‘just knowledge’ provocative. I wondered whether
these words were just his or, did he in some way represent other Karenni people? It is
impossible to answer but I can say with some certainty that the Karenni way of growing
food, like the first-generation Portuguese way, privileges proximity over convenience. On
my third visit to STCG I casually spoke with a few people who were not officially
interviewees of this project, many said they felt ‘right’ growing their food and working
together. They were participating as “whole people” engaged in the a “whole process”
of nourishing themselves and their community (Francis).
Togetherness forms a key part of the community project at STCG. Growing food for
Karenni participants is inherently social. It is the result of collaboration and mutually
beneficial labour. Only seven families have designated rights to STCG, but this does not
mean other Karenni people are excluded from the effort and the rewards. This became
apparent when I bumped into Ni Meh on one of my visits to the site. She had to
abandon her rental garden as her landlords gave notice to vacate — they were
renovating to sell. Growing food with her friend Boh Meh Bird is a consolation to her
lost home food garden; it gives her happiness working with other community members.
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“She comes along to help her friends on the weekend – it’s better than staying at home”
(Eh Moo for Ni Meh). Caring for the soil and nourishing social bonds are interconnected.
Many however miss out due to the size of STCG and have to seek out options further
afield. One name cropped up in interviews repeatedly, it was ‘Dapto’. Karenni
participants spoke of a community farm located 15 kilometres south of Wollongong.
Dapto Community Farm has room for many more Karennis and others who want to
grow food, provided they have access to a car.
7.3 DAPTO COMMUNITY FARM
Accounts of Karenni food gardening in Wollongong would be incomplete without
mentioning Dapto Community Farm (DCF). DCF is the second of three food growing sites
I present in this chapter. As with the other two sites, SCARF has played a key role in
helping Karenni people learn about and access DCF. The data I present from this site
does not necessarily contain novel Karenni farming practices but is an important
component in the community’s food growing efforts. It builds on the data presented in
previous site and provides further evidence of Karennis’ collaborative farming. Karenni
farmers at DCF also hint at a future where urban or peri-urban areas are deliberately
retained as public food gardening spaces.
It shows how some ethnic minority migrants from agrarian backgrounds value growing
food. They might therefore create demand for arable land in peri-urban areas. It
provides an alternative vision to urban sprawl that is currently swallowing the suburb of
Dapto. The findings presented here suggest that Karenni people respond positively to
stable land tenure that ensures (at least) medium-term access to cultivable land. The
case of Dapto Community Farm provides a real-life indication of what Karenni market
gardeners are capable of with a modicum of infrastructural support, stability and
goodwill. I begin with a precis on DCF’s history and the intentions driving its operations
according to its owner Lance Carr. I then present a few participants’ experiences of
growing food at the site and the important role it plays in Karenni people’s postsettlement life. I conclude with piece of anecdotal evidence of a (non-Karenni ethnic
Burmese) former refugee now growing food at DCF for sale at local farmers markets,
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suggesting this could be a viable option for other refugees who wish to enter (semi)
commercial horticulture.
7.3.1 DAPTO COMMUNITY FARM: OVERVIEW

Figure 7.7 Lance Carr, owner Mountain View Farm & Dapto Community Farm

Dapto Community Farm is a subset of Mountain Range Farm (MRF) a business and social
enterprise made up of a plant nursery and an organic52 (committee run) allotment style
vegetable farm. Mountain Range Farm functions as a for-profit nursery, growing and
shipping plants across Australia. DCF is located on the same site as MRF and is a
member-run organisation. Lance Carr is the owner of the site and has oversight of both
organisations’ direction and management. I interviewed him about the role DCF plays
for Karennis. Lance (see: Figure 7.7) helped me understand the unique history of the
farm and why it is attractive to a range of gardeners and small-scale farmers. He also
shared with me the vision he has for the site and his thoughts on the pivotal role newly
arrived ethnic minority migrants like the Karennis might play in its future.
In 1968 the site where Dapto Community Farm and MRF stands was the southern
hemisphere’s largest flower farm called ‘Flowerville’.

52 The farm did have organic certification but due to costs, they no longer maintain ‘certified’ status. They are de
facto organic.
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It was a real jewel in Dapto back in that time. Five hectares of concrete garden beds,
underground water, underground power, clean rooms, washrooms, it was state of
the art in the 60s. When I bought it [in 2002] there were disorders…I wanted to get
this property back to where it was. One aspect of me wanted to get the property up
and going and get it producing things, growing things, getting it looking good
because it was looking like a real dump. (Lance Carr)
Lance wants DCF to be a destination for people who are excited to grow food without
using petrochemicals and wants to support them to turn their allotment into small
enterprises (should they wish to). Proceeds from MRF nursery are used to subsidise the
community farm’s financial needs. He described it as a tight balance but sees DCF as
providing a social benefit even if it does not “pay for itself”. He confessed he has a soft
spot for what he calls ‘compassion projects’, “So I like to see people succeed. Start up a
little business. We had a few farmers [from refugee backgrounds] here who got a little
social enterprise; [now] they are supplying farmers markets”. As of October 2017, when
I interviewed him, DCF had a significant number of gardeners from Burma. Lance did not
distinguish between Burmese ethnic groups, but it was clear from my interviews with
Karenni people that a good number of the people bracketed as Burmese by Lance were
indeed Karenni. Approximately five interviewees grew food at DCF. Another eight
interviewees knew someone in their family or a Karenni friend who did so. I asked Lance
how Karenni people came to know about DCF. According to Lance it all began when,
We were approached by SCARF… [and now] it’s mostly Burmese refugees – they
have a real bond with the land. One of the SCARF members brought them out
here and she set them up and was a great support. She introduced them to the
community farm. So, I could see that it was a good thing as well. Sometimes I
employ some of the Burmese, particularly in my nursery. And then they can start
their own little businesses supplying seeds to the nursery.
Lance almost read my mind when he asked and responded to a rhetorical question:
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Why is it mostly [sic] Burmese [that farm at DCF]? Maybe they come from a rural
area —maybe their parents were farmers. Maybe they grew up working in the
paddy fields…A lot of people do things because that’s the way their parents did
… Agriculture seems to be in their blood…they grow fantastic produce. (Lance)
He seemed to think that an agrarian background explains the high proportion of Karenni
people at DCF. His language also indicates that he feels agroecological knowledge is
innate — it might also just be a turn of phrase. Whatever the case, Lance respects the
knowledge and skill of the former refugees. This might be another factor that explains
why Karennis want to farm at DCF. They are respected by the landowner for their
agrarian skill and work ethic. Being welcome is hard to overestimate or even quantify.
Knowing that one is appreciated for one’s skills creates a welcoming environment, “we
can grow our plants here, we can talk to others and we learn things like the compost.”
(Prae Moh via Eh Moo). Growing food at DCF is one of the most important ways Karenni
people overcome the twin barriers of housing and employment insecurity. Lance Carr is
therefore one of the key enablers supporting their farming practice in Wollongong.
Interview data with Karenni people showed that ‘Dapto’, as they commonly referred to
it, is a prominent feature in their mental landscape. Without Dapto many participants
would forfeit a cherished practice:
When she [Ehklu] saw Dapto, she remembered her father from the refugee
camp, she remembered growing food back there…if she didn’t have [a plot]
Dapto she would not have the opportunity to eat the plant that she loves. It
means a lot. (Ehklu via Eh Moo)
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7.3.2 KARENNI PEOPLE AT DAPTO COMMUNITY FARM

Mae Moh (Figure 7.8) was one of the first Karenni people to rent a plot at DCF. She
spread the word to other community members including Poh Meh. At the time of our
interview, both Mae Moh and Poh Meh were studying English and were yet to find paid
work. The pair often drive to DCF and work on their garden beds together. Mae Moh
shared with me (via Eh Moo) that, “When she first saw the Dapto Farm, she thought she
would love to have some place of her own to grow her food—especially taple le.” Poh
Meh (via Eh Moo) explained that DCF, “allows her to grow the vegetables that she
loves”. I asked Poh Meh whether she tried to grow vegetables at home, she replied (via
Eh Moo,) “she hasn’t asked the real estate agent, she doesn’t know, she doesn’t want to
cause any issues. She has only been here [Australia] a short time.”

Figure 7.8 Mae Moh inspecting her garden row

It could be argued that renters like Poh Meh could do with advocacy and assistance to
make their case to real estate agents, but this may be too anxiety producing. It would
probably stretch the resources of SCARF (who already do so much) to open this front. It
might also prejudice their tenancy by giving landlords one more reason to not lease
their property to humanitarian migrants. Growing food at DCF circumvents this problem.
For Poh Meh growing food at Dapto is a way to contribute even more to her family and
engage in small-scale agriculture. Having a fixed address for her vegetables partially
makes up for not knowing where her next rental house will be. While Karenni home
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food gardeners have found ways to adjust and adapt to the constraints of home rental
gardens, some prefer the reliability of growing food in semi-communal allotment style.
Five study participants rent plots at DCF: Mae Moh, Poh Meh, Prae Moh, Ehklu and Na
Poh Nagy. Twenty-one dollars per month (per row) entitles them to water, insurance,
horse manure for compost and the ability to borrow a limited range of tools (like
wheelbarrows). Affordability and stability of access make DCF a compelling option for
Karenni gardeners, even those who grow food at home. DCF is an anchor to an active
and agriculturally engaged way of life. This provides a strong sense of purpose for some
participants. Poh Meh’s first visit to the farm reminded her of the life she left behind,
“when she first went there, she saw many different people grow their food there. She
really loves to have her own, because back home she used to be a farmer who grew a
lot of plants, so she began renting it.” This style of intimate agriculture helps participants
keep in touch with and develop ecological knowledge across a range of geographies.
When she sees her veggies, it makes her feel very happy. She knows that she could
provide some food for her family she feels a sense of pride...Our people they never
talk about it [farming], they never tell other people how they feel unless you ask
them. But it means a lot to them. She feels proud. (Poh Meh via Eh Moo with his
interpretation)
DCF exposes newly arrived gardeners to a range of farming traditions and methods due
to the ethnic and cultural diversity of the gardeners. The potential for cross-cultural
farming is an unexpected by-product of incidental interactions. Even those who do not
feel confident speaking in English are able to learn by observation:
He sees many other people who are not from Karenni community, they grow
many types of different fruit, plants which he has never seen before never grown
before…he observed other people's plants and how they planted, he can’t talk to
them because of English but when he goes for walks and he sees some plants
around other people's gardens, he just goes and gets those from the shops. (Na
Poh Nagy via Eh Moo)
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Cross-cultural agricultural learning goes both ways. Since 2015, a few Burmese and
Karenni farmers have begun to sell their vegetables either independently at farmers
markets or collectively to other farmers on site. These vegetables are marketed as ‘Asian
greens’ and sold to high-end food retailers in Wollongong’s (moneyed) northern
suburbs. Lance Carr explained that he has helped a few former refugee farmers sell
direct to the public at Shellharbour and Kiama market. He provides stall materials and
they, “can sell their fantastic produce to the public”. Lance expressed satisfaction at
having a multicultural group of farmers at DCF helping keep the place active and
dynamic, “we have people from all over the world!” This opens a broader point; the
positive effect of having an influx of people who care about and are knowledgeable
about farming. I asked Lance about the importance of keeping DCF agriculturally
productive in a rapidly urbanising context:
You have hit the nail on the head, this was all farmland. Into these areas we now
have a subdivision. We are on the edge of town now, soon we’ll be smack bang in
the middle of it. It will be a shame if this place was gobbled in all that residential
expansion. I’d like to see it somehow maintained as a little buffer. As an area where
people can go, as a sanctuary where people can grow food and socialise. (Lance
Carr)
Lance Carr is perhaps one of the few landowners in the area that see market gardening
and gardeners as intrinsically valuable. There might be potential for DCF to serve as an
example, if properly supported, for helping newly arrived refugees and migrants (among
others) set up niche farming enterprises. For the time being, it is clear that Dapto
Community Farm and its ethnically diverse farmers act as a modest bulwark against the
conversion of agriculturally significant land into sprawling low-density housing.
Accessing DCF however, is not feasible for all Karenni participants I spoke with.
The major barrier Karenni participants face to grow food at DCF is transport. Many do
not own vehicles or cannot drive. Poh Meh and Mae Moh carpool to DCF to minimise
costs. Participants without a private vehicle have to find their way on public transport
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and on foot – the journey at its shortest takes 40 minutes from Coniston. For most, it
would be well over an hour. Lack of private transport or suitable public transport
options may also act as a barrier for Karennis taking up other farming or sharegardening options further afield. Jobs and therefore financial instability remain the
number one concern for Karennis.
7.4 GREEN CONNECT FARM: A BIO-CULTURALLY DIVERSE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
We are a farmer family. We are interested in how to grow it, how the vegetable
grows up, how to plant, how we can help the fruits. Now we are doing the farmer
here at Green Connect. (Su Meh)
Many Karenni people enjoy growing food. Many would like to make a living in the
agricultural sector by using their agroecological knowledge. Some Karennis, like Su Meh,
identify as farmers and hope to deploy that working identity in their new home in the
Illawarra. In this final section of the chapter, I demonstrate how Karenni ecological
knowledge and farming identity is honoured and leveraged to run a social enterprise53
called Green Connect. Part of Green Connect’s ethos is based on valuing the skill and
knowledge of former refugees and treating workers with respect. I begin by outlining
Green Connect’s history, activity and the way it treats its workers. I present two
examples of innovations initiated or embedded by Karenni staff: terrace design and the
integration of pigs into the farm. I conclude this section with observations that Green
Connect’s farm manager (Callum Champagne) shared with me about the ecological
knowledge Karenni staff bring to farm and the community more broadly.

53

Social enterprises are “businesses that trade to intentionally tackle social problems, improve communities,
provide people access to employment and training, or help the environment.” (Social Traders, 2018)
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Green Connect Farm is located at the back of Warrawong High School, close to Port
Kembla’s heavy industrial complex. Its operations comprise three activities: market
gardening, waste recovery and labour hire – my focus is on the market garden (see:
Figure 7.9). Green Connect (the organisation of which the farm is one of three
components) began in 2011 as a SCARF initiative aimed at building employment
experience amongst former refugees in the Illawarra. Jess Moore, former General
Manager of Green Connect said in an ABC television interview54 that,
The Illawarra has one of the highest rates of unemployment [in NSW] and that
makes life hard. It's particularly hard for some groups. For former refugees, only 31
per cent have full-time jobs after five years of resettlement into Australia. (Jess
Moore)

Figure 7.9 Green Connect Farm —southern view

In late 2013, Green Connect conducted a survey among its staff of mostly newly arrived
refugees about their employment needs and desires. The results showed that staff
“overwhelmingly favoured working in farming and agriculture” (Callum Champagne). A
farming-based enterprise could leverage former refugees’ agrarian knowledge and

54 I conducted this interview in my capacity as a guest reporter for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation in late
2017.
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combine it with regenerative market gardening practises like permaculture. The idea
took hold and Green Connect Farm began in earnest in 2014 with the introduction of its
weekly vegetable box subscription program. By 2017, Green Connect employed 106
people (on a part-time or casual basis), most of whom are former refugees and young
people from disadvantaged backgrounds. By 2018, Green Connect Farm grew 35,166
kilograms of organic55 produce (Green Connect, 2019). The same year saw Green
Connect Farm supply fresh produce to over 130 families and, by early 2019 three out of
five permanent farm staff were Karenni.
7.4.1 ‘DIGNIFIED RELATIONSHIPS’ AND ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

Green Connect Farm grows food for the local market through a Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA) vegetable box scheme. Their primary vegetable box customers are
Warrawong High School staff, BlueScope (a steel manufacturer) employees, Wollongong
City Council staff and University of Wollongong staff. CSA trading models like Green
Connect grow and sell food in a principled way according to a set of socio-ecological
ethics (Bougherara et al., 2009). Green Connect requires that produce box buyers
become subscribers and pay for their subscription up-front. This then entitles customers
to seasonal vegetables for a growing season, which is approximately 14 weeks. The
subscription model ensures staff rosters can be drawn up in advance (according to midterm demand not short-term retail sales) and that staff can be paid award wages. This
reduces the level of economic precarity for the farmers and distributes economic
responsibility (and risk) across the subscriber group and Green Connect — unlike
conventional models. This is a key point for Karenni people and other staff who are
former refugees. It also allows them to experiment with new crops and different
(regenerative) ways of farming. Callum Champagne said the CSA subscriber model,
“gives us some breathing room to try things out, grow interesting crops, all the while
ensuring that our farm staff are paid an award wage.” For Green Connect, the CSA
model enables better staff relations. Callum explained, “what’s inherent in our work is

55 The

produce is not certified organic but adheres to organic farming principles.
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the way we empower people in a working context.” This translates to steady and
predictable wages.
Migrant and seasonal workers’ labour rights are often poorly communicated or flouted
in Australia (Segrave, 2017) and the United States (Holmes, 2013). Bronwyn Williams,
head of labour management and human resources at Green Connect said, “we make
sure each employee at Green Connect knows their rights under Australian Employment
Law”. Green Connect employs other former refugees to communicate (in their own
language) staff entitlements including penalty rates, superannuation, sick leave, work
cover, work safety and workplace dignity. This emphasis on labour rights leads to better
communication and a freer exchange of ideas and feedback from staff and
management:
We’re not a service provider, we don’t hand people things. We don’t just hire people
from refugee backgrounds to get cheap labour. We pay award wages, and we share
responsibilities which means we can have dignified relationships (see: Figure 7.10)
between workers. (Callum Champagne)

Figure 7.10 Dignified labour (pictured: Callum Champagne (right), Eh Moo (middle), Su
Meh (back), Nicolas and myself (left)) source: Ariso Risi
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Green Connect Farm’s take on CSA ethics is, “Fair Food: fair for those who grow it, eat it
and the planet” (Green Connect, 2019). I conducted interviews with a number of the
Green Connect Farm management team to better understand the philosophy behind
the farm’s success. These interviews were also discussed and triangulated with another
stalwart farm employee and co-researcher on this study, Eh Moo. What became clear is
that respectful professional relations between farm management and Karenni farm staff
(one of whom, Su Meh, is a manager) has enabled Karenni farming knowledge and skill
to be appreciated and adopted. Without this organisational attitude, Karenni
agroecological knowledge and skill may not be known let alone valued. Dignified
relationships, as Callum termed it, has led to positive morale, staff contributions and
tangible practical changes in farm operation (see: Figure 7.10). The first Karenni-led
contribution is manual terracing, something I have already discussed in Section 7.1.
Here, I provide further detail and show how one Karenni staff member’s actions have
transformed the way the farm is terraced.
7.4.2 INNOVATION ONE: KARENNI ‘GRACEFUL’ TERRACING

Like St Therese Community Garden, Green Connect sits on marginal land at the back of
a school (a different one though, Warrawong High) on a relatively steep, clay-heavy
slope. It is easily accessible by bus, car or for some Karennis, on foot. The farm is
approximately five hectares and flanked by detached homes. It is bisected by two creeks
flowing from Mt Kembla which used to flood regularly. For much of the 20th century the
farm site was considered ‘rubbish land’; much of its native vegetation was cleared which
led to high rates of topsoil erosion and the exposure of low porosity heavy-clay soils. It
became a dumping ground for careless locals and unscrupulous resource extraction
companies until the early 2000s. When soil remediation and clean-up work began in
2011 the place was, “flood prone and lantana infested. We had a huge job getting the
place into shape, it was massive and is ongoing” (Callum). Once that was underway, the
farm staff could focus on rebuilding the topsoil through the application of organic
fertiliser and compost. The soil has passed a slew of tests and has been cleared for
toxicity. Soil stability and fertility—due to the slope and the site’s history—continue to
be high priority concerns for folks working at the farm.
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Callum has been the farm manager at Green Connect since 2014. He has spent much of
his time finding ways of improving the clay soil for “nitrogen hungry” (Callum) market
greens and other edible produce. Though technically rich in nutrients, clay soils are
notoriously difficult to work with, they waterlog easily and are not friable56 – hardly
ideal market garden conditions (Edmondson et al., 2014). Callum thought there was
only one way to terrace a slope, that was until he observed a new way which is “twice as
efficient” from Shay Reh one of the farm’s Karenni employees. This extended quote
from Callum encapsulates how dignified labour relations led to the tangible
improvement in soil friability and stability while improving labour efficiency. It also
highlights how agroecological knowledge is very often embodied and hard to describe
verbally:
Callum:

…the farm keeps learning as we keep asking our staff and customers for
feedback, asking for input…I ask staff that I trust, that means I ask Shay,
Eh Moo and Su [all Karennis]…Shay is really softly spoken, and he would
never actually say that something has to be done differently he’ll just pick
a tool up himself and he’ll just do it differently…Terracing garden beds is a
really good example. I had my old system and he just one day started
doing it a different way, an opposite way, and it was twice as fast. And we
just adopted that system…I acknowledged him, and we all started doing
it.

Ananth:

What did he do differently?

Callum:

It’s difficult to explain —if the gradient was like this [indicates slope with
his hand]. You're digging into here and mounding up here. The way I used
to approach it is to come, stand here and dig here and pull over. And we
still do that to mark out the contours because moving sideways it's easier
to do from arm’s length…Sounds mystical, but I use to just think of a hoe
as smashing something. Whereas it's actually more than anything moving
it— there is a way you can actually hook into the path and then swivel

Friable soils are high in organic content and are structured in a way that optimises nutrient uptake by plants. They
also strike the right balance between porosity and permeability with respect to moisture (Watts and Dexter, 1998).
Friable soils are also referred to as ‘loam’ the ideal soils for market gardening.
56
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it…It forms it in a way that’s more porous so it's scrapes at the
surface…This way you move less soil at a time but it takes a shorter
period of time to do the whole thing, it's more efficient and it's a heaps
better shape and got a better texture…That was the main reason we
moved away from using the machine to shape beds…It’s definitely
changed the way we do things. This way enhances the structure of the
soil. It is part of the soil building process.
Figure 7.11 shows how ‘graceful terracing’ is applied across Green Connect Farm. From
this perspective one can observe how the aesthetic term holds true even at a distance.
This combines Karenni terracing knowledge with Callum’s application of contoured
terracing which is common in permaculture farming systems57 (Holmgren, 2002; Holzer
and Whitefield, 2011).

Figure 7.11 Farm-wide 'graceful' terraces

As indicated above, the farm site lost much of its soil thanks to previous vegetation
clearing and erosion. Soil building was therefore paramount. Shay Reh’s terracing
technique has resulted in improved speed, efficiency and texture. Without healthy soil
structure Green Connect cannot grow consistently healthy produce. Shay Reh’s gentler

57

Bill Mollison, one of the two progenitors of permaculture, stressed the importance of learning from agrarian
polyculture systems (Holmgren, 2002)
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hoeing style has improved the soil’s ability to retain air and moisture, “it results in a
more crumbly texture”. This crumbly texture is another way of describing friability —
essential in a market garden sitting on predominantly clay soils. ‘Crumbliness’ is also an
indicator of air, aerated soils tend to be better environments for healthy plant growth as
there is more space for beneficial microbiota (Case et al., 2012). Case et al (2012) found
that soils with greater aeration are also better at storing carbon when properly
composted. Being able to terrace the slopes at double speed is another consequential
benefit of Shay Reh’s technique (see: Figure 7.12). The fact that his technique does not
involve ‘smashing’ may also result in less physical strain on the farm workers’ bodies.
These gains together show, at least at a small-scale enterprise, that the knowledgeable
human body is superior to the machine as it is more efficient and effective. It also shows
how organisations who value their (multicultural) staff stand a better chance of learning
from them and thus innovating. Callum’s explanation of Shay Reh’s terracing technique
illustrates the value of respecting and learning from workers, especially when they are
skilled farmers. Shay’s actions spoke louder than his words. He never told farm
management that there was a better way indeed, “an opposite way, that was twice as
fast”. He just did it. Eh Moo explained to me that, “it is not the Karenni way to talk back
or tell others what to do.” It is fortunate then, that Callum was receptive and observant
enough to adopt an opposite way of doing things. Not all farms work in this way.
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Figure 7.12 Results of the “Green Connect way”
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In Section 7.2 (on St Therese Community Garden), I explained how I experienced this
terracing technique myself and resorted to aesthetic terms like ‘grace’. Callum has been
a farmer for five years and grew up on a permaculture demonstration farm — he is no
rookie. He admitted that his description of the hoeing technique sounded ‘mystical’.
Callum learned from Shay, a former refugee from Mae Hong Son, that the hoe can
function as an extension of the arm; lending artistry to the act of terracing. Callum’s
explanation of Shay’s technique reveals the difficulty of identifying knowledge as a
discrete unit of information when it more like a web of relations and skilful processes.
His explanation could not be divorced from the embodied experience of working with
the soil rather that against it. Sometimes one has to watch and be prepared to learn.
Shay Reh’s Karenni terracing methodology is now the Green Connect way.
7.4.3 INNOVATION TWO: PORCINE POLYCULTURE

In addition to terracing the beds ‘Karenni style’, Green Connect has incorporated pigs
into their soil building process and business plan. Animal husbandry, particularly pigs, is
familiar to Su Meh and other Karenni staff. Su Meh spent 23 years in a refugee camp and
many of those years were dedicated to supplementing her family’s UNHCR rations by
raising pigs for meat and sale (see: Section 6.3.1). Su Meh explained that back in the
refugee camp they used to feed the pigs cooked leftovers mixed with banana stems.

Figure 7.13 Antonio & Elizabeth, Kunekune pigs enjoying banana stems, Photo
Credit: Ariso Risi
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This ensured that their food system produced very little waste. She was delighted when
Callum floated the idea of introducing pigs into the farm’s permaculture system. For her,
having pigs work in the market garden as waste recyclers and vegetable bed turning
agents was an obvious next step to improving efficiency and obtaining further yield. She
was also determined to show customers how tasty well-managed, well-integrated pigs
(see: Figure 7.13) could be.
Su Meh is in charge of looking after two Kunekune pigs (a compact breed from New
Zealand) named Antonio and Elizabeth (see: Figure 7.13). They function as vegetable
bed rebuilders and revitalisers. The farmers at Green Connect plant and harvest their
vegetables based on their nutrient needs; nitrogen intensive plants like leafy greens are
planted first then a series of other crops are used in succession. No synthetic fertilisers
like super phosphates are used on the farm. Once a vegetable bed has gone through its
allocated crop rotation, it is time for Antonio and Elizabeth. The pigs are set loose on the
vegetable bed and proceed to root about, turning the soil and adding their manure. Pigs
at Green Connect are allowed to perform their ecological function as nutrient cyclers
(Wirthner, 2011) while reducing the amount of human labour involved in rebuilding an
area ready for the next crop. Before having pigs, this work was done by hand. Callum
described it as “back-breaking labour” and therefore, “not the best use of staff wages”.
Antonio and Elizabeth along with other unnamed Weiner breed pigs (destined for the
abattoir and high-value sale) now assist in turning used vegetable beds and prepare
them for the next stages of soil improvement.
Su Meh, Eh Moo and Shay Reh have grown up looking after pigs and consider them to
be a key part of a food growing complex. Su Meh, in particular has led the way in
helping Callum understand their behaviour and needs including ways of supplementing
their diet with farm-grown protein. Banana stems have long been used by Karenni folks
in Burma and in Mae Hong Son to fatten pigs. It so happens that Green Connect, being a
permaculture farm, grows bananas successfully which is somewhat unusual in the
Illawarra. Su Meh alerted Callum to the fact that chopped banana stems when mixed
with their regular feed would help the pigs gain weight. Pigs are now regularly raised on
the farm and are husbanded by Su Meh and other (predominantly) Karenni staff.
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Proceeds from the sale of pig meat help boost Green Connect’s earnings on a quarterly
basis. Local high-end restaurants and discerning consumers seek out Green Connect
pork due to their high animal welfare standards and its taste. Having well-managed pigs
eating chopped banana stems, working in conjunction with humans, has made Green
Connect Farm look increasingly similar to agrarian systems Karenni farm staff left behind
in Mae Hong Son and Karenni state. Pork sales have also led to more hours of wellremunerated work. Callum told me that, “having pigs on the farm means we have a
sense of life here, people love it…the kids, especially are stoked. Su is particularly good
with the pigs.”
Viewing and valuing Karenni former refugees as skilled farmers has enabled Green
Connect to change the way it terraces the entire site and helped it transition from a
market garden to a more diverse polyculture (Salatin, 1995). Jess Moore, former
General Manager of Green Connect, laid out the pragmatic case for hiring former
refugees58:
We chose to work in industries where a lot of former refugees are really skilled. A lot
of former refugees were subsistence farmers before they came to Australia. We
wanted to give them the opportunity for them to share their knowledge and skills.
We see it as a real exchange. Australians aren’t great at chemical free [sic] farming in
general, a lot of former refugees are. (Jess)
Green Connect has operated for less than five years. Who knows what else could
emerge from Karenni and other migrant staff? Su Meh is already the farm’s second in
command. During Callum’s absences from the farm she runs the entire operation. When
showing me around the farm, she explained that her skills in agriculture are a product of
her material culture and ethnic history, “At Green Connect we grow food without
putting chemicals. We grow food that you can just pick and eat, no need to wash. Back
in the refugee camp and in Karenni state no chemicals either.”

58

This quote came from an interview I conducted with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation in September 2017.
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7.4.4 CALLUM’S OBSERVATIONS ON KARENNI PEOPLE’S ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

Callum Champagne has worked with Karennis and former refugees from all around the
world since 2014. Shay Reh, Su Meh and Eh Moo have worked with Callum for most of
that time. I asked Callum if he had observed any distinguishing features of working
closely with Karenni people and other ethnic minorities at Green Connect. His
observations were illuminating. Callum stated that many of the Karenni people he has
worked alongside have a more in-depth comprehension of landform features, hydrology
and superior plant recognition skills than an average urban Australian. Callum felt that
different groups of people, depending on their life experience and particularly if they
came from a farming background, possess what he termed ‘environmental literacy’. His
use of the word environment probably comes from his background as a student of
environmental science. I will use the term ‘environmental literacy’ as it is his. I believe
that it is effectively what I called ‘translocal ecological knowledge’ in section 2.2.
Callum considers that Karenni people are highly environmentally literate. I asked Callum
to help me understand what he meant by this: “Well, it begins with knowing basic, the
first level stuff like, ‘water flows downhill, and rocks are heavy’”. “Country people”
according to him, are fluent in basic environmental literacy and so are people from
“resource poor backgrounds – like many of the former refugee staff”. He continued:
Some people turn up and struggle to see where the creek is because you can’t
actually see water. Our refugee staff, I’m generalising a bit, not only know where the
creek is, but ask, ‘why don’t we grow fish there?’ (Callum)
City-folks who are not from farming backgrounds were often confused as to the basic
function of the farm. For many, according to Callum, the fact that Green Connect grows
the food they receive in their veggie boxes was “amazing”. Green Connect regularly
hosts open days so that subscribers and the broader community can see where their
food is grown. This provides an opportunity for people from a diverse range of
backgrounds to interact and work together. Callum commented on the difference
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between people from agrarian and non-agrarian backgrounds and their level of
environmental literacy in this way:
People, cultures don’t know a lot about each other but everyone except for [people
from] the developed world know something about food and farming. Especially if
you are from a resource poor environment everybody knows something about food
and farming.
I then asked Callum what the next level up from ‘rocks are heavy, and water flows’ was:
Callum:

An understanding that when the plant is in its infancy it needs water
every day whereas something older doesn't. What a plant needs to
grow basically. Lots of people come here and are super impressed
with earthworms but they can't tell the difference between the
vegetable beds and the rush growing in the creek line — they reckon
that's just all vegetation.

Ananth:

How would you describe those people?

Callum:

Just not used to seeing natural or semi-natural environments.

Ananth:

So, familiarity is a kind of literacy?

Callum:

Yeah, the next thing is recognising that high-level stuff, which I'd say
I'm still learning, is recognising this plant looks related to that plant
and plant A is edible and so plant B must be edible too. So, an
example, Nicholas [a Karenni study participant and farm volunteer]
the other day he was showing me the Acacia coccinella. That's a
legume, we know that because it's in Acacia family and it's similarly
structured to a young [Acacia] mearnsii. It's got a similar structure to
other Asian acacias, so that's how he identified this is very good for
soil. He may not have known that it fixes nitrogen, but he knew it was
good for soil. He recognised the leaf structure. (Callum)

Levels two and three of Callum’s environmental literacy schema are tied to what plants
need and how to identify them based on their function and form. Nicolas was able to
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discern acacia species native to Australia (not to Burma) and accurately identify their
use within a productive landscape. Nicolas, with his “high-level” of environmental
literacy, has advocated planting more acacias on the farm to bolster fertility. Other
Karenni staff and volunteers have begun to question why Green Connect does not grow
fish in marshy areas; an obvious way of maximising yields in their minds. Suggestions
such as these can only come from skilled farmers. Their translocal ecological knowledge,
as I have conceptualised it, has literally helped reshape the farm and continues to
influence the farm’s operation on a day by day basis. Su Meh’s words at the start of this
section, (“we are farmer family…now we are doing that at Green Connect”) reveals how
maintaining and developing a working ecological identity gives Karenni people a sense
of pride and materially contributes to Green Connect’s operation.
Su Meh and her husband work as farmers. Together, they have saved enough money to
be one of the very few Karenni couples to buy their own home. She makes her
mortgage repayments by working as a farmer on the cutting edge of regenerative
agricultural practice – her contributions and those made by other Karennis help ensure
that 130 families are fed nutritious, seasonal produce. Green Connect’s model of
growing fair food exemplifies the positive effect organisations can have for some newly
arrived refugees. It enables at least a few Karenni people to enter the agricultural
economy with dignity, while contributing their significant ecological knowledge to the
enterprise. Emulating Green Connect’s business case, industrial relations and farming
practice in other areas of high humanitarian and ethnic minority migrant settlement
may yield similar benefits for communities across Australia.
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7.5 CONCLUSION
Organisational assistance helps some Karenni people gain access to land, grow culturally
specific plants and participate with dignity in a local horticultural economy. Three
organisations, underpinned by SCARF, play an important role in helping Karenni people
grow food – one even hires them to do so on a modest commercial scale and pays them
industry award wages. Organisational facilitation has not only provided access to land
for Karenni people, it has also resulted in the expression and development of Karenni
ecological knowledge. This knowledge might have remained dormant were it not for
organisational intervention beginning with SCARF. This has lowered the barriers to
accessing cultivable land. Other organisations such as Multicultural Communities
Council Illawarra, Dapto Community Farm and Green Connect play complementary roles
in either hiring or enabling Karennis to grow food post-settlement and offer their
farming prowess to local small-scale urban agriculture.
Organisations who listen to and value ethnically diverse communities stand to learn
from them. Lowering the barriers to cultivable land has also led to a perhaps unforeseen
benefit beyond the Karenni community. It has led to the spread and appreciation of
Karenni techniques, plants and ecological knowledge. White Australians like Lance Carr
at Dapto Community Gardens and Callum Champagne (both experienced land managers
and farmers) have gained insights into growing food on marginal soils and growing new
types of plants for local farmers markets. Providing Karenni people with farming and
gardening opportunities has resulted in bi-directional learning: Karennis are learning
how to compost horse manure and Green Connect is learning how to effectively terrace
steep clay slopes for market gardening. This dynamic is, I stress, only in its infancy, who
know what else might emerge when such knowledge is enabled to take root and
develop new ways of growing food?
Standing on the slopes of St Therese Community Garden and Green Connect Farm
showed me kinaesthetic and embodied facets of Karenni agroecological knowledge.
Appreciating such knowledge sometimes requires non-discursive enquiry in the form of
practise and careful observation. I discovered first-hand how experienced Karenni
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gardeners transform challenging clay slopes into beautifully terraced gardens via
corporeal skilfulness. Growing food at STCG enables at least seven families to grow
exactly what they want to free from commercial or external cultural impingement.
Karenni food growing practice is propelled by a commitment to a wider sense of
justice—one that considers the whole people and processes behind it.
The second site, Dapto Community Farm, offers a number of participants an opportunity
to grow food regardless of their residential address – their plants need not suffer from
the precarity of gardening while renting. Cooperative allotments, due to their social
nature, offer Karenni people a more culturally amenable context for cultivation. It
means Karenni people aren’t restricted to growing food in Australian style homes which
are disconnected from others inside and outside the community. The ‘Anglo-Aussie’
ideal of a detached home as an atomised castle is not shared by all-comers. I argued this
is a good example of translocality in action — a simultaneous expression of mobility and
fixity. Renting a plot at DCF has enabled Karenni people to practise and develop forms of
ecological knowledge that are emergent and may be unique to the Illawarra.
The chief benefit of having access to land for Karenni participants is stability in land
tenure. Karenni people can grow culturally significant plants and allows them to farm in
keeping with their cultural values. It could be argued that not having access to arable
lands at home has propelled Karenni people to find more visible, public facing farming
avenues. While this constraint has no doubt dissuaded some Karenni people from
growing food, the evidence from all three sites shows that Karenni farming may not only
survive but also thrive. The benefits of Karenni people involved in agriculture are not
confined to that community. Indeed, Karenni people’s experience and know-how is
revitalising marginal land and contributing to socially conscious economic activity. I have
shown how their agroecological knowledge and commitment to farming helps
reimagine what is possible in small-scale urban agriculture with a little organisational
help.
Lastly, I presented evidence from Green Connect which showed how dignified labour
relations and ‘pro-refugee’ organisational ethos led to improvements in Green
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Connect’s operations. Each of these sites and organisations offer Karenni people viable
alternatives to growing food at home. Perhaps more consequentially, each site is a
miniature experiment of socio-ecologically inclusive ways of growing food. Organisations
like SCARF, MCCI, DCF and Green Connect recognise that former refugees are more than
‘vulnerable’ or ‘marginalised’ groups. Some are also capable and knowledgeable experts
especially in the field of small-scale farming. All three sites are experimental case studies
showing how minority ethnic migrants grow food despite structural impediments. They
show how Karenni people’s skills in conjunction with well-directed assistance can make
a difference in newly arrived migrants’ lives. Marginalised people growing food on often
marginal land have much to teach all Australians no matter their ethnic background.
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8. CHAPTER EIGHT: DISCUSSION
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8.1 INTRODUCTION
Karenni and Portuguese ethnic minority migrants who participated in this study
maintain a commitment to growing and gathering food as a way of being, even when
they do not need to. This defies or ignores the logics of efficiency and convenience
native to consumer capitalism (Donati, 2019). It shows how the “illogic of pleasure”
(Donati, 2019, p. 122), conviviality and cultural identity animate their gathering and
food growing practises. Every garden, farm, and gathering site is marked by its familial
scale and its lack of (strict) commercial demands. Small-scale farms and foraging are
amenable to the distinctive contributions ethnic minority migrants bring to and develop
in Australia. Zimmerer and de Haan (2017) were right to specify smallholder farmers as
bastions of agroecological knowledge and agrobiodiversity. The findings in this thesis
make a related and parallel case that ethnic minority migrant farmers and foragers,
operating at small scales, are key custodians and creators of bioculturally diverse,
translocal ecological knowledge.
I discuss these overarching findings in two interlocking sections. The first (8.2) tracks key
features in small-scale farming and foraging including ways in which both ethnic groups
resist dominant cultural modes, how their food foraging and farming practices bear
moral weight and are materially proximate. Together, these features reveal the salience
of intimacy in their place-based practice. Section 8.3 examines how specific and often
marginalised tastes orient participants’ relationships with plants, animals, space and
more broadly the environment. I argue, via the concept of terroir, that taste is an
important feature of ecological knowledge and an underappreciated facet of
translocality. The findings that underpin both themes help make a case that living
cultures animate distinct ways of interacting with plants, materials and the broader
environment. Portuguese and Karenni participants have produced and are producing,
particular edible environments through the processes of migration, settlement, farming
and foraging.
Section 8.4 considers the potential futures of both ethnic groups’ farming and foraging
activities in light of the findings. Here, the discussion splits along ethnic lines as their
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narratives bifurcate. I reflect on the future of manufactured hortas and consider the
possibilities for the transmission and evolution of Portuguese agrarian sensibilities. I
conclude that the manufactured horta in private detached homes, in its present form, is
unlikely to persist deep into the 21st century – I suggest broader economic and social
factors play a role here. Karenni farming and foraging futures on the other hand are
open and contain the possibility of greater penetration into the broader Australian
community. As such, I lean on results from the Karenni case study to discuss the
possible farming and foraging futures of ethnic minority migrants in urban and periurban Australia. Their food growing and gathering futures are contingent on how
organisations and Karenni people work together with local government and other
stakeholders to designate spaces (including interstitial ones) as culturally significant and
worthy of setting aside. I will argue that migrants from agrarian and resource-dextrous
backgrounds like Karenni people can play a leading role in improving access to fresh
food and, help shift attitudes toward marginal land, marginal plants and ultimately socalled marginalised people.
8.2 INTIMATE AGRICULTURE
Strangers feed the bulk of urban societies (Larimore and Schmutz, 2015). The Canadian
agricultural economist Brewster Kneen (1989) used the term ‘distancing’ to, “indicate
the process that separates people from the sources of their food and replaces
diversified and sustainable food systems with a globalized, commodified system”
(Kneen cited in Lyson, 2004, p. 82). Distant and estranged agriculture refers to food that
is grown, caught or gathered by people in spatially and affectively distant ways. For
most Australians this kind of food production is both normal and normative. This holds
true for most people in the UK and the US as well (Holmes, 2013). Lyson’s term ‘civic
agriculture’ is his counter to conventional agriculture. Civic agriculture is, “locally based
agriculture and food production…[that] is tightly linked to a community’s social and
economic development.” (Lyson, 2004, p. 19). In this section I discuss how and why
Karenni and Portuguese participants resist spatial and figurative estrangement from
food and practise a form of intimate civic agriculture. I consider how cultural identity,
environmental acculturation (Carter et al., 2013) and a sense of virtue converge to
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produce a resolve to grow one’s own food. I posit that some ethnic minority migrants
may indeed be practising a form of intimate agriculture that quietly rejects neoliberal
norms of consumption and estrangement. It is evidence of the role cultural
backgrounds play in shaping ethnic minority migrants’ place-based practice.
While writing this thesis I asked myself, ‘What specific techniques do participants
employ that might be different from white Anglo-Australians in gardening and farming?’
While there are a few interesting ways Karennis garden, such as terracing by hand,
making soft porous vegetable beds, and the ways Portuguese gardeners organise
gravity fed irrigation channels, I am confident these practices have analogues in other
parts of the world among other cultures (Altieri, 2004; Conklin, 1975; Foley et al., 2011;
Zimmerer, 2014). What makes the small-scale farming practices of the two case-studies
noteworthy are not isolated techniques or ‘hacks’. Instead, ethnic minority migrants
included in this thesis maintain and generate a set of attitudes, practices and plant
cultivars that have slipped from view, and in some cases memory, in most industrialised
societies. Karenni and Portuguese ethnic minority migrants maintain a commitment to
growing and gathering food as a way of being, even when they don’t need to. Karenni
and Portuguese migrants reduce the gap between what’s eaten and grown by
implicating themselves in the food system. Both have shown, at times, extraordinary
determination to stay close to where their food comes from and stay involved as
primary producers. This is due to the resilience of cultural norms that value own grown
or familiarly grown food. Treating food as a transactional commodity is still alien:
It’s amazing, you go to the supermarket and you see all this food, but you never see
the land growing it, you never see the people growing it. Does it just come from
overseas? It’s not fresh, they put it a long time in the fridge… I don’t know what else
to do, we just have to eat it [supermarket produce]. We have to adjust. (Nicolas,
Karenni participant)
Adjusting to life in Australia means accepting a lack of knowledge on the provenance of
food. Once estrangement is normalised other abstractions can take place. Once the
origins of food are obscured from the people who grew it, the soils and waterways that
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bore it, the ecosystems and their lifeways required to sustain it can be forgotten. An
erasure of relationships makes way for a transaction at the supermarket (self) checkout.
In a casual conversation after an interview Nicolas asked me, ‘where do they grow all
the food in the supermarket?’. All I could say was, “in many places, often very far
away”. His eyes widened at my incuriousness. I suppose I never knew where my food
came from, so I never had to ‘adjust’. To me it is normal to never see the people who
grow my sustenance. Adjusting is another way of describing the processes of
acculturation that Macias (2016) and Carter (2013) analysed among Mexican-born
migrants in the United States. Their studies revealed that non-white groups, particularly
Latinx people and to a lesser extend African-Americans, resisted dominant modes of
environmental ambivalence by showing, “higher levels of concern than whites” towards
the (broadly defined) environment (Carter et al., 2013, p. 129). Nicolas does not want to
adjust; he does not want to forget the people growing his food. Most participants, by
virtue of their ongoing practice, refuse to adjust.
Growing one’s own food among both case study groups is morally valanced. It is not
quite the same as conspicuous consumption that, for instance, motivates some wealthy
Anglo-European people to patronise farmers markets (Finney, 2006) or engage in green
capitalism (Lewis, 2008). Contrary to criticism that locally grown food is a dalliance of
the elite and affluent (Goodman and Goodman, 2007), working-class Portuguese
participants have been quietly eating locally and farming with minimal petrochemical
inputs for decades. Their manufactured hortas are a living testament to a working-class
and migrant ethic of self-sufficiency. Karenni participants show an even more
pronounced drive to grow their own food given the barriers they face in terms of land
access and housing stability (see Chapter 7).
One might expect economic and housing precarity to demote food gardening to a lowerorder priority for newly arrived Karenni humanitarian migrants. Being close to food
however has ethical purchase, Francis described the moral case for his version of
intimate agriculture as, “not knowing where your food came from, this is
unpardonable…I call it abysmal ignorance, it’s just too much.” This case was echoed by
Su Meh who was adamant that her children be close with their food, “I teach my
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children like my dad taught me. You eat the banana; you learn what the banana tree is.
You must know banana if you like to eat banana”. As Su Meh instructs her children she
passes on agrarian cultural values that promote proximity and eschew estrangement. I
am reminded that culture is, “information capable of affecting individuals’ behaviour
that they acquire from other members of their species through teaching, imitation, and
other forms of social transmission” (Richerson and Boyd, 2008, p. 5).
Portuguese participants took a similar virtue laden position where purchased food was
derided as evidence of moral decay and laziness. Recall Custodio, “…are you too good
that you can’t grow your own food?”. Growing one’s own food was celebrated as
combining ethical and aesthetic elements,
[Amadeu] feels good when he is in the garden, he says it is really good, he’s happy
when he sees plants growing. He thinks it’s an amazing process that things grow
from the soil, it’s really beautiful to see things coming up from the soil. Makes him
feel good about himself. (Patricia for Amadeu)
Amadeu takes pride and pleasure in his own grown food. His horta grown food, as
Gaynor (2006) noticed about home grown food, feels different and better. Selfsufficiency ethics from Karenni state, Mae Hong Son refugee camp and rural Portugal
have been carried over and transformed to local contexts in Wollongong. The desire to
practice intimate agriculture unites both groups. Their disbelief, (occasional) contempt
and aversion toward conventional agriculture represents a source of untapped
environmental regard. They have not become inured to the peculiarity of material
estrangement prone to ‘developed’ societies:
…that is a strange feeling to me. There is a certain kind of strangeness from nature,
no? That I am eating the fruit, but I do not see do not know where it comes from?!
…that’s part of adjusting to the developed countries or the Australian society.
(Francis)
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Francis spoke these phrases to me after we worked together terracing the slope of St
Therese Community Garden. I was reminded of the physical strain involved but also the
sense of accomplishment in transforming that spatially marginal hillside (see: Section
7.2). Own grown food does not have to occur at home. It is the scale and level of regard
that matters. Seven Karenni families growing food together is a concrete example of
how the ethics of intimate agriculture can literally shape environments according to
cultural tastes and values. The fact that 8 out of 22 Karenni participants grew food
themselves at Dapto Community Farm is further evidence of this community’s high
propensity to engage in urban agriculture. Many more wanted to grow food at either
DCF or STCG but could not do so due to spatial and transport constraints. While this
thesis’ sample seems selective, I was assured by Eh Moo and Patricia that growing food
is the norm among these communities. This stands in contrast to Head and Muir’s
(2007) sample of 265 households (in roughly the same area) which found that only a
tiny minority of gardens were highly food productive. The majority were mostly
ornamental. I quoted them in Section 2.5 as saying that their studies of migrant gardens
only “scratched the surface” of ethnic minority food cultivation (Head and Muir, 2007,
p. 89). Digging a bit deeper and broadening the study sites beyond private backyards,
albeit with a limited sample size (n=35), has revealed a sustained and elevated
commitment to growing food and taking pride in doing so.
Material proximity surfaced as a key central element of intimate agriculture. Ecological
knowledge is often associated with romantic notions of being ‘close to the earth’ and ‘in
touch with nature’. It is less commonly associated with welding metal anti-aviaries,
growing strawberries in reticulated PVC pipes, and fabricating concrete rainwater tanks.
The confluence of agrarian Portuguese and heavy industry cultures has enabled those
cultural premises to take shape in materially diverse, domestic edible environments.
Being intimately involved with materials was evident among Karenni people, though
subject to a diminished set of material entitlements. The use of mobile-ready growing
mediums and intelligently salvaged rainwater containers showed how Karenni people
are motivated by a desire not just to ‘save on money,’ but also to be close to plants, soil
and their conception of nature. Material relationality in both ethnic groups is welldescribed by Carr’s (2017) analysis of maintenance and repair. Tending to watering
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systems, tinkering with prickly pear harvesters or building a bucket/esky garden are
signs that, “maintenance in the home manifests in an ethic of material longevity and
durability, that is often at odds with the built fabric of suburban dwelling.” (Carr, 2017,
p. 651).
Taw Meh and Ni Meh’s relocation-ready gardens are materially alert to opposing yet
equally important demands: impermanence, situatedness and contingency. These
qualities and their material manifestations may well be needed in volatile times. Head
and Klocker (2018, p. 1) suggested that ethnic minority migrants like Portuguese and
Karenni people are running, “real-time experiments in enacting alternative worlds.”
Their alternate urban worlds may not have the dazzle often associated with terms like
‘innovation’ (Florida et al., 2017). They are however, no less important in finding ways
of growing food, valuing material resources while promoting biodiversity (Zimmerer,
2017; Zimmerer and de Haan, 2017) and feeding people culturally appropriate produce
(Hughes, 2015).
Karenni and Portuguese cultural values, ethics and material fluency ensure these
experiments are carried out with a degree of care associated with upholding cultural
identity. Francis phrased it like this: “People who come from Burma are good at
gardening, it is part of our identity. They are good at farming and we are well known for
that.” Careful and intimate engagements with land are reported in the literature around
traditional farming and gardening (Altieri, 2004; Calvet-Mir et al., 2016). They also tally
with more recent findings from Head et. al (2019, p. 1916) which showed that ethnic
minority migrants grow food with an ethos of, “cultivation as nature rather than
cultivation transcending, or lifting humans out of nature.” These are skilled migrants,
rich in forms of ecological knowledge that are in conversation with plural material,
cultural and ethical ways of practising growing food. Such knowledge may well assist
Australian cities to adapt to a changing climate and urban densification.
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8.3 THE TASTE OF EDIBLE ENVIRONMENTS
Karenni and Portuguese small-scale farming and wild food foraging is driven partially by
the pursuit of specific flavours and sensations. Resisting acculturation to dominant
(Anglo-Australian) cultural norms showed up in participants’ love of culturally specific
tastes. Here, resistance is creative and sensual. Portuguese and Karenni people savour
the “differential and particular tastes” (Hayes-Conroy and Hayes-Conroy, 2008, p. 468)
of foraged and own-grown food. Ethnic minority migrants’ food practises are rarely
framed in aesthetic terms. The Portuguese and Karenni participants’ drive to experience
certain flavours shapes their species/crop choices, farming tactics, and the places they
gravitate to for wild edibles. They loved to extol the flavours of the jacaya grape, the
heat of a particular Karenni chilli, the sour tang of fermented wild greens or the unique
deliciousness of animals raised by hand. Findings from Sections 4.6, 6.5 & 6.6 in
particular attest to the fact that gathered and grown food is pleasurable to cook, eat
and share.
Taste is culturally subjective and produces subjectivities (Carolan, 2016). The taste of
food and the pleasure it delivers is made up of a complex raft of histories, identities,
desires and bodies. Yet studies of gustatory pleasures with regard to eco-conscious
behaviours tend to revolve around elite (often white) cultural institutions such as
farmers markets (Arvela, 2015; Okoye, 2014), the slow food movement (Donati, 2005;
Hayes-Conroy and Martin, 2010) and organic food (Clarke et al., 2008). Hayes-Conroy &
Hayes-Conroy (2008) were particularly critical of these movements for not recognising
the exclusionary forces within them. In this section, I discuss how specific flavours
animate ethnic minority migrants’ practice of food foraging and growing and include
the sophisticated ecological understandings Karenni and Portuguese people deploy. I
use an even ‘whiter’ idea, terroir, to open up conversations around food, animal
husbandry, taste and pleasure to include ethnic minority groups.
The broader definition of terroir considers place as much as earth…the people
involved in making wine, the winemaking traditions of a region, and the local
philosophy of flavor are all part of terroir…Terroir speaks of nature and nature’s
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influence on flavor and quality, but here the human attributes we bring to
“nature” are cultural and sensual rather than objective and scientific. (Trubek,
2009, p. 69)
Too often notions of pleasure, terroir and ‘sophisticated’ culinary knowledge remain the
preserve of particular elite European food cultures. The French term terroir has its roots
in that particular culture but the idea (like many French ones) has travelled to include
cheese making in Wisconsin (Paxson, 2013) and potatoes in Maine (Trubek, 2009).
Perhaps, Fernando’s bean seeds saved over decades (see Section 4.6) would qualify as
coming from a micro-terroir in Warrawong? His wife Lourdes agrees it is the best and
only type of beans for her cooking. Karenni-foraged taple le with its bitter flavour, only
grows in interstitial sites – perhaps that is a denomination in the making? Foraging,
farming and most of all eating with Karenni and Portuguese participants revealed a
careful appreciation for flavours and textures. It revealed how ecological knowledge is
sensuous, it cannot be measured but experienced. I argue that a love of particular
tastes may be producing (or have produced) emergent forms of taste-based knowledge
and particular forms of edible environments driven by ethnic Karenni and Portuguese
communities in Wollongong. I use three examples: wine, meat and wild foraged taple
le.
Gustatory pleasure is a feature of translocal ecological knowledge that compels
participants to synthesise tastes from ‘back home’ with the real and present conditions
at hand. Consider the jacaya-made wine of Beatriz. At 82 years old Beatriz was one of
the oldest study participants; she has continued to tend her grapes which come from
the island of Madeira for decades. Beatriz fashioned simple but extensive hose
irrigation systems to mimic the levada systems she recalled from her childhood. Her son
helped build on-site wine making facilities including a grape press, fermentation tanks,
and a cellar under her house. All this was done to accomplish a specific set of flavours
and sensations. Her wine forms an anchor to her past made present in the act of
growing, making and drinking jacaya wine. It is a visceral way Beatriz has come to know
her manufactured horta. Her wine translocates elements of Madeira and Warrawong
simultaneously. The fact that flavours in plants change and interact with local soils is
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nothing new but seeing ethnic minority practices in this light might be. Sipping her wine
reminded me of the obvious: taste is a gustatory sense, one of five available to us.
There are organoleptic59 properties in food than cannot be measured but instead
sensed by knowledgeable people like the skilled gardeners featured in this thesis.
Stephanie Alexander, the grand dame of Australian cooking and gardening, put it this
way, “Fresh tastes best. All home gardeners know that…”(2004, p. 4). Amadeu (from the
Portuguese mainland) put it this way, “So, it’s the taste…okay. Everything [from the
horta] has a better taste I can feel it is natural. There are no chemicals in it. I can feel the
natural flavour and the smell of things. I know the work that’s gone into it.” The
experience of eating home grown food connects him affectively and instantaneously to
an embodied system of meaning and cultural identity. The terroir of the manufactured
horta is difficult to formally demarcate but knowledgeable people perceive its
organoleptic properties. They value it and organise spaces to enable it to flourish in their
produce. Terroir in the manufactured horta is culturally, geographically, materially and
biologically specific.
Terroir also emerges through intimate animal agriculture. It signals a different (perhaps
more animate) material specificity. Participants from both ethnic groups actively seek
proximity with animals that are destined for the plate. Most of us recoil from killing
animals even though many of us eat them. For most people in industrial societies it is
too close to home. Capitalism’s industrial agriculture has deliberately estranged most of
us from ‘protein production’ (Boyd, 2001). Raising, killing and eating home/own grown
animals on the other hand is a key facet in most participants’ current or historical food
growing matrix. Kelly Donati (2019) called this kind of small-scale animal agriculture an
expression of multispecies conviviality. It’s the opposite of what Plumwood (2008)
termed the ‘lifeless’ practices that estrange us from the web of interconnections that
locate us within a system of eaters and eaten.

59

A technical term meaning, ‘relating to the perception of flavour’ (Alexander, 2004, p. 4)
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Karenni’s love of well-reared pigs and Portuguese participants’ affection for fresh rabbit
meat attests to their culture of relishing particular animals’ flavours. Most Portuguese
participants have kept fowl and rabbits at some stage during their time in Australia.
While no Karenni participants kept animals at the time of fieldwork, some did help grow
pigs for consumption at Green Connect and most grew up eating home-killed animals.
After the Green Connect pigs were slaughtered at the local abattoir Su Meh and other
Karenni staff requested that their heads be kept as a culinary delicacy. It was easily
achieved as the Anglo-Australian customer base showed no interest in pigs’ heads. Su
Meh described it efficiently, “we grew the pigs, looked after them, we would like to eat
the good parts. The head tastes very good.” The taste of own grown meat was praised
for its distinctiveness; it is full of nuanced meaning and flavour. Without, “the chicken
that used to run around the camp” (Eh Moo) or the “nice and fresh” rabbits that
Fernando Garcia grows, Karenni and Portuguese food would not taste the same. Eating
animals can convey a sense of provenance, their taste is the result of ‘material
specificity’ that conveys their own terroir. Proximity does not have to be charged with
life affirming affect. Growing food requires a form of intimacy that needs to include
death. Sometimes “life’s flourishing requires practices of exclusion and violence” (Ginn,
2014, p. 541).
Ni Meh and other Karenni women exemplify the value that terroir holds for their
community – only it has nothing to do with cheese or wine. Karenni foraging is the
pursuit of bitterness and sourness in food plants. Spending a day with Ni Meh and Taw
Meh in a range of different interstitial and public spaces was an introductory lesson in
how skilled Karenni foragers determine which plants are edible and which sites are
most likely to bear them. Their wild foraging practice defines their relationship to the
intestinal spaces of Wollongong in sensual, practical and habitual ways. I remember
how Ni Meh moved through the edges of the Wollongong Botanical Garden stopping to
taste and observe plants to make her “mind-body” up (Hayes-Conroy and HayesConroy, 2008, p. 468).
Taste is a key feature of the ‘mind-body-ness’ of ecological knowledge. James Gibson
made a link between the moving sensuous body and perception: “[it is] the looking,
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listening, touching and sniffing60 that goes on when the perceptual systems are at
work.” (2014 [1976], p. 397-8). Ingold suggested that this form of knowledge is
practical, “it is knowledge about what an environment offers” for the perceiver (Ingold
2011, p. 166). Ni Meh, a relatively newly arrived migrant, was ‘picking up the
environment’ and populating its edibility by tasting the terroir - itself an expression of
translocal ecological knowledge. But what specific flavours was she focused on finding?
In section 6.6 I pointed out that bitterness (in the wild) and sourness (once fermented)
was the common gustatory denominator in all seven plant species (see: Table 6-3)
Karenni people collect or would like to.
Reflecting on this, I’m prompted to wonder whether spatial marginality, disturbance
and ‘weediness’ are properties of the relational terroir Karenni women look for? If, as
Prae Moh claimed, these flavours cannot be found in the shops then perhaps, yes.
Interstitial disturbed and ‘degraded’ sites seem to be the only places phytochemically
diverse plants grow. Their location prompts another question about the abundance on
offer in the Anthropocene. Foraging with Karenni women requires “walking with
multiple forms of resistance to colonial and capitalist logics and practices” (Collard et
al., 2015, p. 329). Karenni women’s resistance to dominant spatial, cultural and
gustatory paradigms is quietly prefiguring Wollongong’s edible environment. This might
be an example of the kind of radical change in planning theory (and therefore laws)
Houston et al., (2018) proposed. They challenged planners to do away with the
ontological certainty of human exceptionalism and, at least, admit its conceit. Karenni
wild food foraging is but one example of multispecies entanglements that the urban
Anthropocene abounds with (Houston et al., 2018). This entanglement, however,
involves cultural appetite and human taste buds. It remains to be seen whether it is too
radical for gustatory desire to influence city council laws. It would at the very least “reenchant” it (Houston et al., 2018, p. 197).
Bitter and sour flavours make Karenni food what it is, a balanced gustatory experience
spanning all five primary tastes: saltiness, sourness, bitterness, sweetness and umami
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Curiously, Gibson did not mention taste.
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(Nosrat, 2017). This inclusive approach to flavour and food is unevenly practised across
cultures (Masé, 2013). At one post-research meal at Eh Moo’s place I noticed a dish
made with a vegetable that reminded me of my childhood. It was bitter melon,
Mormordica charantia. I reached across the table to serve myself, Eh Moo interjected,
“oh sorry, you might not like that, it’s bitter”. I assured him that, “we too eat bitter
melon” and that “I grew up eating the same bitter melon my father prepared”. Eh Moo’s
expression changed, he smiled, “We love the bitter, we eat a little bit in salad mixed with
chilli, onion, peanut, garlic and chicken salt. English [sic] food does not have the bitter
not much sour.” What’s so bad about bitter, I thought. The fact that an ethnic group
values certain tastes other groups deem unpalatable heightens the feeling of being
different. It is apt in a poetic sense that marginalised flavours are best found in liminal
and unintended spaces forgotten or fumigated by dominant cultural paradigms.
Karenni people may help other Australians discover wild edible plants, their specific
uncultivated terroir, and thereby re-value marginal places where they thrive. Eating can
open taste buds to difference. Few people in Australia other than Indigenous
Australians, migrants with a background in wild food foraging, or ‘enthusiasts’, know
places through the flavour profile of their plants. A few like Diego Bonetto remind us of
the terroir of wild food. He too draws a straight line between culture, specific tastes and
knowledge.
We no longer know the names of the plants living on our doorsteps; we distrust
and dismiss some of the most important food and medicine plants that have
always walked with us as our co-evolutionary species. (Bonetto, 2019)
Perhaps Karenni people are in the midst of making and identifying new forms of
bioculturally specific terroir in places like Mt Keira, the edges of football fields and
particular liminal zones. Portuguese manufactured hortas might express a different
version of terroir, a spatially bounded one perhaps. Heather Paxson (2013, p. 549)
claimed that when terroir is “used as a descriptive term to promote place-based
distinction, terroir conveys the intrinsic values of a cheese or other foodstuff,
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attributing quality in taste to the material [and] environmental characteristics of a
place.” (Paxson, 2013, p. 552).
When Karenni people walk through the suburbs of Coniston or look out the window of a
commuter train, they do not pass-through dead, inedible spaces. They perceive an
edible set of actual and potential socio-ecological realities. Karenni wild food foraging
might be best understood as a “bioculturally diverse and rooted cosmopolitan nature
practice” (Poe et al., 2014, p. 914). This ‘nature practice’ is grounded in the mouths,
minds and digestive systems of skilled exponents of wild food. Karenni women in
particular see salad and prized bitter greens in what I, or others without their ecological
knowledge or cultural lens, would dismiss as weeds. Portuguese men and women and
their edible hortas prove the backyard is a categorically edible place; not a
‘maintenance issue’ or a place holder for urban sprawl. They are meticulously managed
edible environments. The ethnic minority migrants featured in this thesis show how the
suburbs can nourish communities in a multidimensional sense. Karenni and Portuguese
prove this as they create edible environments in their hortas, terraces and in their
evening walks.
8.4 HORTAS AND TERRACES: FARMING AND FORAGING FUTURES
This section considers how each ethnic groups’ experience of growing and gathering
food might diverge into distinct possible future scenarios. I will discuss how Portuguese
manufactured gardens are (probably) in their last throes and how Karenni farming holds
greater potential for surviving and developing if favourable social and spatial conditions
prevail. I suggest that Karenni people (and perhaps other newly arrived migrants) could
play an important role in educating the wider public about what kinds of food futures
are possible in marginal, interstitial, itinerant, public and private spaces. As Karenni
people have not enjoyed the same favourable land access and tenure as Portuguese
participants, their futures will likely exist outside of the confines of private homes.
Though counterintuitive, Karenni people’s inability to easily enter the private detached
‘Aussie dream home’ market may actually promote their small-scale farming futures.
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Findings from Chapter 6.4 and 7 showed how Karenni people have adjusted their food
growing practice and sought alternatives to private home food gardens. There is
sufficient evidence to suggest that collective, food growing options might be preferred
by Karennis over private home gardens. Non-domestic farming arrangements might
outlast the manufactured hortas presented in Chapters 4 and 5. Ethnic minority
migrants like Karennis might, if they are recognised and valued, play an important role in
helping grow bioculturally diverse food while helping reframe so-called unskilled
migrants.
The 20th century Australian dream home with a backyard has “become accessible to
only those that can afford it” (Brook, 2018 citing Matthews 2018). Migrants from
Portugal made the most of low property prices and stable jobs when they arrived in the
early 1970s. This allowed them to establish manufactured hortas with relative ease.
Karenni people’s gardening is often frustrated by economic and spatial setbacks. Private
home food gardens, at least for the precariat and middle-class Australians, of all
ethnicities, are on their way out with ever-increasing house prices and shifting
spatial/housing norms around house to garden ratios (Gillon, 2017). Manufactured
hortas are probably an endangered species due to macro-economic forces and the
passing of that generation’s Era 1 material and resource sensibilities (diversity, scarcity
and proximity). Their decline was apparent at the outset of recruitment for this thesis. I
showed up to senior’s bingo at the South Coast Portuguese Association and addressed a
crowd of retirees. I asked them whether they or any one they knew grew food at home.
The responses were punctuated with sighs, ‘ah, Señor…, he had a great horta, but he is
no more, ah Señor… he is now in a retirement home’. If such anecdotes are to be
generalised, then the specific form manufactured hortas have taken in the Illawarra may
well be the last.
Agostinho and Filomena had long been retired at the time of our interview. They have
two adult children and spend most of their time tending to their flowers and cabbages
respectively. Agostinho works actively in the horta digging the same irrigation trenches
he has dug for four decades. Towards the end of the research interview our
conversation turned to their children. Filomena admitted they pay very little attention to
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the horta, “the young ones, they go to the shop, it’s easy they say, why work so hard in
the garden?” The next generation are barely interested in growing food. They are Era 2
migrants whose resource use is characterised by “immateriality, abundance and
homogeneity” (Strengers and Maller, 2012, p. 758). Filomena thinks her “children are
too busy; they don’t have the time” to work in the garden. It’s possible that her children
have grown accustomed to life in Australia and have entered the ‘mainstream’ who do
not think much about where energy, food or water come from. It is also likely that the
next generation will struggle to find properties with a garden; if they do, they are likely
to convert them to ‘low-maintenance’ gardens not hortas. The economic structural
demands of making ends meet in contemporary Australia might in fact be the major
impediment to growing food and continuing to develop ecological knowledge in private
dwellings.
Mass-scale employment in Port Kembla’s industrial economy has waned (Waitt and
Gibson, 2009). The culture of skilfulness with metal fabrication, formwork, and
carpentry and associated skills may disappear. Lydia Ferreira came from a farrier family
(as her surname suggests) in Madeira; horses for transport have long vanished there, so
too have horseshoe smiths (farriers). Lydia retains some aspects of her working culture
by, “making leather tool belts for tradies”. It is a slice of what her father did but an
important one for her identity nonetheless; it may also hold the seeds for artisanal
revival (Waitt and Gibson, 2009).
Many participants reported that while their children showed little to no interest in
growing food at home, some of their grandchildren have started asking questions and
seem to be enthusiastic about the hortas their grandfathers and grandmothers tended.
Odilia (a 2nd generation migrant) is pleased that her niece and her, “Scottish husband
Dave have started a garden; they have a little boy he is 15 months and now he's getting
involved watering the tomatoes. So, I think it's what you get your kids used to”.
Fernando and Lourdes Garcia hold a similar view to Odilia, “things are changing, before
people would ask us ‘which way does the garlic grow, up or down?’ Now, they teach in
the school, things come from the soil, they don’t come from the shop!” This is in
keeping with Strengers and Maller’s (2012, p. 757) schema where Era 3 migrants, who
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might be second or third generation, re-engage with materials and begin to appreciate
their scarcity and develop skill in their handling.
Amadeu framed it in cut and dried terms, he identified the root issue as the
commodification of food and a change in cultural values, from pride in own grown to
convenience:
If you’re a farm and you want to sell to the shops – ok. But in a small scale, it’s
not really something that people will sustain as a practice because it’s not really
profitable and given the society we live in, it’s not something he thinks the
young generations will maintain. Easier to go to the shop. (Amadeu via Patricia)
The future of manufactured hortas is contingent on the choices people make tempered
by economic and spatial drivers. Valuing fresh produce or intimate agriculture may not
keep the material style of the manufactured hortas but might transmit core beliefs and
attitudes:
Look my garden it’s [a] typical wog garden, the satellite, the veggie patch, it’s a dead
give-away! That’s a very cultural thing, us wogs with our satellite T.V. Every
Portuguese home has one here. It’s a great story of food and T.V…I plant my
tomatoes with marigold. My dad doesn’t do that, ‘cause he's set in his traditions. He
wouldn't change [plant marigolds]. He wouldn't listen. I can pick from both ways,
both worlds. I want that for my kids too, I’ll drum it into them, they’ll be fine!
(Odilia)
There is a hint of a revival or a reorientation in Odilia’s words of the manufactured horta
towards a different kind of horta. It holds the potential to evolve into something else.
Perhaps women from Portuguese backgrounds are better positioned to blend
ornamental and edible forms of gardening? Gender norms seems to enable Portuguese
women grow food and flowers.
Karennis come from a similar agrarian cultural background but have not had the same
opportunities to buy affordable detached homes close to their workplaces. Land access,
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tenure and economic precarity continue to pose challenges for Karennis. Portuguese
migrants were able to draw on their cognitive and material background to shape
manufactured hortas almost immediately after arrival. Their employers in the 1970s did
not require a high level of written English and the banks did not demand onerous
financial conditions. Karenni participants arrived in a post-industrial Wollongong amid
an era of rapid industrial decline in the West (Carr and Gibson, 2016). Those who have
found paid employment do so in the least stable and most precarious jobs. Green
Connect’s labour hire manager Bronwyn Williams is determined to make sure this isn’t
the only prospect on offer for Karennis and other agriculturally skilled refugees. She and
others at Green Connect have heeded SCARF’s initial advice and have set about hiring
and retaining a workforce of newly arrived former refugee. This one medium sized
urban farm functions as a prototype for the social and economic benefit of committing
to a culturally diverse workforce. Section 7.4 showed the impacts of Karenni
agroecological contributions in their few years of working at Green Connect. Word is
spreading.
In early 2018 I was contacted by a former farmer from a large land-owning family close
to Wollongong. He saw an episode of Landline (a national television program on
agricultural issues) I helped make where Green Connect and the Karenni community
were featured. As a result of that connection he is now one of Green Connect’s “biggest
labour hire customers” (Callum Champagne). Callum tells me that Karenni staff’s
agricultural prowess make them sought-after workers in local agricultural enterprises.
Others in Sunraysia (Victoria) and potentially Meroo Meadow (South Coast, NSW) have
realised the role targeted assistance can play in bringing out some ethnic minority
communities’ agrarian competency61. Emmanuel Musoni a refugee advocate in Sydney
explained that migrants and former refugees from his community in the Great Lakes
Region of Africa often come from agricultural backgrounds and hoped to be settled in
rural areas so they could, “connect ourselves with agricultural life and have a garden”
(Hassall, 2016). Migrants’ skills are often poorly understood particularly with regards to
61 This work has been spearheaded by Natascha Klocker and a range of partners in NGOs and other academic institutions under the
project title, “Supporting refugee farming activities: from Mildura to Mingoola and Meroo Meadow” (Community Engagement
Grant).
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their agroecological knowledge (Dun et al., 2018; Klocker et al., 2019) and the potential
they have to contribute to biodiverse, smallholder style agriculture.
I spent a good part of an afternoon at St Therese Community Garden (STCG) lowering
seedlings into the bed and reflecting, ‘What does it mean to be skilled? What does it
mean to be a skilled farmer who is ecologically knowledgeable?’ Manual farming
techniques such as graceful terracing open up possibilities of cultivating small and
marginal spaces thereby repurposing them toward productive ends. In an overheated
housing market, where agricultural lands are being engulfed by low-density housing,
finding ways of making liminal spaces more productive and fertile may well be an
important ‘spatial hack’. The farmers at STCG are (in effect) running a demonstration of
the kind of low-input agricultural productivity some ethnic minority migrants are
capable of. What might be possible with more land? Though small in scale and humble
in stature, St Therese Community Garden is a promising example of a low input, sprayfree62, terraced market garden in urban New South Wales.
Karenni people are some of Australia’s newest and most committed exponents of the
ancient practice of terraced farming. They seem to more than make do with challenging
topography and limited land area. The 2019 FAO report into ‘Biodiversity for Food and
Agriculture’ underscored the importance of small-scale farmers for promoting genetic
variety and food security (FAO, 2019, p. 48). The report specified that small-scale
agricultural operations promote crop diversity and that, “small-scale producers are
often also key players in the management of associated biodiversity.” (FAO, 2019, p.
380). STCG shows that marginal slices of land can be transformed into productive and
potentially biodiverse spaces. Organisational support from SCARF, MCCI and the local
Catholic church has enabled some Karenni people to begin growing food in a very
Karenni-Australian way. It shows motorists on the Wollongong-Figtree road how an
ethnic minority community (from a persecuted background) values marginal space
because they have the requisite skills, knowledge and values to transform it into a

62 Synthetic sprays are not permitted to be used at the site. According to Francis this aligns with the ‘Karenni way’.
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productive space worth celebrating. Marginality is in the eyes and hands of the holder
of the hoe.
Eh Moo is part of the younger generation of Karenni migrants, he is yet to turn 30,
fluent in English and able to seek non-agricultural work. He was initially unsure about
his prospects in farming in Australia. Now, after three years of paid work at Green
Connect, he wants to continue farming. He told me, “I would love to [start my own
market garden] but it’s not that easy to get land here but if we were given land, I would
love to.” The future of Karenni urban agriculture and small-scale gardening is likely to
involve shared land-use arrangements like those at Dapto Community Farm and St
Therese Community Garden. Grants, goodwill and government attention can be fickle.
Projects working with newly arrived migrants who want to farm or work in agriculture
need to prioritise economic security and dignified working conditions. Eh Moo, Shay
Reh and Su Meh can pay their bills and support their families. Eh Moo and Shay Reh, as
of late 2019, moved to within walking distance of Warrawong High School to be close to
Green Connect Farm. They work for Callum Champagne, a boss who respects them,
they report to Su Meh, a manager who understands how to grow food and values
whole people and processes involved. Eh Moo’s new house is also a few hundred
metres away from Beatriz, Amadeu and the other Portuguese participants in
Warrawong. Succession of a kind perhaps?
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9. CHAPTER NINE: CONCLUSION
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This thesis began with Jonah’s question, ‘why is nobody growing vegetables, growing
nothing here?’ Jonah’s perspective looking out the train window onto vacant fertile soils
shows how people from different cultural worldviews—with experience in farming and
foraging—see possibility in spaces others pass by. The findings have shown how
particular cultural worldviews, material histories and socio-economic features shape
ethnic minority migrants’ practices of small-scale agriculture and wild food foraging.
This thesis has ultimately shown that ethnic minority migrants’ ecological knowledge
and place-based practices are translocal. They draw on multiple places and times at
once. In this concluding chapter, I begin by restating the overall thesis objective and the
research questions. In section 9.2, I synthesise how findings associated with each
research question contributed to answering the overall research objective. In section
9.3, I offer a few closing remarks on the potential implications and contributions the
findings have for small-scale farming and foraging, ethnic minority migrants’ cultural
practices, migration and the translocality of ecological knowledge. Finally, I consider
future research pathways this thesis points toward.
9.1 RESPONDING TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The overarching research objective of this thesis was to ‘explore how geographers
might better conceptualise the ecological knowledge and place-based practices of
ethnic minority migrants’. Chapter 1 located this thesis within two broader socioecological and political imperatives: The first was crystallised by Foley and Ramankutty
(2011) as a need to find ways of feeding a rapidly growing urban population while
maintaining biodiversity and ecological system health. The second imperative was to go
beyond neo-Malthusian conceptions of migration as an ecological burden (Klocker and
Head, 2013) and challenge xenophobic currents in Australian public debates about
migration and ethnic diversity. I posed three research questions in addition to the
overall objective:
1. In what ways do ethnic minority migrants’ cultures inform their practices of growing
food in Australia?
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2. In what ways do ethnic minority migrants’ cultures inform their practices of
gathering food in Australia?
3. What barriers do ethnic minority migrants face when trying to grow and gather food
in Wollongong and what enables them to overcome these?
In sections 9.1.1-9.1.4 I assess each research question in order by synthesising relevant
findings from the empirical chapters. Section 9.2 draws together findings from each of
the research questions to help respond to the overall research objective. Section three
offers potential implications from the thesis’ findings and considers potential further
research.
9.1.1 RESEARCH QUESTION ONE: IN WHAT WAYS DO ETHNIC MINORITY MIGRANTS’
CULTURES INFORM THEIR PRACTICES OF GROWING FOOD IN AUSTRALIA?
Participants’ cultures inform their practices of growing food in three main ways:

I.

I.

Material dexterity through cultural dispositions and experience.

II.

Willingness to see spaces as arable.

III.

Dispositions toward intimate agriculture, including taste.
Material dexterity is a hallmark of participants in this sample group. This

includes a familiarity with handling living and non-living materials. Both groups were
closely involved with small-scale agriculture in their countries/contexts of origin and
arrived in Australia with significant pre-existing material fluency. Practices from
Portuguese participants’ manufacturing workplaces, agrarian Portugal and
contemporary Wollongong merged to produce materially sophisticated manufactured
hortas. Portuguese men and women deploy a range of material interventions and
techniques that have ensured long-term food productivity. Examples include hand-built
water capture and reticulation systems, extensive and sophisticated use of metallurgy,
formwork and carpentry. I argued that materiality extended to animal husbandry and
the willingness/ability to grow and kill animals for food while incorporating them within
horta-wide nutrient cycles. Manufactured hortas are blue collar edible environments
where Portuguese agroecological culture has hybridised with the economic and social
culture of Port Kembla’s heavy industries.
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Karenni participants are endowed with similar material aptitudes but lack access to the
tools and resources Portuguese people have enjoyed. Karenni peoples’ experiences in
Karenni state and Mae Hong Son refugee camp inculcated the ability to ‘make do’ with
material paucity and spatial limitations. Corporeal skill enables some Karenni people to
make the most of their relative economic precarity and grow food in materially creative
ways in Wollongong. Australia’s material abundance has not blunted Karenni
participants’ capacity to wield materials like ‘Eskies’, paint pails and buckets for
watering systems and portable gardens. Single-use plastic containers are not treated as
disposable. Portable and marginal gardens express material diversity, scarcity and
proximity. They make do and make the most out of the often-precarious spatial
arrangements of their home gardens. Outside of the home food garden, Karenni people
demonstrate noteworthy skill working with manual tools, soil and challenging
topography. Corporeal and material fluency is a visible representation of Karenni
culture in action. Participants invoke Karenni cultural identity to help explain these
practices. Both case study groups’ material practices represent a combination of repair,
frugality, proximity, diversity and ultimately, cultures of material fluency.
II.

Karenni and Portuguese people view space as inherently arable. While many

participants complained of the difficulty of cultivating food of Wollongong’s
predominantly clay soils, this did not deter them from practising small-scale agriculture.
Participants from both ethnic groups reported immediately installing gardens (of
varying dimensions) as soon as they could after arriving. Portuguese manufactured
hortas were noteworthy for their lack of ornamental lawns. Much of the property
(outside the dwelling) is dedicated to growing food. This spatial fact reveals cultural
preferences (Kuran, 1997). If Portuguese participants valued lawns they probably would
have a lot more of them. They do not and this, I argue, is due to the cultural value
attached to cultivability.
Karenni participants see arability beyond the confines of private property. Unlike
Portuguese participants, many Karennis expressed a desire to grow food in ‘marginal’
spaces. Karennis grow food in shared and non-domestic spaces even when some of
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them have access to stable home rental land. This is evidence for a cultural
predisposition toward growing food in larger spaces through collective means.
Portuguese participants on the other hand, with one exception, did not mention
wanting to grow food in larger or in a more collective manner. St Therese Community
Garden is probably the best example of Karenni cultural attitudes towards space
resulting in highly biodiverse, low-input productive market gardens. Karenni perceptual
and manual skills allows them to see marginal spaces as edible because they know how
to transform them.
III.

Participants’ small-scale agriculture is oriented around pleasure, intimacy, moral

valour and sanguine desires to grow culturally recognisable foods. Karenni and
Portuguese participants grow food because it enables them to cultivate close
relationships with the whole systems that make up the food on their plate. I called this
intimate agriculture (see: Sections 4.6.1 and 8.2). Intimate agriculture is a form of
prefigurative resistance to dominant modes of agricultural production and consumerist
consumption. It represents a set of cultural ethics regarding the value attached to food
sovereignty. Participants valorise self and community sufficiency. Some went as far as
claiming that knowing where one’s food comes from is a matter of justice. Being
estranged from the source of food triggered negative reactions among many
participants. This partially explains the high levels of food cultivation among the sample.
Historical precedents in smallholder agriculture in Madeira, mainland Portugal, Karenni
State and Mae Hong Son predispose participants toward sustaining the practice. It does
not, however, fully explain why they fashion new ways of growing food post-migration.
The taste of own-grown food motivates participants to engage in intimate agriculture. I
showed that pleasure constitutes an underappreciated facet of ethnic minority groups’
ecological knowledge. Pleasure and an appreciation of flavours guides Karenni and
Portuguese small-scale farming practices. This influences what they grow and how they
grow produce. Portuguese and Karenni engagements with plants, animals and place are
sensual expressions of culturally specific terroir.
Growing food in kinship and family groups is another instantiation of Karenni agrarian
cultural values taking root in Wollongong. Dapto Community Farm, St Therese
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Community Garden and Green Connect Farm revealed the value of collectively
practising intimate agriculture among some Karenni participants. Portuguese
participants also reported high levels of intra-group small-scale farming activity in the
form of informal working bees and social projects around the horta. Collective farming
as a default was not as pronounced in the Portuguese sample, however.
9.1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION TWO: IN WHAT WAYS DO ETHNIC MINORITY MIGRANTS’
CULTURES INFORM THEIR PRACTICES OF GATHERING FOOD IN AUSTRALIA?

Karenni participants engage in wild food foraging whereas Portuguese participants, on
the whole, do not. Karenni women forage for wild plants across a variety of urban and
peri-urban spaces across Wollongong. Most Karenni women out of a sample of 22
practise wild food foraging. The ordinariness of wild food foraging hints indicates how
integral wild food foraging is to Karenni culture. Karenni culture informs their Australian
wild food gathering practice in two main ways:

I.

I.

Conception of urban spaces as edible environments.

II.

Attitude towards particular flavours (only) found in weeds.

Karenni people view many spaces in Wollongong as edible environments.

Gathering wild food and growing food are not categorically distinct for Karenni
participants. This was evidenced in the ubiquity of foraging practice among Karenni
women who were also the chief gardeners. Going into the forest, in Karenni state or
Mae Hong Son, for food was an extension of growing rice in paddies in forest clearings
(see: Sections 6.2 and 6.3). While they do not operate rice paddies in Wollongong’s
forests, Karenni participants showed how wild food and grown food easily coexist even
in the first few steps from the front porch (see: 6.6.1). This disturbs neat demarcations
of ‘gatherer’ and ‘agriculturalist’ (Deur, 2002). Karenni women are skilled at finding at
least seven edible plants that many Anglo-Australians would consider weeds in places
most Australians would never consider edible. Geographers call these spaces interstitial
or marginal spaces (Iveson et al., 2019). Women like Ni Meh and Taw Meh find wild
food while on their evening strolls. Urban interstices or marginal spaces like riparian
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zones are therefore perceived as edible environments rather than inedible suburban
spaces. The act of finding food in and around ‘mundane’ urban and peri-urban spaces is
quietly radical. I believe Karenni culture rejects dividing the world into edible and
inedible, productive and ornamental space. I contend that Karenni wild food foraging
practice challenges and exposes spatial ‘marginality’ for what it is: another dualistic
spatial construct (see: Section 6.6). Karenni wild food foraging is a vibrant instantiation
of translocal ecological knowledge.
II.

Karenni people forage for plants that many other Australians would consider

marginal or weeds. They do so because they value and seek bitter and sour flavours.
Karenni people’s affection for bitter and sour flavours guides their wild food foraging
practice. Section 6.6 revealed that Karenni people look for a plant that they recognise
and, sometimes, ‘discover’ newly edible plants. They do so by examining plants
according to their morphology, their ecological niche, and their taste. These flavours (as
detailed in section 6.7) are hard to find in commercial cultivated plant sources. Karenni
cuisine requires a complex spectrum of flavours and only wild plants seem to host
them. Karenni foraging is therefore oriented around ‘phytochemical diversity’ or at least
gustatory diversity. Cultural appetites and material histories therefore shape Karenni
people’s perceptions of plants. Karenni wild food harvesting reveals a culturally specific
phenomenology that throws light on human-plant relations and place-based practice.
9.1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION THREE: WHAT BARRIERS DO ETHNIC MINORITY MIGRANTS
FACE WHEN TRYING TO GROW AND GATHER FOOD IN WOLLONGONG AND WHAT
ENABLES THEM TO OVERCOME THESE?

Karenni and Portuguese communities have faced and face very different barriers to
growing and gathering food in Wollongong. Portuguese migrants, arriving in the 1970s,
faced very few barriers in establishing their manufactured hortas because of housing
affordability and ready employment at that time. Only one or two Portuguese
participants expressed any desire to grow even more food outside the horta scale. Only
age, mortality and declining mobility seem to act as barriers to Portuguese participants’
food growing practice. Portuguese participants have faced broader challenges such as
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isolation and culture shock, but these are probably generic to the migrant experience.
In this section, however, I focus exclusively on the Karenni case study as I deem their
barriers to growing and gathering food to be significantly higher than the Portuguese
sample group. That Karenni people are newly arrived (and still arriving) adds some
urgency to identifying and ameliorating the barriers they face in trying to grow and
gather food in Wollongong. These barriers are large and multivariate but can be
condensed into three categories:
I.

Economic insecurity.

II.

Housing insecurity.

III.

Unfamiliarity with the Australian legal and cultural system.

Overcoming these barriers is complex and far from perfect. Enablers (which help
overcome barriers) come in two categories: extrinsic and intrinsic. Intrinsic enablers
stem from within the ethnic minority migrant communities; their resilience, translocal
ecological knowledge and strong bonding social capital are three indicative examples.
Extrinsic enablers come from ‘outside’ the community in the form of formal and
informal organisational support. I synthesise findings from the empirical chapters 6 and
7 to respond to this research question.
I.

Insecurity of housing and employment co-produce and reinforce each other.

Both forms of insecurity are the biggest barriers preventing Karenni people from
growing and gathering food in Wollongong. Most Karenni participants have not been
able to find regular full-time employment in Wollongong. At the time of research, many
were still enrolled in government supported English language programs (see table 6.1),
others were studying on vocational programs while the bulk were looking for full-time
or even part-time employment. Economic insecurity makes it difficult for Karenni men
in particular to devote much time to growing food when they could seek paid casual
work. Cultural norms within the Karenni community delegate caring work (child rearing
and domestic work) to women and paid employment to men. Not having stable paid
work means all other priorities, including growing food, are subordinated to securing
livelihoods. Many Karenni men said they would like to grow more food but do not have
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the time to do so. This leaves most small-scale agriculture in the hands of Karenni
women. Karenni women draw on intrinsic enablers (see sections 9.1.1 and 6.4) to
maintain and innovate portable and marginal style home gardens, but they would like
to do more.
Most participants cited Green Connect as the key economic enabler. Many working-age
Karenni participants are in Green Connect’s labour hire pool and many work as farmers
at Green Connect Farm. It is telling that most Karenni people had their first experience
of paid work in Australia via Green Connect. While Green Connect is not in any position
to employ the whole community, the employment pathway objective (see section 7.4.1)
ensures that many Karennis can find employment in other organisations. As of 2020, at
least four more Karenni people (some from outside the sample group) have bought
homes — many were first employed by Green Connect. According to Eh Moo, they
wasted no time in planting home food gardens. Those employed regularly by Green
Connect (Eh Moo, Su Meh and Shay Reh), form a key part of Green Connect’s
permanent part-time workforce. Karenni translocal ecological knowledge and farming
prowess is now a permanent fixture of Green Connect.
II.

Housing insecurity is the second major barrier frustrating Karennis’ small-scale

farming efforts. This barrier is tied to economic insecurity. Wollongong’s highly
competitive and expensive housing market has transformed rental properties into
lucrative assets. Karenni people, thus far, cannot exercise much agency and have to
comply with tenancy rules lest their rental terms are not renewed. They are not in a
position to be ‘choosy’ with rental homes and have to take what they can get. Sections
6.4 and Chapter 7 showed how Karenni people have to content themselves with
portable gardens, spatially marginalised ones or seek alternate cultivation routes.
Section 6.4 detailed how Karenni home gardeners adjust to NSW (New South Wales)
tenancy regulations that either restrict or forbid the establishment of vegetable gardens
to preserve their lawns. Some Karennis, even those with home food gardens, have
therefore sought other means to grow food. NSW tenancy laws (NSW and Trading,
2019) could do with a review considering the housing difficulties experienced by
Karenni people and other economically vulnerable people. The state of Victoria has
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already begun rebalancing tenancy laws to better serve tenants rather than protecting
landlords’ rights (Consumer Affairs Victoria, 2019).
St Therese Community Garden (STCG) and Dapto Community Farm (DCF) are two of the
best-known and used non-domestic cultivation sites among Karenni participants.
Organisational help in the form of affordable allotment rent, stable access to land, and
cost subsidies (towards insurance and water) enable Karenni people to practise smallscale agriculture without the fear of dislocation. Community consultation carried out by
SCARF has facilitated Karenni people’s access to non-domestic agriculture sites and
continues to do so. Dapto Community Farm is well-liked by many participants, but some
find it hard to transport themselves there. Many Karenni participants draw on internal
social capital and carpool there (see section 7.3.3). They do so because they find the
social atmosphere to be congenial and welcoming. I suspect Lance Carr’s positive
disposition towards ethnic minority groups helps explain some of that. Intrinsic and
extrinsic enablers collaborate to (partially) surmount the barrier of housing and
economic insecurity. Marginalised people show how marginal spaces can be collectively
repurposed and therefore revalued. They would not have been able to do so were it not
for (mostly) Anglo-Australians who value and respect Karenni farming prowess and live
the oft-cited Aussie adage of giving people ‘a fair go.’
III.

While many younger Karenni people have adapted rapidly and successfully to

Australian life, many older participants struggle to navigate Australian regulations and
cultural norms. Lack of familiarity with Australian norms leads to anxiety about what
they are permitted to do and in which spatial context. This is best observed in their
worry surrounding foraging for plants, even if local authorities consider them weeds or
they are growing in low value/marginal spaces. They are right to be nervous about
Australian laws concerning wild food harvesting on two counts. First, Wollongong City
Council routinely sprays areas for what they consider invasive or unwanted species.
Some of these species, like taple le, are sought after by Karenni foragers, prompting
concerns about the potential toxicity of their harvest. Second, particular spaces and
species they would like to forage are protected by law. Most participants are aware of
this and therefore do not harvest them. But many plants like Canna lilies (pothy) grow in
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State Conservation Areas but are considered invasive species. Technically is it
permissible to collect non-native species but doing so in a State Conservation Area
might be legally ambiguous.
Before concluding this response, I would like to underscore the value of well-meaning
and well-organised individuals from the broader community who act as key enablers.
They devote much of their working lives to helping newly arrived communities access
what they require to grow and gather food. The people at SCARF, Green Connect, MCCI
and DCF and many more deserve to be acknowledged as enabling the germination of
important translocal ecological knowledge. Their hard work and belief in the Karenni
community gives Karenni people a fighting chance at demonstrating their small-scale
farming capacities. It enables Karenni people to feel like they belong.
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9.2 OVERALL RESEARCH OBJECTIVE: TO EXPLORE ‘HOW GEOGRAPHERS
MIGHT BETTER CONCEPTUALISE THE ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AND PLACEBASED PRACTICES OF ETHNIC MINORITY MIGRANTS’.
This thesis has shown how concepts that insist on continuity of tenure in a place could
do with expanding to accommodate mobility and the translocal experience of migrants.
Human movement through forced and voluntary migration is an increasingly important
feature of the globalised world (Martine, 2007; Rogaly, 2015). Having conceptual tools
that account for spatial mobility are therefore useful. Combining translocality and
ecological knowledge produces a mobility-friendly way of understanding the ecological
knowledge and place-based practices of ethnic minority migrants. Karenni and
Portuguese place-based practices are animated by translocal ecological knowledge.
Translocality is a way of conceptualising people’s practice and behaviours that cannot
be defined by a unity of space and time. They are grounded in former contexts while
being in strategic and improvisational conversation with local socio-ecological
conditions in Wollongong at the same time. This is the chief conceptual contribution of
this thesis.
The findings in Chapters 4-7 showed that migration does not erode ethnic minority
migrants’ ecological knowledge. It exposes it (given the right set of enablers) to novel
engagements and encounters with a range of local environments. This thesis has
revealed two further aspects to ethnic minority migrants’ ecological knowledge and
place-based practice. The first is the important role culture plays in material
engagements. The second stems from empirics that demonstrate the adaptability and
persistence of Karenni and Portuguese people’s farming and foraging practices. It
challenges depictions of ethnic minority migrants (particularly those from peasant
backgrounds) as vulnerable, incapable and low-skilled. I organise this section around
each of these conceptual points.
I—

Translocal ecological knowledge

A translocal conception of ecological knowledge has revealed a surprising array of
relationships spanning like elastic fibres from homes, workplaces, interstitial sites,
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community organisations, social enterprises, community gardens, dining tables, plates,
mouths and bodies. Karenni and Portuguese participants’ food foraging and farming
practice revealed the ways in which place-based practices are in fact in more than one
place, or, at least refer to multiple temporal and spatial ‘locations’. Critiques of
traditional ecological knowledge have opened up ecological knowledge and challenged
notions of stability and authenticity. Adding the concept of translocality to ecological
knowledge opens up spatial understandings similarly. Translocal ecological knowledge
enables process-oriented, dynamic ways of theorising the place-based practices of
ethnic minority migrants. Findings throughout this thesis have brought spatial mobility
more clearly into view, revealing the ever-changing nature of ecological knowledge. This
is in keeping with a well-established argument in cultural geography to dislodge
sedentarist conceptions of people’s inhabiting practices (Cresswell, 2006). Translocal
ecological knowledge challenges the primacy of place-attachment as key determinant
of place-based practice.
II — Ecological knowledge and materiality
This thesis has shown that materiality plays an important role in understanding
ecological knowledge and place-based practice. I have furthered spatial understandings
about migrants’ domestic sphere and their place-based practice by blending Strengers
and Maller’s (2012) work with Carr’s (2017) insights on home/work spill overs. Retired
steelworkers and textile workers in the Portuguese community prove that ecological
knowledge need not be confined to quasi-romantic notions of being ‘close to the earth’.
Instead, participants from both communities show that ‘nature’ and the ‘environment’
are not disembodied notions or abstractions (Head et al., 2019, p. 1917). They are
technically proficient, corporeal engagements with the living and non-living world.
Portuguese manufactured hortas are replete with striking examples of material
relationality; metal, plastic and concrete. They are all enrolled to produce uniquely
engineered and cultivated productive gardens.
Karenni small-scale farmers show similar levels of commitment to growing food and do
so across a variety of sites. Their farming practices reveal the material corporeality of
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ecological knowledge. Karenni women, in particular, show how wild food foraging is
best understood as an expression of translocal ecological knowledge along crisscrossing lines through Wollongong. Ways of knowing are simultaneously deployed to
find plants they recognise and ‘discover’ as edible. Participants’ ecological knowledge
and “environmental values are shaped by lived experience in place(s) which surely differ
among ethnic groups but not because of differences in their basic character” (Carter et
al., 2013, p. 32). Their values are formed by their cultural frames and material contexts
post-migration. Adding materiality to ecological knowledge can therefore better
account for different resource paradigms expressed across space and time.
III — Challenging depictions of ethnic minority migrants
The findings have shown that conceptualising the ecological knowledge and placebased practices of ethnic minority migrants requires shedding romantic depictions of
ethnic minority groups as being inherently vulnerable or low-skilled. Communities
normally cast as casualties of modernity (ethnic minorities and refugees) are more than
vulnerable or needy people. Their ‘traditional’, ‘ethnic’ and ‘indigenous’ practices travel
with them and interface with socio-ecological and cultural conditions at hand, thus
transforming them into contemporary, dynamic and emergent practices. Learning from
Portuguese and Karenni people has left me looking at backyards, hillsides, footpaths,
train lines and backyards with fresh eyes. It has taught me to value human cultural
diversity in a way that exceeds narrow categories of skilled and unskilled migration.
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9.3 IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This final section of the concluding chapter offers three implications stemming from this
thesis and suggests avenues for further study.
I.

Extrinsic enablers

II.

Organisational learning

III.

Sampling

I —Extrinsic Enablers
Not all regions and not all municipalities have the equivalent of a SCARF, Green
Connect, MCCI or DCF. The role of organisations who support ethnic minority migrants
and former refugees is clear — local municipalities, state governments and the federal
government are increasingly aware of this but could do much more. That SCARF
receives no ongoing government funding is shocking considering the pivotal role that
organisation has played in every Karenni interviewee’s settlement experience. I hope at
the very least that policy makers at Wollongong City Council might recognise that
Karenni people engage with interstitial spaces as culturally valuable edible
environments. They might wish to reconsider the application of herbicides not only to
appease urban ‘green’ voters but also to include different cultural uses. They might
even employ Karenni women (and interpreters) to conduct edible weed tours. This
would open up an employment option for Karenni people, value their translocal
ecological knowledge and introduce a cross-section of Australians to the edible
environment that surrounds them.
There is scope to connect the findings from this thesis with a range of enablers across
the nation including Mildura (Sunraysia Burundian Garden and Food Next Door
Community Demonstration Farm) (Food Next Door, 2019) and Meroo Meadow63, both
of which have key NGO actors working with newly arrived refugee communities to

63 Unfortunately, due to the unprecedented bushfires in early 2020 and COVID-19, the Meroo Meadow project is still
at the scoping phase.
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support their farming practices. Building an overarching national network of research
on the role of ethnic minority groups and farming might produce comparative insights
and open further research pathways.
II — Organisational learning
The Green Connect case study has raised interesting questions on the links between
workers’ financial security, dignified working conditions and the effect these have on
organisational learning. The benefits of working with culturally diverse staff on a
financially and intellectually respectful basis have transformed the way Green Connect
terraces their market gardens (see section 7.4.2). Green Connect’s CSA model of
employing former refugees, paying them award wages and ensuring they are treated
with respect has improved the financial health of the enterprise and led to outstanding
social and environmental outcomes (Green Connect, 2019). Green Connect can pay its
former refugee and youth staff award wages because of the quality of their produce
and the strength of the CSA business model. Others who wish to emulate such a model
might do well to learn from Green Connect and its commitment to diversifying
community supported agriculture (CSA). Early research on community supported
agriculture, particularly in North America, suggests that much of it is ethnically
homogenous and weighted towards wealthy people (Okoye, 2014). This presents an
opportunity to investigate Green Connect’s (perhaps) pioneering work of including
ethnic minority migrants as a core element of their business model. Its effects on a
culturally diverse customer base would further diversify agricultural and environmental
research in the rich world
III —

Sampling and the selection of key demographic variables

Differential experiences of housing and employment precarity were probably master
variables within the two sample ethnic groups and might need to be controlled for in
future research. This demonstrates that these findings cannot be generalised. This
thesis showed that newly arrived communities on humanitarian visas have to work
much harder to ensure their skills are given the opportunity to take root. Economic
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precarity/stability may be another way in which to select sample groups to ascertain the
effect of socio-economic disadvantage when considering ecological knowledge and
place-based practice. The stark differences of housing and employment between the
Portuguese and Karenni communities indicate the heightened levels of disadvantage
newly arrived migrants (particularly refugees) have to face. Who knows which other
ethnic minority communities possess similar levels of ecological expertise and
agricultural prowess, but have not enjoyed the same levels of organisational support as
the Karennis have?
A key demographic variable in future research on ethnic minority migrants and their
place-based practices could be the urban/rural split and whether they come from
agrarian, industrial, white-collar professional, subsistence, blue-collar professional,
primary producer, or hunter-gatherer backgrounds. Picking the right class and
vocational background and carefully accounting for them is important. Further research
into the role of ethnicity and cultural diversity regarding ecological knowledge might do
well to compare, say, urban Indian migrants from cities like Hyderabad and Chennai
with rural Indians from farming communities in Haryana or Punjab. This might help
distinguish between the roles that culture, ethnicity and material histories play in
determining practices, attitudes, behaviours and ecological knowledge.
Ethnic minority migrants, with their distinct cultures, introduce an important factor in
conceptualising place-based practice, materiality and perhaps how cities navigate
changing economies and climates. Karenni and Portuguese participants’ practices offer
a unique window into spatial relationality, ecological knowledge and the value of skilled
people in feeding a rapidly urbanising world.
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9.4 POSTSCRIPT
A postscript was not part of the plan, but I feel current events and responses within the
community are so significant that they warrant one.
On March 31 I got a phone call from Callum Champagne, farm manager at Green
Connect Farm. I asked him how he was coping with the viral pandemic. He said, “We’ve
never been busier here at the farm. Maybe people will realise that globalised food
systems aren’t all that resilient.” While hundreds of millions of people worldwide face
economic ruin, a group of former refugees and formerly out of work young people have
found themselves in high demand. Green Connect’s food box subscriptions have
jumped from a baseline of 125 weekly boxes to a staggering 220 boxes. Callum has had
to cap sales to keep up with demand. It has prompted me to think about what an
essential service is and what essential knowledge is. Callum now has four separate
teams working on the farm. Karenni staff make up one of these four teams. Callum
went on, “they hold the place together actually: Shay, Su Meh and Eh Moo.” Dizzying
volatility can sometimes have a clarifying effect. It reveals certain non-negotiable truths.
Knowing how to grow and gather food in adversity seems more important than ever.
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APPENDIX 1: RECRUITMENT FLYER

Do you grow or gather food for your household?
Researchers from the Australian Centre for Cultural Environmental Research (AUSCCER),
University of Wollongong, are inviting residents of the Illawarra to participate in a study about
cultural diversity, food gardening or gathering and the environment.

Who can participate?
• Do you grow food for your household, or for the community?
• Do you gather or forage for foods in the area such as plants, mushrooms or
seaweed?
• Do you consider yourself as coming from a ‘migrant’ background?
If so, we would like to hear from you and to learn more about your experiences. We hope to
speak to people from a range of cultural and linguistic backgrounds to gather diverse
perspectives.

What would my participation involve?
If you decide to participate in this study, you will be initially asked to take part in an interview
at a time and location that suits you. The questions in the interview will focus on your food
gardening and/or gathering activities. We would also like to discuss your knowledge of how
your community might view the environment more broadly.
If you have any questions about this research, and/or if you are interested in
participating, please contact:
Mr. Ananth Gopal

; ag802@uowmail.edu.au
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APPENDIX 2: PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Participant Information Sheet for Interviewees: Migrant Food Gardeners
TITLE: Growing and Gathering Culturally Diverse Food in the Illawarra.
PURPOSE: This is an invitation to join a study by researchers at the University of Wollongong. The
purpose of the study is to learn about how home food gardening and local food gathering contribute
to environmental knowledge in the Illawarra. We believe that migrants bring unique knowledge and
understandings of the environment and nature from different countries and cultures. We would like
to better understand how migrants interact with environments through home food gardening and
gathering.
RESEARCHERS
Ananth Gopal (student investigator), Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Wollongong, 0
; ag802@uowmail.edu.au
Professor Lesley Head (supervisor), Head of School Geography, University of Melbourne, (03)
83446479; lesley.head@unimelb.edu.au
Dr. Natascha Klocker (supervisor), Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Wollongong, (02) 4298
1331; natascha@uow.edu.au.
WHAT WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO: We would like you to participate in a research interview about
your food ga dening and ga he ing ac i i ie We e in e e ed in he e e da
ac ice ha
undertake in your food garden. You have been selected because you are a member of a cultural group
that is involved with food gardening and gathering in the Illawarra. There are three stages of data
collection. You can choose to participate in just one, two or all three stages. You may withdraw from
the study at any time.
1. Interview: you will be invited to participate in a conversation with Ananth Gopal about the
topics men i ned ab e If Engli h i n
fi lang age a c mm ni c - e ea che ma
also be present if you agree. The community co-researcher will help translate and interpret.
You may also have other people present such as a friend or a relative if it helps you feel more
comfortable. This conversation will take between 30 and 90 minutes, and will take place in a
time and place convenient to you. Ananth will request permission to audio-record the
interview.
2. Walking tours: after the interview, Ananth will invite you to show him any places in and
around your garden where you are involved with foraging or growing food for eating. While
visiting these places, Ananth may request your permission to take photos and make an audio
recording. He will not use any of the recorded material without your permission.
3. Participant Observation/Gardening together: after the tour, Ananth may invite you to
participate in joint gardening/gathering sessions. The aim of these sessions is for Ananth to
learn from observing and participating in your practice. Ideally, Ananth would like to work
alongside you while you are food gardening or gathering food, at a time that is convenient for
you.
1
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POSSIBLE RISKS, INCONVENIENCES AND DISCOMFORTS: Aside from the time taken to participate
in this research, we can foresee no risks to you. Participation in this research is voluntary. You may
choose to participate and then change your mind. If you would like to withdraw your data, please
make sure that you inform Ananth within 4 weeks from the time of your participation and we will not
use your data. If you decide not to participate, this will not affect your relationship with the University
of Wollongong.
If after the interview you would like to see a copy of the transcript, please tick the relevant box on the
consent form. Once you receive the transcript, you will have four weeks to review it and return it to
the researcher indicating any information you wish to take out, clarify or correct.
FUNDING AND BENEFITS OF THE RESEARCH: This study is funded by an Australian Research
Council (ARC) Discovery Project Grant (DP140101165). The research will be used to help the broader
Australian community understand the unique contributions migrants make to the Australian
environment. If you choose to allow Ananth to garden and/or forage food with you, you will also
ecei e a he i g ha d i he f
f ab
WHAT WILL THE RESEARCH BE USED FOR? The findings of the research may be published in
scholarly publications, books, conference papers, web-based written pieces about the project, and
A a h G a he i The fi di g a a be di c ed i
edia i e ie
ch a i h he ca
ABC radio station or the local newspaper.
Recorded interview materials may also be used to produce an audio documentary, or podcasts, to
raise awareness of the unique and valuable experiences of migrants in the Illawarra and in Australian
environments more broadly. Audio and video materials may be published on the webpage of the
Australian Centre for Cultural Environmental Research (AUSCCER), or via local media. Ananth will ask
for your permission before including any audio or video material that you provide in such broadcasts.
You may choose to be referred to by your real name or a fake name (pseudonym) in materials
published from this research and in media interviews about the research findings. Where you indicate
you wish to use a pseudonym, any information that you provide will be treated confidentially
(privately). Audio recording photographs will only be used with your agreement. All interview
transcripts will be transcribed by Ananth Gopal with the assistance of a bi-lingual co-researcher when
needed.
WHERE WILL THE INTERVIEW RECORDS AND DATA BE KEPT? According to the law, we will store
all data that we obtain from you for a minimum of five years in locked filing cabinets in the lead
i e iga
ffice a he U i e i
fW
g g i B i di g
a d
a
d
ec ed
computers. After this time, the data may be archived by the lead investigators in a locked filing cabinet
within the secure Human Geography archive room (also in Building 41). With approval from the
Human Research Ethics Committee, the data may continue to be used by the researchers after the
five-year period in related research and publications.
ETHICS REVIEW AND COMPLAINTS: This study has been reviewed by the Social Sciences Human
Research Ethics Committee of the University of Wollongong (Approval No. HE01/091). If you have
any concerns or complaints regarding this research, you can contact the UOW Ethics Officer on (02)
4221 3386 or email rso-ethics@uow.edu.au. If you have any questions about the study, please contact
one of the lead investigators, Ananth Gopal, Dr Natascha Klocker or Professor Lesley Head. Thank you
for your interest in this study.
2
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APPENDIX 3: INFORMATION SHEET FOR POTENTIAL COMMUNITY CO-RESEARCHERS

Information Sheet for Potential Community Co-Researchers
TITLE: Growing and Gathering Culturally Diverse Food in the Illawarra.
PURPOSE: This is an invitation to join a study by researchers at the University of Wollongong. The purpose
of the study is to learn about how home food gardening and local food gathering contribute to
environmental knowledge in the Illawarra. We believe that migrants bring unique knowledge and
understandings of the environment and nature from different countries and cultures. We would like to
better understand how migrants interact with environments through home food gardening and gathering.
WHO WE ARE LOOKING TO WORK WITH:
We are looking for people who belong to a migrant cultural group in the Illawarra. Suitable community coresearchers will be bilingual in English and relevant community languages. Community co-researchers will
work with the research team to help identify potential participants and culturally appropriate ways of
conducting the research. They will also assist with interviews, including with interpretation and
transcriptions when necessary.
RESEARCHERS
Ananth Gopal (student investigator), Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Wollongong,
ag802@uowmail.edu.au

;

Professor Lesley Head (supervisor), Head of School Geography, University of Melbourne, (03) 83446479;
lesley.head@unimelb.edu.au
Dr. Natascha Klocker (supervisor), Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Wollongong, (02) 4298 1331;
natascha@uow.edu.au.
WHAT WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO DO:
Help the research team find suitable research participants through your community networks.
Provide the research team with any feedback and suggestions for improving the research methods.
Work together with us in making this research appropriate for your community or cultural group.
Help conduct research interviews by assisting with translations, interpretation and cultural context.
Co-researchers will act as members of the research team and therefore must abide by the ethical
considerations and protocols associated with this project. Ananth will provide you with relevant
information about research ethics, and you will be asked to sign a researcher declaration form.
HOW MUCH WILL I BE PAID TO BE A CO-RESEARCHER?
You will be employed and paid at University of Wollongong Casual Rate 3 or 4 depending on your
qualifications.

If you have any questions about this research, and/or if you are interested in participating, please
contact:
Mr. Ananth Gopal

; ag802@uowmail.edu.au
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APPENDIX 4: CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS

Consent Form for Study Participants
RESEARCH TITLE: Growing and Gathering Culturally Diverse Food in the Illawarra.
RESEARCHERS: Mr. Ananth Gopal, Dr. Natascha Klocker, University of Wollongong & Professor Lesley
Head, University of Melbourne
I have been given information about the project Gro ing and Ga hering C l rall Di er e Food in
he Illa arra . I have discussed the research project with at least one of the above-mentioned
researchers, who are conducting this research as part of an Australian Research Council (ARC)
Discovery Project Grant (DP
) and Ananth Gopal’s thesis in the Faculty of Social Sciences at
the University of Wollongong.
I have been advised of the potential risks and burdens associated with this research, which include
the time taken to participate in an interview. I understand that by participating in an interview, I will
not be obliged to participate in additional research activities: a walking tour or participant
observation. I understand that during this research project I will be asked questions about my
migration history, and my environmental, food growing and/or food gathering activities in Australia.
I understand that a ‘community co-researcher’ may also be present to help with the interview,
including with interpretation if needed. I will have the opportunity to have another person of my
choosing with me during the interview. I have had an opportunity to ask the researchers any
questions I may have about the research and my participation.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, I am free to refuse to participate and
I am free to withdraw from the research at any time. If I decide not to participate or withdraw my
consent, this will not affect my relationship with the University of Wollongong. I also understand
that I can withdraw any data that I have contributed to the project up until four weeks after my
participation has been completed. If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact Ananth
Gopal on
or ag802@uowmail.edu.au; or Dr. Natascha Klocker on (02) 4298 1331 or
natascha@uow.edu.au.
If I have any concerns or complaints regarding the way the research is or has been conducted, I can
contact the Ethics Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of Wollongong on
(02) 4221 3386 or rso-ethics@uow.edu.au.
By signing below I am indicating that I agree to (please tick all that apply):
Participate in an interview
Agree to the presence of a community co-researcher during the interview
Have an audio-recording of the interview made for the purposes of interview transcription
In published materials (and media interviews) relating to this research, I would like to be referred to
by (please tick one):
My real/given name
A fake name (pseudonym)
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I consent for the data collected from my participation to be used for scholarly publications, books,
conferences, and web-based written pieces about the project, as well as a student thesis. I also
consent for the data collected to be used when communicating research outcomes to the media
such as a local newspaper and local radio station. I understand that my confidentiality will be
protected in all publications and media activities associated with this research where I have specified
I do not wish to be identified.
Signed:

Date:

.......................................................................
Name (please print):
.......................................................................

......./....../......

Interview transcript request
I would like to be provided with a full transcript of my interview for approval (please tick one):
Yes
No
Additional consent for audio documentary
I agree that parts of my recorded interview may be used for an audio documentary, to be
broadcast and/or podcast online or via radio. I understand that I will be notified if the
researchers wish to use the audio recording for any of these broadcasting purposes. I will be
given a CD copy of the original, unedited interview for reference and personal use. I will also
be given an opportunity to approve the components of my interview being used for this
purpose prior to any broadcast. Please tick and sign below:
Yes
No
Signed:
.......................................................................
Name (please print):
.......................................................................

Date:
......./....../......

Additional consent for photographs and video-recordings during walking tours
By signing below I am agreeing to allow the researchers to visit a location (or locations) around my
home in the Illawarra region together with me. I am also indicating my consent for the researchers
to conduct the following activities at the location/s (please tick all that apply):
take photographs of the location/activity
take photographs of me
take video footage of the location/activity
take video footage of me
Where photographs or video footage of me are to be used for publication or media purposes (please
tick one):
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I wish to be contacted and given an opportunity to agree to the use of those particular images
before they are used in a publication or broadcast
I agree to the use of the photos/video footage, but request that my face is obscured in all
uses of the images for publication or broadcast
I agree to the use of the photos/video footage and there is no need to obscure my face

Signed: Date:
....................................................................... ......./....../......
Name (please print):
.......................................................................
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APPENDIX 5: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE FOR SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

Semi-Structured Interview Questions
Semi-structured interviews have some structure to ensure a degree of consistency
between interviewees. The follow-up questions will vary according to each interviewee.
Migration experience:
How would you define your ethnic or cultural identity?
Which country did you come from?
How long have you been in Australia? (If born in Australia, explore migration
history of forbearers etc.).
Can you tell me what prompted you to leave your place of origin?
Can you tell me what made you migrate to Australia in particular?
Can you tell me about the physical experience of coming here to Australia (i.e.
the physical journey- how you came here)?
What brought you to the Illawarra region?
Practices of food gardening and foraging
Do you grow any plants for food or medicine or any other purpose? If so, can
you tell me more about it?
[Prompts:]
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

For how long have you been growing these plants?
What types of plants do you grow?
Where do you grow these plants?
Why do you grow your own plants?
Do you share plants or plant matter with anybody else?
What techniques do you use to grow your own food/medicinal plants?
What time in the year do you grow these plants?
Who do you grow the plants for/with?
How did you learn to grow/garden?
Do you formally/informally teach anybody else your gardening methods? If
so, who and could you describe the relationship?
Do other members of your community show interest in food gardening?
Did you grow food plants in your country or origin?
What kind of food garden did you have? (E.g. backyard plot, farm,
community garden etc.)
What kind of techniques did you use in your country of origin for food
growing? (E.g. hand tools, machinery, irrigation etc.)
Have you changed your growing methods, if so, in what ways and for what
reason(s)?
Are there any cha ge
e
ced h
a g
e he ea
e bee g
g he

Are there any plants you wish you could grow but do not? If yes, what are they
and h d n
g
he e lan
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Are there any plants that you grow in Australia that you did not grow in your
country of origin? If so, what are they and why do you grow these plants?
Do you collect/forage any plants/fungi for food, medicine or any other
purpose? If so, can you tell me more about it?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.

Did you collect these plants/fungi in your country of origin?
Did you collect other plants in your country or origin?
For how long have you been foraging plants here in the Illawarra?
Where do you collect these plants?
What types of plants do you collect?
Why do you gather these plants?
What techniques do you use to gather the plants (in terms of identifying
and harvesting them)?
When do you collect the plants/fungi (seasonally? all the time?)
How did you learn about the locations for the foraged plants/fungi?
Who do you collect the plants/fungi for/with?
How did you learn about collecting these plants/fungi? (In terms of
technique, location and desire)
Do you formally/informally teach anybody else your gardening methods? If
so, who and could you describe the relationship?
Do other members of your community show interest in plant/fungi
collection?
Do members of other ethnic/cultural groups show interest in plant/fungi
foraging? If so, who?
A e e ea
a c a c a e
e
ced
e a a ab
f ee
plants/fungi?

Are there any plants/fungi you wish you could collect but do not? If yes, what
a e he a d h d
c ec he
Understandings of agriculture and horticulture:
Wha d e he e
ag c
e ea
Wha d e he e
h
c
e ea
Do you feel/think that these terms are understood differently here in Australia
compared to your country of origin?
Do you feel you practice agriculture or horticulture in your garden?
What did agriculture and horticulture look like and represent in your country of
origin?
Understandings of the environment and nature:
Wha d e he e
e
e
ea
Wha d e he e
a e ea
What were your first impressions about the environment when you came here?
What main physical features did you notice when you came here to the Illawarra
(environment, vegetation, rainfall, soil etc.)?
Did/does your family talk about the environment, if so, in what ways?
Has anybody or anything influenced the way you think about the environment?
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